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Cite as 20 NRC 799 (1984) CLI 8418

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asselstine
Frederick M. Sermhal.

Lando W. Zech, Jr.

| -

In the Metter of Docket No. 50-322 OL 4
(Low Power)

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING
COMPANY

(Shoreham Nuclear Power
Station, Unit 1) September 7,1984

.

The Commission calls for the views of the parties concerning a
September 5,1984 Licensing Board Order (LBP 84-35A,20 NRC 920)
in this operating license proceeding.

ORDER
-

-

On September 5,1984, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board issued
an " Order Reconsidering Summary Disposition of Phase I and Phase !!
Low-Power Testing" (LBP-84-35A, 20 NRC 920). The effect of the
September S Order is to resolve certain offsite emergency power issues
in favor of permitting the Long Island Lighting Company (LILCO) to
conduct fuel loading and low power testing as proposed in Phases I and
II of its low power testing program. However, in the present posture of
the case, no such fuel loading and low power testing can be undertaken
without action by the Commission itself.
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. _

' Any party's written views on whether the Licensing Board's Septem-
ber 5,1984 Order may serve as the basis for issuance of a license for
Phase I and Phase II of LILCO's low-power testing program should be
received by the Secretary of the Commission no later than c.o.b. Friday,
September 14, 1984. Such written views should include discussion of
the factors specified in 10 C.F.R. f 2.788(e).

,

It is so ORDERED.*

_
For the Commission *

,

,

SAMUEL J. CHILK
'

- Secretary of the Commission
-i

i Dated at Washington, D.C.,

| this 7th day of September 1984.
, i

t

! -

i
6 .

1

4

* Chairman Palladino has chosen not to participate in matters telated to shoreham pending disposition of
the County's and state's " Request for Recusal and, Alternatively, Motion for Disqualification of Chair-
man Palladino."
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Cite as 20 NRC 801 (1984) Cl.1-84-17

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

i

)

COMMISSIONERS:

Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asseletine
Frederick M. Bernthal

Lando W. Zech, Jr.i

.

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-289 SP
(Restart)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY,
et al.

(Three Mlle Island Nuclear
Station, Unit 1) September 11,1984

The Commission denies a request by the Licensee to stay the re-
opened management hearings in the Three Mile Island, Unit 1, restart
proceeding based upon its determination that the stay criteria are not
satisfied and it grants an intervenor's motion to lift the stay of the re-
opened hearings on certain other allegations.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STAY REQUESTS
The four factors to be considered in deciding whether to grant a stay

request, as set forth in 10 C.F.R. 5 2.788(e), are: (1) Whether the
moving party has made a strong showing that it is likely to prevail on
the merits; (2) Whether the party will be irreparably injured unless a
stay is granted; (3) Whether the granting of a stay would harm other
parties; and (4) Where the public interest lies.

i
,
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RULES OF PRACTICE: STAY REQUESTS
.

j
(IRREPARABLE INJURY)

The most signifi6 ant factor in deciding whether to grant a stay request
is "whether the party requesting a stay has shown that it will be irrepara-
bly injured unless a stay is granted." Westinghouse Electric Corp. (Export
to the Philippines), CLI-80-14,11 NRC 631,662 (1980).

RULES OF PRACTICE: STAY REQUESTS
(IP. REPARABLE INJURY)

Mere litigation expense, even substantial and unrecoupable cost, does
not constitute irreparable injury. Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant,

,

Units I and 2), ALAB-395,5 NRC 772,779 (1977), quoting Renegoria.

| ' ion Board v. Bannercraft Co.,415 U.S.1,24 (l974). -t
'

i

! ORDER
!
t This Order addresses Licensee's June 13,1984 request that the Com-

mission stay the reopened management hearings in the Three Mile
Island, Unit 1 (TMI-1) restart proceeding- (ALAB 772,19 NRC 1193
(1984)), and Three Mile Island Alert's (TMIA) June 25, 1984 request

. that the Commission lift the stay of the reopened hearings on the so-
called Hartman allegations (ALAB 738,18 NRC 177 (1983)).I As ex-
plained below, the Commission has decided to deny Licensee's request

; and grant TMIA's request. *

l

I. LICENSEE'S REQUEST TO STAY ALAB-772

On May 25,1984, the Appeal Board issued its decision on the manage-
ment issues in the TMI l restart proceeding. The Appeal Board in that
decision remanded three issues to the Licensing Board for further
hearings. Those issues involved (1) the adequacy of Licensee's training
program, (2) the May 9,1979 mailgram from Herman Dieckamp to
Congressman Udall concerning the " pressure spike" during the TMI 2
accident, and (3) pre-accident leak rate practices at TMI-1.

.

I 3 By separate Order issued today, the Commission has taken review of three issues in ALAB.772 and or
several related matters. in order to decide whether or not further hearmss are required in this restart
proceeding and. if so, what their scope should be. CLI-8418. 20 NRC 808 (1984L

,
*
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On June 13,1984, Licensee requested the Commission to stay the re-

! manded hearings pending action on the petition for review it intended to
! file.2 Licensee addressed the four factors to be considered in deciding

whether to grant a stay as follows.2 Licensee argued first that it is likely |'

| to prevail on the merits on all three remanded issues. Licensee stated
the difference in judgments between the Boards on training are likely
"to be resolved in favor of the Licensing Board's decision," that it
would be " fruitless and inconsistent" to devote additional resources to

;
the mailgram issue, and that the evidence does not justify reopening on
leak rate testing practices at TMI-1. Licensee then argued that it will be ,

irreparably injured if a decision on restart must await completion of fur-
ther hearings, and that it will suffer irreparable injury from the effort
and expense of preparing for and conducting further hearings if the' '

,

; _
i Commission should eventually reverse the Appeal Board. Finally, Lice,n ,

see stated no other party will be harmed by a stay, and the public interest

! will best be served by avoiding a commitment of resources to the re-

! opened hearings prior to a Commission decision on whether those hear-
j ings are necessary.

!
The NRC Staff, the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS), and Three

Mile Island Alert (TMIA) responded to Licensee's motion."

The NRC Staff supported Licensee's request. Staff argued that Licen-'

see had failed to show that it was likely to prevail on the merits and did
J not make a particularly strong showing of irreparable injury. However,:

! . Staff agreed with the Licensee that no other party would be harmed by a
stay and that the public interest would best be served by avoiding any
commitment of resources to a hearing which may not be necessary.
Staff, balancing these four factors, concluded that they weighed "slightly
in favor" of granting. Licensee's request "until the Commission has *

acted on Licensee's petition for review of ALAB-772."1

UCS opposed Licensee's request. UCS first argued that the application
'

- fora stay is inconsistent with the procedures adopted by the Commission
in the restart proceeding. UCS, noting that the Commission removed'

i stay authority from the Appeal Board in this special proceeding, argued

2 Licensee requessed prompt Commission action on its motion because the Licensing Board had sched-
uled a prehearing conference on the remanded issues for June 28,1984. The Commission issued an
order on June 26,1984 (unpublished) stating that it would not act on Licensee's motion prior to June

j 28.
3 The four factors to be conadered in deciding whether to grant a stay request are set forth in 10 C.F.R.
I 2.788(e);

i. Whether the moving party has made a s:rong showwg that it is likely to prevail on the merits;
2. Whether the party will be irrepereely iryured unless a stay is granted;
3. Whether the granting of a stay would harm other parties; and
4. Where the pubhc interest lies.

!
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that there is no reason for a stay because the question of restart is inde-
pendent of the merits process.

UCS next argued that Licensee's request does not meet the standards
. required for the granting of a stay. UCS stated that Licensee has not es-

tablished that it will suffer irreparable injury because the grant or denial
of a stay would have no effect whatever on restart, and because the
etTort and expense of conducting hearings do not constitute irreparable

' harm. UCS argued that Licensee's pleading on its face was insufficient
to show that it is likely to prevail on the mertts. UCS maintained that
the other parties would be harmed by a stay because it would again delay
the time when intervenors can participate in an on the-record adjudica-

' tion of Licensee's competence and integrity. Finally, UCS argued that
the public interest favors denying the stay because the questions here 30

j h the heart of management and operator competence and hence should
be resolved now.,

j TMIA opposed Licensee's request for the reasons outlined in the
j UCS opposition.

The most signiEcant factor iri deciding whethe' to grant a stay requestr
is "whether the party requesting a stay has shown that it will be irrepara-

| bly injured unless a stay is granted."* Westinghouse Electric. Corp. (Export
'

to the Philippines), CLI 30-14,11 NRC 631, 662 (1980). The only
injury in the present case would be the commitment of resources to a
hearing before the Commission has decided whether that hearing should

i
. be held. " Mere litigation expense, even substantiel and unrecoupable

cost, does not constitute irreparabl: injury." Consumers Pbwer Co.
(Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-395,5 NRC 772,779 (1977),
quoting Renegotiation Board v. Bannercraft Co.,415 U.S.1, 24 (l974).',

; With regard to the second factor, establishing a strong likelihood of
prevailing on the merits, Licensee has not made a convincing arguntent.

-

On the first issue, training, Licensee offers only a conclusionary argu-
ment that the Commission is likely to resolve the differences in judg-
ment between the boards in favor of the Licensing Board. This argument

.

!

!

6

| 4 The Commission disagrees with the UCS argument that a stay is meily improper in this special
proceedmg. The Commission removed stay authority from the Appeal Board because the Commission

i intended to make the decision on restart. That does not mean that a stay by the Commission in the pree.
eat circumstances would be improper.

| 5 Licensee's argument that it will be irreparably injured through a delay in restart is irrelevant to the
present question. The issue of restart is separate from the issue of whether the reopened hearings shouldr

be stayed until the Commission decides whether to review ALAB-772.
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is insufficient for purposes ofits stay motion to establish a strong likeli-
hood of prevailing on the merits.'

Concerning the third factor, the Commission finds that the other par-'

ties would not be harmed by a stay. The only harm alleged by UCS and
TMIA is a delay in the hearings and some unspecified relationship be- ''

tween that delay and a restart decision. The Commission will not author- !
'

ize restart unless the concerns which led to making the 1979 shutdown
order immediately effective are satisfied. A short delay in any hearings,

while the Commission determines whether those hearings should be
held would not affect the Commission's decision.

The Commission finds that the fourth factor, the public interest, is
neutral here. While there is some public interest in not pursuing those
hearings before the Commission has considered if they are necessary,
there is also a public interest in avoiding delay in hearings.;

4
j The Commission after considering these four factors has decided to

deny Licensee's motion. The necessity of participating in a hearing does1

', not constitute sufficient harm to justify a stay, and Licensee has failed to!

: ! demonstrate that any of the other factors are significant enough in the
; j present case to warrant a stay.
' !
*

i II. TMIA'S REQUEST TO LIFT STAY OF ALAB-738 i

.

| The Appeal Board in ALAB 738 directed the Licensing Board to
i . reopen the TMI-I restart record to examine allegations made by Harold
j Hartman, a former TMI-2 operator, that leak rate data at TMI-2 had'

been falsified. On October 7,1983, the Commission took review of
'

whether the hearings should be deferred until after the Commission's

! Office of Investigations (OI) had completed an investigation it had in-
stituted on the Hartman allegations. To preserve the status quo, the
Commission stayed the Licensing Board hearings until it had received

,
'

: and considered the parties' views.
.

! ' Shortly after issuance of the October 7 Order, the Department of Jus-

| tice requested the Commission to stay further administrative proceedings
! related to the operation of TMI-2 until the then-pending criminal trial,

United Staws v. Metropolitan Edison Co., had been completed. The Com-

: mission agreed to cooperate with the Department of Justice and sus-

|
pended the OI investigation of the Hartman allegations.

I

| 6 The Commission notes that in view of Licensee's failure to make the requisite showing on the training

( issue it is unnecessary to address the other two issues. Even if Licensee made the requisite showing on
[. the other issues. the prospect of some reopened hearings would remain reaL
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TMIA in response to Licensee's request for a stay of ALAB-772'

moved the Commission to lift the stay of the reopened hearings on the
Hartman allegations. TMIA argued that there was no longer any basis
for staying that decision. TMIA maintained that OI had substantially

'

completed its investigation, that the company had already commissioned
a new investigation', and that it was grossly unfair to deny the parties toj

' the proceeding any opportunity to pursue this matter.
The Staff opposed TMIA's motion. Staff argued that the stay should

continue until OI has completed'its investigation of the Hartman allega-
tions and issued its resulting report, especially in view of the previous
Commission decision that the Hartman allegations do not have to be re-
solved before restart. Staff also argued that the stay should continue
until the Commission decides whether further hearings are required
under ALAB-772.

Licensee also opposed the TMIA motion. Licensee argued there was
no urgency to pursuing the matter and the original basis for the stay re-

i

mained valid. Licensee also noted that the Commission could still take
i review of whether further hearings were required.

The Commission has decided to grant TMIA's motion and lift the'

,

' stay of the hearings ordered by the Appeal Board in ALAB-738. The
Commission has not yet decided whether a fullinvestigation of the Hart-
man allegations is still warranted, and, accordingly, the Commission has
determined that its original concerns about conserving agency resources

. and avoiding duplication of effort are not now sufficient to warrant a
stay. The Commission also notes in this regard that the Licensing Board
in the prehearing conference on the issues remanded by ALAB-772
deferred proceeding on the TMI-1 leak rate matter pending further guid-
ance by the Appeal Board or Commission because the Appeal Board ex-
pected the TMI-l leak rate matter to be considered in conjunction with
the Hartman remand. For purposes of a stay of hearings, the Commis-,

'

sion sees no reason to treat the leak rate practices issues differently from
the other remanded issues.

; In sum, the Commission finds no reason to stay the remanded hear-
'

ings. Licensee's motion to stay the remand directed in ALAB-772 is
therefore denied, and TMIA's motion to lift the stay of the remand
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directed in ALAB-738 is granted. The Commission in this decision is ex-
pressing no view on the merits of either Appeal Board decision.

It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission

! SAMUEL J. CHILK
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this lith day of September 1984.
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Cite as 20 NRC 808 (1984) CLI 84-18
.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts
James K. Asselstine
Frederick M. Bernthal

Lando W. Zech, Jr.
.

.

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-289-SP
(Restart)+

| METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY,
e et al.

f (Three Mlle Island Nuclear
| Station, Unit 1) September 11,1984

1

~

l

In order to determine whether further hearings are required in this'

special restart proceeding for Unit 1 of the Three Mile Island (TMI)
nuclear power plant and the scope of any such hearings, the Commission
(1) decides to review certain portions of the Appeal Board decisions in
ALAB-772,19 NRC 1193 (1984), and ALAB-738,18 NRC 177 (1983),

| - and (2) requests the views of the parties regarding additional hearings.
The Commission also announces its intention to determine whether the
plant must remain shut down pending more hearings, should it find
such hearings are required.

ORDER

On May 24,1984, the Appeal Board issued its decision on the manage-
ment issues in the Three Mile Island, Unit 1 (TMI-1) restart proceed-
ing, ALAB-772,19 NRC 1193. The Appeal Board found in three areas

808
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"that the record does not support the Licensing Board's favorable find-
ings concerning licensee's management of TMI-1." Id. at 1279. Those
areas involve the adequacy of Licensee's training program, the May 9,
1979 mailgram from Herman Dieckamp to Congressman Udall regarding'

the " pressure spike," and leak rate practices at TMI-1.
As explained below, the Commission has decided to review the

Appeal Board's decision on these three issues to determine whether fur-
,

ther hearings are warranted. The Commission has also decided to review
whether the Appeal Board in this proceeding had the legal authority to
remove Mr. Charles Husted from supervisory duties, insofar as the train-

,

ing of nonlicensed personnel is concerned, without providing.Mr.
Husted with notice and an opportunity to request a hearing.

In addition, as explained below, the Commission has decided to take
review of whether in view of changed circumstances further hearingsare
required on the Hartman allegations, as directed by the Appeal Board in.

,

ALAB-738,18 NRC 177 (1983).8 Finally, the Commission has decided
to review whether any of the information discussed in Staft's latest eval-

,

untion of management integrity, NUREG-0680, Supplement No. 5, re-
i ; quires further hearings.

The Commission in this manner will decide whether any further hear-
ings are required in this proceeding, and, if so, what their scope should

i be. The Commission in making its determination whether new informa-
tion requires reopening of the record will use the traditional standards

- for reopening, and, accordingly, the parties should apply ti ose standards
in their comments. See, e.g., Pacvic Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-598,11 NRC 876 (1980).
The parties in addressing the scope of further hearings, if any, as
requested throughout this Order, shall designate the specific disputed
issues of fact material to a restart decision by the Commission on which
further evidence must be produced and shall provide their most substan-
tial factual and technical bases for their position on each such issue.

The Commission has decided not to rule on whether to lift the im-
! mediate effectiveness of the 1979 shutdown orders until after it has
. decided on what further evidentiary hearings, if any, are required in the
! restart proceeding. If the Commission decides that further hearings are

required, it will decide whether the public health, safety and interest
require completion of those hearings prior to a decision on lifting
effectiveness.

I Licensee's request that the remanded heannes directed by the Appeal Board in ALAB.772 be stayed *

' and TMIA's request that the stay or ALAB-738 be immediately lined are being addressed in a separate
order that is besas issued today (CLI-84-17,20 NRC 801).

i
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I. REVIEW OF ALAB-7724

:

Licensee, General Public Utilities Nuclear Corporation (GPU
Nuclear), on June 22, 1984, requested the Commission to review

,

ALAB-772 insofar as it reopens the record on the management phase of'

this proceeding. Licensee argued that the Licensing Board's decision,
which found in favor of restart, was adequate, and that the perfection in
the record sought by the Appeal Board was unnecessary. The NRC Staff
had no objection to Commission review of ALAB 772.

Licensee's petition was opposed by Three Mile Island Alert (TMIA)
j and the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) Both argued that the

Appeal Board was correct on the three remanded issues, and that Licen-
see had failed to demonstrate that these issues met the standards for
Commission review set forth in 10 C.F.R. 5 2.786.>

; The proceeding to determine whether TMI-I should be restarted wes-
; initiated by Commission Order in August 1979. CLI 79-8,10 NRC 141.

The Commission at that time had no conception that this proceeding
I

' I would last for 5 or more years. The proceeding has become one of the
n.ost complex in Commission history, requiring a high degree of Com-

i mission involvement.
L The Commission has decided that, due to the unique nature of this

enforcement proceeding, it will make the decision on whether further,

hearings are required, and if so, what the specific issues in those hearings'

I should be. See, e.g., Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook
- Station, Units I and 2), CLI-77 8,5 NRC 503,516 (1977); UnitedStates

i Energy Research and Development Administration (Clinch River Breeder
! Reactor Plant), CLI-7613, 4 NRC 67, 75-76 (1976). Accordingly, the

Commission has decided to take review of ALAB-772 insofar as it re-
i mands .hree issues to the Licensing Board for further hearings. The par-
! ties in their comments should address both the need for further hearings
j

.
.and what the scope of such further hearings, if any, should be. The Com-

j mission in this regard is particularly interested in the parties' analyses
and conclusions regarding the significance of information developed

;

]
since the close of the hearing record relating to the adequacy of Licen-

j see's training program. The Commission by taking review is expressing
no view on the merits of the Appeal Board's decision. Nor does the

|

| Commission intend this Order to affect the ongoing hearings before the
Licensing Board.?

In addition, the Commission has decided to take review of the Appeal
Board's requirement as a condition of restart that Mr. Charles Husted

,

! "have no supervisory responsibilities insofar as the training of non-
licensed personnel is concerned." ALAB-772, supra,19 NRC at 1224.

,
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The Commission is not concerned with the underlying justification for
the Appeal Board's act, but rather with whether an adjudicatory board in
an ongoing hearing has the legal authority to impose a condition on a
licensee which in effect operates as a sanction against an individual,
where that individual is not a party to the proceeding and has had no
notice of a possible sanction or opportunity to request a hearing. The
parties should accordingly limit their comments to the legal issue
involved. The Commission ifit determines that the Appeal Board erred
will then decide whether to take enforcement action against Mr. Husted
separate from the restart proceeding.

II. REVIEW OF ALAB-738

' On October 7,1983, the Commission issued an Order (unpublished)

{ .taking review of whether the hearing on the Hartman allegations ordered '

! by the Appeal Board in ALAB-738 should be stayed until the Commis-
sion's Office of Investigations (OD had completed an investigation !t

. i

had started on the Hartman allegations. To preserve the status quo, the'

; Commission stayed the Appeal Board decision pending receipt and con-
sideration of the parties' comments. -

At the time that it issued its Order the Commission was concerned
that concurrent efforts by OI and the Licensing Board on the Hartman
allegations would involve a duplication of effort and constitute a possible
source of complaint of harassment of witnesses. Another concern was- '

that the NRC had already issued subpoenas to forty-seven witnesses
requesting them to appear to answer questions posed by OI. A motion to
quash the subpoenas had been denied by the Commission, and the
government was preparing a motion asking the Federal District Court to
enforce the subpoenas. There was no reason to believe that the Licens-

,

'ins Board would have had an easier time than OI in securing witness
cooperation. Accordingly, the Commission perceived that there was
little chance that Licensing Board hearings could meaningfully proceed.

After the Commission stayed the hearing, the Department of Justice
on December 14,1983, asked the Commission to stay further agency ac-

! tivity related to the Hartman allegations until the then pending criminal
trial, United States v. Metropolitan Edison Co., Criminal No. 83-00188

! (M.D. Pa.), had been completed. The Commission agreed to cooperate
| with the Department of Justice and suspended the OI investigation of
i the Hartman allegations.
|

i

,
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Metropolitan Edison entered into a plea agreement on February 29,
1984, with the Unit:d States which ended the criminal prosecution. Me-
tropolitan Edison r!eaded guilty to one count of the indictment charging
it with failure to vtablish, implement and maintain an accurate and
meaningful reactor wolant system water inventory balance procedure to
demonstrate that urddentified leakage was within allowable limits. it also
pleaded no-contes. to six other counts of the indictment, including
those which charged the company with improper manipulation of TMI-2
leak rate teU to generate results that would fulfill the company's license
requirements.

The Commission has been considering how best to proceed in this
matter since completion of the criminal trial. The Commission felt that
de:ision would depend in part on whether the Commission could obtain
access to the record of the Grand Jury proceeding which led to the in .
dictment of Metropolitan Edison. On June 25, 1984, the District Court
for the Middle District of Pennsylvania denied the Commission's request
for the Grand Jury record.

The Commission has also been considering the future extent of Ol's
investigation into this matter, and the effect of changes in personnel at
TMI on the relevance of that investigation to operation of TMI 1. For
instance, Herman Dieckamp has been relieved of his duties as Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer of GPU Nuclear, although he continues to
serve on the Board of Directors of GPU Nuclear, and Robert Arnold,
who had been President of GPU Nuclear, has been reassigned to non-
nuclear work with the GPU organization. Philip Clark, formerly Execu-
tive Vice President of GPU Nuclear, has replaced Arnold as President of
GPU Nuclear, while E.E. Kintner, formerly Vice President, has become
Executive Vice President. GPU Nuclear has also added to its Board of
Directors three outside directors who will comprise a Nuclear Safety and
Compliance Committee of the GPU Nuclear Board. That Committee
has hired a staff to monitor the operation and maintenance of the GPU-

Nuclear units. The Committee's findings will be detailed in periodic
public reports. These new individuals in charge - Messrs. Clark,
Kintner, and the new members of the Board - had no connection to or
responsibility for the actions taken in 1978 and 1979 that led to the
criminal convictions.2 Nor are any of the individuals who may have been

2The Commission notes in this regard the statement by the United states Attorney at the sentencing
heartas that the evidence does not indicate that any of the Directors and omeets of oPU Nuclear fkom.

its orgeassation in 1902 to the dose of the indictment. or the Directors of Metroponten Ed6 son Company
durtas the period covered by the indictment. " participated in, directed condoned or wee evere of the
acts or omisesons that are the sutgect of the indictment."
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directly responsible for the falsifications currently employed in opera-
tional positions at TMI l.3

In light of these developments, the Commission has determined that
it should now decide whether the restart hearing should be reopened,
and, if not, whether there should be a hearing on the Hartman allega-
tions separate from the restart proceeding in order to allow the matter to
be fully aired. Accordingly, the Commission is inviting the parties to
submit their viewa on whether a hearing on the Hartman allegations is
warranted and, if so, what the scope of the hearing should be.

III. REVIEW OF NUREG-0680, SUPPLEMENT NO. 5

The NRC Staff in NUREG 0680, Supp. No. 5, reviewed nine investi-
gations by O1 and other materials that appeared to be relevant and m, ate-i

i lial to evaluating Licensee's management integrity. Staffin its evaluation
i indicated that significant facts unknown to the Stafiduring the hearings

demonstrated a " pattern of activity on the part of the Met Ed [thatl, had
it been known at the time, would likely have resulted in a conclusion by

: the Staff that the Licensee had not met the standard of reasonable assur-
! ance of no undue risk to public health and safety." Id. at 13 5. However,
' with regard to the current Licensee, GPU Nuclear, Staff concluded after

balancing the past improper activities against the subsequent record of
remedial actions and performance, as well as the record of current

. senior management, that present GPU Nuclear management was accept-
able. Staff in making this determination relied in part on information'

outside the formal adjudicatory record.
Considering the amount of extra record material relied on by Staffin

Supp. No. 5 and Staff's conclusions regarding Metropolitan Edison, the

3The Commisuon beheves that, in the absence of any conuary information, ol's report on leak rate
practices at TMI I leaves no mentficant doubt that Michael Rose had no involvement in falsificauons at
Unit 2. Mr. Rose is the only person currently in an operational poution at TMI 2 who was hcensed to

'
operate TMI 2 prior to the accident. ol's invesusation shows that Mr. Ross primarily worked at TMI l.
and that he had no involvement with leak rate falmfications at TMI 2.

The Commission recosnizes that a hmited number of individuals who were in operational pomuons at
TMI 2 prior to the accident are now in nonoperational postions at TMI l and it is poss b6e that the
Commismon may order the temporary separation of some or all of these individuals as a condiuon o'
restart. The Commission also recosnares that Licensee, untd the open issues (including the Hartmaa
allesetions) are resolved. has temporanly reasesned personnel in such a manner that those functions
whech provide an overview assessment, analyms, or audit of plant activities contain only personcel whc,
prior to the accident. had not been in a manasement, supervisory or professional pomuon at TMI l or
2. The parties in their comments should address whether or not further endentiary hearings are rv

quired to determine the final dispomuon of the status of these individuals and whether any such hearines
can be separated from the restart proceedme. Licensee in this connection should provide a list of the in.
dividuals who have been temporarily ressmened and whom Licensee may wish to return to TMI I at any
time in the future.
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Commission wishes the parties to address whether any of the informa-
tion addressed in Supp. No. 5 requires further reopening of the record.
The parties should not address matters where motions to reopen have al-
ready been granted or denied on the same information cited by Staff,
but rather should specify what, if any, new information which has not
yet been passed on by a Board warrants reopening of the record.4

If the Staft's position is that the evidentiary record in the restart pro-
ceeding needs to be reopened on Supp. No. 5 issues, the Staff shall
designate the specific disputed issues of fact on which further evidence
must be produced and shall provide in its response its supplemental tes-

,

timony on each such issue in the form of affidavits. Staff shall also.ex-
plain how this supplemental testimony alters the testimony it provided
to the Licensing Board.

If the Staft's position is that the evidentiary record in the restart pro .
ceeding does not need to be reopened on Supp. No. 5 issues, the Staff
shall explain how it reached this conclusion in view of its statement in

- ; Supp. No. S that

it]his pattern of activity on the part of Met-Ed, had it been known at the time,
. i would likely have resulted in a conclusion by the staff that the licensee had not met
'

'

the standard of reasonable assurance of no undue risk to public health and safety.
However, these matters, or the significant facts concernins these matters, were not
known to the NRC staff during the ASLB's proceeding on TMI.1 restart.

- Supp. No. 5, at 13-5.5 Staffin this regard should specify what testimony
it gave before the Licensing Board that it would now change, and why

,

i that change in testimony does not require reopening.
The parties have 20 days from service of this Order to submit their

views on the above issues, and 15 days thereafter to submit any reply
comments. The Commission will then decide the overall question of
whether further hearings are required, and, if so, what their scope

'

should be.
~

'
4 Because the CE - will decide whether or not the information contained in supp. No. $ requires
reopening of the record, the perues should not file separate motions to reopen the record on matters ad-
dressed in supp. No. $ with the Licensing Board or Appeal Board.

,

8 Regardless of its poetion on reopening. stair shall set forth exactly what new information led it to the'

above.guoted conclusion on Metropolitan Edison Co. The Commismon notes in this regard that the cor.

i tification of Floyd and post-accident cheating were litagsted before the Licensing Board, the Appeal
4 Board in ALAB.774,19 NRC 1350 (1984), denied a motion to reopen on pre-accident training

irregularities. and the stair was swore of the Hartman allegations in 1979.
' stafr in addressing whether further hearings are required should also explain why it believes current

oPUN management is acceptable in light of its asseruons that management may not have been adequate
until 1902. we note that from 1900 to 1982 key GPUN personnel such as Messrs. Philip Clark and
Henry Hukill held senior management poutions, and some of the organisational elements that were in
place prior to 1982 closely paraneled current GPUN structures.
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Commissioner Asselstine disapproved this Order. His separate views
are attached. The separate views of Commissioner Roberts and the addi-
tional views of Chairman Palladino are also attached.

It is so ORDERED.
,

For the Commission

SAMUEL J. CHILK
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.,
this lith day of September 1984.'

,

- DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE

!
' 1 cannot agree with the Commission's Order taking review of+

ALAB-772 and other miscellaneous TMI Restart issues. The Appeal
Board decision should be allowed to stand, and the Commission should
merely remand the other issues it has decided to review to the Licensing

_

Board. The Licensing Board can then determine whether new informa-
tion warrants holding a hearing.

The Appeal Board decision on management issues (ALAB-772) is a
particularly thoughtful and well-done review of the Licensing Board's
decision. The Commission has not and indeed cannot point to anything
in the Appeal Board decision which is either clearly erroneous or an
abuse of discretion, neither is there any important question of law or
policy involved. These are the proper triggers for Commission review.
10 C.F.R. j 2.786. Instead, the Commission, without finding that the
Appeal Board erred, is requiring parties who have already prevailed
before the Appeal Board to again meet the heavy burden of showing
why the record should be reopened.

Further, the Commission has required the parties, in effect, to set out
contentions they want to put forth at a hearing and the evidentiary bases
for those contentions. The Commission intends not only to rule on
whether the record should be reopened and remanded to the Licensing
Board, but it also intends to rule on what specific contentions the Licens-
ins Board may hear, if any. As I have said in the past, this is the kind of
ruling best left in the hands oflicensing boards which are perfectly capa-
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ble of, and in fact were specifically set up for, handling such fact-specific
adjudicatory rulings.

The Commission has also decided to solicit comments on whether the
record should be reopened on the Hartman issues (ALAB-738) and
based upon the Staft's lates evaluation of Licensee management -
NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5. There has been so much new information
on the management issue since the close of the Licensing Board record
that the Licensing Board record clearly is state. The following statement
of the Staff, standing alone, demonstrates the stateness of the Licensing
Board record:

The pattern of activity by Met-Ed had it been known by the staff at the tirne the
staff formulated its positions on management in the restart proceeding would likely
have resulted in a conclusion by the staff that Met-Ed had not met the standard of

,

. !
I reasonable assurance of no undue risk to the public health and safety.

~

| NUREG-0680, Supp. No. 5, p. 2-2. The Commission ought simply to ac-
knowledge the obvious, reopen the record, and remand the case to the'

! Licensing Board for a determination on whether further hearings on
i

~

| these issues would be useful. The parties to this proceeding have been

| i asked repeatedly to comment on all this new information, and have
repeatedly expressed opinions about the need to, or lack of a need to,
reopen the record for a hearing. Obtaining further comments on this

-
issue is nothing more than procedural window dressing and is a waste of
time and energy for all concerned.

The Commission ought to decide finally whether the TMI-l Restart
decision is to be based on a formal adjudicatory record or on an informal
record. If the Commission really thinks a formal record is necessary, as

;

it said it did 5 years ago, it ought to stop playing procedural games,
reopen the record and get these hearings moving. If the Commission in-
stead intends to make its decision based partially on the informal record
developed since the close of the Licensing Board record and not wait for
the results of any hearings, the Commission ought to just make that de-
cision and move on. Today's Order accomplishes nothing but delay in
either case.

1

!
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SEPARATE VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ROBERTS ON
ALAB-772 AND OTHER MATTERS

(September 10, 1984)

My dissenting colleague asserts that the majority has improperly taken
review of ALAB-772 and other matters decided by the Appeal Board. I
must disagree with that characterization of our decision.

I view our taking of review as exercising our supervisory authority
and responsibility to chart the course of the remainder of this proceed-
ing. At this stage of the proceeding, the procedures used by a Licensing
Board to screen contentions at the initial stages of a proceeding do not
apply. We are not " playing procedural games." We are trying to assure
that any further hearings that may be necessary to produce factualinfor-
mation material to our decision on restart are focused on issues wiichl
are genuinely in dispute. Until we receive from the parties their re-
sponses to this Order, we cannot decide whether further hearings are
necessary, or, if they are, what their scope should be. I

In light of the course of this proceeding over the past 5 years, I believe i

that, had we not taken review, we would have been shirking our duty.
'

.

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN PALLADINO

_ I agree with the Commission's decision and with Commissioner
Roberts' comments in response to the dissenting opinion of Commis-
sioner Asselstine. I would add that I cannot agree with Commissioner
Asselstine that our decision " accomplishes nothing but delay." I believe,

!

that the restart proceeding can benefit from Commission guidance at
this time on what specific disputed issues warrant further hearings as
they may affect the Commission's pending restart decision. I would not
conclude that the Commission's decision can only engender delay, par-
ticularly in light of the decision to permit hearings to proceed in the
interim. The course that fosters delay, it seems to me, is for the Com-
mission to do nothing as Commissioner Asselstine appears to prefer,
thus leaving the entire matter in the Licensing Board's lap.

i
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Cite as 20 NRC 819 (1984) ALAB 781

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

I

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD |

Administrative Judges:

Thomas S. Moore, Chairman
'

Dr. John H. Buck
Dr. W. Reed Johnson

I

|
-

:
! Ir. the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-275 OL

50 323 OL

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC
COMPANY

| (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant, Units 1 and 2) September 8,1984,

!
- I

Upon the appeals of intervenors and the Governor of California, the
Appeal Board affirms (with respect to Unit 1) the initial decision of the
Licensing Board authorizing the issuance of a full power license for the
Diablo Canyon nuclear facility. Consideration of Unit 2 by the Appeal
Board is postponed, pending the Board's completion of findings of facti

for that unit.

RULES OF PRACTICE: BRIEFS

Exceptions to an initial decision that are not briefed on appeal are
deemed waived. See Public Service Electric and Gas Co. (Salem Nuclear
Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-650,14 NRC 43,49 (1981), aff'd
sub nom., Township of Lower Alloways Creek v. Public Service Electric &
Gas Co.,687 F.2d 732 (1982); Public Service Co. o/ Indiana (Marble Hill
Nuclear Generating Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-461, 7 NRC 313,
315 (1978).
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EMERGENCY PLANNING: EARTHQUAKE IMPACTS
NRC regulations do not require specific consideration of the impacts

of earthquakes on emergency planning. Southern California Edison Co.
(San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), CLI 8133,14
NRC 1091 (1981). See also Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-728,17 NRC 777, 793
(1983); CLI 84-12,20 NRC 249,250 (1984).

POLICY STATEMENT: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF
" CLASS 9" ACCIDENTS

The Commission's June 13, 1980 policy statement entitled " Nuclear
Power Plant Accident Considerations Under the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969," 45 Fed. Reg. 40,101, does not mandate that "the
agency consider Class 9 accident sequences for plants, like Diablo
Canyon, where the final Environmental Impact Statement has already.

been issued, unless there is a showing of special circumstances. In this
instance, location of a nuclear power plant in a region of known seismici-

;

! ty is not a "speqial circumstance" under the policy statement.

EMERGENCY PLANNING: FEMA FINDINGS (NEED FOR
FINAL FINDINGS)

,

The Commission's emergency response regulations, 10 C.F.R.
50.47(a)(2), do not require " final" Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) findings on the adequacy of offsite emergency response
plans before a license may be authorized. Paci#c Gas and Electric Co.
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2) ALAB 776,19
NRC 1373 (1984).

!

EMERGENCY PLANNING: EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONES
Central to the development of offsite emergency response plans under

the Commission's regulations is the concept of emergency planning
zones (EPZs), i.e., those areas around a plant for which planning is
needed so that timely and effective act ons can be taken to protect the
public in the event of a radiological emergency. See 10 C.F.R.
50.47(c)(2); 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Append:x E; " Criteria for Preparation
and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Pre-
paredness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG 0654/ FEMA-
REP 1, Rev.1 (November 1980) at 10. The Commission's regulatory
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scheme contemplates the establishment of two such zones: the plume
exposure pathway that "shall consist of an area about 10 miles (16 km)
in radius" and the ingestion pathway that "shall consist of an area about
50 miles (80 km) in radius." 10 C.F.R. 50.47(c)(2).

EMERGENCY PLANNING: REQUIREMENTS
The Commission's regulations require that emergency response plan-

ning within the emergency planning zones meet the requirements set
forth in 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b). Section 50.47(c)(2) further provides that
"[t]he exact size and conf |guration of the EPZs surrounding a particular
nuclear power reactor shall be determined in relation to local emergency
response needs and capabilities as they are affected by such conditions
as demography, topography, larid characteristics, access routes, and juris-
dictional boundaries."

EMERGENCY PLANNING: EMERGENCY PLANNING
ZONES (SIZE)

^

Although the regulations provide that the exact size and configuration
of a particular EPZ is to be determined with reference to site specific
factors, the wholesale enlargement of the Commission prescribed EPZs
by a state cannot preclude a licensing decision based upon the require-

. ments of the NRC regulations. See Southern Cahfornia Edison Co. (San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), LBP 82 39,15 NRC
1163, 1181 (1982), aB'd. ALAB-717,17 NRC 346 (1983) (The Com-
mission's regulations " clearly allow leeway for a mile or two in either
direction, based on local factors. But it . . . clearly precludes a plume
EPZ radius of, say,20 or more miles.").

EMERGENCY PLANNING: EXCEPTIONS TO REGULATIONS

A party seeking to impose a radical departure from the Commission's
prescribed EPZs should seek an exception to the rule pursuant to 10
C.F.R. 2.758.

.

APPEAL BOARDS: STANDARD OF REVIEW

The standard applicable to appeal board review of a licensing board's
factual findings is whether an appeal board's examination of the evidence
convinces it that the record compels a different result. See Northern
States Power Co. (Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant, Unit 1),
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ALAB-611,12 NRC 301, 304 (1980); Niagara Mohawk Power Corp.
(Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit 2), ALAB-264,1 NRC 347,357
(1975).

EMERGENCY PLANNING: PREDICTIVE FINDINGS
The Commission's emergency response regulations contemplate, in

appropriate circumstances, predictive findings on emergency response
-

<

planning so that operation of a facility need not be delayed unnecessarily
by the hearing process. See San Onofre, supra,17 NRC at 380 n.57. See
generally Defroit Edison Co. (Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit 2),
ALAB 730,17 NRC 1057,1067 (1983).

.

LICENSING BOARDS: RESOLUTION OF ISSUES -

A Licensing Board must adequately confront the conflicting view-
points of expert witnesses and resolve each issue before it. See generally.

i Public Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Unita 1 and 2),

| ALAB 442,6 NRC 33,41 (1977).
! -

APPEARANCES

'

Joel R. Reynolds and John R. Phillips, Los Angeles, California, and
David S. Fleischaker, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, for the San
Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace, et al., joint intervenors.

Byron S. Georgiou, Sacramento, California, and Herbert H. Brown and
Lawrence Coe Lanpher, Washington, D.C., for Edmund G.
Brown, Jr., (former) Governor of the State of California.'

Malcolm H. Furbush, Robert Ohlbach, Philip A. Crane, Jr., and
Richard F. Locke, San Francisco, California, and Arthur C.
Gehr and Bruce Norton, Phoenix, Arizona, for Pacific Gas and
Electric Company, applicant.

*since the briefins of the issues dec>ded in this opinion. George Deukmejian has assumed the omes of
Governor. Pursuant to Governor Deukmejian's request, he has been subsututed for Governor Brown as
the representative of the state of California. The Attorney General of the state of California is now rep-
resentins Governor Doukmejian.
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Lawrence J. Chandler, Donald F. Hassell and Sherwin E. Turk for
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

DECISION

All parties appealed the Licensing Board's August 31, 1982 initial
decision, LBP 82-70,16 NRC 756 (1982), authorizing a full power
license for Pacific Gas and Electric Company's Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant, Units I and 2. In this decision, we address the appeals of
the joint intervenors and the Governor of California from that decision.
Previously, in ALAB 776,19 NRC 1373 (1984), we decided the appeals
of the applicant and the NRC staff. The present appeals challenge the ad-

,

equacy of emergency planning at Diablo Canyon. In addition, the joint'
intervenors dispute the sufTiciency of the NRC's environmental review
of the Diablo Canyon project.'

;

; I.
.

In its initial decision, the Licensing Board made detailed factual find-'

ings on the numerous facets of the onsite and offsite emergency re-
sponse planning for Diablo Canyon.2 The Board then concluded that

- emergency planning for the facility complies with the Commission's

IThe adsudicatory history of the Diablo Canyon proget extends over a period exceeding a decade and
,

can be traced through numerous agency decisions. Sre. e.t.. ALAB-334. 3 NRC 809 (1976)
i (authorization of Part 70 license to store new fuel); LBP 7819,7 NRC 989 (1978) (parnalimtial deci.

sion on environmental and some safety issues); LBP 79 26,10 NRC 453 (1979) (partial imtial decision
on non-TMI issues, e 8.. nsit from aircraft, seismic and securityh ALAB-598,11 NRC 876 (1980)
(roopemns of record for seismic issues); ALA3444,13 NRC 90311981) (seismic findings on reopened

*

record); LBP-8121,14 NRC 107 (1981) (partial imtial decimon authonzing fuel loading and low power
testing); ALAB453,14 NRC 629 (1981) (secunty findings based on reopened record; empurgated find.
ings attached to CLI 8219,16 NRC 53 (1982)); CLI 8122,14 NRC 598 (1981) (immediate efTective-
nees review); CLI 81-30,14 NRC 950 (1981) (suspension of low power license); ALAB-728,17 NRC
777 (1983) (low power authonzation affirmedh CLI 83 27,18 NRC 1146 (1983) (fuel loading and pre-
enucality testing authorized); CLI-84-2,19 NRC 3 (1984) (hot system tesung authonzed); ALAB-76),
19 NRC 571 (1984) (findings on adequacy of Unit I demon followms reopemns of record); CLI.84 5,
19 NRC 953 (1984) (hfting suspension of low power license); CLI-8413, 20 NRC 267 (1984)
(immediate effectiveness review).
2 L3P-42 70, avre,16 NRC at 763-92,799 849. what we stated in ALAB 776, sapre,19 NRC at 1375

n.4, concerning the format of the Licenang Board's imtial decision warrants repeaung:
The Board's imtial decision conssts of essentially two parts. The first is a lengthy "opmion" dis-
cusang the issues, the evidence, and the Board's resolution of the issues. LSP-82 70, supre.16 *

NRC at 759 98. The second is an equally lengthy listing of " findings of fact" and " conclusions
of law" largely repetuous of what the Board already stated in the first part ofits decision.1d at1

798-455. Bemdes being exceedingly time consuming for both the writers and the readers, this>

format holds the potential for creating . . inconastencies within the four corners of the decimon.
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emergency response regulations and provides reasonable assurance that
adequate protective measures can ar.d will be taken in the event of a
radiological emergency.3 On appeal, the joint intervenors and the Gover- |

lnor challenge these conclusions on several grounds.'
A. They assert that the Board erred in making these determinations

i

without first considering the effects upon emergency planning of a major
earthquake which causes, or occurs during, a radiological emergency at
the facility.5 In a prehearing conference order the Licensing Board reject-
ed the attempt to inject this issue into the proceeding,* relying upon the
Commission's then recent de:ision in Southern California Ed/ Son Co.
(San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), CLI-81-33,14
NRC 1091 (1981). That decisiott held the agency's regulations do not re-
quire specific consideration of the impacts of earthquakes on emergency

' planning. .

The joint intervenors and the Governor raised this same issue in their;

: earlier appeals' from the Licensing Board's partial initial decision author-

1 izing fuel loading and low power testing at Diablo Canyon.8 in
.

j ALAB-728, we resolved this issue against them, holding that the Com-
; mission's San Onofre decision "could not be more emphatic or clear:
'

the possible complicating effects of an earthquake on emergency plan ..

ning should not be considered in individual licensing proceedings."',

Normally, our resolution of this issue in ALAB 728 would be the law of
the case and preclude any further consideration of the same issue on ap-

~ peals from the Licensing Board's initial decision. In this instance,
however, the Commission has, in effect, directed certification of the

.

3 LBP-82 70. siers.16 NRC at 761,797-98.
' Pursuant to 10 C F.R. 2.762 (1982), the joint intervenors filed 198 exceptions to the Licensing

Board's imtial decision and other related rulings while the Governor rtled 83 excepuons. See Joint Inter.
venors' Exceptions to the Licensing Board's August 31.1982 Imtial Decision (september 16.1982); Ex-
cepuons of Governor (of Califormal to Licensing Board Imtial Decision of August 31.1982 (september
16.1982), only those issues bnefed by the joint intervenors or the Governor are treated in this opimon.
The remaimns excephons are deemed waited for failure to bnef them on appeal. See Puble Servkw E.'ec-
frir dRd Gds Co. (salerft Nuclear Generating station. Umt I). ALAB-650.14 NRC 43. 49 (1981), a#J
sub nom. Townske of Lower Anomers Creek v. Pubhc Servuv Electrsr & Gas Co. 687 F.2d 732 (1982);
Puehr Servare Co. o/ladesas (Mart *te Hill Nuclear Generating station. Units I and 21. ALAB-461. 7
NRC 313. 315 (1978).
3 See Joint Intervenors' Bnef in support of Exceptions (November 8.1982) [ hereinafter Joint Interve.

nors' Bnell at 2130. Bnef of Governor lof Califormal in support of Exceptions (November 8.1982r
[ hereinafter Snef of Governori at 2-8.
* See Memorandum and order of December 23.1981 (unpublished) at 12.
7 ee Joint Intertenors' Bnef in support of Exceptions (september 2,198H at 53 55; Bnef of Gover.S

nor (of Californial on Appeal of the Licensing Board Partial Imual Decision of July 17. 1981
iseptember 2.1981) at 35 40.
s ,e LBP-81-21.14 NRC 107 (1981).s
' 17 NRC 777. 793 (1983).
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issue on its own motion.'' After declining to review ALAB-728,'8 the
Commission, on April 3,1984, announced that it would decide whether
the effects of earthquakes on emergency planning at Diablo Canyon
should be considered.82 In a decision issued August 10, the Commission
" determined that the information before it does not warrant departure
from the decision in San Onofre that the NRC's regulations 'do not re-
quire consideration of the impacts on emergency planning of earthquakes
which cause or occur during an accidental radiological release.'" 3 In
these circumstances, the issue appealed by the joint intervenors and the

' Governor is no longer before us.
B. The joint intervenors also argue that the Licensing Board erred in

- authorizing a license for Diablo Canyon without first addressing the con-
sequences of a Class 9 accident at the facility.'' Like their argument con-

, ,

cerning, the complicating effects of earthquakes on emergency planning,.*

i
' the joint intervenors raised this issue on their appeal from the Licensing
} Board's partial initial decision authorizing fuel loading and low power

.; testing. Once again this issue was resolved against them in ALAB-728.
' It a Memorandum and Order dated June 19, 1981, the Licensing
; Board denied the joint intervenors' motion to reopen the record to con-

'i sider the enviro ~nmental consequences of a Class 9 accident at Diablo
,

8'enyon.15 On appeal of the decision authorizing low power testing, the
Ant intervenors argued that the Board's denial of their earlier motion
wu error. They asserted that the Commission's June 13, 1980 policy

. stat sent entitled " Nuclear Power Plant Accident Considerations
Und,:r th: National Environmental Policy Act of 1969," 45 Fed. Reg.
40,101, mandated that the agency consider Class 9 accident sequences

! for Diablo Canyon in its Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).i' In
ALAB-728, we fully rehear:ed the evolution of the agency's treatment,

; of so-called Class 9 accidents from the time such postulated events re-
'

ceived no consideration through the issuance of the Coramission's 1980
i policy statement, which announced that future agency environmental

impact statements should include their consideration. Contrary to thee

| joint intervenors' argument that pending cases required consideration of
' Class 9 accidents, we held that the policy statement, by its terms, was

|

10See 10 C.F.R. 2.718(i).
t s,c CLI-83-32.18 NRC 1309 (1983).
12 ,, ctg.34 4, gg NRC 937 (1984).| 5
33 CLI-84-12. 20 NRC 249,250 (1984).

14See Joint Intervenors' B. .ef at 47-53.
15LBP-8I.17,13 NRC I122 (1981).
16 See Joint Intervenors' Bner in support or Exceptions (september 2,1981) at $6-57. See aho
ALAB-728. supnr.17 NRC at 795.
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limited to proceedings where the agency had not yet issued a final EIS."
In the case of Diablo Canyon where the final EIS had already been is-
sued, supplemented, litigated and found adequate, we held that the

.

" change in policy announced in 1980 was not intended by the Commis-gs
sbn to apply."18 We went on to note, however, that the Commission's

#

h policy statement did not completely foreclose consideration of Class 9
,/ (% r.ecidents in proceedings like Diablo Canyon if certain "special circum-' *

< 'c stances" were shown. But we found that
3

in their brief, joint intervenors make no argument that "special circumstances *A
'

Y '' .b exist at Diablo Canyon so as to require expanding the already completed EIS for the
facility. Therefore, we need not consicter that question. We note, however, that in' '

denying the joint intervenors' motion to reopen the record, the Licensing Board
3* -

,

~. N ~ concluded that no such special circumstances existed with respect to Diablo
i Canyon.I' ,

.

-

i The joint intervenors now seek to argue op this appeal that the Licens-

i ing Board's conclusion that'no special circumstances exist at Diablo
. 3 ,

.; Canyon was erroneous. Their argument comes too late. Nothing barred
d the joint intervenors from raising this additional argument on their
j previous appeal. I: deed, they were required to put forth all their argu-

ments on this issue at that time. To allow a second appeal of the same.

issue would lead to endless litigation.
In any event, the joint intervenors' argument that special circum-

stances exist at Diablo Canyon is without merit. As noted in ALAB-728,
1 - ,

it the Commission's poli.y statement set forth the " unique circumstances"; - e,

I in cases that had in the past warranted consideration of Class 9'

-

i accidents.20 The Commission cited the novel design of the proposed
Clinch River Breeder Reactor, the high population density surrounding
the proposed Perryman site, and the potentially serious radiological

;~#., y.

'

'

exposures associated vcith water pathways from OfTshore Power Systems'
'

.

floating nuclear power plants. It then indicated that final environmental -
statements should be crpanded to include Class 9 accident analyses only'

,

N in "similar special circumstances."28 The joint intervenors do not con-
te.nd that Diablo Canyon presents circumstances similar to those listed-

,

in the Commission's policy statement. Rather, they argue there is a
fourth category - proximity to a natural hazard - that demands consid-4 -

,
,

> (.
'

!

17ALAB-728, syre.17 NRC at 195-M.
| 3, 4)

,

1814 at 7%.
l' 14 ,+

2e ALAB-728, swes.17 NRC at 796; 45 Fed. Res. 40.101,40,102 (1980).

|

,
'

21 5 Fed. Reg., syrs, at 40.103.4

! >

'
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eration of Class 9 accidents because Diablo Canyon is located in the
vicinity of the Hosgri Fault and in a region of known seismicity.

The " natural hazard" category relied upon by joint intervenors orig-
'inated with the Commission's opinion in Public Service Co. of Oklahoma
(Black Fox Station, Units I and 2), CLI-80-8,11 NRC 433,434 (1980).

' There the Commission reversed our order requiring the staff to inform
the Commission whether Class 9 accidents should be considered for that
reactor.22 Black Fox preceded the Commission's policy statement and
was an evolutionary step toward the policy's development. In that deci- I,

: sion, the Commission listed the same three categories of special cases
'

that subsequently appeared in the policy statement. It also noted a
! fourth category, i.e., " proximity to man-made or natural hazard," that
! represented the " type of exceptional case that might warrant additional
| consideration."22 Because the natural hazards category was not subse -
; quently repeated in the policy statement, that category's continuing

validity is suspect. Nor is the natural hazards category "similar" to the
other categories in the policy statement.2* Putting these distinctions to
one side, the natural hazards category still does not advance the joint in-;

; tervenors' position.
Contrary to joint intervenors' argument, the fact that Diablo Canyon*

is located in the vicinity of the Hosgri Fault and in a region of known,
,

seismicity does not make the Diablo Canyon situation " unique" or "ex- -|,

ceptional" as required by the policy statement and Black Fox. Pursuant |
-

-

to General Design Criterion 2 (GDC 2) of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix;
'

A, nuclear power plants are required to be designed to withstand earth-
quakes and certain other natural hazards. Specifically, it directs that they

shall be designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as
earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tsunami, and seiches without loss of
capability to perform their safety functions. The design bases for these structures,

*

systems, and components shall reflect: (1) Appropriate consideration of the most
severe of the natural phenomena that have been historically reported for the site
and surrounding area, with sufficient margin for the limited accuracy, quantity, and
period of time in which the historical data have been accumulated, (2) appropriate
combinations of the effects of normal and accident conditions with the effects of the
natural phenomena and (3) the importance of the safety functions to be
performed.25

22 ,e ALAB-$73,10 NRC 775,790 92 (1979).5
23CLI-80-8, apre.11 NRC at 434 (emphasis in the onginal).
24 See Metropeesse Edses Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Stauon. Unit No.1), ALAB.705,16 NRC
1733,1742 n.24 (1982).
2510 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A, Criterion 2.
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Diablo Canyon, like other licensed facilities, has been found to meet
this standard.26 In other words, the effects of the hazards listed in GDC
2 are typical of those that all commercial reactors must be designed to
meet. They are not the " unique" and " exceptional" circumstances that
under the Commission's precedents and policy statement require consid-
eration of Class 9 accidents.27 Accordingly, the Licensing Board was cor-
rect in concluding that no special circumstances exist at Diablo Canyon
that require consideration of Class 9 accidents.28

C. Next, the joint intervenors and the Governor argue that the
Licensing Board erred in authorizing the issuance of a full power license
before the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) issued "fi-
nal" findings on the adequacy of the state and local offsite emergency re-
sponse plans for Diablo Canyon. They argue that such " final" FEMA
findings, and their right to rebut them, are mandated by the Commis-'

| sion's emergency response regulations,10 C.F.R. 50.47(a)(2).2' This
issue was tecided in ALAB-776 in resolving the appeals of the applicant

| and the staff from the. Licensing Board's initial decision. In opposing'

i those appeals, the joint intervenors and the Governor made the identical
i argument and proffered the same interpretation of the Commission's

regulations.20 We held that the Commission's emergency response regu-
lations did not require " final" FEMA findings on the adequacy of offsite
emergency response plans, and that interim FEMA findings and the tes-
timony of FEMA witnesses with respect to the adequacy of such plans

~ was all that was needed to comply with the regulations. Further, with re-
spect to the state plan and preparedness, we found that the hearing
record fully supported the Licensing Board's conclusion that there was

26 At the time the joint intervenors moved to reopen the record for conanderation of Class 9 accidents at
Diablo Canyon, the Licensing Board had already conducted exhaustive hearings on the efrects of seismic
forces on the facility. subsequently, the Board found the seismic dessen adequate. See t BP.79 26,10
NRC 453 (1979). Thereafter, we reopened the record to hear new evidence that was not available to the
Board below and, after further hearings, affirmed the Licensing Board's decision. See ALAB.644,13'

NRC 903 (1981).
27 We note that the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation has also denied two pentions flied pursuant
to 10 C.F.R. 2.206 seelting to have the agency consider the efrects of C'ssa 9 accidents at Diablo
Canyon. See DD.80 22,11 NRC 919 (1980); DD.813,13 NRC 349 (1981). The second peution was
filed by the joint intervenors. In denying both peutions, the Director found that there were no special
circumstances at Diablo Canyon warrantmg the consideration of Class 9 accidents.
28 The joint intervenors also argue that the Licensing Board's failure to consider the consequences of
Clasa 9 accidents violates the National Environmental Policy Act 42 U.s C. {{ 4321 er seg., and the
regulations of the Council on Environmental Quality,40 C.F.R.1502.9(c). The explicit purpues of the
Commission's June 13,1980 policy statement, however, was to ensure compliance with NEPA. We are,
therefore, bound by the policy statement. See ALAB.705, supre,16 NRC at 1738 n.13.
29 See Jomt Intervenors' Brief at 12 20,37 38; Bnef of Governor at 1214.
30 See Joint Intervenors' Response to Pacific Gas and Electric Company and NRC stalt Briefs in Sup.
port of Ex:eptions to August 31,1982 Initial Decision (December 20,1982) at 411; Brief of Governor
(of California] in Reply to PGAE and NRC stafr Briefs in support of Exceptions (December 20,1982)
at16.

t
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reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be i

taken in the event of a radiological emergency.38r

D. Central to the development of offsite emergency response plans
under the Commission's regulations is the concept of emergency plan-e

ning zones (EPZs), i.e., those areas around a plant for which planning is
needed so that timely and effective actions can be taken to protect the
public in the event of a radiological emergency.32 The Commission'sj.

! regulatory scheme contemplates the establishment of two such zones:
the plume exposure pathway that "shall consist of an area about 10 ,

miles (16 km) in radius" and the ingestion pathway that "shall consist
; of an area about 50 miles (80 km) in radius."33 As we stated in reviewing
,

this regulatory scheme in Cincinnati Gas & Electrk Co. (Wm. H. Zimmer
Nuclear Power Station, Unit No.1), ALAB-727,17 NRC 760, 765"

(1983), ..

[tlhe plume EPZ is concerned principally with the avoidance in the event of a nucle.

| at facility accident of possible (1) whole body external exposure to samma radiation;

: from the plume and from deposited materials and (2) inhalation exposure from the

| passins radsoective plume. The duration of those exposures could vary in lensth
,

- from hours to days. The ingestion EPZ is established primarily for the purpose of
.

I avoidins exposures traceable to contaminated water or foods (such as milk or fresh
vesetables), a potential exposure source that could vary in duration from hours to

;

i months.

i The Commission's regulations then require that emergency response
.

planning within these two zones meet the requirements set forth in 10'

{ C.F.R. 50.47(b).
In its emergency response planning for Diablo Canyon, the State of'

California established substantially larger EPZs around the plant than
those specified in 10 C.F.R. 50.47(c)(2). Although recognizing the

|
Commission-prescribed EPZs, the State established three zones that

| more than encompassed the federal-zones: the California Basic EPZ*

'

i (plume); the California Extended EPZ (plume); and the California In-'

i gestion Pathway EPZ.34 The Basic EPZ, for instance, has an average
radius of about 15 miles but extends 18 miles beyond the plant to the

|

38ALAB 776. mee.19 NRC at 1330.;
32 ee 10 C.F.a. $0.47(c)(2); 10 C.F.R. Part $0, Appendia E;" Criteria for Preparation and EvaluationSj
of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in support of Nuclear Power Plants."
NURE04654/ FEMA.REF.I. Rev.1 (November 1930) at 10.
3310 C.F.R. 50.47(c)(2). The Commission's emergency response regulations further provide that

.

j "[tlhe enact size and configuration of the Erzs surrounding a particular nuclear power reactor shall be

!
determined in relation to local emergency response needs and capabelettes as they are afrected by such
conditions as demography, topography. land characteristics. access routes and junsdectional

| boundaries." 14

j 38 See Applicant's Ex. 73. Appendis C at 7.12, and Figs. 2. 6.
i
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' north and 20 miles to the southeast.25 Following the example of the
State, San Luis Obispo County (the jurisdiction in which the plant is
located) adopted the same state zones in its emergency response pisn.2'.

In its initial decision, the Licensing Board noted the five EPZs (i.e.,
three state and two federal) applicable to Diablo Canyon and held that

the Federal requirements are minimum standards for planning and not inflexible -
*

tarsets which must not be exceeded. This Board, however, has no authority to on-
force State standards which exceed those required by Federal regulations. That is
for the State to do.37

Because the county emergency plan incorporating the California Basic
EPZ would be implemented in the event of a radiological emergency at

,

_ Diablo Canyon, the Board inquired into the status of planning in the' '

state zones beyond the areas set forth in 10 C.F.R. 50.47(c)(2) only to
'

assure that all levels of emergency response would be integrated. The.
'

Board then generally found that offsite planning within the federal EPZs
was adequate and met the Commission's emergency response require-
ments of 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b). Additionally, it found that beyond the
federal zones there was reasonable assurance that planning would be suf-.,

] ficient to permit appropriate integration prior to full power operation.28
; On appeal, the joint intervenors and the Governor assert that the

Licensing Board erred in failing to give effect to the state-designated
zones. They argue that the Board's conclusion, which largely ignores the *

- state zones beyond the areas specified in the Commission's regulations,,

contravenes established principles of federal-state comity - principles
' that are specifically recognized by section 274 of the Atomic Energy

Act, 42 U.S.C. I 2021.2' The applicant and the staff, on the other hand,
support the Licensing Board's treatment of the state zones, arguing that
the Board properly declined to require compliance with the Commis-
sion's emergency planning requirements throughout the entire state-
designated zones.

Contrary to the argument of the joint intervenors and the Governor,
the Licensing Board's focus on emergency planning within the EPZs set
forth in 10 C.F.R. 50.47(c)(2) was correct. That regulation evidences
the Commission's considered expert judgment as to the necessary size
of the plume exposure pathway EPZ and the ingestion pathway EPZ for

35 /4. at Fig. 2.
34 See Applicant's Ex. 80 at 1.3(2) and Fig.1.5-6.

J7 LBP-82-70. are.16 NRC at 764. See she a at 30102.
38 See d at 763. 764. 802.
39 See Joint Intervenors' Brief at $136; Brief of Governor at 812.
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I light water commercial nuclear power plante.* Although the regulations
provide that the exact size and configuration of a particular EPZ is to be,
determined, with reference to site specific fators,'' the wholesale en-
largement of the Commission-prescribed EPZs by the State cannot pre-<

clude a licensing decision based upon the requirements of the NRC
regulations. As the Licensing Board concluded in considering the same
type of expanded state EPZs in Southern California Edison Co. (San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), LBP 82-39,15 NRC
1163,1181 (1982),474, ALAB-717,17 NRC 346 (1983), the Commis-
sion's regulations " clearly allow leeway for a mile or two in either
direction, based on local factors. But it . . . clearly precludes a plume
EPZ radius of, say,20 or more miles." The same Board then correctly

;
determined that a party seeking to impose such a rac'ical departure fromi

the Commission's prescribed EPZs should seek an exception to the rule- ,,

i pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.758.*2
i ! Before the Licensing Board neither the joint intervenors nor the

| Governor sought an exception or waiver (pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.758)
i ; of the Commission's 10- and 50-mile emergency planning Zones. Nor

2 did they present evidence that the plume exposure pathway EPZ and the-

ingestion pathway EPZ established pursuant to the Commission's regula-
tions should be altered to accommodate particular local conditions.*3
Rather, they now argue that as a matter of federal-state comity the
Licensing Board should have deferred to the state Zones. This argument,
however, simply misses the point. Althougli section 274 of the Atomic-

i
'

Energy Act provides a framework for cooperation with, and transfers of
authority to, the states for the regulation of certain byproduct, source,

j and special nuclear materials, that section also requires the Commission'

1

; 4gSee statenient of Considerations accompanying promulgeuon of Final Emergency Planning
Regulanone,45 Fed. Reg. $$,402, $$,406 (1900); NRC Policy statement," Planning Base for Emergen.<

l cy Responses to Nuclear Power Reactor Accidents," 44 Fed. Res. 61,123 (1979). See she "Planens
; Seeis for the Development of state and Local oevernment Radiological Emergency Response Plano in
} support of Light Water Nuclear Power Plants," NUREo.0396/ EPA $20/l.78-016 (December 1978) et

l$ 17.1-6 to I-7 endi 20.
j 43Ser noes 33 aqpre.
; 42 see Lar.82 39, aqpre,15 NRC et 1881 n.14.

43 tn their briefs, both the joint intervenors and the oovernor cite oevernor's Enhabit 8 and suggesta

that it ymvides the most appropnose beso for determining the size of the EPZs for DisNo Canyon. See
Joint laserveners' Brief et 34; Brief of oovernor et 8. This enhetit, pubhohed by the Celsfornia Omce of
Emergency services and entitled " Emergency Planning Zones for seriots Nuclear Power Plant Acci.
domes" (November 1980), delinentes enlarged EPZe for oil nucleet power plante in the stees. In the hear.
Ing below, the Licensing Board edneitted this enhabit into evidence for the sole purpees of identifying
the boundense of the three stees EPZe. It wee specifkeily not admitted to provide the beeis for, or to
jusseh, the sente EPZs. See Tr. 12,$22 23,12,$4$48. Neither the joint intervenors not the ooverser

; hee apponied the Licenang Board's evidentiary ruling on thee enhabit. Moreover because the exhibit
j wee oGered by the oovernor without any sponsonne esport witnesses, the Board's ruhng was menefestly

! correct. Jer Sea oenk, aqpre.17 NRC et 366-44; Duke Arwer Co. (wimam B. McGuire Nucteer
session, Unite I and 2), ALAB 669, l$ NRC 453,477 (1982).
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to retain all authority and responsibility for the regulation of nuclear
power plants and prohibits any delegation of that authority." It should
hardly need be stated that the Commission's emergency response re-

_

quirements are an integral part of the agency's regulation of nuclear
,

power plants, and compliance with those rules determines whether an4

'
applicant receives an operating license, not obedience to additional re-
quirements that may have been adopted by state or local authorities.
Even though offsite emergency planning depends upon state and local

'' resources, the applicant cannot be denied an operating license, if, as in'

this case, planning within the NRC-prescribed EPZs complies with the
,

Commission's emergency response requirements. Accordingly,. the
Licensing Board did not err in refusing to adopt the enlarged state EPZs

,

and, correspondingly, in refusing to require compliance with the Com-,

f mission's emergency response requirements in the areas outside.the
_

. federal EPZs.
'

{ E. Additionally, the joint intervenors argue that the Licensing Board
.

I abused its discretion in authorizing a full power license for Diablo,

Canyon even though at the time of the hearing on emergency planning
: several defects in the county's response plans existed.'5 Principally, they

,
*

! complain, with little elaboration, that the county's planning is inadequate'

because its public information program had not been implemented and
its communications system had uncorrected deficiencies. Further, the, ,

1 joint intervenors, joined by the Governor, claim that the county's
- emergency response planning is generally deficient because sociological

and psychological profiles of the population in the evacuation zone have
| not been conducted to gauge the public response to a radiological
j ' emergency at Diablo Canyon."'

i l. In addressing emergency response information programs for
i Diablo Canyon,'' the Licensing Board concluded that the applicant had
1

'' '

"See 42 U.s C.( 2021(c).
'' 'S The joint intervenors also claim that, at the time of the hearing, state emergency planning was inade-

quate because evacuation plans for special state jurisdictions within san Luis obispo County (i.e., Cali-
fornia Men's Colony and California Polytechnic Institute) were encomplete. See Joint latervenors' Brief
at 38. In ALAB 776, saspre,19 NRC an'1380, we reviewed the evidence underlying the Licensing
Board's conclusion that state planning was adequate and upheld that finding. Moreover, as found by the,

- Licenang Board, both of the joint intervenors' examples of inadequacies in state preparedness are in'
areas that lie outside the federally prescnbed plume esposure pathway where evacuation would be

'

needed. See LBP-82 70, seqpre,16 NRC at 766 n.8.
** See Joint Intervenors' Brief at 40 47; Bnef of Gover.ior at 1517.
47The Commission's planning standard on public information,10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(7), provides that:

Information is (to bel made available to the public on a periodic bases on how they will be noti-
ried and what their initial actions should be in an emergency (e.g.. listemns to a local braantms
station and remaining indoors), the principal points of contact with the news media for dassemi-
nation of information during an emergency (including the physical location or locations) are (to
bel established in advance, and procedures for coordinated dissemination of information to the
public are (to bel established.i
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developed an adequate program. That program included a page of ap- !<
,

> propriate information in the San Luis Obispo County telephone directory
and the periodic dissemination of newsletters to the residents within the
California Basic EPZ informing them about the plant, general nuclear
issues, emergency planning and instructions on how residents will be
notified and what they should do in the event of a radiological emergen-
cy. The Board found that the applicant had prepared various sites for the
news media in the event of a radiological emergency and had established

-; procedures for the coordinated release of information to the general
- t public and the media.48 With respect to the county program, the Board

. j indicated that the county planned to publish and distribute throughout
the California Basic EPZ an information booklet containing emergency
response instructions but, at the time of the hearing, the document was
only in draft form. The Licensing Board, like FEMA in its review of the.
county plan and preparedness, found that the county publication was a.

j necessary element of the public information program. It therefore placed;
"

a condition upon its license authorization that the county information
| booklet be published and distributed to the public well in advance of full'

1

: j power operation of Diablo Canyon.4'
I i The Licen, sing Board also fully canvassed the question of the adequacy

J of the onsite and offsite communications systems necessary to respond,
'

I to:a radiological emergency.5a The Board concluded that there were no
. ! serious deficiencies with the applicant's onsite emergency communica-
i tions systems but, with respect to offsite communications, it identified.

i i several defects in essential components of the county system. The
Licensing Board found, however, that such defects were temporary in
nature because the applicant had committed to replace or add necessary,

c
equipment to the county system thereby eliminating the cited difficul-

! . ties.58 Thus, the Board concluded "that the critical requirements of the
! I communication system for offsite communications in San Luis Obispo
.

County are or will be met" and the county system met the requirements '*

I of 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(6).53
I The Board's findings on the adequacy of the county's public informa-

| tion program and emergency communications system fully discuss each
issue and thoroughly and accurately detail the record evidence. No

J

| 48See LBP 82 70. supnr.16 NRC at 777,420 22.
1 # /d at778,823.
| 50 The Commission's emergency communmations planning standard.10 C.F.R. $0.47(b)(6), provides
j that- '' Provisions [mustl exist for prompt communrations among pnncipal response organizations to
i emergency personnet and to the public.",

,1 53 LBP.82 70, swnr.16 NRC at PS.77. 816 20.
5214 at 776.t

!
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. p useful purpose would be served by repeating all of those particulars-

here. Suffice it to say that the Board's findings are supported by the
record and our examination of the evidence does not convince us that
the record compels a different result - the standard applicable to our
review of the Licensing Board's factual findings.52 Moreover, the joint in-
tervenors' complaints stem from the predictive nature of the Board's
findings (i.e., that actions taken in the future will rectify deficiencies)
and the condition placed by the Board on its authorization to ensure cer-
tain actions are taken. The sist of the joint intervenors' position is that
all corrective actions must be taken before the adjudicatory hearing, not
after it, with the result that all licensing details must await the hearing
process.

' The Commission's emergency response regulations, however, con-
template, in appropriate circumstance.s, predictive findings on emergency
response planning so that operation of a facility need not be delayed un-:

! necessarily by the hearing process.54 Emergency planning need not be'

,

! complete at the time of the hearing as long as the evidence permits the
i Licensing Board to find that "there is reasonable assurance that adequate

! protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological
emergency."55 Indeed, prior to 1982, the agency's regulations required a'

finding that "the state of onsite and offsite emergency preparedness pro-
vides reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can and

,

will be taken."5' In 1982, the Commission deleted the reference to the
- " state" of emergency preparedness "to clarify that the findings on

emergency planning required prior to license issuance are predictive in
nature and need not reflect the actual state of preparedness at the time
the finding is made."" Thus, as here, the Licensing Board's findings can

33 ee NorrAcra $ sears hwer Co. (Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant, Unit 1), ALAB 611,12 NRCS
301,304 (1980): Nimeste Mohsw4 hwer Corp. (Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Unit 2), ALAB-264,
I NRC 347,357 (1975)..

we note that in the stafr response to our April 10,1984 order inquiring whether the appeals of the ap.
'

plicant and the staK from the Licensing Board's initial decision were moot, the stafrattached an Apnl 2. -
1984 FEMA memorandum on the current status of ofrsite emergency planning at Diablo Canyon. The
FEM A memorandum indicates that the county emergency response information booklet has been pub-
hshed and distnbuted and that a second distribution is already planned. The memorandum also states
that the deficient items in the county communications system (i.e., those identified by FEMA as critical. c

''

for emergency planning) have been corrected and that the reliability of the county's microwave and
VHF systems has been very good during the last year See Memorendum for Edward L. Jordan, NRC,
from Richard W. Krimm, FEMA (Apnl 2.1984), attached to NRC stafr Response to the Appeal
Board's order of Apnl 10,1984 ( April 18,1984) thereinafter FEMA memorandum).
54S,, go, o.ofre, sapre.17 NRC at 380 n.57. See senere4r Dreroit Edson Co. (Enrico Fermi Atomic
Power Plant Unit 2), ALAB-730,17 NRC 1057,1067 (1983).
3510 C.F.R. 50.47(a)(l).
5410 C.F.R. 50.47(a)(1) (1982).
8747 Fed. Reg. 30,232 (1982). At the same time the Commission removed the reference in 10 C.F.R.
50.47(a)(l) to the " state" of emergency preparedness, it also added a last sentence to the section

(Continened)
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properly be predictive in nature.5: Similarly, the Board's licensing au-
thorization may be appropriately conditioned on the completion ofitems
found deficient at the time of the hearing."

2. The joint intervenors and the Governcr also assert that, contrary
to 10 C.F.R. 50.47(a)(1), there is no assurance that the emergency

,

plans for Diablo Canyon can be implemented because sociological and
psychological profiles of the affected populations in the evacuation zone
have not been conducted to assess the public response to a radiological
emergency at Diablo Canyon. In rejecting the need for local surveys, the
Licensing Board found that such studies are not required by the agency's

:

! regulations and would not improve public information planning.** It
.

.' concluded that "[hlowever interesting such data might be, it is irrelevant'

! to the task ofinforming the public about the necessity to travel a limited

! distance from Diablo Canyon in an emergency."6' .

| In addressing the testimony of the joint intervenors' expert witnesses
-(i.e., that surveys were necessary because people behave differently in!

radiological emergencies than in other disasters and either overreact by
doing more than is required, or underreact by becoming immobilized),

f the Board found that
t

* i
t

!

"

providing that emergency preparedness exercises need not be held before any initial licensing decimon.
See 47 Fed. Res. 30.232, 30,236 (1982). This new provision was invalidated in Umes of Coacrrmed

,

~ Scarednes o. NRC. 735 F.2d 1437 (D.C. Cir.1984) on the ground that it denied the right to a hearing on
,

a material licensing factor required by 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, la contravention of section'

189(a)(1) of the Atomic Enerry Act,42 U.s.C. ) 2239(a)(1). That holding is inapposte to the type of*

predictive findings and conditions involved here.
58No unfairness results from such a system for just as one party can demonstrate that a planned coursei

,

of action will resolve an identified deficiency, an opposing petty can establish that the deficiency cat.not
be resolved by that planned action. supervision of a party's compliance with a commitment or a licensing
board condition is left to the staff. If one party is dissatisrud with the way another party has fuiriled a
commitment or met a condition, the matter may, in appropriate circumstances, be brought back to the
licensing board or become the subject of a petition under 10 C.F.R. 2.206.' .

# The joint intervenors also claim that, at the time of the hearing, county preparedness was deficient be-'

cause not all of the standard operstmg procedures (Sops) for implementing the county plan '.nad been
fimshed, approved and adopted, and that no letters of agreement between the county and other private
and public organizations for supporting services had been secured. See Joint Intervenors' Bner at 39-40.

,
The Licensing Board found that all the Sops for actions within the federally presenbod plume esposure

i
pathway were complete, and that no difficultaes stood in the way of completing the remainder. See
LBP-82 70, myre 16 NRC at 764-65,803. The Board also found that the critical elements for imple-

! mentmg the county plan were contained in SOPS and that letters of agreement were used only for non-
critical elements of emergency support. Moreover, the Board found that no obstacles stood in the way
of the county obtaining such letters of agreement See &f. at 767,304. The Board's findings accurately re-
flect the heanns evidence and are fully supported by the record. We are not convinced the evidence
compels any different result. Further. we note that the FEM A memorandum en the current status of ofr-
site emergency pianmns at Diablo Canyon (see note 53, myre) indicates that the county Sops for the
areas outside the federally presenbed plume esposure pathway EPZ are substantially complete and that
the county has obtained substantially all the letters of agreement
60 Lgy.82-70, myre.16 NRC at 778-80, 823-25.

j si 14. at 780.
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there is no apparent hazard to public health and safety if overreaction occurs.
Assumins overreaction was likely, we have no remedy beyond that which is already
planned, which is to broadcast accurate, consistent infctmation. |

...Some people require repeated warnings and repeated information bulletins in
, order to become convinced that a hazard is real and that they should react. We see

little value in a social survey in counteracting this phenomenon, however. The phe-
nomenon of underreaction is already known. The remedy is repeated consistent
warnings and information bulletins. The public will receive these through the
emergency broadcast system.62

The Board also found the testimony of the applicant's expert, who in-
dicated that studies of human behavior in other types of disasters provide

.
a sufficient basis to establish workable emergency plans, "more credible
as regards the public information program."*3

,

Contrary to the suggestion of the joint intervenors and the Governor,
,

the Licensing Board adequately confronted the conflicting viewpoints of
the expert witnesses and resolved each issue before it." Its findings are

, amply supported and our examination of the evidence does not convince
.

us that the record compels a different result.65

.

II.'
.

Finally, the joint intervenors challenge the Licensing Board's finding
that the power-operated relief valves (PORVs) at Diablo Canyon have

- been adequately designed, constructed and tested." They do not contest
the Board's findings on the basis of the underlying hearing record.
Rather, the joint intervenors argue that information revealed by the ap-
plicant subsequent to the hearing on the PORV issue removes the evi-
dentiary support for the Board's findings. They point out that the Licens-
ing Board received notification from the applicant after the evidentiary
hearing, but before the issuance of the initial decision, that the initial

.

62Id at 779.
6314 at 780.
** See senere#y Pue& Serwar Co. o/New Nampskre (seabrook station, Units I and 2), ALAB.442,6
NRC 33,41 (1977L
65 In his brief (at 16), the Governor also argues that the Licensing Board erred in refusing to order a

' survey to assess the magstude of role conniet among emergency workers who masht evacuate wRh
their famdies in an emergency instead of reporting for duty. The Licensing Board found that role conniet
would not cause professionally trained emergency workers, includtr.g plant operators, to abandon their
duties. LBP-82 70, myrs.16 NRC at 770,807 08. Further, it found there was no " dichotomy between
operators performing their duties and scenas to their family's safety. Reasonable individuals would do
both." It at 770. These Andmes are also fully supported by the record and we are not convinced that
the evidence demands a ddferent result.
66 ga Lsp.82-70, sapre,16 NRC at 761,795-97,850-54.
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piping design reviews conducted as part of the Commission-ordered in-
dependent design verification program (IDVP) revealed that some
piping analyses potentially affecting the PORVs may not have been
conservative.57 Subsequent events, however, have made joint interve-
nors' argument academic.

,

While the joint intervenors' appeal of the initial decision was pending,
they filed a motion with us to reopen the record on the issue of the ade-
quacy of the applicant's design quality assurance program. We granted
that motion, along with a similar one filed by the Governor. The re-
opened proceeding focused on the adequacy of the independent design
verification program and the joint intervenors had the opportunity to liti-

,

gate the same matter they claim on appeal undermines the Licensing
,

Board's findings. The joint intervenors chose not to contest the adequacy
of the PORVs although the issue was fairly encompassed by one of the

,

Governor's issues concerning the verification of Westinghouse supplied' >

equipment. In ALAB-763,19 NRC 571, 586, 609 n.193 (1984), we.

found verification of the design of that equipment adequate.
,

<

For the foregoing reasons, the initial decision of the Licensing Board
: authorizing the issuance of a full power license for Diablo Canyon, Unit

1, is affirmed. As we explained in ALAB 763,68 however, the Board's'

license authorization for Unit 2 shall not be effective until we have
made our findings with respect to the adequacy of the applicant's design

- verification program for that unit.
It is so ORDERED.

:
FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

.

I

C. Jean Shoemaker~

Secretary to the
i Appeal Board

i

1

!

!

| 67See Joint Intervenors' Bnef at $3 56 and Exhibit B.
! 64 19 NRC at 582.

I
i
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Cite as 20 NRC 838 (1984) ALAB 782

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:

' Thomas S. Moore, Chairman
Dr. John N. Buck,

Dr. W. Reed Johnson
'

.

.

in the Matter of Docket Nos.50 275 OL;

S0 323 OLj

i

{ PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC
.

COMPANY
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power

Plant, Units 1 and 2) September 8,1984
-

The Appeal Board dismisses the joint intervenors' motion to reopen
the Diablo Canyon proceeding on seismic issues, finding that it lacks
jurisdiction to consider the matter.

RULES OF PRACTICE: SHOW CAOSE PROCEEDINGS
*

Under the terms of 10 C.F.R. 2.206, a party may request the Director
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to institute a show cause proceeding seek-
ing to amend or revoke a nuclear power plant operating license.

APPEAL BOARDS: JURISDICTION

When a discrete issue has been decided by an appeal board and the
Commission declines to review that decision, agency action is final with
respect to the issue and appeal board jurisdiction is terminated. Metro-
politan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No.1),

838

9
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ALAB-766,19 NRC 981, 983 (1984); Virginia Electric and Power Co.
(North Anna Nuclear Power Station, Units I and 2), ALAB 551, 9
NRC 704. 708 09 (l979); Public Service Co. of New flampshire (Sea-
brook Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB 513,8 NRC 694,695 (1978).

.

APPEAL BOARDS: JURISDICTION

Where finality has attached to some but not all issues, appeal board
jurisdiction to entertain new matters is dependent upon the existence of
a " reasonable nexus" between those matters and the issues remaining
before the board. See Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Nucle.
at Power Station, Units I and 2), ALAB 551,9 NRC 704,707 (1979).

,

*

.

APPEARANCES

Joel R. Reynolds, Ethan P. Schulman, Eric Havlan and John R.
Phillips, Los Angeles, California, and David S. Fleischaker, Ok--

lahoma City, Oklahoma, for the San Luis Obispo Mothers for
Peace, et al., joint intervenors.

Robert Ohiback, Philip A. Crane, Jr., Richard F. Locke and Den G.
Lubbock, San Francisco, California, and Arthur C. Gehr, Bruce
Norton and Thomas A. Scarduale, Jr., Phoenix, Arizona, for
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, applicant.

Lawrence J. Chandler for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

'

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

Opinion for the Board by Dr. Buck and Dr. Johnson:

On July 16, 1984, the joint intervenors filed with us a motion to
reopen the Diablo Canyon proceeding on seismic issues.' The motion,
accompanied by the affidavit of Dr. James N. Brune,2 is founded upon

.

I Joins latervenors' Moten to Reopen the Record on seistnic lisues.
2 Dr. Brune is Profesent of Geophyncs, scrippe insittution of oceanography, University of Cahfornie at

san Dieso lie has appeared in these proceedings previously as a witness for the joint intervenors and
for Governor Stoen of Cahfornia. See ALAB 644.13 NRC 903.101) (198D.

839
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seismological information characterized by intervenors as newly acquired
and of such signiGcance as to put into question the seismic design of the'

Diablo Canyon plant. In short, our attention is directed to data obtained
from the April 24,1984 Morgan Hill (California) earthquake, the results

|
of a research paper by J.K. Crouch, S.B. Bachman and J.T. Shay (1984)
related to the nature of the Hosgri Fault, and a series of recent earth- |

quakes along the Central California coast that, assertedly, cast doubt
upon the seismicity previously assigned in NRC proceedings to the

! Diablo Canyon region.)
The applicant and NRC staff oppose the motion to reopen.' Both par-

| ties first question whether this Board has jurisdiction to entertain such a
motion, arguing that our earlier decision on seismic design matters,

| ALAB 644,13 NRC 903 (1981), which the Commission declined to re-
t view, represents Gnal agency action on the subject. Alternatively, these.

parties treat the joint intervenors' motion on its merits and again con-
| clude it should be denied. Because the joint intervenors had not'ad-
I dressed the jurisdiction question, we asked for their views on this

matter, in an August 9,1984 reply, joint intervenors take the position,'

inter alia, that agency action on this issue is not Anal, and that this Board
,

! does have jurisdiction to decide their motion. !
.

!As we discuss below, review of the parties' arguments, the procedural
history of this case and our earlier decisions convinces us that we do not

,

I have jurisdiction to consider the intervenors' motion to reopen the
record on seismic issues. The motion is therefore dismissed. This does
not mean, however, that joint intervenors are without an avenue to
pursue their concerns on the seismic design issue within this agency.
Under the terms of 10 C.F.R. 2.206, they may request the Director of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation to institute a show.cause proceeding seeking ;

to amend or revoke the Diablo Canyon operating license.s
,

Following hearings on the seismic redesign of Diablo Canyon to ap
,

count for the earthquake potential of the Hosgri Fault, the Licensing
Board found the plant to be adequately designed to withstand any earth.
quake that could reasonably be expected. LBP 79 26,10 NRC 453
(1979). While joint intervenors' appeal of that decision was before us,

3 oint Intervenors' Motion to Roopen the Record on Seiems leaves Uuly 16. IM41 at ).17. Attach.J
mentV, .

4 Answer or Pacinc Oes and Electrie Company in oppossuon to Joint inwrvenors' Motion to Roopen
the Record on seism,e luues fluly 27. 19841; NRC Stan's Answer to Joent Intervenors' Motion to
Reopen the Record on Seiwnee issues (August 1. IM4).
8 we nose that, at the request of the Joint 6ntervenors. the United States Court or Appeels for the De.

trist of Columbia Circuit, on Aucun it. IM4. stayed the Commiseson's August 10.1984 order autherts.
6ng issuense of a rull power heense for Diablo Canyon. The stay will remain 6n eNect pendeng court i

review. See Les 06sspo Mo#4rrsfor here v AAC No. 841410 (D C. C6t. Aug. I7. IM4),
'

f

340

'
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we granted their motion to reopen the record to receive evidence derived
from the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake. Following a six day hearing

; to consider this evidence, we issued a decision, ALAB 644, that covered
matters raised both on the appeal of the Licensing Board's decision and
in the reopened hearing. We found that the seismic design of the facility4

was adequate and afYirmed the Licensing Board's decision.* The Com-
mission declined to review ALAB 644, rendering it final on March 18,! -

1982.7
! Our earlier decisions make it abundantly clear that when a discrete
; issue has been decided by an appeal board and the Commission declines
f to review that decision, agency action is final with respect to the issue

| and our jurisdiction is terminated. This is the case even when other
: issues may still be before us. Our most recent determination of thisjuris.
i. dictional question appeared earlier this year: -

.

; Under settled principles of finality of adjudicatory action, once we have finally c
~

determined discrete issues in a proceeding, our jurisdiction is terminated with re-
spect to those issues, absent a remand order by the Commission or a court issued

j during the course of its review of our decision. nrymde Eircarde ased hwer Co.
; (North Anna Nuclear Power Station, Units I and 2), ALAB 531,9 NRC 704,' '

700 09 (1979); Meelic Serwe Co. o/New Nampshsre (Seabrook Stanon. Units I and! .

2). ALAB 513,8 NRC 69d,695 (1978). . . . It is clear that where, as here, the Com.
; g

mission dochnes to review our decision, a final agency determinauon has been
made resulting in the termination of our juttsdiction.'

,

} To be sure, lunrelatedl issues , , , are still berore us. That we may yet be consider.
.

'*

I ing some issues in a proceeding, however, does not preserve our jurisdiction over

) issues previously determined.8;

! ;

j Intervenors point out that we still have before us on appeal matters
related to earthquakes, They arl.ue that because there is a sufficient reis-

| tionship (i.e., a reasonable nexus) between these issues and those form-
ing the basis of the instant motion to reopen, we do indeed still have| a,

j jurisdiction to consider the motion.' We do not agree. The issues before

) e ALAS.444, sempre, l) NRC at 996.
7See letters from s J. Chilk, NRC, to parties, deted March it,1962.]

- 8 Warrepeessa EJues Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear stauon, Unst No.1), ALAS.764,19 NRC 901,
983 119041 trootnoies omitted). The joint intervenors rety on the cited $reeroe4 decision ALAS.$13,
for the propoestson that af an 6asue has not as yet received court review, there hee been no finsi aeoncy

; acuen with respect to it. But le is clear that the reference to court revtew in Sreerese (8 NRC et 69$1
*es to provide the reader with informenon as to the ultimate resoluuon of the quesuon there. $ceAres4

]' '

'
should not be reed to suggest that court rev6ew constitutes an element of agency a6 hon on en issue. See
edes Lewessoas h=er A Le4r Co. twaterford steem Electric stauon, Unit 3), ALAS.75),18 NRC 1321,

! IJ2910 (190)).
) 'See Mrenew Elrrre emit h=er Co. (Nonn Anne Nucleet Power stahon, Units I and 2), ALAS.$$1,9
! NRC 704,707 (1979) (where finaisty hos attached to some but not all tesses, appeal toerd jurisdection

to entertaan new metters is dependent upon the esistence of a " reasonable nesue" betecen those met.
ters and the leaves remaining before the board).

I

1
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us in the full power appeal are not related to the seismic design of the
facility and are independent of the nature of a particular earthquake.''
The motion, on the other hand, would have us explore again the
detailed nature of the seismic design bases for the plant, and involves
totally different considerations than the questions on appeal. It is clear
that, with our decision on seismic design issues in ALAB-644 and the
Commission's determination not to review that decision, the a4udica-
tion of that matter is final and we no longer have jurisdiction.

The motion to reopen the record on seismic issues is dismissed.
It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD
,

,

i
,

i C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the,

-

| Appeal Board

i
Because Dr. Buck's full retirement from the Appeal Panel becomes of-

fective September 7,1984, the mWority opinion is beins issued today
without the separate opinion of Mr. Moore. That opinion will lasue
subsequently.

.

,

e

18 e ALAB-781. 20 NRC 819. we have ieder dec6ded onceptione raiend by the joint iniorvenere and1

oevernor Brown to the Licensens Board's Anni lait 6el decision authertains full power speseelen of
Diotto Canyon (LSP 82 70.16 NRC 754 (1982)). Two nieteers conodored in these apposis portain
pencherelly to the effects of earthquakes: the Board's failuse to canader (1) earthquakee in entersonsy
pionnies. and (2) the special circuenstances of earthquake potential et D6stio Canyon es a teste for one.
tysing the environnwatal eGects of Claes 9 accidrets. Cleerty we conodored these isones to be endt
before ue in our enelyes of the Juttediction queouen.
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Cite as 20 NRC 843 (1984) ALAB-783

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ,

!

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL PANEL

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman,

!
!

; in the Matter of Docket Nos. STN 50-518
( ! STN 50 520.

1
-

| TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
'

(Hartsville Nuclear Plant,
Units 1 A and 2A)

In the Matter of Docket Nos. STN 50 566
| STN 50 567-

i

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
(Yellow Creek Nuclear Plant,

,
' Units 1 and 2) September 11,1984

.

Based upon the cancellation of Units IA and 2A of the proposed
Hartsville Nuclear Plant and the proposed two-unit Yellow Creek Nucle-
ar Plant, the Appeal Board terminates the limited jurisdiction it previous-

-| ly retained over the construction permit proceedings involving these
'

facilities.

APPEARANCES
.

Herbert S. Sanger, Jr., Lewis E. Wallace and W. Walter LaRoche,
Knoxville, Tennessee, for the applicant, Tennessee Valley

'Authority.
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

On August 29, 1984, the Board of Directors of the Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA) decided to cancel (1) Units I A and 2A of the proposed
Hartsville Nuclear Plant; and (2) the proposed two-unit Yellow Creek
Nuclear Plant.8 in light of this development, TVA seeks the termination
of the limited appellate jurisdiction previously retained over the con-
struction permit proceedings involving these facilities.2 Its motions to
that effect are granted on the authority of ALAB-760, supra note 1, and
the decisions there cited.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL PANEL
CHAIRMAN -

,

f

*
:

i C. Jean Shoemaker

! Secretary to the Appeal Panel

! .

; This action was taken by the \ppeal Panel Chairman under the au-
thority of 10 C.F.R. 2.787(b).

.

.

.

I TvA had previously cancelled Units IB and 2B of the Hartsville facility. See ALAB 760.19 NRC 26
(1984).
2 The retained juttsdiction in both proceedin$s was with regard to a sangle generic laaue as to which an
ultimate Commission determination has not as yet been reached; the environmental effects associated
with the release of radeonctive redon gas (radon 222) to the atmosphere as a result of the mining and
milline of uranium for reactor fuel. see ALAB $$4.10 NRC 15.16 n.2 (1979) (Narervdirl; ALAB.S$8
10 NRC 158.159 (1979) (#setsvaur); ALAB 515,8 NRC 702,715 (1978) ( Tenw Creet).

ALAB.$54 and ALAB $58 applied to all four Hartsville unita. The juttedestion over the redon issue
retained in those decisions with regard to Units it and 2B was terminated in ALAB 760, sagsre note 1.

.

I
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I
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Cite as 20 NRC 845 (1984) ALAS-784

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAPETY AND LICENSING APPEAL SOARD

Administrative Judges:

Alan S. Rosenthal, Chairman
Thomas S. Moore

Dr. Reginald L Gotchy
-

In the Matter of Docket No.50 4S2 OL

MANSAS GAS AND ELECTRIC
COMPANY, et at.

(Wolf Creek Generating Station,
Unit 1) September 13,1884

.

The Appeal Board afrirms an earlier order of the Licensing Board that
dismissed an intervenor as a party to this operating license proceeding
based upon the Licensing Board's determination that the intervenor's
single contention concerned the financial qualifications of an applicant
and, under the Commission's rules, such issues are not litigable in such
proceedings. The Appeal Board's action is predicated upon the Commis-
sion's promulgation of a new rule that, like its predecessor, removed
consideration of an applicant's financial qualifications from operating
license proceedings.

ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: AUTHORITY

Neither appeal boards nor licensing boards are empowered to entertain
challenges to the legality of a Commission regulation. See 10 C.F.R.
2.758(a); see aho /btomac Electric Power Co. (Douglas Point Nuclear

i Generating Station, Units I and 2), ALAB 218, 8 AEC 79, 89 90
l (1974).
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APPEARANCES

John M. Simpson, Shawnee Mission, Kansas, for the appellant, Kan-
sans for Sensible Energy.

Jay F. Silbers and Delissa A. Ridgway. Washington, D.C., for the
applicants, Kansas Gas and Electric Company, et al.

Myron Karman for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.

| DECISION
.

i In an unpublished June 9,1982 order, the Licensing Board dismissed
intervenor Kansans for Sensible Energy (KASE) as a party to this

;

: operating license proceeding. That action rested upon two factors: (1)
1 KASE's single contention concerned the financial qualifications of one

of the applicants; and (2) effective March 31, 1982, the Commission
had amended its regulations to remove financial qualifications issues.

! from, Inter alia, proceedings such as this one.'
KASE filed a timely appeal from the June 9 order, contending that

the elimination of consideration of financial qualifications issues in reac.
tot licensing proceedings contravened the Atomic Energy Act. On June

1
'

' 28, 1982, we entered an order in which we pointed out that neither'

appeal boards nor licensing boards are empowered to entertain chal-
lenges to the legality of a Commission regulation.8 The order went on,

|
however, to advise the parties that we were nevertheless deferring final
action on the appeal. This was because it had come to our attention that'

KASE and certain other organizations had filed a petition for review of
i

the amended financial qualifications rule in the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. In the circumstances' it
seemed advisable to await the court's disposition of the petition.8

On February 7,1984, the District of Columbia Circuit issued its deci-
sion on the petition for review. The court held that the amended finan-
cial qualifications rule was not supported by its accompanying statement
of basis and purpose, as required by the Administrative Procedure Act.

.

I of Fed. Res. 13.750 (1942).
25,,10 C.P R. 2.754(a); see she heemse Certre hwar Co. (Doustee Po6nt Nuclear oenerating
station. Units I and 2). ALAB 218. 8 AEC 79. 87 90 (1974).
8 June 28.1992 order (unpubbshed) at 1
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Accordingly, the court remanded the rule to the Commission for further
proceedings consistent with its opinion.*

In response to the remand, the Commission has now promulgated a
new rule, whic.h will take effect on October 12,1984. By its terms, finan-
cial qualifications issues may be raised in construe!/on permit proceed-
ings. But, as under the replaced 1982 rule, such issues are not to be
litigated in operettntIkense proceedings.s

In light of this development, we now g#7rm the result reached by the
Licensing Board in its June 9,1982 order.'

It is so ORDERED.'
.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

.

C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

Appeal Board

.

.

8 New Kaedoed Ceedome en Nweper /ba,m e. NAC. 727 F 2d 1827 (D C. Cir. IM4L
.

3 # Fed. Res. 31.747, se correcied. 49 Fed. Res. 36.631 (IM4). That the new rule to not se yet eSecuve
la ei ne present moment. In a enownwns of pohey issued on June 7.1994. the Commise6en determ6ned
that "the Merch 31.1902 rule will conunue in e#ect unul Anshseuon of the Commeemon's receense to
the Cowt's romend." The opposi and beenens poords were directed "to proceed accordinely" #9 Ped.
Res. 24.lli (1994).
8As neesd. th6e appeel hee been on our doctet for en entended pened. We see no compelung reason to
heed 6e la eterense esill herther to e=eet the outcome of any peuuen for jueicial revww of the new rule
that might be need, la the event such a petition le Aled and provee successful, en opprepnete remedy pre.
esmetty well be eve 64ette to KAst.
7on July 2.1994, the Lkensins soord rendered 6ts inittel decimen in thee proceedine. in which is
seekertsed, eutiset le certe6a condtuone, the 6esuance of an opereung ik enes for the Wolf Croot ntseleer
lheelesy. LBF 84-M. 20 P8 AC 3). In the steence of any appeet from that doctoon, we have underteten to
revtow it en eter own laiueuve. see our August J.1964 order (unpublishedt Upon compienon of our
rewtow. we wHI ennounse the resulte in a seperate deciolon.
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Cite as 20 NRC 848 (1984) ALAB.785

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REOULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAPETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

| Administrative Judges:

Cheletine N. Kohl, Chairman
Gary J. Edles

Dr. Reginald L. Getchy
.

f

in the Matter of Dooket Nos. 50 382
| 80 353

i

j

| PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY
Lieselek Geneesting station,

Unite 1 and 2) Sept unber 28,1984
.

The Appeal Board affirms, in part, the Licensing Board's decisions in
this operating license proceeding concerning the environmentalimpacts
of the Limerick supplementary cooling water system, and remands two
issues to the Licensing Board to afford the intervenor the opportunity to
resubmit its contentions on those issues. Additionally, the Appeal Board

|
denies the intervenor's motions to set aside the Licensing Board's deci.

,

sions on the basis of new evidence.
.

DELAWARE RIVER BASIN COMPACT: EFFECT ON
FEDERAL ACTIONS

Federal agencies are precluded from taking action that "substantiallyI

conflict (sl" with a comprehensive plan for the development and use of
the water resources of the Delaware River Hasin (DRH) when it hasa

been adopted by the Delaware River Hasin Commission (DRBC) with
the concurrence of the Commission's federal representative. Set DRB

g4g

0 %e6
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Compact, Pub. L. No. 87 328, i 15.l(s)l,1961 U.S. Code Cong, & Ad.
News (75 Stat. 688) 775,807 08.

ADJUDICATION: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENTS

in the usual case, environmental hearings await the preparation and
circulation of the stall's Anal environmental statement. See, e.g., Ibromac
Electric /bwer Co. (Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station, Units I,

and 2), ALAB 277,1 NRC 539,546 (1975).

t

| ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: CONDUCT OF PROCEEDINGS

Although an agency must ordinarily adhere to its own rules and estab.
lished practices, it is always within the discretion of an administrative
agency to relax or modify its procedural rules adopted for the orderly
transaction of business before it when in a given case the ends of justice
require it. See American Farm Lines v. Black Ball Freight Service, 397 U.S.
532, 539 (l970), quoting NLRB v. Monsanto Chemical Co., 205 F.2d
763,764 (8th Cir.1953).i

.

!

ADJUDICATORY BOARD: AUTHORITY OVER
STAFF ACTION

'

A licensing board may direct the staff to publish its environmental
documents by specific dates if, after affording the parties - including
the staff - opportunity to be heard on the matter, it finds no further
delay is justified. Offshore /bwer Systems (Floating Nuclear Power
Plants), ALAB 489, 8 NRC 194, 208 (1978). See also 49 Fed. Res.
9352, 9361 & n.14, 9383 84 (1984) (the latter to be codified at 10
C.F.R.i51.15).

NEPA: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
(TIMING)

NEPA does not address the timing of an environmental statement, as
long as it is availabic by the time of the agency's recommendation or
report on the proposed federal action. New England Coalition on Nuclear
/bilution v. NRC,582 F.2d 87,93 94 (1st Cir.1978).
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DELAWARE RIVER BASIN COMPACT: EFFECT ON
FEDERAL ACTIONS

The NRC could neither authorize a utility to withdraw water from the
Delaware River in amounts that exceed that allocated by the DRBC, nor
require the DRBC to make any particular allocation decision among the
competing interests for the Delaware River. But the NRC is not preclud-
ed from examining the effects of the amount withdrawn for a nuclear
power plant and acting to lessen the impact of a plant on the Delaware
River.

NEPA: NRC RESPONSIBILITIES
The Commission has an independent responsibility to fulfill the pur-

poses of NEPA to the fullest extent possible. 42 U.S.C. i 4332. See T.cn.
nessee Valley Authort(y (Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2),
ALAB 506,8 NRC 533,544 49 (1978). But see Bucks County Board of
Commissioners v. Interstate Energy Co.,403 F. Supp. 805,808 (E.D. Pa.

,

! 1975) (DRBC is "the federal agency designated to implement NEPA for

| all projects affecting the Delaware River Basin"). In carrying out its
NEPA duties, the NRC need not perform a wholly independent analysis-

from scratch, but may rely, if it wishes, on scientific data and inferences
drawn by other agencies.

~

ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: JURISDICTION
To the extent that an application for an operating license reflects some

actual changes in connection with the facility as it was contemplated at
the time ofissuance of the construction permit, such changes are within
the scope of the operating license proceeding. On the other hand,if ac-
tivity already authorized by the construction permit results in impacts
not previously expected, that is a matter for resolution by the Director
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Il 2.202, 2.206.
See Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 & 2), ALAB 674,15
NRC 1101 (1982).

NEPAt NRC RESPONSIBILITIES

NEPA does not require the NRC to consider those environmental im-
pacts of a water diversion project solely attributable to a separate entity
otherwise unassociated with the nuclear plant, when the total impacts
have already been evaluated by another agency with oversight of the
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'
entire project. See Henry F. EPC, $13 F.2d 395 (D.C. Cir.1975). See also
Kleppe v. Sierra Club. 427 U.S. 390,410 (1976).'

NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ACT:
REQUIREMENTS ,

! Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) re-
quires the head of any federal agency having authority to license any
undertaking, prior to the issuance of any license, to take into accounti

the effect of the undertaking on any district, site, building, structure, or-

| object that is included in or eligible for inclusion in the National
I Register. The head of any such federal agency also must afford the Ad.
'

visory Council on Historic Preservation a reasonable opportunity to com-
ment with regard to such undertaking.16 U.S.C. ! 470f. .

NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ACT:
REQUIREMENTS

Section 110(0 of NHPA requires agencies to undertake in advance all
possible planning and actions necessary to minimize any direct and ad-

j verse harm to a National flistoric Landmark as a consequence of any
federal approval.16 U.S.C.1470h 2(0.

i

i FISH AND WILDLIFE COORDINATION ACTt
REQUIREMENTS (CONSULTATION)

The requirement of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act,16 U.S.C.
l 662(a) - that an agency "first shall consult" with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service whenever any waters are proposed or authorized to be
diverted pursuant to a federal license - does not prescribe exactly when
and how this consultation is to occur, so long as it precedes any defini-
tive agency action.

NEPA: REQUIREMENTS
Section 102 of NEPA,42 U.S.C.14332(2)(C), requires consideration

of alternatives only for major federal actions "significantly affecting the
quality of the human environment."
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ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT: REQUIREMENTS
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA), as amended in 1979,

16 U.S.C. ) 1536(a)(2), provides that each federal agency must, in con-
sultation with and with the assistance of the Secretary of the Interior or
Commerce, insure that any agency action is not likely to jeopardize the
continued existence of any endangered species or threatened species or
result in the destruction or adverse modification of the habitat of such
species. In fulfilling this requirement, each agency must use the best
scientific and commercial data available.

ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT: REQUIREMENTS
Section 7 of ESA does not require acquiescence to National Marine

Fisheries Service views, just consultation. Sierra Club v. Frochlke, 534
F.2d 1289,1303 04 (8th Cir.1976). Cf Lake Erie Alliancefor the Protec-
tion of the Coastal Corridor v. Army Corps of Engineers, 526 F. Supp.
1063,1081 (W.D. Pa.1981), affd, 707 F.2d 1392 (3d Cir.), cert, denied.

! _ U.S. 104 S. Ct. 277 (1983).

ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT: REQUIREMENTS* *

Congress did not design ESA to protect individual members of an en-
dangered species, only the species as a whole. The smallest units afford-
ed protection are " subspecies" and "any distinct population segment
. . . which interbreeds when mature." 16 U.S.C. ) 1532(16).

RULES Of PRACTICE: EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS

The Commission's ex parte rules prohibit communications between
the parties to contested proceedings, on the one hand, and, on the
other, those with decisionmaking responsibilities - i.e., Commission-
ers, their staffs and advisers, members of adjudicatory boards, and their
staffs and advisers.10 C.F.R. 5 2.780. See Administrative Procedure
Act,5 U.S.C. i 557(d). The "NRC staff" does not advise the Commis-
sion or the boards. Rather, it is a distinct and separate entity that is a
party to a proceeding and may confer with other parties. See 10 C.F.R.
l 2.102(a).
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ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: SCOPE OF AUTHORITY

Adjudicatory boards can act only on applications before them and
cannot dictate changes in such applications that are a matter of manage-
ment prerogative.

RULES OF PRACTICE: RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARTIES

An applicant is obliged to notify the board and the parties promptly of
any significant changes in its application. Tennessee Valley Authority
(Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Units 1, 2 and 3), ALAB-677,15 NRC
1387, 1391 94 (1982).

ADJUDICATORY HEARINGS: NEW INFORMATION .

Parties to an adjudicatory proceeding must be afforded an opportunity
to challenge any newly amended, signincant portion of an application
under consideration. See Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating
Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-778,20 NRC 42,48 (1984).

ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: EFFECT OF OTHER
PROCEEDINGS

In making its determinations, an adjudicatory board must decide only
,

the federal questions before it, without being unduly influenced by the
decisions of others with differing concerns and responsibilities. See Kerr-
McGee Corp. (West Chicago Rare Earths Facility), CLI 82-2,15 NRC
232, 269 (1982), affd sub nom. City of West Chicago v. NRC,701 F.2d
632 (7th Cir.1983), and cases cited. See also Cross Sound ferry Services,
Inc. v. UnitedStates,573 F.2d 725,732-33 (2d Cir.1978).

APPEARANCES

Robert J. Sugarman, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for intervenor De!-
Aware Unlimited, Inc.

Troy B. Conner, Jr., Mark J. Wetterhahn, and Robert M. Rader,
Washington, D.C., for applicant Philadelphia Electric Company.

Ann P. Hodsdon, Michael N. Wilcove, and Benjamin H. Yoster for
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff.
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DECISION

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

This case concerns an application by Philadelphia Electric Company
(the applicant or PECo) for an operating license for its Limerick Station,
Units 1 and 2. All issues in this appeal involve the applicant's effort to
use the Delaware River to provide supplementary cooling water for the

!
s,

|

>
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plant.' The appellant is Del-Aware Unlimited, Inc. (Del-Aware), an or-
ganization with members who live near the area of the Delaware River
at issue here. Although it litigated several contentions concerning the
environmental impact of using the Delaware River to provide supple-
mentary cooling water, other similar issues it sought to raise were
excluded. Following a hearing on the admitted contentions, the Licens-
ing Board concluded that there would be no adverse environmental
impact from the use of Delaware River water for the Limerick plant.2

Del-Aware's challenges on appeal from the Board's disposition ofits
various contentions can be divided into four broad categories. First, Del-
Aware attacks the Board's decision to hold hearings on its contentions4

' ~ before the NRC staff issued its environmental impact statement. Sec-
ond, it disputes the Board's determination to exclude certain contentions
from consideration at the hearing. Third, it objects to the Board's dispo .
sition of those issues actually considered. Fourth, it claims that various,

! ,recent developments warrant remand to the Board for consideration of
4 - ; alternatives to the use of Delaware River water. PECo and the NRC

i staff oppose the appeal.
i We affirm the Board's decision on all but two issues. As explained in

more detail,below, Del-Aware must be given an opportunity to formu-
,

late, promptly and in accordance with 10 C.F.R. f 2.714, certain new
,

contentions. They are to be based on the staff's now issued final environ-
mental statement (FES), and should concern (1) the impact of the sup-

- piementary cooling water system on the salinity of the Delaware River,
and (2) the system's impacts on the Point Pleasant Histolic District.

t

II. BACKGROUND
4-

Like most electricity generating plants, Limerick will require a sub-
stantial amount of water for operation. As the project stands'now, PECo
intends to draw cooling water primarily from either the adjacent Schuyl-
kill River or the nearby Perkiomen Creek. When water from these,

sources is inadequate, PECo intends to supplement it by drawing cooling
water from the Delaware River and transporting it to the plant through a
series of pipelines and pumping stations. This has been termed the
" river-follower" method of supplementary cooling. The withdrawal of
water from the Delaware River for use at Limerick is part of an overall

I various issues unrelated to the supplementary cooling water system were recently decided by the
,

|
Licensing Board in L8P.84 31,20 NRC 446 (1984). still other issues remain pending.

2 L3p.33.ll,17 NRC 413 (1983).
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venture known as the Point Pleasant Diversion (PPD) project, which is
to provide water for the Neshaminy Water Resources Authority
(NWRA) (serving Bucks and Montgomery Counties, Pennsylvania), as
well as for PECo's use.2

The lengthy history of this project is set forth in several earlier NRC
decisions.4 We will not rehearse here the genesis of the river-follower
method, except as necessary for the discussion of the issues now before
us on appeal. A brief chronology of events pertinent to this proceeding,
hcwever, is useful.

!

A. AEC/NRC and DRBC Reviews

The allocation of Delaware River water among conflicting potential'

j uses, such as the Point Pleasant Diversion project, is determined by_the
Delaware River Basin Commission (DRBC). This is a regional entity
created by an intergovernmental compact and ratified by joint resolution

; of Congress.5 The Commission is comprised of the governors of Dela-
I ware, Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey, plus a federal repre-

~ { sentative. The Compact requires the DRBC to prepare, and from time
: to time to. revise, a. comprehensive plan for the development and use of

the water resources of the Delaware River Basin. Federal agencies are
precluded from taking action that "substantially conflict [s]" with such
comprehensive plan when adopted by the DRBC with the concurrence

- of the federal representative.6
The pumping station at Point Pleasant was originally approved by the

DRBC and added to the comprehensive plan in 1966. PECo, which filed
its application to construct Limerick in 1970, and NWRA requested
DRBC approval for inclusion in the comprehensive plan that same year
(1970). In 1973, the DRBC issued a final environmental impact state-
ment on the proposal and tentatively granted approval to PECo to with-
draw water from the Delaware River, subject to certain flow restrictions.
The DRBC also indicated that the river-follower method was one of

3 The project sets its name because the intake from the Delaware River is located near Point Pleasant,
Pennsylvama, water is to be drawn from the Delaware River and pumped through a transmission main
to the Bradshaw Reservoir. Beyond the reservoir the Dow will be divided. A portion of the water will
Gow to the Neshaminy Creek watershed where it is to be used as part of the municipal water supply for
NWRA and for low now augmentation for water quality control The rest of the water udl be used at
Limerxk. It will Gow via pipeline to the East Branch of the Perkiomen Creek. From the East Branch the
water will travel into the main stream of the Perkiomen. A final pumping station will transmit the water
via a line from an intake on the Perkiomen to the Limerick plant. See map in Appendix A.

4 See, e.g.. LBP.74-44. 7 AEC 1098 (1974); ALAB.262. I NRC 163 (1975).
5 See DRB Compact, Pub. L No. 87 328.1%1 U.s. Code Cong. & Ad. News (75 stat. 688) 775.
614. l 15.l(s)I,1%1 U.s. Code Cong. & Ad. News at 807 08.
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! three available options for effecting the withdrawal and that it would 1,

reach a final decision on the matter at a later time. |i ,

A licensing board authorized the issuance of a construction permit to
|PECo in 1974, but excluded the river-follower method as a bona fide al- .

ternative for providing supplementary cooling water.7 Although the,

Atomic Energy Commission's staff (predecessor to the NRC) had pre-'

pared a final environmental impact statement for Limerick's construc-'

'

tion permit application, the Board found that the environmental impacts
'

I cf the river-follower method had not been adequately considered. On
appeal, we disagreed and concluded that the consideration of this alterna-
tive was adequate, noting that it would add no environmental " costs"

. |
but might only reduce the " benefits" for economic reasons.8 The U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit affirmed our decision.'

In 1979, PECo and NWRA filed applications with the DRBC to obtain.
, .

final approval for construction of their respective portions of the Point
- Pleasant Diversion pumping stations and transmission mains. These ap-

'
plications reflected a downscaled version of the project, as tentatively ap-

'

proved earlier by the DRBC.S The DRBC once again performed an envi-
ronmental review and in August 1980 prepared an " environmental as-
sessment" with a " negative declaration." In other .words, the DRBC
found no significant environmental impacts from the project and thus

,

no need for another environmental impact statement. It granted final ap-i

j proval to PECo's and NWRA's applications in 1981. Under a condition
; . imposed by the DRBC, however, PECo may not withdraw cooling water.

; from the Delaware River when the flow at Trenton, New Jersey, is less
than 3,000 cubic feet per second (cfs), unless PECo releases from off-.

) stream storage an amount of water equal to that it withdraws. The
DRBC's decision was challenged in federal court and upheld.81

! PECo filed its operating license application with the NRC in 1981.
The Commission published a notice of opportunity for hearing, and the
Licensing Board held a special prehearing conference to consider peti-
tions for intervention. In an order following the conference, the Board,

:

IL3P 74-44 swre. 7 AEC at 1128.
8ALAB-262, sgre. I NRC at189-97. 199-205.

'

' EneroussalCookion on Nucirer 1bwr v. NRC. 524 F.2d 1403 (3d Cir.1975).
{ 10The original plans called for a maximum total withdrawal of 150 million sailons of water per day

(med). The new plan sought withdrawal of only 95 msd - 46 med for Limenck and 49 for NWRA.1

Il Dehmerr Waar- Emergracy Group v. Nasskr. 536 F. supp. 26 (E.D. Pa.1981). q#'d. 681 F.2d 805
(3d Cir.1982) (hereafter "#ensdrr"). The district court noted the several environmental impact state-

,

ments that had already been prepared in connection with this project, including that of the DRBC in
i , 1973. the AEC in 1973. and the Soil Conservation Service of the U.s. Department of Agriculture in

1976.14. at 3 3-34.

1
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' inter alia, admitted Del-Aware as a party to the case and accepted several. -

ofits contentions for litigation.12 i

The Licensing Board also made a number of other determinations
pertinent to this appeal. First, it concluded that, absent a showing of suf-
ficiently changed circumstances since the construction permit was
issued, it would not relitigate environmental matters that were consid-
cred in the construction permit proceeding.o On a related point, the-

Board also concluded that it lacked jurisdiction to consider " changes in
impacts of construction resulting from changed circumstances."I* In
doing so, the Board stressed that the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing
in this proceeding limited its authority to consideration of only matters
relating to the proposed operation of the plant.u The Board thus distin-
guished construction impacts from " operational impacts of construction
changes."I* Second, the Board ruled that it would consider the total envi-

.
.

ronmental impacts of the portions of the project to be used jointly by
PECo and NWRA - i.e., the Point Pleasant intake and pumping sta-'

,
tion, the transmission main to the Bradshaw Reservoir, and the reservoir
itself." It would not consider, however, those portions of the water:

supply system to be used exclusively by NWRA - i.e., the transmissioni

main from the Bradshaw Reservoir to the North 1) ranch of the Neshami-
! ny Creek, the North Branch Water Treatment Plant, and the transmis-

sion mains from the treatment plant.88
i Third, the Board determined that section 15.1(s)1 of the DRB Com-

- pact precluded it from reevaluating the DRBC decision allocating water
to Limerick via the river-follower mode." This provision bars federal

'
.

12 Lgy.82-43 A.15 NRC 1423.1440-41.1479 (1982). As pertinent here. those contentions are-
,

Cemeentlem V.15 and V.16e (la part) - The intake will be relocated such that it wdl have sis-
4 niricant adverse impact on Amencan shed and short. nosed (sic] sturgeon. The relocation win ad-

versely affect a major fish resource and boating and recreation area due to draw-Cwn of the
pool.

Centretion V.16e - Noise efrects and constant dredging maintenance connected with opera-
tions of the intake and its assoc.ated pump station will adversely afrect the peace and tranquility
of the Point Pleasant proposed historic district.

1314 at 1458-64. The Board based this conclusion on its understanding of the scope of review required
by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 42 U.S.C.14321. at the operating license stage.14
at 1461.
14 Id at 1476.
1514 at 1477.
l'It at 1476 (emphasis added). Among the changes alleged by Del-Aware and noted by the ~1oard

,
were a change in the location of the intake structure at Point Pleasant (f t rn the shoreline to farther out

! into the river); the reported discovery of shortnose sturgeon. an endangered species. in the river since
the conclusion of the wo. Ge permit proceeding; and the recent eligibility of the Point Pleasant
Histonc District for listmg in the National Register of Historic Places. It at 1461,1476.
17 /d at 1472.
IsId at1473.

I "Id at 1469. The Board noted, however, that the Compact did not bar conaderation of all environ-
mentalissues arising due to the Diverson project - just those relating to water allocation. ledd
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action that substantially conflicts with the DRBC's comprehensive plan,
! of which water allocation is a principal part. Del-Aware's proposed, con-

tention V-16 concerned the Diversion's assertedly adverse effect on
water quality in the Delaware River - specifically an increase in salinity.
Because salinity is a function of total water withdrawal and thus alloca- ,

tion, the Board reasoned, this was a matter committed to the DRBC's j

discretion. The Board therefore refused to admit the contention.2o It !

noted, however, that even in the absence of the statutory bar, Del-
Aware would have a " heavy burden" in showing why any NRC reliance '

<

on the DRBC's salinity analysis was improper or unjustified.21
Finally, because NWRA and PECo were soon to begin construction of'

i the Point Pleasant Diversion, the Board decided to review the environ-
- | mental impacts of its operation on an expedited basis - even before the

j staff completed its draft environmental statement. The Board believed.
that its consideration of Del-Aware's contentions, particularly the need+

- for mitigation of potential adverse operating impacts resulting from or
exacerbated by the changes, might be compromised if undertaken after

'
the start of construction.22 As a result, hearings on Del-Aware's conten-
tions were held in October 1982, some eight months before the issuance
of the staffs draft environmentalimpact statement,23

| The Board issued its partial initial decision in March 1983. It summa-
rized its conclusions as follows:

! ;
'

On the basis of the record before it, the Board finds contrary to the contentien of~

,

the intervenor, that there would be no significant adverse impact on the populations
of American shed and shortnose sturgeon in the Delaware River as a result of opera-
tion of the presently proposed Point Pleasant intake. The Board also finds that there
is no evidence that the proposed intake would have an adverse impact on recreation-

,

al activities in the Delaware River.
The Board finds that noise from operation of the intake as it is presently proposed

could have a significantly adverse impact on the Point Pleasant proposed historic
district. The Board, in its order, is imposing a condition which requires that a
determination be made, if the intake is built, as to whether there are such significant
noise impacts and, if so, requires that such impact be minimized. The Board con-
ciudes that after any necessary noise mitigation measures have been undertaken,

20 /d at 1484-85; Licensing Board Memorandum and order or July 14,1982 (unpublished), at 18-19;
L8P-82-72,16 NRC 968 (1982).
21 Lgy.82-43A, snyre.15 NRC at 1485. See sentro#p 6f. at 1464-70.
22 It s't 1479-80. See Memorandum and order orJuly 14,1982, supre. at 15-18; LBP-82-92A,16 NRC

1387 (1982).
23 NWRA began construction at Point Pleasant on December 15, 1982, but construction has subse-

quently been suspended. Srv Applicant's Notice (oct. 28,1982). See aire p. 883, bifre.
As noted, the NRC stafrissued its draft environmental statement on the Limerick operating license in

June 1983. The final environmental statement (FEs) was issued in Apnl 1984.

i
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operation of and maintenance for the proposed intake and pumping station would
not have a significantly adverse effect on the proposed historic district.24

This appeal followed.25

B. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Review.

In response to a request from NWRA for a permit authorizing con-
struction of the intake structure, the United States Army Corps of Engi-
neers examined those environmental matters that had arisen since the
DRBC's 1981 decision and its affirmance by the court in Hansler.26
Among the new matters evaluated, insofar as they are pertinent here,
were: (1) movement of the intake system from the shore bank into the

,

.

channel of the Delaware River; (2) a determination by the Advisory
' Council on Historic Preservation that the village of Point Pleasant-was

eligible to be placed on the Historic Register; (3) the assertion that
shortnose sturgeon had been seen in the area near Point Pleasant; and
(4) salinity and ground water studies performed by or for the DRBC.27,

| Following its environmental evaluation, the Corps issued the permit on
October 25,1982.

De!-Aware challenged the Corps decision in federal district court /rais ' *

ing issues similar to those presented on appeal to us. The court decided,
at least for the purpose of denying a preliminary injunction, that the

'

Corps of Engineers had adequately considered the environmental efTects
of moving the intake on salinity, the shad and shortnose sturgeon, and
recreation.28 It also found that the historic character of the area had been
properly taken into account.2' The court observed:

A study of the complaint in the Hansler case demonstrates that it was wide ranging
and touched upon almost all the issues which are raised here as if they were new?

24 LSP-83-11, supnr.17 NRC at 416.
25 The Licensing Board issued at least 10 orders and decisions dealing with the supplementary cooling

water system at Limerick. Many of these ruled on Del-Aware's numerous, belated efrorts to htigate new
or assertedly new contentions on this subject. Del-Aware's arguments on appeal, however, relate alr'iost
exclusively to the Licensing Board's special Prehearing Conference Order, L8P-82-43A, and its partial
initial decision LBP-83 II. We will discuss or note the Board's other orders and rulings only as pertinent
to the rssolution of particular arguments on appeal.
26 See note iI, supra.
27S,, Def.w (f,,fi,,rised lisc. v. Bahm. No. 82-5115. Tr.1445.46 (E.D. Pa. Det 15.1982), st0*4

720 F.2d 661 (3d Cir.1983), cert. drmed U.s. 104 s. Ct.1274 (1984) (hereafter "Baw#)
(The district court's opinion was issued from the bench.)
28 It, Tr.1444.1450-53.
29 Id. Tr.1446-50.
3014. Tr.1444.
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~~ C. State and Local Activity '

Developments on several fronts at the state and local level have oc-
curred in connection with PECo's Limerick facility since the record in
this proceeding was closed.31 Del-Aware asserts that they have a bearing
on this appeal, and it has filed two motions essentially seeking that we
set aside the Licensing Board's decision on this basis. We discuss and
rule on the motions in Part III.D. of this opinion. The various legal
actions, most of which are ongoing, are summarized below.

1. Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission

In 1983, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court upheld a decision by the
Commonwealth's Public Utility Commission (PUC) that withheld ap-
proval of PECo's request to issue additional securities to finance Unit
2.32 In two other recent decisions, the PUC has rejected PECo's n6w'
financing proposals for' Limerick.33 Pending before the PUC is also an in-

.
vestigation of the need for Unit 2.34

Because a variance from local zoning ordinances is required, PECo
sought approval from the PUC to construct the pumphouse at the Brad-
shaw Reservoir. In a December 1983 decision, an administrative law

.i judge approved PECo's application to build the pumphouse, but with
only one of the four pumps requested. A second pump was authorized,
pending the results of a one-year program to monitor the effects of

_
flooding and erosion.35 This decision is apparently awaiting further
review by the PUC itself.a

2. Pennsylvania Department of Environneental Resources

In September 1982, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Resources (DER) issued permits to PECo and NWRA for certain con-
struction and maintenance activities in conjunction with the Point Pleas-
ant Diversion project. Del-Aware appealed DER's action before the

; 31 These developments have been brought to our attention by both Del-Aware and PECo.
33 Pennsyhama Public Utdaties Commissmo s. Phdadryhu Electre Co. 501 Pa.153. 460 A.2d 134 (1983).
33 Searitws Cerrsrware of Phdadelphia Electre Co. m the matter of the Limerkk Revohme Credit / Term

Loan not in excess of si.100.000.000. No. s-834987 (Ps. P.U.C. Dec. 23,1983); Limersk Nuclear
Generarms S aren Investgaren. No. I-80100341 (Pa. P.U.C. Dec. 23.1983).
34 See NRC stalt Response to Motion by Del-Aware to Set Aside the Partial Initial Decision (Aug. 27,

. 1984), Attachment.

{ 33Appacaron o/Philadelphu Electre Co.. No. A-00103956 (Pa. P.U.C. Dec. 12.1983) (ALJ Kranzel).

! M See Del-Aware's Motion to set Aside Based on New Evidence (Aug. 6,1984) at 3-4.

l
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Commonwealth's Environmental Hearing Board. In an extensive opin-
ion, the Board concluded that DER had not abused its discretion in issu-

"' ing the permits and had not failed to give adequate consideration to alter-
natives to PECo's part of the project.37 It remanded the matter,
however, for DER to impose certain technical conditions on the.in-

,

volved permits.38
.

3. Bucks County

The citizens of Bucks County voted in May 1983 to withdraw from
that part of the PPD project involving NWRA. Subsequently, a majority
of the Bucks County Commissioners notified PECo ofits " termination"
of the contract between PECo and NWRA for the operation of the Point-

; ; Pleasant Pumping Station.3' PECo and others have brought suit in the
j

'

Bucks County Court of Common Pleas to enjoin Bucks County from~ter-
'

minating its participation in the Point Pleasa,nt project. A recent decision-

'
: of the court dismissed the defendants' preliminary objections to the
( complaint.* The litigation, however, continues, and work on the project
! is apparently suspended.'
...

III. DISCUSSION
,

L As indicated earlier, Del-Aware's challenges to the Licensing Board's
- determinations fall broadly into four categories - the Board's decision

to hold early hearings on the environmental contentions; its determina-
tion that certain matters need not be considered; its disposition of those

; issues that were considered; and its asserted refusal to consider alterna-
f tives to the Point Pleasant Diversion project in light of recent develop-
( ments. We discuss these matters in turn.
!

A. The Early Hearings,,

Construction permit proceedings for Limerick, including judicial
review, were completed by 1975. PECo had all necessary NRC authoriza-

37 p,f.g ,, y,f,,,,g, f e, ,. /vansyhenis. Nos. 82177-H and 82 219-H, slip op. at 149 (Pa. E.H.B.
June 18,19'4).
38 Id at 152,154,155.,

3' Letter from T.B. Conner, Jr., to Appeal Board (June 2,1983).
#Sumuss v. County ofBucks No.83-8358-05 5 (Bucks Co., Pa., May 29,1984).

i 43 Letter from R.J. sugarman to Appeal Boart 'May 15,1984), treated as a motion, per Appeal Board
! order of May 17,1984 (unpublished).
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tions in connection with construction of the plant. Nonetheless, con-
struction of the Point Pleasant Diversion had not yet begun at the time
PECo filed,its operating license application. Given that happenstance,
the Licensing Board decided to conduct early hearings on Del-Aware's i

'

supplementary cooling water contentions so that it might have a realistic
opportunity to consider any actions necessary to mitigate possible ad-
verse environmental effects before construction began.

Del-Aware argues, however, that the Board erred in conducting hear-
ings on its environmental contentions before the staff had issued either
its final or draft environmental impact statement. Del-Aware claims
such hearings violated both the Commission's own regulations and the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Further, Del Aware
charges that the premature hearings prejudiced the staft's ultimate evalu-
ation of environmentalissues by requiring it to take a tentative position,
and compromised Del-Aware's participation by requiring it to develop-

hs own environmental record from scratch. Del-Aware asserts that the
;

stafl's testimony must be stricken.
Although we agree that the Board did not act in literal accordance

with agency regulations, we find no prejudice to Del-Aware resulting
from the conduct of early hearings. We also find no violation of NEPA.
Thus, we decline to strike the staff's testimony and to upset the Board's
ruling on those grounds.

The pertinent regulation states:

In any proceeding in which a draft environmental impact statement is prepared pur.'

I suant to this part, the draft environmensalimpact sarnement wW be made availabir n the .

public at least}|fheen (13) days prior n the Mme of any reirvant hearing. At any such
hearint. the posiden of the Commission's sadon matners covered by this part wW not be
presenard undt thefinal environmental impact snaarment isfurnished a the Environmental

,

Prontcaion Agency and commendnt agencies and made ansilabir a the pubuc. Any other'

party to the proceeding may present its case on NEPA matters as well as on radiolog-
ical health and safety matters prior to the end of the rdteen (15) day period.42

From the clear terms of the regulation, there is no question that it ac-
' cords members of the public at least 15 days notice of the contents of,

the staft's draft environmental impact statement before litigation of such

!- issues begins. The regulation also protects the staff against the need to
defend any of its environmental determinations until the final environ-
mental statement is prepared and circulated. Thus, in the usual case, en-

4210 C.F.R. i 51.52(a) (1982) (emphasis added).
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vironmental hearings await the preparation and circulation of the staff's,

i FES.43
'

The fact that the Board departed.from that course and the terms of
the regulation, however,- does not mean that the Board's action was ill-
advised in the circumstances or warrants remedial action. We recognize
that an agency must ordinarily adhere to its own rules and established -
practices. Nonetheless,

**[ijt is always within the discretion of . ..an administratVe agency to retax or
modify its procedural rules adopted for the orderly transaction of business before it
when in a given case the ends ofjustice require it.''"

;

It is plainly apparent that the Licensing Board believed the " ends ofjus-
tice" required early hearings on the Point Pleasant Diversion. We have'

! no cause to disagree. Further, we see no prejudice to any party is a* '

! result of the procedures the Board employed.-

' To begin with, the Board stressed that at the early hearing it sought
,

I only an evaluation of certain specific impacts. It explicitly recognized-

- that resolution of the ultimate cost / benefit balance under NEPA must
await the issuance of the stafTs environmental statement.45 The Board-.

j went aaead with early hearings on Del-Aware's contentions because it'

I was
i

concerned that some of the contentions which allege impacts after operation of the
- supplemental cooling water system could be rendered substantially moot prior to

consideration of their merits by virtue of the construction of the intake and
reservoir. [The Board was] also concerned that the Applicant willincur the Jime and
expense of major construction work not previously reviewed in a licensing proceed-
ing which may later have to be undone in whole or in part in the event [it were tol
find a change in location or design is necessary to mitigate impacts which would,

arise from operation."

43 See, e.s. htomac Elecre hwr Co. (Douglas Point Nuclear Generating station, Units I and 2),
ALAB-277,1 NRC 539,546 (1975).

.

since the Licensing Board held the hearings in question and issued its partial initial decision, the Com-
mission has substantially amended its environmental regulatens,10 C.F.R. Part 51. See 49 Fed. Reg.
9352 (1984). our decision, of course, must necessanly focus on the propnety of the Board's actions pur-
suant to the regulations as they existed in 1982. We note, however, that, while the new counterpart to
former section $1.52(a) eliminates the 15-day advance notice of the des,it makes clear that the FEs is
to precede the hearing on environmental issues and that the stalT"may not ofrer the final environmental
impact statement in evidence orpresent the postrion of the NRC stq80s matters within the scope ofNEPA
and this subpart" until the FEs is filed with EPA and ofrered for comment to other agencies and the
public. Id. at 93% (to be codireed at 10 C.F.R. { 51.104(a)(1)) (emphasis added). See d at 9365.
** Amerran fare Lmes v. Black Bag Frewht Server, 397 U.s. 532,539 (1970), quormt NLRB v. Mon.

samo ChemralCo.,205 F.2d 763,764 (8th Cir.1953).
43 Memorandum and order of July 14,1982, supra, at 17-18; LBP-82-43A, supra.15 NRC at 1480.
# LBP-82-43A, supra.15 NRC at 1476. See d at 1480.
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The Board reiterated these concerns in responding to staff objections to
the early hearing." Moreover, for the Board "to wait to hear these
issues, quite possibly until construction is completed and certain actions
which might minimize environmental harm are no longer feasible [,1
. . . [might] appear to violate at least the spirit of NEPA . . . ."'8 The
Board's decision to move forward with the hearing was thus reasonably
grounded in its legitimate desire to avoid the same potential adverse en-
vironmental impacts that prompted Del-Aware's interest in the proceed-'

ing in the first place.

] We reject Del-Aware's assertion that the failure of the Licensing
Board to await the FES placed an unfair burden on Del-Aware to developi

j its own evidentiary record from scratch. Although the statidid not pre-
! pare a formal final or draft environmental impact statement before the

j hearing, it prepared and filed its testimony in advance. Of c'ourse, Del .
Aware was served with this testimony, and all parties engaged in what

.
'

the Licensing Board termed "three months of intensive discovery.""

i Moreover, the issues Dal-Aware raised have been the subject of admin-
- ! istrative and judicial exploration for more than a decade, and De! Aware

i has been an active participant in at least a portion of the earlier
! litigation.5o Indeed, at oral argument, counsel for Del-Aware acknowl--

I edged that the issues involved here "are essentially within the same
broad confines" as those earlier litigated, although some aspects may
differ.58 Thus, Del-Aware has not demonstrated that it was in fact unfair--

ly burdened in presenting its case.-
'

The Board's approach also did not impermissibly interfere with the
j staffs role or compromise its objectivity, as De!-Aware argues. The staff

independently conducted its environmental review and prepared its own
testimony for the hearing. The Board did not and could not dictate the
contents of that testimony.52

.

" Memorandum and order of July 14,1982, supra, at 3-4.
4814. at 15.
" LBP-82-92A, syre.16 NRC at 1389.
50 See. e.g., Baktmn, supre.
51 App. Tr. 99-100.
$2 We note in this connection that the Board did not actually order the stair to prepare any environmen-

,

tal document by a date certain. It simply explained its reasons for proceeding expeditiously and afrorded
the stafr some flexitnlity in the uming of its submissions. LBP-82-43A. saqare.15 NRC at 1480. Further.
as noted at p. 365, aqpre, the stafr had an opportunity to otsect to the Board's procedures. See Memoran.
dum and order or July 14, 1982, sapre, at 15-18. Thus, although the Board's action was inconsistent
with rormer section 51.52(a). we do not find it incompatible with our decision in ogshore Pbwer Sysarms
(Floating Nuclear Power Plants). ALAB-489,8 NRC 194 (1978). There, in commenting on the boards'
authority to control the staffs independent NEPA revisw. we held that "[tlhe Licensing Board may
direct the stair to publish its environmental documents by speciru: dates if, after afrording the parties .
including the stafr - opportunity to be heard on the matter, it finds that no further delay is

(Continunu,
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Given the Licensing Board's stated purpose behind the commence-
ment of early hearings on Del-Aware's contentions, as well as the lack
of genuine prejudice to De!-Aware's position, it is hardly surprising that
the appellant concedes that "the Board commendably moved quickly to
insure timely consideration of environmental impacts in scheduling this
early hearing . . . ."52 Indeed, it did not even object to the Board's hear-
ing schedule at the time it was announced.54 Instead, it waited until after
prefiled testimony and trial briefs were submitted, the stafi's position
was revealed, and the hearing was only a week away, before filing a re-
quest to postpone the hearing. We agree with the Licensing Board that
the request was without merit and came too late.55

Finally, we find no support for Del-Aware's alternative assertion that
NEPA independently requires that hearings await the preparation of the
staffs environmental impact statement. Generally speaking, NEPA does

,

not address the timing of an environmental statement, as long as it is
available by the time of the agency's recornmendation or report on the'

.
proposed federal action.56 The Licensing Board's partial initial decision

i before us on appeal does not constitute such a recommendation or
report because it does not authorize the issuance of an operating license4

to PECo. Thus, while vye agree with Del-Aware that an operating license
cannot be issued without an environmental impact statement,57 that is
not the situation here. As noted at p. 864, supra, the Licensing Board
stressed that it was not passing on the ultimate cost / benefit balance re-
quired by NEPA. Rather, it simply held hearings on certain environmen-
tal issues earlier than would ordinarily be the case in order to identify
and to mitigate, before the Point Pleasant project progressed too far, any
potential adverse environmental impacts.i

B. Issues Excluded

L Salinity and Water Quality

Del-Aware's proposed contention V-16 claimed that the operation of
the supplementary cooling water system will adversely affect the water

justified." /J. at 208. See ahs 49 Fed. Reg., supra, at 9361 & n.14,9383-84 (the latter to be codified at
10 C.F.R. l 51.15).

'

53 Appellants' [ sic! Brief (Aug. 23,1983) at 12.
54 Del-Aware did cot include the heanns schedule when it sought reconsideration of the Board's pre.

heanns conference order. See Request of Del-Aware, Limited (sic] Inc. for Reconsideration of Aspects
of special Pre-Hearing Conference order (undated, but received June 21,1982).
$$ ee LBP-82-92A, supra.16 NRC 1387.S
5' New Egisad Coalinos on Nucitar #bamos v. NAC. 582 F.2d 87. 93-94 (lst Cir.1978).
57The Commission's own regulations require an impact statement for an operating license. See 10

C.F.R. i 51.5(a)(2) (1982); 49 Fed. Reg., supra, at 9384 (to be codiried at 10 C.F.R. l 51.20(b)(2)).
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quality and water supply of the Delaware River and the receiving
streams.5: In explaining the basis for the contention, Del-Aware asserted
that short-t.erm drawdowns of water could increase salinity and adversely
affect drinking water.5' The Licensing Board excluded the contention, es-
sentially on the ground that changes in salinity result from the total

|
! quantity of water withdrawn for all uses approved by the DRBC, and

that section 15.l(s)1 of the Delaware River Basin Compact precludes
redetermination by the NRC of the DRBC's decisions concerning the |

.
allocation of water for Limerick.60 Del-Aware now argues that such ex-

! clusion was error.68 We agree that the Board erred, as a matter oflaw, in
! concluding that the Compact precludes consideration of contention V-16.

|
Section 15.l(s)1 provides that nothing in the Compact shall impair or

j affect any powers or functions of the United States. This reservation of
authority, however, is subject to a proviso that prohibits federal agencies; -

! from taking action t, hat "substantially conflict (s]" with any portion of
the comprehensive plan approved by the DRBC with the concurrence of3

- the federal member.62 In discussing this provision, the Licensing Board
I explained:

We do not believe that the NRC is precluded by the Compact provision from consid-
cring all environmental questions arising from the diversion . . However, in light'

of the DRBC's role in determining the uses for water in the basin, we believe that it
bars us from reevaluating the DRBC decision to allocate water to the Limerick facili-'

ty operating in the river follower mode. . iAllthou8h we will not look at the allo-

.

cation decision itself, we might determine whether changes in the plan since the con.-
+

5s Contention V.16 reads as follows-
operation of the sCWs wtB adversely afrect the water quality and adequacy of water supplies in
a cntical reach of the Delaware River and estuary. DRBC's determination was based on a

,

number of errors and inadequate info mahon and cannot and should not be accepted by thia
Commismon.

supplemental Petition of Coordinated intervenots (Nov. 24.1981) at 69.
5'lbuf. The NRC stafr did not oppose the admismon of this contention. LBP-82-43A, myrs 15 NRC at

1445.
60 /d. at 1484-85; Memorandum and Order of July 14. 1982 mere. at !$-19- LBP-82 72, more.16.

NRC at %9-71; Memorandum and order of January 24.1983 (unpubhshed), at 6-7.
61 We are unable to discern from Del-Aware's bnef precisely wAgr it believes the Board erred. It men-

tions two matters in this connection, however - (1) the " contradiction" of the Board's exclusion of the
salinity issue and the staft's inclusion of this subject in its subsequent draft environmental impact

,

statement, and (2) the assertedly " continuing concerns" of the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) about salimty. Ser Appellants' Bnef, sapre. at 2.13.
62 section 15.l(s)I provides, as pernnent

Nothing contained in this Act or in the Compact shall impair or afrect the constitutional authori-
ty of the United states or any of its powers, nghts, functions, or jurisdiction under other existing
or future legislation in and over the area or waters which are the subject of the Compact includ-
ins projects of the Commismon- hovedrd That whenever a conyrehensive pkn. or say part er ir-
rann thereof has brrn adapard weh the concurrence of the member appoinned by the hrsadret the
exeresar of any powers cor|ferrrd by kw on any ofacer. agency or enserunstnenkry of the Umard Sannes
weh irrerd so waarr and rebard knd resonarers in the Drkwere Atrer Assin shs# not subsesmasAy con-
Jhtt weh any such porraon of such comprehenstre pass . . .

DRB Compact, supra l 15.l(s)l.1%1 U.s. Code Cong. & Ad. News at 307-08 (emphasis added).

a
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struction permit stage call for new mitigation efforts or would cause significantly in-
creased environmentalimpacts such that overall alternative cooling methods should
be examined.'3

We agree that the NRC may not reevaluate the DRBC's " allocation deci-
sion itself." As the Board correctly noted, the "DRBC's function is to
regulate water supply and control consumptive uses of water in the basin

,

through development of the Comprehensive Plan."6' We part company
with the Board, however, in its determination that any NRC appraisal of
the salinity or water quality issue would necessarily and substantially
conflict with the plan.

The fact that the salinity of the water is a function of the total amount
withdrawn does not prevent either the NRC staff or the adjudicatory
boards from examining the effects of the amount withdrawn for Limer-
ick. To be sure, following such examination the NRC could not author-

,

ize PECo to withdraw water from the Delaware River in amounts tha~t

.| exceed that allocated by the DRBC. Nor could the agency require the
DRBC to make any particular allocation decision among the competing

.

' j interests for the Delaware River. On the other hand, the NRC might
i well conclude - after its own consideration of available data and despite
1 the findings of the DRBC - that the amount of water that must be with-

drawn from the Delaware River to permit safe operation of Limerick
would nonetheless adversely affect the quality of the water to an unwar-
ranted degree.65 In such a case, nothing in the DRBC's decision would

.
either require the Commission to license the plant or preclude it from
imposing conditions on its operation. This is so because the DRBC's
allocation is permissive, not mandatory: it does not require, but rather

63 LBP-82-43A. myre.15 NRC at 1469.
64 lead. See DRB Compact, more, i 1.3.1%1 U.s. Code Cong. & Ad. News at 776.
65 This is not to say that the NRC must perform a wholly independent analyns from scratch. As the

Licensing Board correctly observed, the stair may rely on the scientiric data and inferences drawn by the
DRBC. LBP-82-43A. seyre.15 NRC at 1467 68. See ALAB-262, myre. I NRC at 193. on the other
hand, the Commission need not slavishly defer to either the DRBC's findings or its conclusions about
weser quality. Sur s;f. Hemsire, myre. 536 F. supp. at 42 n.25 ("DRBC is the agency charged with this
decision, and it, not this court, has the necessary expertise to make [ salinity and flow regel
determination"). (The DRBC which was created eight years before NEPA. is, by the terms of the
Compact, pnncipally concerned with water supply and allocation - not its " quality" from an environ-
mental standponat. See seneremy Dranwere Rtwer Basm Commassnen v. Burks County Wearr & Sewer.
Amrherey, 545 F. supp.138.140-42 (E.D. Pa.1982).)

The entical factor is that the stafr (and the NRC) emercise independent judgment with regard to its ul-
timate conclusions about the environmental impacts of the project. See LBP.82 43A. myre 15 NRC at
1468. In this way, the Commission will discharge its independent responsbelity to fulfill the purposes of
NEPA *to the fullest extent poemble." 42 U.s C. ( 4332 See Temarssee Vamry Aur4enry (Phspps Bend
Nuclear Plant, Umts I and 2). ALAB-506,8 NRC $33. 544-49 (1978). Amt are Aucks Camery seeruf of
C_- - , v. Isserssear Emerer Co., 403 F. supp. 805. 80s (E.D. Pa.1975) (DRBC is "the federal
agency dessnated to implement NEPA for all projects affecting the Delaware River Basin").
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permits, PECo to withdraw from the Delaware for use at Limerick.66
.

Thus, action the Commission might take to lessen the impact of the
Limerick facility on salinity or water quality would not "substantially
conflict" with the DRBC's allocation determination.67

Despite the Licensing Board's erroneous ruling on the effect of the
DRB Compact's preclusion clause on contention V-16, we do not order
the admission of the contention per se. In the time since the Licensing
Board's ruling, the NRC staff has issued its draft and final environmental
impact statements for the Limerick operating license.68 Both address the
issue of salinity and water quality, and the FES takes account of the
EPA comments in this regard noted by Del-Aware.6' In this circum-
stance, the best course is to afford Del-Aware (assuming that it is dissat-
isfied with the FES on this score) the opportunity to reformulate its con-
tention V-16 in light of the Speevic information included in the FES.'''

The Licensing sloard recognized the possibility that the Compact'

might not preclude consideration of contention V-16. It observed that, if;

such were the case, the staff might reasonably be able to rely on the
DRBC's evaluation.'' Thus, " Del Aware would have a heavy burden of
specifying why any NRC reliance on analysis by DRBC (or other
agencies) was improper."72 We agree that, once Del Aware reformulates
its contention in light of the FES, it r ay well have a heavy burden in

,

prevailing on the merits. Nonetheless, u :s entitled to the opportunity to

66See Phanerkhan Electric Co. (Bredshaw Reservoir. Punnpunt Ssenen amt Transmessnen MemL No.
D-79-52CP (DRBC Feb. 18.1981) (attached to Applicant's Answer to Petition for Intervention of Del-
Aware Unlimned. Inc. (oct. 7.19811). The DRBC itself recognized that it may have to reconsider its
decimon "in hght of further information developed by, or decimons rendered in, pending or future pro-
ceedings conducted by other stata and Federal agencies concerning the development and operation of
the Limenck Nuclear Generating station and related facilities." 14. at 8. If the DRBC construed the sec.
tion 15.l(s)1 preclusion as sanctly as the Licenang Board, we do not believe it would have so clearly
recognized the poswbility that other agencies might consider the full range ofissues and might reach dif-
ferent conctumons on them.
67The "substanually conflict" standard of the Compact's prectumon clause can be distinguished from

stronger preemptions in other statutes. For example, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act precludes
any agency, including the NRC. from even reviewing EPA's rindings under section 401 of that Act. See
New Enrient Coehnee, sierra. 582 F.2d at 98.

There have been but few occamons where section 15.l(s)I has been constrwd by the courts and other
agencies. We have found none, howeser, where this provision has been read to preclude an agency from
even considering an issue. See, e.g., Armssylvenas Hydroeircerac Drvelopsiest Corp.,15 FERC 161.152
(1981).
6e See note 23. supre.
6'NUREG-0974. " Final Environmental statement Related to the Operation of Limerick Generauns

sianon. Umts I and 2." at 9-27 to 9-28. See note 61, supre.
70 Because Del-Aware's onginal contention V.16 should have been admitted intially, a reformulation

of it pursuant to our decision here does not make it subsect to the Commission's standards for admitting
late contentions 10 C.F.R. { 2.714(a)(1). See Duke her Co. (Catawba Nuclear station, Units I and
2). CLI-8319.17 NRC 1041 (1983).
?! See note 65, aqpre.
72 Lap.32 43A, supre.15 NRC at 1485. See afse LBP 82 72, siepre.16 NRC at 971.
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challenge the staffs determinations on the salinity issue, as presented in
,

the FES.734

2. Construction Impacu

The Licensing Board concluded that it did not have jurisdiction to con--
,

sider " changes in impacts of construction resulting from changed
circumstances," but could properly consider "the operational impacts of
construction changes."7'In its view, the former lies within the authority
of the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR). Del-Aware con-

! tends, by way of only a passing reference in its brief, that the Board's. dis-
i tinction between construction and operational impacts results in "ses-
; mented decisions" in violation of NEPA.75 Del-Aware fails to explain

i how NEPA is thereby violated and to specify what particular environ.
! mental issues have gone unevaluated.76 In such circumstance, we wpuid

| be fully justified in ignoring Del-Aware's ci, aim entirely. But because we

i find the Licensing Board's reasoning on this point somewhat unclear,-

| we address it briefly.
1 In making its ruling, the Board stressed that, under the Commission's
! rules, its jurisdiction is governed by the hearing notice for this
'

proceeding. That notice limits the Board's (as well as our) jurisdiction to
matters involving PECo's application for alicense to operafe Limerick.77
Having defined the scope of its jurfsdiction, however, the Board was

- faced with applying that definition to the particular matters before it -
not an easy task. In distinguishing between the impacts of construction

,

and operation, and taking account of changes since issuance of the con-
struction permit, the Board, we believe, meant the following. To the
extent that PECo's application for the Limerick operating license reflects

,

73 The admission and litigauon of any reformulated salimty contention must, of course, be tied to
changes or new information that has come to light since the issuance of the construcuon permit for Lim-
enck. See pp. 870-71, #W
74 L8P-82-43 A, signs,15 NRC at 1476-79.

,

75 Appellants' Brief, saqpra, at 13.

76 This section of Del-Aware's brief is typical of its overall quality. For example, it refers to "overisse
| Asisare." 164f. Although no citation or discusson ofits contents and relevance is provided, we assume

that, by this truly crypuc reference. Del-Aware means ladies Lookour AAsace v. Vote,484 F.2d 11 (8th
Cir.1973). As explained below, that case is inapposite. other parts of the bnef can best be desenbed as
" gobbledygook," for the juxtaposition of the English words makes neither sentences not sense. The fol-
lowing is illustrative: ". . . subsequent revelation that construction is not needed now, and failure of
the stafr to comply with NEPA renders present has to illedvised an unnecessary. (see Motion)".14 at
12. Having rejected Del-Aware's first effort at briefing, we derued PECo's motion to sinke this brief. Al-
though we found it comprehenable enough for the other parties to reply to it, we cautioned Del-Aware
that it was to bear the rrk of the shortcomings of its own brief. Appeal Board order of september 2,

i 1983 (unpublished). We repeat that caveat here.
77 t.BP 82-43A, segre,15 NRC at 1477.

i
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some actual changes in connection with the facility as it was contemplated
at the time ofissuar:ce of the construction permit (e.g., the change in the, >

location of,the intake for the Point Pleasant Diversion), such changes
are within the scope of this operating license proceeding and can be
litigated.78 On the other hand, if activity already authorized by the con-
struction permit results in impacts not previously expected, that is a
matter for resolution by the Director of NRR pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
{{ 2.202, 2.206."

As noted, Del-Aware has not explained how this results in a violatio'n
of NEPA, and we see none. Del-Aware's elliptical reference to Indian

_
Lookout Alliance is unavailing.88 In any event, the Board permitted Del '

; Aware to litigate the operation *al impacts from the various changes in

; ; the project since the construction permit was issued.88 NEPA requires
namore. .

3. Inspects Attributable Solely to she NWRA Project.

I As noted above, the Point Pleasam Diversion includes (1) the intake,
'

b reservoir, and pumping station to be used jointly by PECo and NWRA;
(2) transmission facilities to be used solely for Limerick; and (3) trans-'

i mission mains intended solely for NWRA's use.82 The Licensing Board
concluded that the environmental impacts of that part of the system to
be used jointly by PECo and NWRA could not be meaningfully appor-

.
tioned to each user. Thus, the Board considered not only the impacts
solely attributable to Limerick, but also the total environmental impacts

! of the Point Pleasant intake and pumping station, the transmission main

78 This is conastent with the Board's discussion of the Commission's earlier decision concerning the
construction permit. The Board concluded that it would not reevaluate environmental matters consid-

; ered before the permit was issued, except where circumstances had significantly changed.14. at 1461.
MSee Cosasaners Pbner Co. (Midland Plant, Units I a 2), ALAB-674,15 NRC 1101 (1982). Del.

Aware has taken advantage of this procedure at least twice. See DD.82-13,16 NRC 2115 (1982);
DD-84-13,19 NRC 1837 (1984).i

f 80 See note 76, saves. In radiss Lookour Aassce, the court found that the environmental impact state-
meet for a portion of a proposed federal highway was too limited because it did not cover enough
mileage of the interstate. After noting that this was a problem unique to highway projects, the court

: stresesd that a segmented approach to the impact statements for many projects is often unavoidable, and.

1 that suments need only be as large as practicable in the circumstances. 484 F.2d at 15,19. The
j " segmented decimona'' to which Del-Aware objects here are of a different nature. The Licenens

Board's distinction between w..e. A. and operational irnpacts is a function of the Commission's
traditional two-stage (construction permit and operating license) licensing process for commercial
reactors. See seneremy Pbwer Reactor Desenopneent Co. v. Inntmorenet Umon of Einennrel, Rade & MacMae,

Wer*ers 367 U.s. 3% (1961). It is also a jurisdictional distinction, oncerning the NRC's internal divi-
non of decisionmaking authonty based on the particular stage of the 'icensing process involved. It does
not result in the indefinite deferral of conaderation of impacts of a portion of a project, which the court

# in lades Lookour Asisace found violative of NEPA.
8t See LBP-8311.secre 17 NRC 413.
82 See note 3, seqpre, and Appendix A.

.
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to the Bradshaw Reservoir, and the Reservoir itself.83 The Board
determined, however, that NEPA does not require the NRC to consider
the part of the system to be used solely by NWRA to supplement
municipal water supplies (i.e., the separate transmission main from the
Bradshaw Reservoir to the North Branch of the Neshaminy Creek, the
North Branch Water Treatment Plant, and the transmission mains from
the treatment plant).84'

In another rather limited argument on appeal, Del Aware claims that
the Board erred in not considering these latter impacts attributable'

solely to the NWRA part of the project.85 As we understand it, the gist
of Del-Aware's argument is that this part of the p'roject would not be
built but for Limerick and the financial commitment of PECo to the'

; system. Assuming arguendo that this is so,88 Del-Aware fails to explain
' why this would require the NRC, pursuant to NEPA, to evaluate impacts
j of a part of the project otherwise unassociated with Limerick.>

We agree with the Licensing Board that NEPA does not require the*

NRC to consider the environmental impar 9 enlely attributable to the
NWRA part of the project, but for somewhat different reasons than
those expressed by the Board. The Board's analysis relied on NEPA

,

i cases addressing the issue of " segmentation."87 Those cases use a three-
part test to determine if a project has been arbitrarily divided into ses-
ments with smaller environmental. impacts, so as to avoid consideration
of the possibly greater, cumulative impacts of the project as a whole.88,

- The project segments usually follow one another in time, with no one
agency having evaluated the overall project for NEPA purposes. That is
not this case. The respective PECo and NWRA " segments" of the Point'

Pleasant Diversion project have been planned and are being executed on

j essentially a concurrent basis, and the DRBC has twice evaluated the en-

i

I
83LBP.82 43A. supra.15 NRC at 1470-72.
8414 at 1473-75.

'

85 Appellants' Brief, sgpra, at 21.
86 Del-Aware points to a Licensms Board reference to the statement of an NWRA offwial committing

i NWRA to constructing that part of the system to be used solely by NWRA, "with or without" PECo.
'

Memorandum and order of July 14.1982, supre. at 9 n.2. Del-Aware complains that this commitment
; is now in substantsat doubt. Appellants' Brief, supra, at 21. The exterts to which the Licensing Board ac.

tually relied on the NWRA official's " commitment" is not clear. As explained below, however,
NWRA's intentions with regard to its separate part of the project are of no relevance to the NRC's
NEPA obligations vis-a vis Limerick. We therefore accept for argument purposes only Del-Aware's
claim that NWRA is no longer interested in pursuing the municipal water supply part of the project.

,

87 Lgp.32 43A, sgpnr.15 NRC at 1473-74,
as See, e.g., Sweis v. Snarser. 542 F.2d 364 (7th Cir.1976) (en banc); Duke fbwer Co. (Amendment

to Materials License sNM.1773 - Transportation of spent Fuel from oconee Nuclear station for stor.
age at McGuire Nuclear station), ALAB-651.14 NRC 307 (1981).
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I vironmental impacts of the total project." Thus, the segmentation cases
[ relied on by the Board are largely inapposite to the situation at hand.

'

I We believe that Henry v. EPC," also discussed by the Board, provides
the more appropriate guidance for the disposition of this case. Henry in-

i
volved a coal gasification project that - much like the Point Pleasant Di-

|- version - required approval from several different agencies. The
Bureau of Reclamation of the Department of the Interior was the " lead

| agency" for NEPA purposes and it (like the DRBC here) prepared an

- | impact statement for the entire project. Because the Federal Power Com-
mission's (FPC) jurisdiction was limited to granting a certificate of

i public convenience and necessity for the project's " tap and valve"*

i facilities, the FPC contended that it need consider only the incremental
i environmental impacts of those facilities. Although the court actually
i held that the NEPA issue was raised prematurely, it opined that-the
' FPC was obliged by both NEPA and the Natural Gas Act to consider the, ,

'

-i environmentalimpacts of the entire gasification project.''
The Licensing Board correctly noted that, under Henry, the NRC

must consider the impacts of the jointly used portions of the PPD proj-
ect.n But we think it is also clear from Henry that the NRC need not,

' consider the impacts attributable solely to the NWRA segment. The Dis-
,

trict of Columbia Circuit stressed that, in making its cettification deci-4 1

: sion under the Natural Gas Act, the FPC would necessarily have to con-
!- sider the overall gasification project, even though it did not have com-

'

'

-

| plete jurisdiction over it." By contrast here, consideration of the solely-
NWRA portion of the project has no role whatsoever in the NRC's deci-
sion under the Atomic Energy Act concerning the issuance of a license
to PECo to operate Limerick. Whether this part of the project is ever

! constructed may be of interest to the DRBC and Army Corps of
I Engineers, but it is of no decisional significance to the NRC." Thus, the
! NRC has "no jurisdictional toehold"" over that part of the Point Pleas-
| ant Diversion and, even under Henry, there is no basis for requiring the

-

i
i

!

l 8'See pp. 356-57, myre.
4 # $13 F.2d 395 (D.C. Cir.1975).
{ H lt at 405 07, The court noted, however, that the FFC could rely on the lead agency's impact

statement. ld at 407.4

j M Lar-8243 A, myre, l$ NRC at 1472.
H $13 F.2d at 406-07.

1
'* And by the same token. Limenck - absent poemble complications from the pnvete contracts in.

volved - is not foreciosing NwRA's opuons. See LBP 82-43 A, myre.15 NRC at 1474-75.
M #esry, myra, $13 F.2d at 407 n.33.4
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NRC to evaluate the environmental impacts solely attributable to the
'NWRA branch."

The seminal decision on the proper scope of an agency's environmen-
tal review under NEPA supports this conclusion, In Kleppe v. Sierra
Club, the Supreme Court held that

I
when several proposals for . . . related actions that will have cumulative or synergis-

'

tic environmental impact upon a region are pending concurrently before an agency,
their environmentalconsequences must be considered together,"

The DRBC - the agency with oversight of the entire Point Pleasant Di-
version project - has " considered together" the cumulative or synergis-
tic environmental consequences of the discrete parts of the project.
Further, its environmental review has passed judicial muster." The ques-
tion here then is how much of this review does NEPA require the NRC
to duplicate. We believe it is entirely reasonable that the NRC decline to
duplicate or to consider the DRBC's review of the environmental im-
pacts solely attributable to NWRA's part of the PPD project whose only;

i nexus to Limerick is economic."

C. Other Licensing Board Rulings

1. Impact on the P6 int Pleasant Historic bistrict
- Del-Aware complains that the Licensing Board erred in failing to

make any findings under the National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA). " Its argument is essentially twofold. First, it asserts that the
Board incorrectly distinguished between construction and operating im-
pacts in its Memorandum and Order of July 14,1982, supra, and thereby
excluded consideration of the impacts on the Point Pleasant Historic

M Compare Commmer for Aum RevonsMrp v. Schmen. 603 F.2d 992,1002 n.44 (D.C. Cir.1979),
cert. dened. 445 U.s. 915 (1980) (osA consideration of parking needs in conjunction with FEs for
federal building found reasonable); Puek Servare Co. ofNew #ampsher v. NRC,582 F.2d 77 (1st Cir.),
cert. dreard 439 U.s.1046 (1978) (NRC consideration of environmental impacts of power plant trane-
mismon lines found proper); City of Rochester v. Postal Servre. 541 F.2d %7 (2d Cir.1976) (Postal
service, which conadered impacts of new construction ste, improperly failed to consider impacts of
abandonment of old post office as weld.
" 427 U.s. 390,410 (1976) (footnote omitted).
M ee HansJrr, note 11, sapre.S
Mindeed, if the NRC were to consider the impacts solely attnbutable to NWRA's municipal water

supply part of the project, there would be considerable question as to what recourse the agency would
have, were it to find sigraficant adverse impacts. For example, could it decline to license Limerick or
impose hcense conditions on account of the environmental impacts caused by NWRA's efrort to
"piggybeck" onto Limerick for economic reasons? Although we need not decide this hypothetical
question. we think the answer would be "no."
100 Appellants' Brief, surm, at 2123.
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District. Second, De!-Aware alleges that the Board " refused to consider"
the irnpacts of proposed bafYling walls to stifie the noise emanating from'

the transformers at the Point Pleasant pumping station. lot According to [
Del Aware, such barriers would have an adverse effect on the nearbyi

Delaware Canal, a National Historic Landmark. We find no merit to the
latter argument, but agree with Del Aware that the Board erred in its
Memorandum and Order of July 14,1982.

The Licensing Board rewrote Del-Aware's proposed contention V 14,
.

as follows:

i

; j The esthetic impacts of the Point Pleasant pumping station, and associated hillside
clearance and river-edge rip rap well will adversely affect the peace and tranquility ofg.

the proposed Point Pleasant Historic District.802

! ' Because of the Board's ruling that it had no jurisdiction over construc-
tion impacts,to) the Board initially- admitted contention V-14 only to the
extent it concerned " impacts arising from the existence of the

,

^ diversion."I" The Board also noted that the determination of the Point
Pleasant Historic District's eligibility for inclusion in the National Regis- '

i ter of Historic Places was a significant change in circumstance since is-
g

suance of the construction permit, warranting present consideration.885-
1

! On reconsideration and in response to PECo's objection, however, the
i Board struck the contention. Acknowledging that it was "a close ques-
i tion," the Board concluded that contention V 14 concerned essentially

~

! construction impacts.8#
We agree with the Board's original reasoning. The Point Pleasant

Historic District had not been declared eligible for the National Register
at the time of issuance of the construction permit. Thus, there was no
occasion for consideration of the impacts that Limerick's supplementary

! cooling water system might have on the Historic District. This is clearly
I a significant change in circumstances that, by the Licensing Board's own.

{ reckoning, warrants consideration in the context of this operating'

license proceeding.''' More important, NHPA requires it. Section 106 of'

that act states, as pertinent:

i

10114. at 22.

.
102 L3p.32 43A, aq,,e.15 NRC at 1479.

! 103See pp. 870-71, seqpre.

| 'N LSP-82-43 A. aqpre.15 NRC at 1483.
108IM The NRC staff also round the contention admisseMe IWj

i 8# Memorandum and order orJuly 14,1982. aqpre, at 4-5.
tot ,, L3p.32 43A, aq,,s.15 NRC at 1461. See else pp. 370-71 and note 78. sapre.5

!
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the head of any Federal department or independant agency having authority to
license any undertaking shall, . prior to the issuance of any license ...take into
account the effect of the undertaking on any district, site, building, structure, or
object that is included in or eligible for inclusion in the National Register. The head ,

of any such Federal agency shall afTord the Advisory Council on Historic Preserva-
tion established under sections 470i to 470v of this title a reasonable opportunity to
cott...nent with regsrd to such undertaking.tos

,
,

Del-Aware must therefore be afforded the opportunity to litigate its
contention V-14. We note, however - as in the case of Del-Aware's
salinity contention - that the staff's FES has been issued and addresses
the possible impacts on the Point Pleasant Historic District.l" If it still
chooses to pursue this issue, Del Aware must do so with reference to
the staffs review, alleging spec $cally why that review might be inade-
quate under section 106 of NHPA."'

As for Del-Aware's second point with respect to the NRC's obligations
,

; under NHPA, it fails for several reasons. Del Aware charges that the
Licensing Board " refused to consider" the impacts of proposed sound

.

barriers placed around' the Point Pleasant pumping station on the Dela-.

ware Canal.nl Del Aware has provided no citation for the Board's assert-i

ed " refusal" and we can find none. Indeed, we can find no place where
Del-Aware ever properly sought to raise the matter, let alone where the
Board explicitly ruled against it.

The issue of sound barriers arose at the hearing, during the litigation

,

of Del Aware's contention V-16a, which concerned noise effects on the
proposed Point Pleasant Historic District.H2 The staff witness testified
that the transformers outside the pumphouse would produce objections-
ble noise at two nearby residences. Bailling walls were suggested as

i sound barriers, if necessary. In response to this potential problem, the
Licensing Board imposed a license condition requiring PECo to perform
noise tests, at specified times and sites, after the pumping station is con-

; structed and operating, and to report the results to the staff. If the tests- -

show audible noise offsite, mitigation measures - e.g., sound barriers
- must be undertaken promptly."3

,

10816 U.s.C. ( 470r.
l# See NUREG-0974. supre at 5-36.
Ito The Licensine Board observed - correctly, in our view - that, in order to comply with NHPA the
stafr may property rely on the historical impact reviews of other agencies. LBP-82-43A. supre.15 NRC'
at 1483. See note 65, supre. The Army Corps of Engineers has apparently undertaken such a review or
the PPD project. See LBP 82-43A. supra.15 NRC at 1483; #euwa note 27. supre.

We also note that Del Aware raised a similar matter and others in a peuuon to the Director of NRR.
See DD-821), supra.16 NRC at 2134 36.
IllAppettants' Bnef, supre at 22.
112 See note 12. supre.
183 LBP-83 il, saepre.17 NRC at 436 38. 461-62. 463-64.
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When the possibility of sound barriers was suggested, Del Aware's
'

counsel questioned the involved witnesses about them generally, but
did not attempt to pursue the specific matter about which it now com-
plains - the assertedly adverse impact of proposed baffling walls on the
Delaware Canal.H4 In its proposed findings of fact to the Licensing
Board, Del Aware simply stated that construction of the proposed walls
"might require further review for historical compliance," and that the
staff and applicant had not taken any action "to minimize the impact of
the facility on the Historic Landmark" in light of NHPA.ns In these
circumstances, we think it is neither accurate nor fair for Del Aware to

; allege that the Board " refused to consider" a rather specific matter that
Del-Aware did not put squarely before the Board.

There is an additional infirmity in Del Aware's argument. Del-Aware
1 argues that the Licensing Board has not protected the Delaware Canal<

by complying with section 110(0 of NHPA. That provision requires
3

i agencies to undertake in advance all possible " planning and actions"
j necessary to minimize any direct and adverse harm to a National Historic-

Landmark as a consequence of any federal approval."* Del-Aware's'

| concern, however, is beyond the scope of both contention W14 (which
the Board erroneously excluded) and contention W16a (which was liti-
sated). Even as originally drafted by De! Aware, both refer only to the
recent eligibility of the Point Pleasant Historic District for inclusion in
the National Register of Historic Places; neither refers to the Delaware

*
'

Canal or to any other National Historic Landmark.u? By raising its con-
cerns about the Delaware Canal and compliance with section 110(0 of
NHPA, Del Aware is clearly injecting a new element into its contention.

~

Admittedly, there was no cause for Del-Aware's specific concern about
the effect of the sound barriers on the Canal until the prospect of the

.

114See Tr.1056-61.1090-92,1120 58.1184-45.1146-47.
118 ntervenor Del Amare's Proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and opimon (Nov.17I
1982) at 60-61.
I1616 U.S.C. I 470h 2(n. That section reads as follow s (emph' asis added):

Prior to the approvat of any Federal undertasang which may directly and adversely afrect any Na-
resel Naame Lamenert. the head of the itgonstbie Federal agency shall, to the mannusr
exarmt possdir, madrraske such pismeant and errhas as may be necessary so marsser herar to such
landmark, and shall afrord the Advisory Counsel on Historic Preservation a reasonable oppor-
tuni'y to comment on the undertaking.

Thas provimon, which Congresa added to NHPA in 1980 complements section 106,16 U.s.C. I 470f.
mqpre. by setting a higher standard for governmental action insofar as National Historic Landmarks are
concerned. It requires the agency to plan and to act to minimize adverse impacts, rather than amply to
"take into account" such impacts. See H.R. Rep. No.1457, %th Cons. 2d sess. 38. reprursed is 1980
U.s. Code Cong. & Ad. News 6378,6401.
317 See Supplemental Petition of Coordinated Intervenors, sapes, at 67, 69%. See sho 16 U.s.C.
i 470a(s) (distinction between National Historic Landmark and areas listed on the National Register);
Tr.1136 (Delaware Canal is a National Historic Landmark).
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barriers was mentioned at the hearing.888 But if Del-Aware wanted to
pursue the matter, it was incumbent upon it to do so at that time by
seeking to amend and expand its contention V 16a.I'' As explained
above, De! Aware made no serious effort to do so then, and it is too late
to do so now in this forum,128

2. Impact en Shortnese Sturgeon and American Shad

The Licensing Board devoted a considerable portion ofits partial initial'

decision to the effect of moving the location of the Point Pleasant intake
structure on shortnose sturgeon (an endangered species) and American'

shad.128 Del Aware does not challenge any of the Board's detailed factual;

fmdings in this regard. Rather, it raises essentially three legal
arguments, all concerned with the Board's compliance with relevanti

j federal statutes.822 We address each in turn, finding none to be of any

! merit.
First, Del Aware complains that because of the early hearing on its en-

vironmental contentions,123 the NRC staff did not obtain the comments4

of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (F&WS) prior to the hearing, as-
,

I sertedly "as required" by the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act.124
That statute, however, simply provides that the agency "first shall con-'

sult" with F&WS whenever any waters are. proposed or authorized to be
diverted pursuant to a federal license.828 The statute does not prescribei

.

.

138According to the Licensing Board, there is no ** plan" for the barners. LBP 83 ll. supre.17 NRC at
437.
It'It would have been obliged, of course, to satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. {{ 2.714(b), (a)(1).
120 See Tesarssee Vadiry Aur4erity (Hartsville Nuclear Plant, Units I A,2A,18. and 28), ALAB-463. 7
NRC 341, 348 (1978). In any event, it is problematical whether the beltling walls will even be
necessary. That will depend on the results of the noise tests ordered by the Board. Further, other
mitigating measures could be employed, if necessary..

1215,, Lap.33.ll, swee.17 NRC at 42132,450 $7. This issue was raised in Del Aware's combined
contentions V.15 and v.16e (in part). See note 12, supre.
122 5,e Appellants' Bnef, senpre, at18-20, 23.
123 See pp. 852-66, sapre.
124 Appellants' Bnef, sapre, at 18.
125 S,e 16 U.s C. { 662(a), which states-

Except as hereafter stated in subsection (h) of this section, whenever the waters of any stream
or other body of water are proposed or authorized to be impounded, diverted, the channel
deepened, of the stream or other body of water otherwise controlled or modified for any purpose
whatever, including navigation and drainage, by any department or agency of the United states,
of by any public or private agency under Federal permit or license, such department or agency
first shall consult with the United states Fish and Wildhfe service, Department of the Interior,
and with the head of the agency exercising administration over the wildlife resources of the par.
ticular state wherein the impoundment, diversion, or other control facility is to be constructed,
with a view to the conservation of wildlife resources by preventing loss of and damage to such
resources as well as providing for the developnient and improvement thereofin connection with
such water-resource development.
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exactly when and how this consultation is to occur, so long as it precedes
any definitive agency action. That consultation requirement was clearly
satisfied here. In June 1982, before the hearing got under way, the staff
solicited input from FAWS for the staff's environmental rev!ew of Lim-
erick. 26 Moreover - albeit through the efforts of De! A'vare - the
Licensing Board heard extensive testimony at the hearing from Del-
Aware witnesses Joseph P. Miller and Richard W. McCoy, fishery biolo-
gists from F&WS.327 The Board also referred to and relied on this tes-
timony in reaching its decision.828 In this circumstance, we cannot find a
failure to comply with the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act.

Second, in an argument that is somewhat difficult to follow, Del-
Aware claims that "the Board failed to properly identify the issue" con-
cerning the intake's impact on the fish species in the Delaware River.82'
Del-Aware appears to concede that some impacts are permissible asid.
that no significant impacts on American shad and shortnose sturgeon, as
species, have been demonstrated on this record. It argues, however, that

; NEPA nonetheless requires consideration of alternatives to the Point
Pleasant Diversion.'" Del-Aware cites no NRC or court precedent to
support its interpretation of NEPA and we know of none.833 In view of
the lack of support for Del-Aware's legal argument, and its failure to.'

challenge any of the Licensing Board's extensive factual findings that un-
dergird its conclusion of "no significant adverse effect on the Delaware
River populations of either American shad or shortnose sturgeon," we

_ must reject De! Aware's NEPA argument.832
Third, Del-Aware claims - again, without the benefit of any case or

other citations - that the Board's decision violates the Endangered Spe-
cies Act (ESA) insofar as shortnose sturgeon, an endangered species,
are concerned. It contends that ESA protects "fhe members" of such
species.333 It points out that no actual sampling was done at the time
shortnose sturgeon would be expected near the intake, and that the
Licensing Board did not, and could not, find "no effect" on the

126 See Letter from R.L. Ba!!ard to H.N. Larsen Uune 14, 1982), attached to Exhibit J of Appellants *
Brief, swrs. The stair subsequently referred to the Faws input in the FEs. See NUREG-0974, supna,
at 4-37,9-16,9-17,9-18.
127See Tr. 3039 73,3128 75.
12s 5,e. e.g., LBP-83.il, supnr.17 NRC at 451,453,454.
129 Appellants' Brief, supra, at 19.
IMM at 19 20.
IJi Cf. section 102, NEPA, 42 U.s.C. i 4332(2)(C) (consideration of alternatives required only for
major federal actions "significantly afrectmg the quality of the human environment").
132 LBP-83 II, swrs.17 NRC at 432. Indeed, the Board concluded that the impact of the new intake to-
cation might "very probably be less" than that of the shoreline site previously evaluated and approved.
Ibid.
333Appettants' Brief, ners, at 23 (emphasis in originaD.
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sturgeon.134 It also claims that, according to the National Marine Biologi-
cal (sic) Service, the absence of sampling "made it impossible to reach
any conclusion" concerning the impact on sturgeon.i35 Thus, in Del-
Aware's view, the Board's decision does not comply with ES A.

Section 7 of ESA, as amended in 1979, provides, in pertinent part:-

.

Each Federal agency shall, in consultation with and with the assistance of the Secre-
tary lof the Interior or Commercel, insure that any action authorized, funded, or
carried out by such agency (hereinafter in this section referred to as an " agency,

action") is notlikely tofeopardire :he continued existence of any endangered species

j or threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of habitat,

of such species which is determined by the Secretary, after consultation as appropri-
ate with affected States, to be critical, unless such agency has been granted an ex-

:
' emption for such action by the Committee pursuant to subsection (h) of this

i section. In fulfilling the requirements of this paragraph each agency shall use the best~
scient@c and commercialdata available.'36}

The agency has complied fully with ESA with respect to the shortnose
sturgeon involved here. The principal stafT witness on this issue, Dr. Mi-
chael T. Masnik, based his "no jeopardy" conclusion in part on the Bi-

Et ological Opinion of the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) of

.f the U.S. Department of Commerce.537 NMFS, like ' Dr. Masnik,
reviewed the biological assessment of Harold M. Brundage, III. Brundage

; is a fishery biologist who has studied shortnose sturgeon in the Delaware

_
River since 1978 and who testified as a witness for Del-Aware.838'

NMFS found Brundage's assessment " reasonably thorough" and
" based on the best scientific and commercial data presently
available."!3' That assessment was bottomed on a " worst-case" assump-

i
tion that all life stages of shortnose sturgeon were present in the Point
Pleasant area: no empirical data were available because no shortnose

| sturgeon have been found in that area.ia NMFS concluded that " con-.

struction and operation of the Point Pleasant Pumping Station is not'

.

likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the endangered shortnose
sturgeon in the Delaware River."t4! Nevertheless, NMFS recommended
that field studies be conducted to determine whether shortnose sturgeon

134 IM
135 gf
13616 U.s.C. { 1536(a)(2) (emphams added).
137Mek, fot. Tr. 3504. at 5 6.
138 Professional Qualifications of Harold M. Brundage III, fol. Tr. 2%5; Tr. 2%5; Tr. 2923, et seg.
13' Masnik. foL Tr. 3504. Attachment 4. Enclosure at II,14 (hereafter "NMFs opinion").
l# Id. at II.
141 Id. at 16.
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i are in fact present in the project area, especially during spawning,

season. 42

Del-Aware has thus misstated the NMFS conclusion. The evidence
clearly supports the finding that the PPD project is not likely to jeopard-
ize the continued existence of shortnose sturgeon.t*3 The fact that;

NMFS recommended further study of the matter does not detract from
its conclusion of no likely jeopardy, based on the best scientific and com-
mercial data available.i" Moreover, further study would not likely alter
the results of the Brundage analysis reviewed by NMFS, as it was already

{ a worst-case analysis. The staff and Licensing Board thus properly relied
i on the Brundage and NMFS opinions; ESA requires no more.t*5

] Del-Aware's unsupported claim that ESA protects the individual
i members of endangered species also fails. Apart from the practical diffi-

_

j culty of ensuring such a high level of protection for each fish, Congress

! did not provide for that in the statute. " Species" means just that, and
j not "each member thereof." The smallest units afforded protection are

j " subspecies" and "any distinct population segment . . . which inter-
breeds when mature."t** Moreover, the existence of a species is jeopard-,

ized if it " reasonably would be expected to reduce the reproduction,,

; numbers, or distribution of a listed species to such an extent as to ap-
preciably reduce the likelihood of the survival and recovery of that spe-

I cies in the wild."'47 The Board's "no significant impact" finding does
; not conflict with ESA's intended focus on the species as a whole. We

-
! therefore reject Del-Aware's construction of the Act.
!
:

i ; D. Recent Developments

f Del-Aware claims, on brief, that the Licensing Board refused'to con-
! sider assertedly environmentally preferable alternatives to the Point

.
-

142 /d at 1617.
143 And, again. Del-Aware does not take issue with any of the underlying findings of fact concerning
the intake structure or the habits and life cycle of the sturgeon.
144NMFs opinion, supra, at 16.14.
145 This case is camly distinguished from Rooseve# Campo 6rlb Imeraarmaal Arrt Commissen v. EPA.
684 F.2d 1041 (1st Cir.1982), where the court found more studies were required for full compliance
with EsA. Unlike here. that conclusion was preceded by a finding that "the best scientific and commer.,

cial deta" available had not been tapped.14 at 1055. Further. NMFs was unable to make a "no likely,

jeopardy" determination. Id at 1045.'

' In any event. section 7 of EsA does not require acquiescence to NMFs views,just consultation. Sirrrs
'

Chb v. Frothke,534 F.2d 1289,1303 04 (Sth Cit.1976). Cf Lake Erar ABiancefor the Proorcran of the
Cosssel Corrador v. Army Corps of Egniters. 526 F. supp.1063,1081 (w.D. Pa.1981), s/f'd 707 F.2d

i 1392 (3d Cir.), cert. drard U.s. 104 s. Ct. 277 (1983).
i 14616 U.s.C. i 1532(16).
'

34750 C.F.R. i 402.02 (1983). See Rooseve# Campo 6cib, supra. 684 F.2d at 1048 49.

i
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Pleasant Diversion.848 Specifically, Del-Aware argues that two recent de-
velopments warrant reexaminstion of the Point Pleasant option: (1)

.

O '

h
the possible cancellation of Limerick Unit 2 as a consequence of the'

*

Pennsylvania PUC's decision declining to approve PECo's issuance of'

new securities for Unit 2,ta and '.2) the opinion of F&WS that the Blue
Marsh Reservoiton the Schuylkill River is available and fully capable ofi>
providing water for the one remaining unit at Limerick. But a review of
the Licensing Boero's decisions reveals anything but a " refusal" to con-
sider Del-Aware's arguments. It is obviously the Board's disposition of'

its claims to which Del-Aware now objects.
Before the hearing began, DelJAware sought to litigate several addi-'

tional contentions: One of them, V-24, referred to the PUC decision af-
' fecting Unit 2 and asserted that Schtiylkill River alternatives were availa-'

ble and preferable, both economically and environmentally, to the river ,
,

i follower method using the Point Pleasant Diversion. iso The Licensing.;i ,

Board stated that it did not have enough fac,ts to determine whether can-*"
. .

cellation of Unit 2 is so remote that it could be ignored. But it assumedI

arguendo that Unit 2 would be cancelled, and it considered the effect of
such a development on the proposed supplementary cooling water

, i
' ' system.858

\' In order to determine how ofter,just one unit at Limerick would have,

to rd/ on supplementary cooling water, the Board requested from the
parties, 'and PECo supplied, additional historical flow data on the S::huyl-

- kiU, River and Perkiomen Creek (the primary sources of cooling water
for Limerick). Based on these data, the Board found that supplementary
cooling water would be necessary for solely one unit an average of 31
percent of the time - only three percent of the time less than for opera-
tion of two units.852 Descriving this as " manifestly insignificant in view

.

I of the requirement for supplementary cooling water more than 30 per-
cent of the time even with only one unit operating," the Board conclud-
ed that the Point Pleasant Diversion would therefore be necessary even
if Unit 2 were cancelled.I55 In response to Del-Aware's argument that
the blue Marsh Reservoir was available to supplement the Schuylkill

fbwj,' the Board pointed out that DRBC allocation restrictions preclude
.

. r.

h )

,

148Amellants' Bnef, supra, aQ .1
In See p. 861, supre, g

IWSee Licensing Boer W ..t ' . Iorder(4 January 24,1983 (unpublished), at 2 3.

151Id.atI.9. i

i3214 at 1012.3
15314. at 12.

\
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such augmentation.is' The Board reiterated these views on at least two,

more occasions.us )'

We find po basis for upsetting the Licensing Board's determination.
First, Del-Aware did not and does not challenge the historical flow data

|submitted by PECo that support the Board's conclusion that supplemen-
tal cooling water from the Delaware River will be needed even if Unit 2
is cancelled and only one unit is operated."* Second, the Board correctly

,

noted that the Blue Marsh Reservoir is not now a real alternative for
supplementing the Schuylkill River water for Limerick. DRBC Executive

;

: Director Gerald M. Hansler explained at the hearing that current DRBC

{ restrictions prohibit use of Blue Marsh for the Limerick project.u7 This
j is clearly a water allocation determination committed to the DRBC's
i judgment, the F&WS opinion notwithstanding."8
| Since the briefing of its appeal, Del-Aware has filed two motions that
'

ask us to " set aside" the Licensing Board's partial initial decision on the
basis of certain "new evidence""' The first motion states that (1)
NWRA has suspended work on the Point Pleasant Diversion and is seek-
ing to terminate its participation in the project with PECo; (2) Bucks
County wants to halt the project; (3) PECo has commented publicly on

| the possible use of the Blue Marsh Reservoir; and (4) the Pennsylvania
i i PUC has under study PECo's application to build the pumphouse neces-
~

i sary for the Perkiomen Creek,t* Del-Aware's second motion refers te
; the following, inter stia- (1) a recent decision of the Pennsylvania Envi-

-

| ronmental Hearing Baard, which Del-Aware claims supports its conten-
tion V-16 concerning salinity and water quality; (2) a 1973 internal

! PECo memorandum about the cooling water system; (3) a recently in-
,

stituted Pennsylvania PUC investigation of the need for Unit 2; and (4)
! the decision of a PUC administrative law judge approving, for the time

being, only one pump for the Bradshaw Reservoir.t't The gist of both

154/d. at 13.
155 Licensing Board Memorandum and order of March 8.1983 (unpublished), at 6 8; Licensing Board
Memorandum and order of March 17,1983 (unpublished), at 6-8.
156 See Memorandum and Order orJanuary 24,1983, supra, at 11.
157Tr.1205-11.
158See pp. 867-69, supra.
159 pet. Aware, in efrect, appears to be asking us to take official notice of the assertedly new evidence
upon which it relies.
160 sugarman Letter (May 15,1984), note 41, supra.
161 Del-Aware's Motion (Aug. 6,1984), note 36, supra. The motion also complains about allegedly
improper ex parte contacts between the NRC staff and PECo. Id. at 2 3. such contacts are not ex parte
under the Commission's Rules. Those rules prohibit communications between the parties to contested
proceedings, on the one hand, and, on the other, those with decisionmaking responsibilities - i.e.,,

Commissioners, their stafrs and advisers, members of adjudicatory boards, and their staffs and advisers.
10 C.F.R. I 2.780. See Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.s.C. l 557fd). The "NRC stafr" does not
advise the Commission or the boards. Rather, it is a distinct and separate entity that is a party to this

(Contmurd)
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motions is that PECo will be unable to operate both units at Limerick or
to rely on the Point Pleasant Diversion for supplementary cooling water.

.

In this circumstance, according to Del-Aware, NEPA requires considera-,

tion of other alternatives.
What Del-Aware is seeking, in fact, is an order directing PECo to

abandon Unit 2 and to rely on a source of supplementary cooling water
for the remaining Unit 1 other than the Delaware River via the river-
follower method. But we have no legal basis here for making such an
order. There is no question that PECo has some formidable obstacles to
surmount if it is to operate both Limerick Units I and 2 in the manner,

!

currently proposed. Whether PECo will change its plans to effect an
easier resolution of the problems confronting it is a matter for PECo's
management, and possibly its shareholders, to decide. But the fact is we

;

now have before us PECo's application for a license to operate two units,

l using the river-follower method to supplement the plant's cooling water

! system. We have previously approved the river-follower method in

' |
ALAB-262, supra. The purpose of this proceeding, in that regard, is con-'

sideration of the impacts of any subsequent changes relating to that sup-
. 4

j plementary cooling system. Except for two matters that we have deter-''

' mined should have been, but were not, litigated,'62 we agree with the
Licensing Board's conclusion that the impacts of the subsequent
changes are not significant. In the absence of a finding to the contrary,

.

we are without the legal predicate to dictate to PECo that it must pursue
other options.162

Moreover, De! Aware would have us act on the basis of rulings of
other federal and state entities concerned with various aspects of Limer-
ick and the PPD project. Apart from the facts that, in many instances,
these rulings are not final and that overall the situation is rather
dynamic, we must decide only the federal questions before us, without

. -

|

proceeding and may confer with other parties, including PECo and Del-Aware. See 10 C.F.R.
) 2.102(a).
162 viz., Del-Aware's contentions on salinity and the impacts on the Point Pleasant Histonc District.
See pp. 866-70, 874-76, supra.
163 of course, if PECo does change its plans and modify its pending application accordingly,it is obliged
to notify us and the parties promptly. Tennessee Vallry Authority (Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Units I,
2 and 3), ALAB-677,15 NRC 1387,1391-94 (1982). And. as the Licensing Board correctly observed,
in such circumstance the Commission "would have to reconsider its previous assessment of environ-
mental impacts in light of changes proposed by PECo." Licensing Board Memorandum and order of
June I,1983 (unpublished), at 9 n.3. The parties would also have to be afforded an opportunity to chal-
lenge any newly amended, significant portion of the application. See Phdadelpher Electrar Co. (Limerick
Generstmg station, Umts I and 2), ALAB-778,20 NRC 42,48 (1984).
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being unduly influenced by the decisions of others with differing con-
- cerns and responsibilities.'" Accordingly, we deny Del-Aware's motions ,

to set aside the Board's partial initial decision on the basis of new '

evidence.

.

IV. CONCLUSION

As the history of this case over the last decade makes clear, the envi-
ronmental impacts of the Limerick supplementary cooling water system
have been the subject of considerable attention both at this agency and
in numerous other forums. De!-Aware's general assertion that there has
been an effort to avoid review of these impacts or to conceal them in
some manner is without merit. With regard to its more specific com-
plaints, however, we agree that its contentions concerning salinity and.
the impacts on the Point Pleasant Historic District should have been

' considered by the Licensing Board. We therefore affirm, in part, the
Licensing Board's decisions concerning the supplementary cooling water
system. We reverse and remand with instructions that Del-Aware be given
an opportunity to resubmit its contentions V-14 and V-16 in accordance'

with this opinion. Del-Aware's motions (filed May 15 and August 6,
1984) to set aside the Board's decisions are denied.

It is so ORDERED.

- FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

t

C. Jean Shoemaker
Secretary to the

1 Appeal Board

lH See Kerr-McGee Corp. (west Chu:aso Rare Earths Facility), CLI-82-2.13 NRC 232, 269 (1982),
q#'dsue nom. Cirf of West Chmsso v. NRC. 701 F.2d 632 (7th Cir.1983). and cases cited. See aho Cross.
SoundferrySermes, Inc. v. UnisedStears. 573 F.2d 725,732 33 (2d Cir.1978).
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Cite as 20 NRC 887 (1984) LBP-84-35

,

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
,

Before Ai:1dnistrative Judges:
!

l
I
' Morton B. Margulies, Chairman

i Gustave A. Linenberger, Jr.

| Dr. Oscar H. Paris
.

i
I in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-424-OL

50-425-OL
(ASLBP No. 84 499 01-OL)

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY, et al.
(Vogtle Nuclear Plant, Units 1;

and 2) September 5,1984'
,

,

- I

'
! In this Memorandum and Order, the Licensing Board rules on the ad-

missibility ofintervenors' contentions.

RULES OF PRACTICE: WAIVER OF REGULATION
'

Because Intervenors failed to make a prima facie showing of special
circumstances justifying a waiver of 10 C.F.R. y St.53(c) to permit
reconsideration of the need for-power issue at the operating license
stage,10 C.F.R. f 2.758(c) bars further consideration of the matter, and

i Interrenors' contention is dismissed.

OPERATING LICENSE PROCEEDINGS: FINANCIAL
QUALIFICATIONS

The Commission's determination that its rule barring litigation of
financial qualifications issues in operating license proceedings remains in

.|
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effect, despite the decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia Circuit in New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution v.
NRC, 727 F.2d 1127 (D.C. Cir.1984), bars consideration ofIntervenors'
financial qualifications contention.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
ON SPECIAL PREHEARING CONFERENCE HELD

PURSUANT TO 10 C.F.R. I 2.751a

Following the publication of a Notice of Opportunity for hearing on
December 28, 1983, for the captioned operating license application
proceeding, petitions to intervene and to hold a hearing were filed by
Campaign for a Prosperous Georgia (CPG), Georgians Against NucJear
Energy (GANE) and Coastal Citizens for a Clean Environment (CCCE).

Applicants, represented by Georgia Power Company (GPC) acting for
itself and as agent for Oglethorpe Power Corporation, Municipal Electric

i Authority of Georgia and City of Dalton, Georgia, and the Nuclear

| Regulatory Commission Staff (Staf0 filed responses concluding that
' CPG and GANE satisfied the interest requirements of 10 C.F.R. { 2.714

.

and that each Petitioner would have to plead one admissible contention,
as required by i 2.714(b), for it to be afforded party intervenor status.

t

| They further concluded that CCCE failed to establish requisite interest.
| - In a Memorandum and Order of March 9,1984 (unpublished), we

found that CPG and GANE had fulfilled the requirements of 10 C.F.R.
{ 2.714 establishing that their respective interest to participate as interve-
nors in an adjudicatory proceeding and that full-party status for each was
dependent on the submission of at least one litigable contention. We fur-
ther found CCCE had not shown that the action being challenged could
cause injury in fact to any ofits members and therefore had not submit-
ted grounds for representative intervention.

A Special Prehearing Conference was ordered pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
f 2.751a to resolve, inter alia, the matter of standing and to pass upon-

any proposed contentions that would be submitted. Filings were to be
made by Petitioners, through amendment or supplemental petition, by
April 12,1984.

CPO and GANE each filed thirteen proposed contentions, the last
nine of which were identical to each other. Nothing was received from
CCCE. Responses to the proposed contentions were timely made by Ap-
plicants and Staff.
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Prior to the holding of the Special Prehearing Conference on May 30,
1984, at Augusta, Georgia, Applicants, Staff, CPG and GANE conferred !-

'

in an attempt to resolve differences on proposed contentions. This con-
ference resulted in CPG withdrawing two of its contentions, rewording
of others, and it submitted a new contention which was based on mate-

f
rial drawn from one filed previously. It proposed to resubmit another
contention upon receipt of additional information. At the special pre-'

,

heanns conference GANE altered some proposed contentions previously'

filed and, like CPG, submitted the same additional proposed contention.:
~

! No one opposed the submission of the additional contention by each
j petitioner.'

A review follows of the proposed contentions submitted by
| Petitioners, as supplemented and amended, and of the responses of Ap-;

: plicants and Staff, with our respective rulings. Further, in this Memoran-
I dum and Order, we will set future scheduling and dispose of the CCCE'

| petition.

, DISPOSITION OF THE CPG PROPOSED CONTENTIONS

Proposed Contention 1
t

Withdrawn.
31

,

- !

j Proposed Contention 2*

There is no reasonable assurance that the production capacity of Plant Vogtle will be
needed, as required by NEPA (42 U.S.C. 43314335) and by NRC ress 10 C.F.R.
50.42 and 10 C.F.R. St.52(c)O).

! CPG's proposed contention asserts that there is no need for the power
from the subject plant. In support of its contention CPG sets forth thati

j GPC incorrectly projected its annual electricity sales growth and peak
"

demand. It alleges that the utility has overcapacity and had tried without
success to sell this capacity to out-of-State utilities. Petitioner contends
that, if additional capacity were needed, conservation, solar energy and'

other environmentally preferable alternatives would be the way to pro-
,

| vide it.
Both Applicants and Staff responded that the proposed contention is

inadmissible because 10 C.F.R. { 51.53(c) specifically provides:
1
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(c) Presiding officers shall not admit contentions proffered by any party concern-
ing need for power or alternative energy sources for the proposed plant in operating
license hearings.

That response in turn resulted in CPG filing on May 25,1984, a re-
quest for a waiver of 10 C.F.R. f St.53(c) pursuant to 10 C.F.R. f 2.758.
The latter section provides that a party may petition that the application
of a specified Commission regulation may be waived or an exception
made for the particular proceeding. The sole ground shall be that there
are special circumstances with respect to the subject matter of the partic-
ular proceeding which are such that application of the regulation would
not serve the purposes for which the regulation was adopted.

The Commission in promulgating 10 C.F.R. f SI.53(c) succinctly set
forth its reasons at 47 Fed. Reg.12,940 (March 26,1982). It stated:

The purpose of these amendments is to avoid unnecessary consideration ofissues
that are not likely to tilt the cost-benefit balance by effectively eliminating need for-

| power and alternative energy source issues from consideration at the operating
license stage. In accordance with the Commission's NEPA responsibilities, the need
for power and alternative energy sources are resolved in the construction permit

i proceeding. The Commission stated its tentative conclusion that while there is no
! diminution of the importance of these issues at the construction permit stage, the

situation is such that at the' time of the operating license proceeding the plant would
be needed to either meet increased energy needs or replace older less economical
generating capacity and that no viable alternatives to the completed nuclear plant
are likely to exist which could tip the NEPA cost-benefit balance against issuance of

. the operating license. Past experience has shown this to be the case. In addition, this
conclusion is unlikely to change even if an alternative is shown to be marginally en-
vironmentally superior in comparison to operation of a nuclear facility because of
the economic advantage which operation of nuclear power plants has over available
fossil generating plants. An exception to the rule would be made if, in a particular

' case, special circumstances are shown in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 2.758 of the
Commission's regulations.

'

In the same FederalRegister issuance at 12,942 the Commission com-
mented that there had never been a finding in a Commission operating

; license proceeding that a viable, environmentally superior alternative to
'

operation of the nuclear facility exists and that the Commission expects
this to be true for the foreseeable future.

The Commission, in promulgating the restrictive regulation 10 C.F.R.
f St.53(c), relied upon its conclusion found at 46 Fed. Reg. 39,441
(August 3,1981). It provides:

Based on all of the above, the Commission believes that case-specific need for
power and alternative energy source evaluations need not be included in the envi-
ronmental evaluation for a particular nuclear power plant operating license. An ex.

|
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ception would be made to this rule if, in a particular case, special circumstances are
+

' shown in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 2.758 of the Commission's regulations. Such
specut circumstances could exist if, for example, it could be shown that nuclear
plant operations would entail unexpected and significant adverse environmental im-
pacts or that an environmentally and economically superior alternative existed.

In its petition for waiver CPG contends that special circumstances
now exist concerning the plant which justify a reconsideration of the
need for its power at the operating license stage. It gives as a basis dra-
inatically changed circumstances since the construction permit was
issued, in the areas of economics, electricity consumption patterns and

'
availability of alternative energy.>

The petition for a waiver is supported by an affidavit of Tim Johnson,
executive director of CPG. His background qualifications in the area of
the subject of the affidavit are not given. The affidavit is virtually a ver .'

batim repetition of the bases given in support of proposed Contention 2..
,

Affiant reports that Georgia Power Company's average annual growth.

-

! in territorial sales and peak demand through 1983 had been incorrectly
' - ; forecast. The utility is stated to be already overbuilt. CPG names nine

other generating units under construction along with the capacity of'

i

?- each. CPG claims this should compound GPC's overcapacity. Affiant
reported further that the company had conceded to the Georgia Public
Service Commission that it had tried without success to sell its overca-
pacity to out of State utilities.

-

| Affiant's position is that even if additional capacity were needed, the
facility would not be the best way to provide it. Johnson asserts conser-
vation and solar energy are less injurious to the physical and human en-

; ,

vironment than Plant Vogtle would be. He claims that a solar water heat-'

ing system could be installed on every household in Georgia at less cost
than that of completing the nuclear facility. The proposed water heating
system, it is alleged, would provide ,more energy and jobs and have less>

environmental impact than completion and operation of Plant Vogtle.'

Unnamed experts are relied upon in support of the propositions. Conser-
vation and passive solar measures are stated to have essentially no

j
operating costs. No figures are submitted by Petitioner to support any of

.

its assertions as to cost comparisons. Georgia Solar Coalition, Inc., a
nonprofit organization, in a notarized letter of May 28,1984, submitted"

a figure of 22 MBtu as the typical yearly demand for delivered energy for
an electrical resistance domestic water heater for a family of four; 15.4
MBtu is the average yearly savings that can result from energy conserva-
tion measures and a standard active solar flat plate collector domestic
hot water system.

:
1
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Petitioner states that it is clear that Plant Vogtle is not needed to meet
increased energy needs or to replace older, less economical generating

,

; capacity. AfYiant asserts that operating costs of the facility will. exceed '

the total costs of many environmentally preferable alternatives, including
co-generation using existing industrial process steam, conservation
measures consisting of increased insulation of homes and applications of

. solar energy for water and space heating. No details or figures are'

furnished.
Petitioner also relies in the matter on a statement made by a Commis-

sioner of the Georgia Public Service Commission that unnamed experts
are questioning whether large scale generating plants should continue to

.' be constructed, and are of the position that an era of co-generation, com-
bined cycle generation, photocell or light-cell and fuel-cell generation is'

being entered and that alternative sources of generation should, be;

i studied.
Applicants filed a response on June 11, 1984, alleging Petitioner had'

failed to make a prima facie case for waiver as provided in 10 C.F.R.
f 2.758 and ask that the request be denied. The pleading was supported
by an affidavit from Georgia Power Company's senior vice president of

~! marketing who is experienced in planning and marketing of bulk power+

~

i resources for the utility.
Affiant noted that Georgia Power Company's currently available

capacity includes only approximately one-third of the new capacity addi-
; _ tions which the Company had planned to construct a decade ago, '

achieved in part through cancelling units and selling interests in others.

i under construction. He further pointed out that the Company's generat-

) ing capacity is predominantly fossil fueled and that under normal proce-
dures Plant Vogtle's capacity will be utilized in preference to fossil-
fueled generation because its fuel costs will be lower. Affiant also report-
ed that the majority of households in Georgia Power Company's service
area use natural gas to provide hot water heating.

Among other points, Applicants further asserted CPG makes no at-
tempt to show that Plant Vogtle would not be used to replace older, less-
economical generating capacity, a vital requirement for making a prima
facie case for waiver. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff took the

,

same position in its response. Three of the owners, other than Georgia
Power Company, now own a majority interest in the plant.

Based upon the foregoing record, we find that CPG has not made a
; primafacle showing that should result under 10 C.F.R. f 2.758(d) in a

certification of whether the regulation should be waived. Under 10
' C.F.R. j 2.758(c), if the presiding officer determines that the petitioning
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|party has not made a primafacie showing, the presiding ofYicer may not
further consider the matter.

A formidable burden is placed on one seeking a waiver of 10 C.F.R. |

5 51.53(c). See Duquesne Light Co. (Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit
*

2), LBP-84-6,519 NRC 393, 401-03 (1984). Here Petitioner failed to
make a primafacie showing that the Vogtle facility will not be needed to
meet increased energy needs. It provided no probative information bear-4

ing on what will be the electrical energy requirements of Georgia Power
,

Company and its three partners who hold a m4jority interest, and their '

j production capacity during the expected life of the facility. Without sucht

information it cannot be determined whether the proposed operating
b, plant will represent needed or excessive capacity.

.The fact that Georgia Power Company erroneously estimated its'

annual electricity sales growth and peak demand for a preoperational
,

i period does not establish that the power of the plant will not be needed
during its planned life. The providing of the names and capacities of

4

additional facilities Georgia Power Company has coming on line and
i

making known that Georgia Power Company had unsuccessfully at-
tempted to sell electricity out of State does not establish that Vogtle,
when ready, will represent overcapacity. Applicants' affiant has furnished

j information showing that Georgia Power Company reduces planned
I capacity when the situation warrants. CPG has not provided sumcient in-

formation to provide a comprehensive picture of what electrical needs'

- will be during the projected life of the plant and whether Vogtle will rep-
resent needed or excess capacity. Because CPG has failed to establish<

: that the subject plant will not be needed for increased energy needs, it
i has not provided a basis for waiver of 10 C.F.R. i St.53(c) and its peti-
; tion must fail.

Equally fatal to its waiver claim is CPG's failure to show that the facili-
ty would not be used to replace older, less economical generating capaci.

j ty. The Commission's regulation barring need for power as an issue in
j an operating license application proceeding is based on the presumption

that the new nuclear plant would be used in that manner. Applicants'i

affiant states it will be so used. Petitioner has made no showing to over.
I come the presumption and the evidence that the plant would not be so
; used. Petitioner has not sustained its burden of proof on this aspect of

the waiver petition which must therefore be denied.
CPG has not made a primafacie case that an environmentally and eco-

nomically superior alternative exists to the proposed Vogtle Plant which
.! could tip the NEPA cost benefit balance against issuance of the operating

license.

;
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To be a viable alternative power source for the subject plant the substi-
tute must be capable of serving the consumers in an equivalent manner
that the power from the Vogtle Plant could be used. Consumers must be
able to utilize the power from the substitute source in whatever varied
ways they see fit.

,

Petitioner has not offered an alternative power source for the proposed
plant. It proposes conservation and installation of solar water heating
systems. Neither of these offers the consumer an alternative power

,

source in the manner indicated. Petitioner only offers conservation in
various forms, which the Commission concludes does not negate a need'

for the new plant. The Commission stated in its rulemaking on need for
' power at 47 Fed. Reg.12,941:-

If conservation lowers demand, then utility companies take the most expensivs
operating plaats ofraine first. Thus a completed nuclear plant would be used as a,

substitute for less economical senerating capacity.i

!

! For the sake of argument, even if one were to consider conservation-

- | and the solar water heating system an alternative energy source, Peti-
t tioner has offered nothing convincing and probative that they are envi-

ronmentally and economically superior to the Vogtle Plant. All that are'

offered are conclusional statements without factual support. The figures
'

given by Georgia Solar Coalition, Inc., do not support the assertions
made. Had the affiant been qualified as an expert in the subject matter

'

under discussion, which he had not been, Petitioner's prima fack case
still would not have been made because what was offered were unsup-
ported conclusions.

Petitioner makes us aware that there are potentially beneficial energy
sources other than from nuclear and fossil fuels and that research is
being conducted on their use and more is being called for, but this does
not meet the regulatory requirement of showing any of the'm to be cur-
rently environmentally and economically superior as an alternative to
the Vogtle Plant. Its request for waiver of 10 C.F.R. i S t.53(c) therefore
must be denied.

Having found that Petitioner has not made a primafack showing for a
waiver of 10 C.F.R. i St.53(c), under the provision of 10 C.F.R.
l 2.758(c) we cannot consider the matter further. Consideration of the
matter in proposed Contention 2 being denied to us, the proposed con-
tention is not litigable and is therefore dismissed.

394
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Proposed Cententies 3

There is no reasonable assurance that Georgia Power Company and co-owners will
have the Gnancial ability to safely operate Plaa Vostle for the period of the licones
or to permanently shut down the facility and maintain it in a safe condition. as re-
quired by 10 C.F.R. 50A0(b), and other applicable laws, rules and resulations.

'

I Petitioner expects Georgia Power Company and the plant's co owners
will be subjected to hardships to the extent that their financial ability to

: safely operate the plant for the period of the license and to properly
I decommission it is questionable.
! The Commission promulgated on March 31,1982, regulations 10

| C.F.R. j 50.33(0(1) and 10 C.F.R. ( 50.40(b) that eliminated as an
; issue the financial qualifications of an electric utility as an applicant in an

operating license application proceeding. ,

Applicants, in their response to Petitioner, pointed out that the Com-
mission's rule barring financial qualifications in an operating license pro-

- coeding had been the subject of a recent romand by the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in New Englead Coalition on
Nuclear Pbilution v. NRC,727 F.2d 1127 (D.C. Cir.1984) and the Com-
mission had undertaken a rulemaking proceeding to revalidate the pro-
scription. Their position is that because the matter of financial qualifica-
tions is the subject of rulemaking it is an inappropriate subject for a con-i

! tention in the proceeding and at the very least the issue should be
- i deferred pending Commission guidance to the licensing boards.

Staff in response noted that the Commission had met on April 26,
1984, to discuss policy guidance on financial qualification litigation and
it recommended that the matter be deferred pending a statement by the'

Commission.
Staff subsequently reported that on June 7,1984, the Commission

issued its Statement of Policy which concludes:

Accordinsly, the March 31,1982 rule will continue in effect until Gnalization of the
Commission's response to the Court's romand. The Commission directs its Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board Panel and Atomic Safety and Licensins Appeal Penet to-

proceed accordinsly.

The Commission's finding that the rule continues in effect proscribes
us from considering the issue of financial qualifications of utility appli-
cants in an operating license application. The proposed contention is
therefore dismissed.

,
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Proposed Contention 4

Withdrawn.

DISPOSITION OF THE INITIALLY IDENTICAL PROPOSED
CONTENTIONS OF CPG AND GANE

Proposed Contention 5

The applicant has not properly assessed the geology of the site and has not properly
considered the geology of the site in the engineering design of the project, especially
in light of new data made available by the U.S. Geological Survey. This violates
NRC rules on seismic standards described in 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A.

In their separate submittals of April 11,1984, CPG and GANE eited
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) information released in 1982 relating to

,

: a postulated Mil!ett Fault about 7 miles from the Vogtle site (USGS
Open File Report 82156 (1982)), and to a USGS letter (J.F. Devine to

.! R.E. Jackson, November 16, 1982) indicating that its investigations of
; the 1886 Charleston Earthquake do not justify confining an event of that

magnitude tas the immediate environs of Charleston. We address each
USGS matter separately.

By the time the prehearing conference was held on May 30, 1984,
CPG had amended proposed Contention 5 (submitted May 25,1984) to

- delete inclusion of the postulated Millett Fault, whereas GANE retained
the Millett Fault as part of its contention (Tr.18). Applicants and Staff,
in their submittals on May 7 and May 14, 1984, respectively, opposed
including the Millett Fault on the grounds that its existence is only
spectlative, and that the extent of overlying, undisturbed sediments pro-;

vides reason for not considering it to be a capable fault. At the prehear-
ing conference, CPG stated that recent discussions (about I week prior
to the conference) with a USGS staff member indicated that the Millett
Fault lacked significance. GANE offered no basis in support ofits allega-
tion that the Millett Fault exists, is capable and should be considered.
Accordingly, we dismiss any consideration of the postulated Millett
Fault within the scope of Contention 5, because no adequate basis for its
inclusion has been provided. The above action restores proposed Con-
tention 5 to an identical status for CPG and GANE involving only the
Charleston Earthquake. However, the Board is mindful of two considera-
tions not addressed by the participants in the proceeding:

(a) Board Notification 82122A of December 30,1982 (prompted,

( by the USGS reconsideration of the 1886 Charleston Earth-

| 896
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quake) wherein the Staff recommended that certain studies be
undertaken as the result of this revised USGS position; and,'

(b) The issuance in April 1984 of NUREG/CR-3756, " Seismic
Hazard Characterization of the Eastern United States: Meth-
odology and Interim Results for Ten Sites," which considers
ten sites including the Vogtle site and which appears.to be the
first report on certain of the studies recommended in BN

'

82-122A.'

'
la its letter of July 12, 1984, the Board asked the Staff to comment

| upon this matter as it relates to the proposed contention. The Staft's re-
sponse of July 23, 1984, indicated that it will discuss the impact upon
Vogtle of its reassessment of the Charleston event in the Vogtle SER,
currently scheduled to issue in June of 1985. Further, the Staff suggested
that the Board's ruling on admissibility of this proposed contention be.;

| deferred until after the Vogtle SER issues.
;

) Other participants were also invited to comment upon the Board's

i
inquiry. CPO filed comments on July 26,1984, to include recognition of

j the recommended reassessment program identified in BN 82122A as
well as recognition of the issuance of NUREG/CR 3756. CPO alleged

a

t that these matters constitute new information that justifies admission of
the proposed contention. GANE did not respond. The Applicants, on

! July 27,1984, filed comments in which they concluded that the publica.
! : tion of NUREG/CR 3756 did not cure the lack of a basis for the pro-

!
- j posed contention and maintained that it should not be admitted.

! We find merit to the StalTs position regarding. deferral. Accordingly,
Petitioners are advised that within 30 days following issuance of the SER
they may amend this proposed contention if they consider that the SER} .

i | contains a basis for such an amendment. Applicants and Staff will have

i the usual prescribed time for responses. Absent the filing of an amend-

! ment by either Petitioner in accordance with these instructions, proposed
Contention 5 (limited to the Charleston Earthquake) will be ruled on by'

the Board.

|
Proposed Centention 6

i

) The applicant cannot suarantee the safe operauon of the reactor for the life of the

i plant due to unresolved questions of thermal shock effects on irradiated reactor
i vessels as required by 10 C.F.R. 50 Appendices A O, and H and other applicable

! laws, rules, and resulations.

Applicants and Staff both opposed the admission of this contention
for reasons that include lack of a showing that a specific basis exists for!
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concern about pressurized thermal shock effects on the Vogtle reactor
vessel, failure to show that the Applicants' analyses of thermal shock are

, ,

flawed, and failure to justify inclusion of this unresolved safety issue in
the Vogtle proceeding. Petitioners' concern about the existence of
copper and phosphorous in the reactor vessel alloy was not shown to
relate to accelerated embrittlement. Finally, Petitioners' concern about
the cost to Applicants should the pressure vessel need to be heat treated
during the operating lifetime of the Vogtle Plant is beyond the scope of
this proceeding. During the prehearing conference discussion, Petition.
ers olTered no additional information that would negate the objections
ratsed by Applicants and Staff. We agree with the position of Applicants,

and Staff; accordingly, the admission of proposed Contention 6 is denied
,

on the ground that it lacks a sufficiently particularized basis.'*

.

! Proposed Centention 7
'

Applicant has not adequately addressed the value of the stoundwater below the'

plant site and fails to provide adequate assurance that the stoundwater will not be
contaminated as required by 10 C.F.R. $1.20(a), (b), and (c), 10 C.F.R.

| 50.J4(a)(t), and 10 C.F.R.100.10(c)O).
,

Petitioners contend that the Tuscaloosa aquifer, which they state is,

located approximately 300 feet below the Plant Vogtle site, is a valuable
. regional resource of excellent quality water that supplies domestic water

to many cities and communities across East Central Georgia and the !

South Carolina Coastal Plain. They point out that the Tuscaloosa acqui.
fer provides water for 15,000 people in Richmond County and most of
the drinking water for residents of Girard, located 5 miles from the
plant, and of McBean, which is 13 miles from the plant. (GANE Supple.
ment, April 11,1984, at 15.)

i*

In addition to the Tuscaloosa aquifer, Petitioners state that the Lisbon *

Sand Formation located approximately 200 feet below Plant Vogtle is
another valuable ground water source. They contend that this aquifer is
important as an existing source of drinking water and to future develop.
ment along the Savannah River. They state that Plant Vogtle's cooling
system makeup water wells penetrate and obtain water from both the
Lisbon Sand Formation and the Tuscaloosa aquifer. Ubid.)

Finally, there is a water table aquifer located directly below the surface
at Plant Vogtle, and while Petitioners acknowledge that .this aquifer is
not as extensive as the two deeper aquifers discussed above, they con. 1

tend that the water table aquifer is used in Burke County to supply water
for agriculture and commercial establishments. (Ibid.)
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Petitioners contend that any release of radioactive water on site would
quickly contaminate the water table aquifer because at the site the soils '

are sandy and permeable and there is little runoli. They argue that radi-
osctive contamination of the water table aquifer could endanger the
public health and cause economic hardship (/d. at 1516). They argue,
further, that contamination of the water table acquifer could result ulti--

mately in contamination of the Lisbon Sand Formation and the Tusca-
loosa aquifer, by vertical movement of contaminated water through frac-
tures in the clay separating the aquifers, or through permeable sections'

'

of the clay. (Id. at 16.)
'In a GANE filing of June 13, 1984, Mr. W.F. Lawless discusses at-

,

length various sources of contaminants at the Savanna's River Plant
(SRP). He also states that the Tuscaloosa aquifer has produced contami-

'

; nated water in at least five wells, including two drinking water supplye
,

production wells. The contaminants appear to have been chlorinated
;

hydrocarbons, however, not radioactive material. (GANE filing, June.

13,1984, at 13.) The hydrocarbons, however, conceivably could have
come from the M Area at SRP. (/d. at 1314.) Mr. Lawless alleges,

' further, that ground water above the Tuscaloosa aquifer is severely con-
.

taminated. (Id. at 18.) '-

Applicants discuss the water table aquifer and the Tuscaloosa aquifer,
but do not acknowledge a Lisbon Sand Formation aquifer between the
two.8 Applicants state that a 60 to 70 foot thick marl formation makes -

contamination of the Tuscaloosa aquifer unlikely. They acknowledge
that an accidental release could contaminate the water table aquifer, but
state that spillage at the plant would eventually make its way to Mathes
Pond via the water table aquifer and from there by a stream to the
Savannah River. (Applicants' Response, May 7,1984, at 42-43; Tr.

,

139-42.)
The Staff objects to the admission of Contention 7 on the grounds

that Petitioners have raised no new facts to callinto question the assess-
ment of ground water problems at the construction permit proceeding.
In addition Stati has difficulty in. discerning the gravamen of the

IApplecants do state that there is a third equifer in the region, which they cherectorise es the "principe6
artewen aquifer"; because the principal artemen equifer is not hydraulicelly 6esisted from the Tusseiosee
aquefer; however, Applicants elect to refer to the combination se the Tusseioose aquefer. (Applesenes'
nespones. May 7.1934. at 42 43 n.27.) It is not cleet whether the princ6pel attemen agusfer is distinct
from, or synonymous with, the Lisbon send Formation aqueter. OANE refers to the principal attenen
aquifer, also, but chetectenses it as being "a mesor regional water supply equifer* laceted just south or
Plant vogtle, and O ANE seems to suggest that in that regson the clay that separates the water lebte aque.
for from the deeper aquefer changes to a permeable limessene (OANE supptevnent. Apn111.1984. at
16).
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contention, or whether it addresses normal operation or accident
conditions. (Staff Response, May 14,1984, at 12.)

The Board has no difficulty in discerning the gravamen of the
contention: it is that the Petitioners are concerned that an accidental
spill of radioactive water on the site could result in radioactive contami-
nation of the shallow, and possibly the deeper, aquifers under Plant
Vogtle, all of which are used as public water supplies. Moreover, from
the information provided in the pleadings and at the Special Prehearing
Conference, we are not convinced that' radioactive contaminants that
might get into the water table aquifer could not get into deeper aquifers.
We believe that the Petitioners have, indeed, raised new information*

concerning contamination of the Tuscaloosa aquifer; this fact, if true,
suggests to us that the Tuscaloosa aquifer may not be as isolated from
the surface as Applicants would have us believe. In addition, we feelwe
need to determine whether there are one or two deep aquifers, and
whether these are hydraulically connected anywhere in the vicinity of
the plant.

i For the foregoing reasons we conclude that the Petitioners have raised
a litigable issue in Contention 7. Therefore Contention 7 is accepted for,

litigation in this proceeding. -

Proposed Contention 8
.

Applicant has failed to enforce a quality assurance program in the construction of
Plant Vogtle that provides adequately for the safe functioning of diverse structures,
systems and components, as required by 10 C.F.R. Appendia B.

In their separate submittals of April 11, 1984, both Petitioners origi-
nally proposed the same identical contention (as stated above) and of-
fered identically worded bases to support it. These bases included a dis-
cussion of standby diesel generator proble:ns, which topic both Petition-,

ers proposed to exclude from this contention and to include same in a
new Contention 14 proposed by each Petitioner. Staff and Applicants of-
fered no objection to this change (Tr. 62 63). New proposed Contention
14 will be addressed below',

CPG, in its filing of May 25,1984, revised its Contention 8 to read as
follows:

Applicant has not and will not !mplement a quality assurance and quality control pro-
gram which will function as required by 10 C.F.R. 50 Appendix B. By restricting
quality assurance methods to explicitly designated procedures ira .tegard to more
comprehensive standards of engineering practice, the Applicant has undermined
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conndence in the critical functionies of welds in both the reactor coolant and con-
tainment systems of Plant Vostle.

CPG stated that its revised contention is restricted to a consideration
of welds (Tr. 41) and that the contention faults both the quality assur-
ance program and its implementation (Tr. 62), as they apply to the ade-
quacy of welds. The supporting basis of this revised contention cites cer-
tain irregularities involving weldments. During the prehearing confer-
ence, CPG explained that it was not complaining about the adequacy of
specific welds, per se, but rather that the methodology of the quality
assurance program and its implementation do not generate confidence
that welding practices generally meet the professional standards intended'

by the NRC regulations and ASME Code requirements (Tr. 4143).
By contrast, O ANE, at the preheering conference stated that it had

also modified its proposed contention, but in a different manner than
CPG. GANE promised a copy of its revised language (Tr. 48), but the
Board is unaware of its having been submitted. Thus, we assume that
GANE is adhering to the original statement of the contention cited
above. By way of amplification, GANE stated that " systematic quality

,

assurance deficiencies have existed and continue without resolution in
the following areas . . ." (Tr. 49). Those areas were identified by GANE
(Tr. 49) as "[p] roper welding, vendor surveillance, inspection, testing,
implementation of procedures and procurement." The Board is thus
now confronted with two different proposed Contentions 8 from CPO

- and GANE.
Applicants' submittal of May 7,1984, presents a lengthy detailed

rebuttal supporting the adequacy of their QA program in which they
make, in summary, the following points:

- No violations were more severe than severity levels IV and V;

- Applicants identined and voluntarily corrected many of the anomalous condi-
tions adverted to;

- NRC SALP and IAE reports commended the Applicants' QA prostam; and

- Intervonors' identencation of several anomalous matters does not impusn the
adequacy of Applicants' QA prostam but rather evidences a lack of appreciation
of how a QA prostam functions.

(Applicants' Response, May 7,1984, at 46 63).
The Staff, in its May 14,1984 response, found the original proposed

contention broad and lacking in specificity; and judged the contention
not to be susceptible to focused litigation (Staff Response at 1213).
During discussion at the conference, Staff counsel opined that CPG's
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amended and narrowed contention approaches admissibility. However,"
. .

Staff still considers the OANE contention to be too broad to be admitted
(Tr. 56 57).

Despite the representations of Applicants and Staff, the Board is con.
cerned about the possible impact upon the operational safety of the
Vogtle Plant in view of the many instances of noncompliance that have
been cited. Thus, we feel that an evidentiary inquiry is justified to deter.
mine whether Applicants have formulated and implemented an adequate
QA program. Although we do not decide the merits of these two pro-
posed Contentions 8 at this time, we are mindful of the concerns of Ap--

plicants and Staff with respect to .what a focused litigation might
comprise: they and we have a right to know more specifically what is

,

to be litigated. Accordingly, the Board now instructs Applicants, Staff,~ '

CPO and GANE to confer about the language of these contentions with-
3

! the objective of rewording them in a manner that is susceptible to more
focused ligation; and the Petitioners should consider consolidating the'

two contentions. The results of such a conference (be it a stipulation as
to acceptable wording or statements of positions regarding the reasons
for continued disagreement) are to be reported to the Board 30 days'

e

after se.tvice of this Memorandum and Order subsequent to which we
will rule upon its acceptability. Proposed Contentions CPG 8 and GANE
8 are admitted to the extent indicated.

.

Proposed Contention 9

Nmel desisn features must be discussed and described adequately in the PS AR and
FSAR as required by 10 C.F.R. 50.34. The Applicant has emberked on the imple.
mentation of the reactor coolant system primary loop at Plant Vostle usins a pipe re.
streint system desisn that difrers substantially from that currently required. Al.
thoush assertions of the effectiveness of this new desisn have been issued. substan.

'

tiatins mechanical modellins and empiricaljustification have been withheld. The Ap.
plicant has therefore failed to provide even the minimal information required to un.'

derstand and assess the safety repercussions of this innovative desesn.

At the Special Prehearing Conference, Applicants agreed to provide
Petitioners with additional information on the matter under a protective
proprietary agreement. CPG agreed that within 30 days after receiving
the document it would either decide to amend or withdraw the proposed
contention. GANE agreed that it would follow suit. By letter dated July
26,1984, CPO notified the Board of its withdrawal of proposed Conten-

.

tion 9. No separate expression was received from GANE. Based on Peti-
tieners' taking identical positions for the handling of the proposed con.
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tention at the Special Prehearing Conference, we consider it withdrawn
from the proceeding.

Proposed Contention 10

Appiscant has not shown that safety-related electrical and mechanical equipment
and components will be environtrentally quahlied at the onset of operations and
throughout the life of the plant as required by General Design Criteria I,2 and 4 of
10 C.F.R. 50, Appendix A and other applicable NRC rules.

~ In their submittal of May 7,1984, Applicants used the identical sup-i

i porting discussions of CPG and GANE to identify eleven specific sub.
contentions; Applicants then addressed the admissibility of each. At the

,

| prehearing conference, Staff and the Petitioners agreed to this break-
down into eleven subcontentions as the basis for determining admissibil-,.

! ity and the scope of any litigation of this contention. Stafl's request to
comment upon each of these was granted (Tr. 77-78). We now discuss-

! cach subcontention.
i

10.'l integrated Dese vs Dese Rate

This subcontention alleges that Applicants' testing methods are inade-
quate because the Applicants only use high levels of radiation or in->

tegrated dose. Petitioners cite research performed at Sandia Laboratory. t

for the proposition that many materials, including polymers found in
cable insulation and jackets, seals, rings and gaskets at Vogtle reay ex-
perience greater damage from lower dose rates. In its submittal of June
27,1984 (affidavit accompanying same), Applicants' affiant quotes
Regulatory Guide 1.131 as limiting the qualification test exposure rate
to 10' rad /hr. Neither Applicants nor Staff (in its June 20, 1984

.

submittal) cbject to this subcontention ifit is restricted to the polymers
identified in the Sandia study report, NUREG/CR 2157, " Occurrence
and implications of Radiation Dose Rate Effects for Material Aging
Studies," June 18, 1981. With this restriction to the particular polymers
so identified, Subcontention 10.1 is admitted for litigation.

10.2 Synergism

This topic deals with another Sandia study examining the effects of
synergism. Petitioners state that this Sandia study (NUREG/CR 2156,
" Radiation Thermal Degradation of PE and PVC: Mechanism of Syn.
ergisms and Dose Rate Effects," June 1981) examined the combined er.
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fects of radiation, heat, and (in some experiments) oxygen concentration
and determinated that "the greatest amount of degradation was found
upon exposure to heat followed by exposure to radiation." Petitioners
further allege that the existence of synergistic effects established by this
report have not been considered by the Applicants.

The Staff does not object to admitting this subcontention (Staff Sup-
plemental Response, June 20, 1984). However, the Applicants, in their
May 7,1984 Response, note that the Vogtle FSAR does address syn-
ergistic efTects in cables. The Board's review of the FSAR indicates that
the results of cable testing (cables are said (without reference) to be the
only component in which synergism has been identified) will not be
available until testing has been completed. Thus cables, at least, are
being tested for synergistic effects, an example that Applicants point out
seems to have been ignored by Petitioners. Nor can we find that Peti,
tioners have identified any other equipment or components which they
believe to be susceptible to synergistic effects, despite the Sandia
report's identification of PE and PVC as possibly susceptible mate 9!s. |

..,

i We find this subcontention to lack a specific basis and we deny its
j admissibility.

10.3 Cable in Multicominctor Configurations

Again, Petitioners cite a Sandia study (not identified) for the proposi-
- tion that in tests of EPR cable material, multiconductor configurations

performed "substantially worse" than single conductor configurations
ard that qualification testing implying only single conductors may not be
representative of multiconductor performance. Petitioners further allege
that the results of this report have not been considered in Applicants'
testing program. The Staff dces not object to the admission of this sub-
contention, nor do Applicants. Based on the foregoing reasons, we,.

admit Subcontention 10.3.

10.4 TerminniBlocks

Applicants' affiant states that there are no terminal blocks associated
with safety related applications that will be exposed to, and therefore
need to be qualified in, a steam environment (Affidavit attached to Ap-
plicants' letter response of June 27,1984). In its letter response of July
26, 1984, CPG withdrew this subcontention. Although Staff had pre-
viously offered no objection to the admission of this subcontention and
GANE has not responded to Applicants' aflidavit, there appears to be
no basis for its support. We deny its admission.
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10.$ Solenoid Valves

This subcontention challenges the qualification of solenoid valves
used at Vogtle. The contention is based upon test results performed by'

ASCO and Franklin Research Center and upon an NRC Board Notifica-
tion issuance. The Staff and the Applicants do not object to the admis-
sion of this subcontention. Having found a sufficient basis for, and no-

opposition to, the admission of this subcontention, the Board deems it
to be acceptable for litigation.

| 10.6 Limitorque Motor Operators

| Petitioners cite IE Notice 8129 for the proposition that motor opera-

| tors manufactured by Limitorque have exhibited failures upon exposure

j to steam spray. Further tests by Westinghouse confirmed the unaccepta-
bility of the motor design. Applicants' affiant (Affidavit attached to Ap-' +

plicants' letter response of June 24, 1984) stated that new motors de-
signed by Westinghouse and Limitorque had been successfully qualified
in a 420*F steam environment, and that these new motors have been or-
dered as replacements. This would seem to moot this matter; and,

,

1 indeed, CPG, by letter of July 26,1984, aavised that CPG 'will not raise
this issue. Although GANE has not replied, we consider this issue to be'

mooted and we deny admission of the instant subcontention.
1

. .

10.7 Hydrogen Recombiners

Petitioners have presented three ingredients in this subcontention:

(a) Rockwell catalytic recombiners have components that did not pass certain envi.'

ronmental qualification tests;
,

(b) The entire recombiner system. as a unit. has not been qualified; and

(c) A recombiner with unqualified transducers was delivered to another nuclear
facility.

The Applicants' responses have mooted (a) and rebutted (c) by point-
ing out that a Westinghouse electric recombiner is to be used in the
Vogtle Plant (Applicants' Response, May 7,1984, at 69), and by stating
through its affiant that no pressure transducers are contained in the
Westinghouse unit (Affidavit attached to Applicants' letter response of
June 27,1984). Petitioners do not clarify whether item (c), above, ex-
clusively relates to pressure transducers; nor do Applicants make clear,

that there are no transducers of any type present in their recombiner.
.
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Furthermore, although the attachments to the above-cited aflidavit indi-
cate that radiation testing of certain recombiner components has been
performed, these attachments have been expurgated in a manner that
does not report or permit a critique of some of the test results. For this
resson, it is difficult to determine whether a radiation-hot steam envi-
ronmental test of the overall recombiner unit is appropriate. The Staff
does not oppose the admission of the portion of this subcontention deal-
ing with the radiation testing of transducers.

We believe further inquiry is necessary in the areas embraced by the
following questions:

Are there any types of transducers or sensors important to the proper functioning of
,

the Vogtle electric. type hydrogen recombiner in an accident environment that re-
quire environmental qualification testing in an accident environment; if so, what,
testing is planned or completed and with what results?

If environmental qualifiestion testing in an accident environment of an entire pro-
totype recombiner is not required, what is the basis for this conclusion? If such test-I

ing is planned or has been completed, what is the nature of the test and what criteria
exist for assessing the adequacy of the test results?'

|

The Board deems the subcontention to be, acceptable for litigation.

!
10.8 Fire Protection

.

Petitioners contend that Applicants hase not satisfied 10 C.F.R.
f 50.48 with respect to a showing that in the event of a fire the Vogtle
Plant can be safely shut down. They cir: the lack of an NRC testing pro-
gram on the qualification of safety eq tipment against fire, and a chat-
lenge by the Union of Concerned Scientists of the adequacy of NRC's
fire protection requirements. There is no such NRC testing program and
no regulatory requirentent that Applicants' safety equipment satisfy an

~

.

NRC testing program. Nor have Petitioners identified any portion of the

| Vogtle Plant wherein specific safety features, equipment or components
have not met applicable regulatory requirements. Applicants and StafT

! would have us deny this subcontention as lacking any specific or partic.
utarized basis. Applicants further allege that the subcontention chal-
lenges the Commission's regulations regarding environmental qualifica.
tion and fire protection. We find that the lack of an adequate basis is suf-
ficiently compelling to justify denial, without addressing the question of
an attack upon the regulation. Thus, the Board denies admission of Sub.
contention 10.8.
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10.9 Seismic Qualification

Intervenors cite NUREG-0606, " Unresolved Safety Issues Summa-
ry," August 20, 1982, for the proposition that design criteria and meth-
ods for seismic qualification of equipment in nuclear plants have under-
gone significant change, requiring a reassessment of Vogtle. However,
they fail to note -that USI-46, " Seismic Qualification of Equipment in
Operating Plants," which we assume to be the focus of their attention, is
addressed to the question of the need for any backfitting of operating
plants. No nexus to Vogtle is offered nor is any specific Vogtle Plant
equipment or component alleged to have not met seismic qualification
requirements. We agree with Applicants and Staff that this subconten-
tion lacks an adequate basis. We deny the admission of Subcontention-

10.9.
.

; 10.10 Shortcomings to Qualification Methodologies

- | This subcontention is vaguely based upon a Sandia Laboratory consid-
' eration of the adequacy of qualification methodologies applied to the

testing of safety equipment. Petitioners identify no methods applied to
'

components or equipment associated with Vogtle that would cast doubt
upon any safety feature of the plant. Absent more, we again must agree
with Staff and Applicants that there is an insufficient basis to define or
support a litigable issue. We deny the admission of Subcontention 10.10.

.

10.11 Accident Parameters

Petitioners cite post TMI-2 accident investigation issues raised in
1979 for the proposition that accident parameters and post-accident func-
tionality requirement times for Vogtle safety features have not been
given proper consideration. Again, no specific Vogtle inadequacies have
been identified that fail to meet the Commission's upgraded (1983)
qualification requirements; and again we agree with Applicants and Staff
that no def'mitive basis has been provided to support a litigable issue.
We deny admission of Subcontention 10.11.

Proposed Contention 11

In its amended supplemental petitions filing of hiay 25,1984, CPG al-
tered its version of proposed Contention 11. At the hfay 30,1984 pre-
hearing conference, GANE stated that it agreed with this change. Thus,
the proposed contention now reads as follows:
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" Applicants' failure to consider defects in the Vogtle steam generator system consti-
tutes an undue risk to public health and safety in violation of 10 C.F.R. 50.34(b),
and 50 Appendix A. Appendix B.

Petitioners cite an NRC summary of Unresolved Safety Issues
(August 20, 1982) for the proposition that Westinghouse PWR steam
generator tubes have shown evidence of degradation from several
causes. Thus Petitioners have safety concerns about Vogtle, during
normal operation and under accident conditions, that they allege Appli-
cants have not considered. Petitioners cite the following causes of steam

; generator tube degradation: " corrosion-induced wastage, cracking, re-
' duction in tube diameter, degradation due to bubble collapse water

hammer and vibration induced fatigue cracks." (Supplement to Peti-
4

tion, filed April 11,1984, at 26, and CPG's Second Amendment to Sup-
plement, filed June 13,1984, at 1.) ,,

Applicants cite Vogtle FSAR references wherein specific measures are'

described to protect against water hammer effects and corrosion effectsi

that include denting and stress corrosion cracking. Petitioners have not!-

j indicated in what specific manner any of these measures adopted by Ap-

j plicants are inadequate.
Applicants do not, however, address bubble collapse or vibration--

i induced fatigue cracking mechanisms for tube degradation that could
contribute to accidents associated with tube failure occasioned by these
mechanisms. The Board concludes that an evidentiary airing of a selected

- portion of this contention is appropriate. Hence we admit for litigation
proposed Contention 11 restated and narrowed in scope as follows:

Applicants have not demonstrated their basis for confidence that no unacceptable ra-
diation releases will occur as the result of steam generator tube failures occasioned
by vibration. induced fatigue cracking and by bubble collapse within the Vogtle
steam generators.

*.

Proposed Contention 12

The applicant has not properly assessed the amount of salt and chlorine gas release
from the cooling towers and the extent of consequent adverse agricultural and envi-
ronmental damage in the area of Plant Vogtle.

The gravamens of this contention are that (1) the expected salt drift
from the Plant Vogtle cooling towers is in the range that can damage
vegetation, and (2) chlorine gas will also be released from the cooling
towers, and no consideration was given this fact in the Vogtle CP FES
or the OL Environmental Report (OL ER). Petitioners point out that
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the CP-FSAR estimates salt drift to be at the annual rate of 305 lbs/ acre
.within 1 mile of the plant, and they state that in the OL ER this rate of
salt deposition "is admitted to be presently considered to be in the range
of potential / damage to vegetation." (GANE Supplement, April 11,
1984, at 29.) lo.f ct, their citation to the OL-ER referred to a question
from Staff td Apy? cants relating to the conclusion in the CP-FES that a

, i deposition of 305 lbs/ acre / year would be negligible. The Staff indicated
,

that such a rate of deposition is now considered to be damaging to plant
communities. (OL-ER, Question E290.3, Amend.1,2/84.) With regardo

" to chlorine, Petitioners argue that chlorine gas will be injected into the
circulating water system at a maximum rate of 10,000 lbs/ day; co.nse-

| quently there is the potential for the relene of thousands of pounds of
chlorine gas per day from the cooling towers. They argue that the re-. c

} J leased chlorine may have an adverse environmental effect, and its
,

>i impact has not been assessed.*'
.

i Applicants responded by stating that the impact of the expected salt

ed
^

drift was assessed in the CP FES and determined to be negligible.2
Further Applicants stated that in the OL-ER the estimate has been

'

revised downward to 31 lbs/ acre / year on site and 21 lbs/ acre / year off, , '
site. (Applicants' Response at 78-80.) With regard to chlorine, Appli-
cants acknowledged that chlorine would be used to prevent bichuling of
the cooling towers, and Applicants' counsel commented on the ehemical
behavior of chlorine in the cooling tower water. (Tr. 91 93.)s

. Petitioners challenged the revised salt drift estimates during. the Spe-+

cial Prehearing Conference, and stated that the NRC Staff had suggested

i that the calculation might have to be redone. Petitioners alleged, fur-
g ther, that the OL ER did not describe how the recalculation was per-,

formed. (Tr. 88 89.) Our own inspection of the OL-ER, supplied to us
'

by the Applicants subsequent to the Special Prehearing Conference,
revealed that the Applicants' reassessment of salt deposition was based
on the salt deposition reduction ratio obtained from data on salt driftj

'

deposition at Susquehanna. No detailed information about the reassess-
g ment was presented, however. (OL ER, Response to Question 451.17,

< Amend.1, 2/84.).

W The Staff opposes this contention on the grounds that the Petitioners<
'

/ have shown no new information that has become available since the CP
stage. (Staff Response at 15.) In response to a question from the Board,-

3

f

2 At rirst glance it might appear that the Stag *s rinding in the CP-FEs that a depontion rate of 305
lbs/ acre / year would have a negligible impact is contradictory to the staff's statement in Question 290.3
of the OL ER. We note. however, that in Question 290.3 stafr stated that 305 lbs/ acre / year is " presently.

consdered" to be potennally damagmg to vegetation. and we assume that the apparent change in posi.
t on by Stafr resulted from informanon accrued unce the CP-FEs was prepared.
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Staff counsel stated that he believed that the technical Staff was working
on another salt drift calculation. (Tr. 94.) |

Applicants' reassessed salt drift estimates are certainly new, contrary
to Stafl's assertion that the Petitioners have failed to show that new in-
formation has beceme available since the CP stage of this proceeding.
Applicants ~ point out that it would be ludicrous to assert an order-
of magnitude reduction in the estimates as a basis for reopening this
question. We would agree, were it not for the fact that the Staff apparent-
ny is still working on its own calculations of salt drift or still working on
its review of Applicants' reassessment, or both. We are unwilling to

,' accept as dispositive the meager information about the reassessment
contained in responses to questions in the OL-ER, absent an evaluation
of the reassessment by Staff. We desire a more definitive estimate and a

,

| determination of whether that amount will be damaging to vegetation.
! Moreover, we are also dissatisfied with the record on the effects of
! chlorine; more definitive information is required on this matter as well.a

We conclude that the Petitioners have raised issues in this contention.

that need to be litigated. Therefore, proposed Contention 12 is admitted.

-t
' *

Proposed Contention 13

Petitioner contends that Applicants' proposed emergency plan fails to ensure that
protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological mishap at

'

~ Plant Vostle as required by 10 C.F.R.-50.33,50,47,50.54 and Appendix E to Part 50.

Prior to the holding of the Special Prehearing Conference on May 30,
i1984, CPG, GANE, Applicants and Staff met and it was agreed Petition-

ers would refile Proposed Contention 13 based upon information con-
tained in emergency plans of Richmond and Burke Counties, expected
sometime in the Fall of 1984. It has been agreed by the participants, and
we concur, that the revised contention is not to be considered a late

,

filing subject to the provisions of 10 C.F.R. j 2.714(a)(1) pertaining to
t

tardy filings, if filed within the time prescribed for its submission.
Applicants have a target date of October 1,1984, to revise their

emergency plans. It was represented that the revision is to contain the
Richmond and Burke County emergency plans. Based upon the forego-
ing, issuance of Applicants' emergency plans should provide the basis
for measuring the time from when the revised proposed contention is
due. Petitioners have 30 days from the issuance of Applicants' emergen-
cy plan in which to respond. Applicants and Staff are given the time pres-
cribed in the regulations in which to reply.
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Proposed Contention 14

'
There is no reasonable assurance that the emergency diesel generators manufac-
tured by TDI to be used at Plant Vogtle will provide a reliable and independent'

source of onsite power as required by 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A. General
Design Criteria #17, in that adequate design, manufacture and QA/QC have re-
sulted in substandard engines which are subject to common mode failures.

The bases for the proposed contention were contained in three para-
graphs wpich were originally a part of CPG's Proposed Contention 8 and
an identical GANE contention. Prior to the holding of the Special Pre-i

j hearing Conference on May 30,1984, they were removed and made the
I bases for proposed Contention 14.

We find the proposed contention has adequate bases for a litigable
contention. CPG stated that Applicants were made aware of problems
with the diesel generators manufactured by Transamerica Delaval, Idc.~,
as early as December 1981. Applicants reported problems on two occa-
sions with components that could result in the nonavailability of
engines. Another defect was reported as late as September 1983.

Petitioner further asserts Applicants should have made a general as-
sessment of the suitability of the Transamerica Delaval, Inc., diesel

! generator for this important emergency function and alleges that its fail-
' ute to do so has brought Applicants' own quality control capabilities into

,

|
question, undermining confidence in the safe functioning ofits operating

~

; plant in contradiction to NRC QA requirements.
: At the Special Prehearing Conference both Applicants and StafT stated

that they had no objection to the contention.i

We find Contention 14 to be admissible and it is so admitted.

!
!

DISPOSITION OF THE GANE PROPOSED CONTENTIONS
.

Proposed Contention 1

Applicant has not adequately nor correctly assessed the potential release of radionu.
clides from Plant Vogtle during normal, transient, and accident conditions, ncr the
somatic, teratoger.ic and genetic effects of the ionizing radiation. Applicant thus fails
to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 50.34,50.36,20.103,20.203 and Appendix I
of Part 50, and, further. underestimates the human cost of the project in the cost-
benefit analysis required by 10 C.F.R. 51.21,51.20(b) and (c) and 52.23(a).

A

The Board cannot discern a basis for this contention. GANE argues:
that the existing radiological burden of people residing in the area, re-
sulting from releases at the SRP, has not been considered by the

i
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Applicants; that low level radiation has a cumulative etTect (citing J.
GofTman); that doses to which pregnant and lactating women would be
exposed and the effects of those doses have not been assessed; that the
risk of releases to the food chain (including the human food chain) has
not been considered; and that radiocesium released into the Savannah
River will pose an unacceptable threat to persons consuming fish from
the river. (GANE Supplement, April 11,1984, at 1-3.) These assertions
might be considered subcontentions, but they fail to inform us on what
basis GANE believes the estimates of releases have not been adequately
or correctly assessed.

Applicants, who oppose admission of this contention, point out that
GANE has failed to explain why it believes the estimates contained in |

the Vogtle Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) are incorrect. Appli-
,' cants argue, further, that the environmental assessments and co,st .

benefit balancing required by 10 C.F.R. Part 51 are the responsibility of
the NRC Staff and not the Applicants. (Applicants' Response, May 7,
1984, at 10-21.)

! Staff also ' opposes admission of this contention on the ground that.

GANE has not stated with adequate specificity the bases for its
concerns. Staff characterizes the contentions as a " generalized discussion
stating that operation of the plant will involve environmental impacts<

without specifying what these impacts will be." (StatT Response, May
i 14,1984, at 4.)

- At the Special Prehearing Conference held in Augusta, Georgia, on
! May 30,1984, the Board expressed its reservations with regard to the

vagueness of the contention and the lack of bases for it. The Board
provided GANE's representatives an opportunity to shore up the con-
tention by an oral presentation. GANE responded by stating that it
lacked the engineering and scientific expertise to really assess the data in'

the FSAR, but that it "just seems that there are [ radiation] levels that'

are in question." (Tr.100-01.)
The Board agrees with the position of the Staff. GANE's Contention 1

is not specific enough to put the Applicants on notice as to what they
must defend against, nor has GANE set forth any specific basis for the

.

!
contention, as is required by 10 C.F.R. 9 2.714(b). Further, the Appli-

! cants are correct in stating that compliance with the requirements of 10

|
C.F.R. Part 51, which sets forth the NRC's policy and procedures for

: complying with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA)

| (83 Stat. 852), is the responsibility of the NRC Staff and not the
Applicants. NEPA requires that all agencies of the Federal Government
conduct a careful consideration of environmental aspects of any major

i agency action which might significantly affect the quality of the human
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! environment. (See 10 C.F.R. j{ 51.l(a) and (b).) No such requirement
' is placed on the Applicants by NEPA, although 10 C.F.R. 6 51.20 does

require an applicant to submit an environmental report with an applica-,

tion for a construction permit or an operating license. |
For the foregoing reasons, we conclude that GANE's Contention 1 !

must be dismissed. I
'

|
1

Proposed Contention 2 !
'

!

Applicant has failed to assess the environmental and public health effects of the ad-,

! dition of Plant Vogtle within 20 miles of the SRP and to quantify this factor in its

; consideration in violation of 10 C.F.R. 20.103. 50.34(a)(4), 51.21. 51.23(b),104,s

! 105,106 and 201.

I

G ANE argues that Applicants have failed to adequately address the
cumulative impact on health and safety, and on the environment, of I

radioactive releases projected for Plant Vogtle plus those from the SRP.
GANE places particular emphasis on the proposed reactivation by the
Department of Energy (DOE) of the L-reactor at SRP; it alleges that

, DOE has failed to make an adequate assessment of the impact of again
i operating the L-reactor, and that therefore it is impossible for Applicants
j to accurately assess the cumulative impact-of Plant Vogtle and the SRP

facilities. (GANE Supplement, April 11,1984, at 3-7.)
; At the Special Prehearing Conference, GANE stated that within the

week preceding the conference, additional new information had become,

available as a result of the issuance of the environmental impact state-
ment for the reactivation of the L-reactor and the release by DOE of,

documents that apparently had been previously classified. GANE argued
; that this information had not been, but should be, considered by the Ap-
' plicants in assessing the cumulative impact of Plant Vogtle and the SRP

facilities. (Tr.109-10.)
Counsel for Applicants stated that Applicants have addressed the-

cumulative effects in the CP-FSAR, but GANE's representative stated
that the new information indicated that the SRP releases are greater
than those estimated at the time of the Vogtle construction permit. (Tr.
110-11.) Applicants maintained, further, that because the proposal to
reactivate the L-reactor occurred after the proposal to construct Plant'

Vogtle, the responsibility for considering the cumulative effects of
releases from the two plants fell on DOE, not Applicants. (Tr.112.)
Counsel for Applicants indicated that the final environmental impact
statement for the L reactor did assess the cumulative effects of SRP,
Plant Vogtle, and other potential facilities in the area; he stated that he
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thought the tritium estimate was higher but other estimates were lower.
(Tr. I13.)

Counsel for Staff argued that the only incremental impact open for liti-

,

gation in this proceeding was that from Plant Vogtle. Staff argues that
other facilities contributing to the cumulative efTect must be accepted as
a given for this hearing because this Board and the NRC has licensing
authority over only Vogtle. (Tr.116-17.)

Subsequent to the Special Prehearing Conference, GANE filed an am-
plification to its bases in support of Contention 2.3 (GANE filing, June
13,1984.) The GANE filing consists primarily of a discussion of radioac-
tive releases from SRP facilities and ground water contamination re-
sulting from SRP releases. The filing fails to address, except in vague,
unmeaningful terms, the incremental impact of Vogtle. Nor does it at-

i tempt to show how or why the assessment of SRP releases contained in
the Vogtle FSAR is in error or needs to be reexamined. Consequently
the filing fails to provide support for Contention 2.

Finally, it appears to this Board that G_ANE's primary concern is with-

the radioactive releases and environmental contamination resulting,

,

from the operation of the L-reactor and other facilities at the SRP. This
,

Board and the NRC have no responsibility or authority over the SRP.
GANE may want to address its concerns about the L-reactor and other.

SRP facilities to DOE, the agency responsible for those facilities.
For the foregoing reasons, we find GANE Contention 2 inadmissible

- for litigation in this proceeding.

j

,
.

3GANE's untitled document contaming amplified bases for Contention 2 was filed on June 13. 1984.
(G ANE niing. June 13.1984. at I 2.) In it. G ANE addressed the five factors which must be considered
pursuant to 10 C.F.R, { 2.714(a)(l) when a party seeks admission of a late-filed contention. stair stated
that this efrort by GANE was misplaced; stafr has never asserted that the " amended" contention is late.
filed. Indeed, stafr pointed out that in the stair Response dated May 14. 1984, it had suggested that
GANE consider informahon available to it and either explain ahy the information is inadequate or why
it shows some specific indication of harm to the pubisc. (stafr Response. June 27.1984, at 4),

The Applicants, on the other hand. took the postion that the tardy filing could only be accepted upon
a showing that the five factors set forth in 10 C.F.R. { 2.714(a)(1) nulitate in favor of the Pentioner. Ap.
placants argued that none of the five factors should he decided in favor of the Petinoner and urged us to
desellow the late-filed document.

GANE's filing consses of a document prepared by w.F. Lawless, who gave an oral presentation of
bases to support Contenuon 2 at the special Preheanng Conference. (Tr.118 21.) We view the matenal
contained in GANE's filing as providing essenually en amplificttion of the matenal contained in the
oral statement of Mr. Lawless we agree with stalt that we need not apply the cnteria set forth in 10

.

C.I .R. { 2.714(a)(l) for considering a late-filed contennon. Therefore we have accepted and consdered
I the GANE filing.
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- Proposed Contention 3

Applicant fails to show that the fear caused by living adjacent to a nuclear facility
will not threaten the security and well-being of the community, in violation of vari-
ous laws and rules and regulations.

The gravamen of the proposed contention is that Applicants fail to ad-
dress the alleged psychological impact of the threat of nuclear contamina-
tion or nuclear explosion upon the public. Petitioner asserts that laws,
which were unspecified, require Applicants to do so. To the contrary,
the law does not place any such requirement upon any of the parties.

The Commission in 1982 instructed licensing boards not to entertain
; psychological stress contentions absent evidence of a " unique and

traumatic" nuclear accident in the vicinity of the plant. Consideration of'

Psychological Stress issues; Policy Statement, 47 Fed. Reg. 31,762 (l982).*

: There is no allegation that there has been a " unique and traumatic".
i nuclear accident in the vicinity of Vogtle. The rule prohibits considera-

| tion of the proposed contention.
More recently, the U.S. Supreme Court, in Metropolitan Edison Co. v.

People Against Nuclear Energy,460 U.S. 766,103 S. Ct.1556 (1983) held,

,
th,at the National Environmental Policy Act does not require the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission to consider whether risk of accident might
cause harm to psychological health and community well-being of resi-
dents of the surrounding area, in deciding whether to permit a company

.
to resume operations. The case held that NEPA must address environ-
mental effects of federal action; and the effects must have a close con-
nection to the physical environment, which stress, a psychological condi-
tion, does not meet.

Proposed Contention 3 does not present the Board with a matter that
it can consider. It is therefore dismissed.

Proposed Contention 4

The Applicant has underestimated the danger to lives and health of human, live-
stock and plants exposed to the electromagnetic radiation of the proposed 500-kV
transmission lines from Plant Vogtle in violation of 10 C.F.R. 51.20 and 51.21 and
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1%9,42 U.S.C. 4321 er seg.

Petitioner cited several authorities for the alleged proposition that
nonionizing electromagnetic radiation is injurious to health in general;
and, in particular, that Applicants' proposed 500-kV transmission lines
will produce undesirable health effects. In their responses of May 7,
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1984, and during the prehearing conference, Applicants provided infor-
mation demonstrating that, taken in full context, none of the cited au-
thorities in reality provides a substantive basis of support for this
contention. Additionally, Applicants hold that GANE has not identified
any inadequacies in Applicants' and Stafi's construction permit evidenti-
ary assessment. Petitioners countered that there have been incidents
(unspecified and undetailed in nature) of farmers having been knocked
off their tractors while working in the vicinity of transmission lines. No
attempt was made to relate such incidents to conditions that might
obtain around Vogtle type transmission lines, accepted by the prior
Board at the CP stage. Applicants and Staff both find the basis for this
contention to be inadequate. We concur, and we deny admission of pro-
posed Contention 4.

ADMITTING CPG AND GANE AS PARTY INTERVENORS

Based upon the foregoing we find CPG and GANE have each submit-
ted at least one allowable contention as required by 10 C.F.R. 2.714(b)

;
and they have otherwise fulfilled the requirements to be admitted as
party intervenors in the proceeding. We therefore admit them as party-

intervenors.
The CPG and GANE contentions we have admitted are identical or

one fully encompasses the other. Obviously it is to everyone's interest
' not to treat these in a repetitious and cumulative manner. To that end it

would be appropriate for CPG and GANE to look to consolidating their
efforts in the manner discussed in 10 C.F.R. f 2.715a. It may well prove
more effective for a single Intervenor to be wholly responsible for an in-
dividual contention. The Intervenors shall advise the Board how they
intend to proceed as to this matter within 20 days of service of this
Memorandum and Order. This may obviate the need to issue orders
under 10 C.F.R. ff 2.715a and 2.757.

DISPOSITION OF THE CCCE PETITION

In our unpublished Memorandum and Order of March 9,1984, we
found that CCCE had provided no basis for intervention in the subject
proceeding in its petition of January 27, 1984. As an organization seek-
ing representative participation, it had not shown that the action being

| challenged could cause injury in fact to one ofits members.
Petitioner was given the opportunity to cure the deficiency in its filing

i

' and to submit a contention for litigation by April 12, 1984. It failed to
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make an attempt to do so, nor did CCCE appear at the Special Prehear--
ing Conference on May 30,1984, as directed.

On the basis of the foregoing, we deny and dismiss its petition. CCCE
is ineligible to become a party intervenor having failed to establish that
its interest may be affected by the subject proceeding and to submit a
litigable contention, as required by 10 C.F.R. 2.714. Its failure to

,

appear, as directed, at the Special Prehearing Conference on May 30,
1984, provides an additional ground under 10 C.F.R f 2.707 to deny it
entry to the proceeding.

PROCEDURAL MATTERS
,
.

The Parties have been able to stipulate to the following discovery
schedule: -

1. There will be two rounds of discovery consisting of an initial
3

round of discovery requests and responses and a follow-on of
-i requests and responses. Additional discovery shall be had only

.
as provided in 16, below.

'
' 2. All initial-round discovery requests shall be served within 60

days after the date of the Licensing Board's Order allowing the '
contention to which the discovery request is addressed.

3. Responses to initial-round discovery requests, shall be served
within 30 days after service of the request.

-
'

4. Follow-on discovery requests shall be served within 120 days
after the Licensing Board's Order allowing the contention to
which the request is addressed.

5. Responses to follow-on discovery request, shall be served
within 30 days after service of the request.

6. Further discovery shall be had only (a) by agreement of the af-
fected parties or (b) by order of the Licensing Board for good
cause shown.

We find it acceptable and adopt it as the discovery schedule for the
proceeding.

As to the matter of future locations for the holding of conferences and
hearings, the decision will be made as each occasion arises and will be
appropriate to the circumstances. Each participant has expressed its
views extensively on the matter. We are fully aware and appreciative of
the various positions and will take them into account in making our
determination. No further information is desired on this issue.
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Order"
4

Based upon all of the foregoing, it is hereby Ordered that:
1. Petitioner CCCE is not admitted as a party intervenor in this

proceeding.
2. Petitioners CPG and GANE are each admitted as party interve-

nors in this proceeding.
3. GANE's proposed Contentions I and 4 are withdrawn as well as

CPG's and GANE's proposed Contention 9.
4. CPG's proposed Contentions 2 and 3 are dismissed as well as

CPG's and GANE's proposed Contentions 6, 10.2, 10.4, 10.6, 10.8,
' 10.9,10.10 and 10.11.

5. G ANE's proposed Contentions 1,2,3 and 4 are dismissed.
6. CPG's and GANE's proposed Contentions 7,8,10.1,10.3,10.5,'

;

10.7,11 - 12 and 14 are admitted, in the manner stated. .-

: ; 7. The Board defers further ruling on CPG's and GANE's proposed

i Contention 5 for the reasons stated.

-| 8. Intervenors may refile their proposed Contentions 13, as
discussed.a

9. The discovery schedule contained in the Memorandum shall be'

followed. The period for discovery, as set forth, will commence immedi-
ately with the service of this Order.'

10. The Board'shall be advised by Intervenors within 20 days of serv-
ice of this Order of their intended course on consolidating the conten-

- tions and how they will assume responsibility for handling them.
11. This Order shall control the subsequent course of the proceeding

unless modified by further order of the Board. Under 10 C.F.R.
{ 2.751a(d), objections to this Order may be filed by a party within five
(5) days afr r service of the Order, except that the Staff may file objec-
tions within ten (10) days after service. See 10 C.F.R. 5 2.710.

12. This Order is appealable by Applicants, Staff and CCCE under
the provisions of 10 C.F R. l 2.714a to the Atomic Safety and Licensing

.
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; Appeal Board within ten (10) days after service of the Order. See 10
C.F.R. f 2.710. !.

|
THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND i

LICENSING BOARD I
1
1

Morton B. Margulies, Chairman*

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
,

.

!

| Gustave A. Linenberger, Jr.;

! ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
i

i
'

i
'I Dr. Oscar H. Paris
! ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

.I

! Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,-

i this 5th day of September 1984.
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Cite as 20 NRC 920 (1984) L8P 84-35A

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA i

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Marshall E. Miller, Chairman
Glenn O. Bright

Elizabeth 8. Johnson
, -

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-322-OL-4
~

(Low Power)
' (ASL8P No. 77-347 01C OL)

'
* *

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING
COMPANY

(Shoreham Nuclear Power
j

,

Station, Unit 1) September 5,1984

Upon reconsideration, the Licensing Board grants summary disposi-
tion as to all issues relevant to proposed fuel loading, precriticality
testing, and cold criticality testing. Although the site lacks a fully quali-
fied onsite source of emergency AC power, no such power is needed to
protect public health and safety during the requested activities; thus,
they may be authorized without contravention of applicable regulatory,

criteria.

OPERATING LICENSE: LOW POWER

Fuel loading, precriticality testing and cold criticality phases of pro-
posed low power program require no onsite emergency AC power,

,
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| REGULATIONS: GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA

Although GDC 17 is applicable to low power operations, it may be ap-
plied in view of a " rule of reason" where requested activities require no
emergency AC power to protect public health and safety.

. ORDER
'

RECONSIDERING SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF PHASE I
AND PHASE II LOW-POWER TESTING

:
,

} On July 24,1984, we issued an Order (unpublished) granting in part
. and denying in part LILCO's motions for summary disposition on Phase

I and Phase 11 of its low-power testing program.' LILCO's motions were.>

| based upon its assertion that even if the Shoreham facility lacks a quali-

! fled onsite source of emergency AC power, the activities to be per-
| formed in Phases I and 11 require no emergency AC power to perform

any of the safety functions specified by the General Design Criteria
(GDC), specifically GDC 17.2 We granted the LILCO motions as to cer-

i tain uncontroverted statements of material facts, but denied them as to
i the ultimate issues which would permit LILCO, prior to decision on

LILCO's pending application for exemption from GDC requirements, to|

.
proceed with the fuel loading, precriticality testing, and limited low-

- ! power testing and activities of Phases I and II.
In reaching our decision on the motions we looked for guidance to the

,

Commission's Order of May 16,1984 (CLI 84-8,19 NRC 1154), in
which the Commission held that GDC 17 is applicable to low-power op-
eration and that, in the circumstances of this proceeding, LILCO would'

either have to demonstrate compliance with GDC 172 or apply for and

i Phase I: Fuel load and precnticahty tesung; Phase 11. Cold enticahty testing.
2 Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 50.
3G DC 17 states, in pertinent part, that

An onsite electnc power system and an ofrsite electnc power system shall be provided to permit
functioning of structures, systems, and components important to safety. The safety function for
each system (assuming the other system is not functioning) shall be to provute sufricient capacity
and capabihty to assure that (1) specified acceptable fuel design limits and design conditions of
the reactor coolant pressure boundary are not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational oc-
currences and (2) the core is cooled and containment intesnty and other vital functions are
mamtained in the event of postulated accidents.i

The onsite electric power supphes, including the battenes, and the onsite electnc distnbution
system, shall have sufHcient independence, redundancy, and testabihty to perform their safety
functions assumirig a single failure.

(10 C.F.R. Part 50 Appendix A, Cntenon 17).
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receive an exemption to it pursuant to 10 C.F.R. f 50.12(a) before a low-
poiver license could be issued.

However, it has become increasingly clear that the Commission's
Order (CLI 84-8) is not without serious ambiguities. Although summary
disposition motions regarding LILCO's Phases I and II were technically
before the Commission when its Order was written, that Order does not
consider or address permission for fuel loading or initial criticality, and it
cannot be construed as even purporting to be dispositive of Phase I and
II issues. We also looked to the NRC Staff, with its professed expertise
in the interpretation and analysis of Commission regulations and rut-
ings, for assistance in interpreting the Order in question.*

Prior to the Commission's Order, the Staff had taken the position that
the requirements of GDC 17 "should be applied with flexibility and
dependent upon the nature of the activity sought to be licensed."'
However, the Staffin its June 13, 1984 response to LILCO's sumrsary'

disposition motions, said that in arguing that no emergency AC power is

'
j needed during Phases I and II, LILCO was essentially arguing that GDCe

17 did not apply at that level of operation. The Staff stated its belief that>

! CLI-84-8 stands for the proposition that GDC 17 means the same for
! low-power operation as for full-power operation, and that in the absence

of a fully approved onsite power system, an exemption from GDC 17 is' '

needed before any low-power operating license may be issued (Staff's
June 13 Response at 4).

Subsequent to our decision on summary disposition, LILCO on'

.

August 2,1984, moved for referral and/or for directed certification to
the Commission of that decision. In its August 17 Response, the Staff
rather abruptly and without adequate explanation again changed its posi-
tion and now supported LILCO's motion because "early Commission
guidance would be helpful" in interpreting CLI 84-8. The Staff did not

| explain why, if the Commission's Order was as clear as it originally
contended, any further (presumabiy difierent) guidance would be helpful
or necessary. Instead, it merely stated that "the quest %n raised by-

| LILCO here, whether (or how) GDC 17 should be applied to fue8 load-
ing and low power testing, is an issue that may well involve other gener-
al design criteria and other license applications" (Staff's Response at 4).

1

The Staff further revealed that "in a similar situation to that posed by
LILCO, the Staff recently granted an exemption from GDC 17 to Duke
Power Company to permit fuel loading and precriticality testing at the
Catawba facility" (Staff's Response at 5 n.4).

!

4NRC stafr Response to LILCo's Monon for Directed Certdicauon of the Licensms Board's July 24j
' 1984 order (August 17,1984). at 3. See abo sECY-84-290 Outy 17,1984).

|
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It now appears that the Staff, subsequent to our original summary dis-
position Order, "has already met with the Commission once (on July
25, 1984) for guidance on how to apply CLI-84-8 to other license appli-
cations" (Staffs August 17 Response at 4-5). That meeting with the
Commission was apparently triggered by a July 17, 1984 paper or com-
munication from the Executive Director for Operations to the Commis-
sion, to " request Commission guidance on the need and standard for ex-
emptions from the regulations in light of the Commission's Shoreham
decision, CLI-84-8 (SECY-84-290)." That Staff paper further stated in
pertinent part:

The Shoreham decision, involving compliance with NRC regulations during the
early stages of operation, the need for exemptions from the regulations and the
standards for granting exemptions under 10 C.F.R. ) 50.12. establishes practices and~
requirements for licensing which differ significantly from prior regulatory interpreta-
tion and practice. .

Prior to the Commission's May 16,1984 decision in Shoreham the staff had viewed
the requirements of the regulations as being reasonably flexible, with various regula-
tory requirements applicable or important from a health and safety standpoint only'j
for certain modes of opera' ion and operation at certain times and power levels. .

'

In Shoreham. CLI-84-8, the Commission had occasion to examme the matt'er of the
'

applicability of General Design Criterion (GDC) t7 to fuelloading and low power
operation. Therein, the Commission ruled that GDC 17 does apply to such opera-
tions below full power and at least implicitly found that an exemption from GDC 17

- must be granted if Shoreham is to be licensed for fuelloading or low power opera-
3

tion prior to compliance with GDC 17. .

;
* In the context ot exemptions related to plant operations, these determinations

regarding " exigent circumstances" and "as safe as" are wholly new requirements'

going beyond anything explicitly required by 10 C.F.R. 6 50.12. (The concept of
" exigent circumstances" had previously been considered a factor only in exemptions
granted pursuant to 10 C.F.R. t 50.12(b), issuing limited work authorizations.). . .

(5) Does the Commission intend, by its Shoreham decision, to modify those
regulatory standards for grantmg exemptions set forth explicitly in 10
C.F.R. f 50.12(a) by adding the standards on " exigent circumstances" and
"as safe as" which are raised in CLI-84-8?

(6) is it the Commission's intent that the "as safe as" standard be read literally
or is there some de mmimus reduction in safety that would be acceptable in
granting an exemption under the Commission's standards in Shoreham?

Ud. at 1-3, 5).
As a result of the Staffs request for clarifLation of the Shoreham

decision, the Commission held a Discussion of Commission Practice on
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I Granting Exemptions a' an open meeting on July 25,1984.5 The Generalt
Counsel had filed a written discussion of various aspects of the ramifica-
tions of the Shoreham exemption decision. Among other things, it
stated that "[slome regulations, including some GDC, may properly be
considered inapplicable to fuel loading and low power testing if such a
conclusion is fairly compelled by simple logic and common sense . . . ."'

Finally, the StafT has recently modified and restated its interpretation
of CLI 84-8 in the instant proceeding. During closing arguments on
August 16, 1984, the Staff stated that the "as safe as" rule laid down in
CLI-84-8 is a " comparable level of safety" rule.' It further agreed that a
comparable level of ssfety is "some kind of a rule of reason" (14.); And
the StafT also stated that its recommended comparable level of safety

! rule is the same as "substantially as safe as."8
' ! Given this rich diversity of views regarding the Commission's intest

and meaning in its Order CLI-84-8, we conclude that the Staft's original
.

- I advice to the Board regarding the summary disposition motions on
| Phases I and II, was not correct. We are also concerned that a court of
! law reviewing these orders might well conclude that LILCO was being

discriminated against and treated differently than other utilities similarly*

'

situated, contrary to the equal protection of the laws and the due process
requirements of the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitu-
tion. Accordingly, our Order of July 24,1984, denying summary disposi-

,
tion of Phases I and II of LILCO's low-power testing program, will be
reconsidered and reversed.

In its original summary disposition motion, LILCO argued that as to
"

Phase I fuel loading and precriticality testing, there are no fission prod-
ucts in the core and no decay heat. Therefore core cooling is not re-
quired, and with no fission product inventory, fission product releases
are not possible. Because no core cooling is required, no AC power (ei-
ther on site or off site) is needed "to permit functioning'of structures,
systems, and components important to safety" (GDC 17).

As to Phase II cold criticality testing, LILCO asserted that any self-
sustaining nuclear reaction will be conducted at extremely low power
levels and for very short periods of time, and that radioactive fission
products produced will be negligible. A review of the accident and tran-
sient events contained in Chapter 15 of the Shoreham FSAR shows that
there are no consequences even assuming no onsite AC power source,
__

5 Although a transcript of this open meeting is readily available, we have not conadered or relied upon
it in hght of the Commission's Disclaimer statement and the provtssons of 10 C.F.R. i 9.103.
6 General Counsel's Discussion of Exemptions dated July 24.1984 (SECY.84 290A), at 26.
7 Tr. 3043
: Tr. J04%47.
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! and in fact no AC power is required to protect the core. In essence,
LILCO seeks summary disposition as to Phases I and II, because no
onsite or offsite AC power is necessary to perform the safety functions
needed to protect the public health and safety. We believe that such
summary disposition should be granted. In reconsidering Phases I and II
summary disposition motions, we note that an evidentiary hearing has
been concluded and that uncontroverted factual information is available
to the Board. The following material facts were not controverted andt

were therefore admitted in this proceeding.'

Passel

| (7) During Phase I fuel loading and procnticality testing, there are no fission
products in the core and no decay heat exists. Therefore, cose cooling is not;
required. In addition, with no fission product inventory, there are no fission product.

releases possible. Rao, er eL, Tr. 283-84; Sherwood Affidavit at 1 11; Hodges Af ~
,

i fidavit at 14.'

1 .

(8) Even a loss of coolant accident would have no consequences during Phase I|

,
1 since no core cooling is required. . .

! ,

(9) No core cooling is required during Phase I and, therefore, no AC power is'

I necessary during Phase I to cool the core.
.

.;

Rao, et al. Tr. 285; Sherwood Affidavit at 1 13; Hodges Affidavit at 13.

Phase 11

(8) Because of the extremely low-power levels reached during Phase 11 testing,-
'

fission product inventory in the core will be only a small fraction of that assumed
,

for the Chapter 15 analysis. The FSAR assumes operation at 100% power for 1,000
days in calculating fission product inventory; inventory during Phase 11 low-power
testing will be less than 1/100,000 (0.00001) of the fission product inventory as-

;
sumed in the FSAR. Rao, er el, Tr. 295; Sherwood AfHdavit at 1 17.

d

(9) If a LOCA did occur during the cold criticality testing phase (Phase 11),

{
there would be time on the order of months available to restore make.up water for

j core cooling.. .With these low decay heat levels, the fuel claddmg temperature
would not exceed the limits of 10 C.F.R. l 50.46 even aAer months without restor.;

' ing coolant and without a source of AC power. Thus, there is no need to rely on the
TDI diesel generators, or any source of AC power. Rao, er al, Tr. 292-94; Sherwood

,

Affidavit at 1 19; Hodges Affidavit at 18.

j (10) During Phase 11 cold criticality testing. conditions, there is no reliance on the
diesel generators for mitigation of the loss of AC power event or the feedwater
system piping break event. . .

.

(12) None of the events analyzed in Chapter 15 could result in a release of radi-
osctivity during cold criticality testing that would endanger the public health and
safety. Rao, er el. Tr. 296; Sherwood Affidavit at 1 17.

(13) Even if AC power were not available for extended periods of time, fuel
design limits and design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boundary would
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not be approached or exceeded as a result of anticipated operational occurrences,
and the core would be adequately cooler: .n the unlikely event of a postulated
accident. Rao, er al. Tr. 295-%; Sherwood Affidavit at 122.

(Board Order entered July 24,1984, at 10-13.)
The Board interprets the Commission's Order of May 16, 1984

(CLI-84-8), as implicitly containing a rule of reason in applying the re-
quirements of GDC 17 to fuel loading and low-power testing. If no
emergency AC power is required for core cooling during Phases I and II,
then the proposed changes in the AC power source could have no effect
on the " functioning of structures, systems, and components important
to safety," as required by GDC 17. Accordingly, " simple logic and
common sense" indicate that LILCO should be permitted to conduct
fuel loading and low-power testing as proposed in Phases I and II, and it
is so ordered. This result is consistent with the recent action of the Staffi

in permitting Duke Power Company to load fuel and conduct precriticali-
ty testing at the Catawba facility.' It is also consistent with the Commis-
sion's action regarding use of simitr.: TDI diesel generators at the Grand- '

,

! Gulf facility.88 Such a result is compatible with the Commission's under-
- i lying reasoning and with the Staff's widespread practice over a number

of years. It also gives the Applicant the same treatment as that accorded'

.'
other utilities under the same or similar circumstances, and hence com-
plies with the constitutional requirement of nondiscrimination and equal
protection of the laws.

-

Finally, in CLI-84-8 the Commission expressly reserved its power to
conduct an immediate effectiveness review of any initial decision author-
izing the grant of an exemption. Accordingly, this Order Reconsidering-

Summary Disposition of Phase I and Phase II Low-Power Testing is

' staffs August 17, 1984 Response at 5 n.4. Src Catawba ssER No. 3, at 8-1 through 8 3,
NUREG-0954.
10 safety is the paramount concern of the Stafr at whatever stage of operanon or procedural posture.
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transmitted herewith directly to the Commission for its appropriate>

action.
It is so ORDERED.

<

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND.

LICENSING BOARD

i

Marshall E. Miller, Chairman

! ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

i

| Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,

'| this 5th day of September 1984.
-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING SOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Peter 8. Bloch, Chairman
Herbert Grossman, Esq.

Mr. Walter H. Jordan
i
<

.

In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-445-OL-2
. 50-446 OL-2

-{ (ASL8P No. 79-430-06A-OL)

'- I ~

TEXA8 UTILITIES ELECTRIC
COMPANY, et af.

(Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station, Units 1 and 2) September 17,1984

.

The Licensing Board orders the Office of Investigations (OD to pro-
vide to the Board and parties, subject to protective order, a copy of each
of the investigation reports that OI had otTered to provide to the Board
exparte.

RULES OF PRACTICE: EXPARTE CONTACTS

In a case in which serious allegations of intimidation have been the
subject of intensive hearings, it is not proper for the Licensing Board to
receive reports of twenty-two related investigations ex parte, without
providing the parties the opportunity to comment on the relevance of
the reports. The proper way to handle the matter is to provide the mate-
rials under protective order to the parties, making whatever provisions
are necessary in the circumstances to avoid release of the names of confi-
dential informants. In the past, sensitive security matters have been
handled in this way. So too should confidentiality matters.

928
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Directing Release of OI Reports)

On August 28, 1984, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff
(StafD issued Board Notification 84-149 listing Office of Investigation
(OD reports as important documents related to Comanche Peak Steam
Electric Station not previously submitted to this Board. The Staffindicat-

i ed its intent to transmit to the Board for review in camera, ex parte any
reports the Board deems pertinent to this proceeding. By this Order, the
Board directs OI to release to the Board and parties (under protective.

! agreement) all O1 reports listed in Board Notification 84-149.

|
Board Notification 84-149 lists twenty two OI reports on Comanche

Peak which have not previously been released to this Board. See Board

| Notification 84-149, Enclosure 1. Without reviewing the text of these
. reports, the Board cannot make an intelligent evaluation of their rele-
! vance to issues pending before it and cannot decide whether the record
j in this proceeding is adequately developed and can be closed. Based
I upon a review of the subject of the reports as listed by the Staff, we find

.i all of these reports to be potentially relevant to matters pending before

| the Board. Therefore, we direct 01 to release under protective agreement
1 copies of all twenty-two reports to the Board and parties for review.

The Board will not review these reports ex parte as suggested by the
NRC Staff, unless ordered to do so by the Commission. The Board

_ : agrees that ex parte review of investigation reports could be prejudicial
to the rights of the Applicants and other parties. The Applicants have in

'
the past objected to exparte review by the Board of OI reports.' Exparte
information in the context of this formal adjudication would violate
fundamental principles of administrative due process.24

Ex parte contacts between interested parties and agency decisionmak-
ers have consistently been held to be improper in administrative pro-
ccedings. See, e.g., Sangamon Valley Television Corp. v. United States, 269
F.2d 221 (D.C. Cir.1959). Secret exchanges of information are incon-

| sistent with reasoned decisionmaking based upon a public record. Home
Box Ofice, Inc. v. FCC,567 F.2d 9,54-56 (D.C. Cir.1977). The problem
is exacerbated in a situation such as this where a formal adjudicatory
hearing is under way. NationalSmallShipments Traffic Conference, Inc. v.

I See " Applicants' Motion to obtain Access to Informatu>n Regarding Investigations at Comanche Peak
or for Alternative Relief" (May 10. 1984).
2 See our unpublished May 17.1984 " Memorandum and Order (Secret Communicauons from omce of
Investigauons)."

I

|
'
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ICC, 590 F.2d 345,350 (D.C. Cir.1978). The hearing requirements of
the Atomic Energy Act and due process mandate that all parties be af-
forded a full, fair, expeditious, and open hearing.

Where O! reports have been prepared and made available to this
Licensing Board, they must also be made available to all parties. Ex
parte, extra-judicial information will not be relied upon in any manner
by the Board. To do so would reduce the hearing to something less than
the adversary proceeding required by the Atomic Energy Act. Funda-
mental principles of fairness require that all parties be aware of the con-
tent of information presented to the Board, be given the opportunity to
test its reliability or truthfulness, and be given the opportunity to present
rebuttal testimony if deemed necessary. Green v. McElroy, 360 U.S. 474,
495-96 (1959).

_ Exparte communications are no less troublesome because they come'-

! to the Board from the agency Staff, in this case OI. See 10 C.F.R..

f 2.780; see also United States v. B&O Southeastern Railroad Co., 226
N U.S.14,20 (1912). Even if OI alone is given the opportunity to present

,

j ex parte information which may form a basis for the Board's ultimate
decision, the public's perception of the Board's independence would be,

-
! lost.
i The Commission has issued a Policy Statement to provide guidance to

licensing boards and the Staff for cases in which pending investigations
are related to matters in controversy and there is a conflict between the

- need for disclosure to the Board and parties and the need to protect an
inspection or investigation.3 The Commission suggests that in cases

' where unrestricted investigation could compromise the investigation,
the Staff should provide information to the Board in camera ex parte. 49
Fed. Reg. at 36,033-34. However, the Commission has emphasized that
"[als a general rule [it] favors full disclosure to the boards and par- ,

ties . . . ." and that its Policy Statement does not abrogate the well-estab-
lished principle of administrative law that a licensing board may not use
ex parte information presented in camera in making its decision. Id. at
36,033.

The Board believes that a protective order could be used in order to
.

avoid the need for exparte examination while providing some assurance
j that necessary confidentiality is not compNmised. Through such protec-
; tive agreements, all parties to NRC proceedings have been given access

to such sensitive information as the security plans for power reactors,
when issues have been raised in connection with those plans. Pbc(/lc Gas

;

} 3 " statement or Policy; Invesasshons. Inspections and Adjudicatory Proceedins,s." 49 Fed. Res. 36.032
(septemher 13,1984L'
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and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2),
CLI 80-24,11 NRC 775 (1980). There is little reason to believe that the
information here is more important than security plans that have been'

previously disclosed. The Board is willing to limit those included in the
protective order to two legal representatives for each party in an effort to
maintain a strict level of confidentiality. Alternatively, the Board pro-
poses that OI set forth a protective order which it feels will meet the

,

needs and purposes ofits investigation program.'

In this case, the parties have vigorously litigated issues which may;

i well be the subject of the OI investigations, and they are entitled to a
! prompt decision by this Board on those issues. Applicants are coming
| close to the date on which they will be ready to load fuel. For this pro-

| ceeding to be held in abeyance because another arm of the agency is un-

j willing to share what could be relevant information is fundamentally
unfair to the parties and makes it difficult for this Board to do its job.;

Accordingly, the Board believes that the rights of the parties to a fair
hearing on issues relating to intimidation could be prejudiced without -

,
disclosure of the reports to the parties as well as the Board. We are there-

I fore directing that the twenty-two enumerated OI reports be released
,

under a protective agreement to the parties in this proceeding..

If the Office of Investigation is unwilling to comply with this Order,
,

the Board urges 01 to explain to the Board and parties those important
|
! considerations which prevent it from carrying out this Order, and the

_

O
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Board requests that OI suggest a course of action which will provide an
acceptable means of meeting the needs of the Board, OI, and the parties.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND '

LICENSING BOARD

Peter B. Bloch, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

,

'
,

. ' Herbert Grossman .

| ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

.

Walter H. Jordan (not participating)
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

.

| Bethesda, Maryland
September 17,1984-

.

a
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Cite as 20 NRC 933 (1984) LBP-84-37

|
l

| UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION -

!
'

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

| Morton B. Margulies, Chairman
Dr. Frank F. Hooper
Dr. Robert M. Lazo

j _

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-413 OL
50 414-OL

(ASLBP No. 81-463-06 OL),

(Emergency Planning)

DUKE POWER COMPANY, et al.
(Catawba Nuclear Station,

. Units 1 and 2) September 18, Ig84

,

In this Partial Initial Decision, the Licensing Board completes consid-
eration of all emergency planning issues and authorizes the issuance of
an operating license to Applicants subject to certain conditions.

LICENSING BOARDS: RESPONSIBILITY IN
EMERGENCY PLANNING;

| A resnonsibility of the Licensing Board in deciding emergency plan-
ning issues is to determine if the planning is in conformity with regula-'

tory standards. Although the Intervenors may " desire that the level of
the emergency preparedness be enhanced to the maximum extent possi-

~

ble," the Licensing Board's role is not to require that measures be taken
which exceed the requirements of the regulations and regulatory guides.

i
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EMERGENCY PLANS: INFORMATIONAL REQUIREMENTS.

The Commission's emergency planning regulations and regulatory
guide require that informational brochures must advise the public by

,

unobtusive language that high levels of radiation are harmful to health
and may be life-threatening. See 10 C.F.R. f 50.47(b)(7) and Part 50,
Appendix E, f IV.D.2; NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Rev.1, f II.G.I.

EMERGENCY PLANS: INFORMATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The Commission's emergency planning regulations and regulatory

guide require that warning signs and-decals must not be so general in
their message that they do not state that the warning relates to a nuclear

I emergency. There should be made available to transients a source of
-

| local emergency information so that they too have the opportunity to
i become aware of how to cope in a nuclear emergency prior to the time

an event may occur. See 10 C.F.R. f 50.47(b)(7) and Part 50, Appendix
E, f IV.D.2; NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Rev.1, f II.G.2.

EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONES: LIMITS OF THE
! PLUME EPZ

The Commission's emergency planning regulations and regulatory
. : guide do not require the inclusion within the plume emergency planning

zone any portion of the City of Charlotte, North Carolina, whose city
limits come within 9.7 miles of the plant. See 10 C.F.R. f 50.47(c)(2)
and NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Rev.1, f I.D.2.

EMERGENCY PLANS: LICENSING CONDITION

Although the Commission does not require that all aspects of
emergency plans be complete before a final licensing decision is
reached, where the planning for the evacuation of a theme amusement,

park, that can have in excess of 25,000 attending at a time, is being read-
dressed and the process is not near completion, it is appropriate for the
Licensing Board to require as a condition of licensing the plant that
plans be completed within a specified time to the satisfaction of the
NRC Staff.

<
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SUPPLEMENTAL PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION
ON EMERGENCY PLANNING

I. SCOPE OF DECISION
-

This is a contested operating license proceeding within the meaning of
10 C.F.R. 5 2.4(n). In this Partial Initial Decision we consider the
emergency planning issues in the application of joint owners Duke

' Power Company (Duke or the Company), North Carolina Electric
Municipal Power Agency Number 1, North Carolina Electric Mem-
bership Corporation and Saluda River Electric Cooperative (the Appli-
cants) for operating licenses for Units I and 2 of the Catawba Nuclear
Station (Catawba). Duke has exclusive responsibility for the design, con-

_
struction and operation of Catawba.

The Catawba facility consists of two pressurized water nuclear reactors

,

designed to operate at core power levels of up to 3411 thermal megawatts
with a net electrical output of 1145 megawatts per unit. It is located on
Applicants' site in York County, South Carolina, 6 miles north-
northwest of Rock Hill, South Carolina. The facility is in the north-
central part of the State and a 10-mile radius drawn from it takes in parts
of Gaston and Mecklenburg Counties, North Carolina.

There were ten contentions litigated in the proceeding challenging
various aspects of the offsite emergency plans for Catawba. In this Sup-
plemental Partial Initial Decision, we rule on the adequacy of emergency
planning for the facility. We find, based on the weight of the evidence,
that the emergency plans for Catawba meet the requirements of the ap-
plicable law and regulations except to the extent indicated.
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! II. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

|
I j This Board came into being on February 27,1984, to preside over all

emergency planning issues, in the captioned proceeding for an operating' '

license.
This action came about as the result of a motion before the original'

Board, by Applicants supported by Nuclear Regulatory Commission
; _ Staff (StafD and opposed by Intervenors, Palmetto Alliance and Carolina

,

Environmental Study Group (CESG) to split the proceeding along
safety and emergency planning issues. By an unpublished memorandum

I and order of February 21, 1984, the presiding Board concluded that the
procedure would prevent significant unnecessary delay and be consistenti

f with a fair and= thorough hearing process. It recommended instituting
,

the bifurcated process to the Chief Administrative Judge, Atomic Safety'

and Licer sing Board Panel, who followed the recommendation with oura
establishment on February 27,1984.

The original Board issued a Partial Initial Decision in this proceeding
~

on June 22,1984. LBP-84-24,19 NRC 1418. It covers the safety issues
and contains a relevant procedural history. The Board ruled on the
safety contentions for the most part in Applicants' favor. Some matters
were decided Jonditionally and the Board has retained jurisdiction to
hear an additional safety matter.

,

By unpublished orders of August 17, 1983, and September 19, 1983,
.

,
j the original Board had ruled upon and admitted ten emergency planning"'

contentions sponsored jointly by the Intervenors. These became the sub-t,

! ject of the adjudicatory proceeding held by this Board. Hearings were
held on May 1-4 and May 7-11 at Rock Hill, South Carolina, May 23-25
at Charlotte, North Carolina, and June 5-8, 1984, at Rock Hill, South,

Carolina. Limited appearance statements were taken at evening sessions
at Rock Hill and Charlotte.

,3 Testimony was taken from forty-nine witnesses, who were presented
by all of the parties. Attached as Appendix A is a witness list. A total of.

eighty-six documents were identified, of which seventy-two were admit--

ted into evidence.' Attached as Appendix B is a list of documents that,

\ i The exhibits admitted during the emerger4y plannmg phase of this proceeding are numbered sepe-
'

rately from those admitted during the prevmus safety phase, and are designated as "Ex. EP.1," etc. The
A transcript pages have also been numbered anew beginning with the appomtment of the emergency plan-

ning Licensing Board. All transcnpt references are to the emergency planning hearing sessions unless
otherwise indicated.

The format ror citations to the emergency planning record is as follows- transcript citations include,

the page numbers, the speaker and the date, i.e. (Tr.161. Carter 5/1/84); and citations to the prefiled, e

i testimony include the exhibit number, ths name of the person or persons sponsoring the testimony. and'

c the page number, i.e. (App. Ex. EP 7, Pugh at I). Citations to the record of the safety phase of the hear.
I ing wdl be designated "s. Tr. _"

9
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were identified and admitted. The record was closed on June 8,1984
(Tr. 4622), with the exception of the Board's future ruling to be made
on Intervenors' proposed Contention 20, which was submitted on May
30, 1984. We ruled on July 11, 1984, to reject the proposed contention
and closed the record for all purposes as of that date.

Applicants' proposed findings of fact and conclusions oflaw were sub-
mitted on July 9,1984. Intervenors' were filed on July 27,1984, follow-
ing the grant of an extension of time, and Stafi's on August 8,1984. A
response was submitted by Applicants on August 20,1984.

It should be noted that all of the proposed findings of fact and conclu-
sions of law submitted by the parties have been considered and those
not incorporated directly or inferentially in this Partial Initial Decision
are rejected as unsupported in fact or law or are unnecessary to the

j rendering of this decision. ->

:4

; III. REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS.

The regulatory scheme for emergency planning issues was outlined as
i follows (with footnotes omitted in part) by the Appeal Board ,in Cincin-
i nati Gas & Electric Co. (Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station, Unit
'

No.1), ALAB-727,17 NRC 760,764 (1983).

, Under Commission regulations, no operating license for a nuclear power reactor
can issue unless the NRC finds that there is reasonable assurance that adequate pro-
tective measures both on and off the facility site can and will be taken in the event
of a radiological emergency.10 C.F.R. 50.47(a)(1). With regard to the adequacy of-

offsite emergency measures, the NRC must " base its finding on a review of the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) findings and determinations as
to whether State and local emergency plans are adequate and whether there is rea-
sonable assurance that they can be implemented." 10 C.F.R. 50.47(a)(2).3

Central to the development of offsite emergency response plans is the concept of
emergency planning zones (EPZ). The regulatory scheme contemplates the
establishment, for planning purposes, of two such zones: a plume exposure path-
way (plume) EPZ, a more or less circular area extending approximately ten miles

3 Section 50.47(a)(2) reads in full as followr
(2) The NkC will base its finding on a review of the Federal Emergency Management

Agency (FEMA) findings and determinations as to whether state and local emergency+

plans are adequate and whether there is reasonable assurance that they can be
implemented and on the NRC assessment as to whether the applicant's onsite emergency
plans are adequa's and whether there is reasonable assurance that they can be
implemented. A FEMA finding will pnmarily be based on a review of the plans. Anya

other information already available to FEMA may be considered in assessing whether
4 - there is reasonable assurance that the plans can be implemented. In any NRC licensing

proceeding. a FEMA finding will constitute a retnattable presumption on questions orade-
quacy and implementation capability. Emergency preparedness exercises (required by para-

; graph (b)(l4) of this section and Appendix E. section F of this part) are part of the opera-
i tional inspection process and are not required for any initial licensing decision.
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from the plant, and an ingestion exposure pathway (ingestion) EPZ, a similarly
shaped area with a finy mile radius. The plume EPZ is concerned principally with
the avoidance in the event of a nuclear facility accident of possible (1) whole body
external exposure to gamma radiation from the plume and from deposited materia' |
and (2) inhalation exposure from the passing radioactive plume. The duration oi ;

those exposures could vary in length from hours to days. The ingestion EPZ is estab-
lished primarily for the purpose of avo: ding exposures traceable to contaminated
warer or foods (such as milk or fresh vegetables), a potential exposure source that
could vary in duration from hours to months.

Offsite emergency response plans must meet the sixteen standards set
forth in 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(b). In addition to the criteria contained in
i 50.47, Appendix E to Part 50 sets forth in greater detail certain infor-
mation which Applicants' emergency plans must contain.

Guidance as to how these regulatory standards can be satisfied is
provided by an NRC regulatory guide, entitled NUREG-0654/ FEMA-
REP-1, Rev.1, " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological
Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear
Power Plants" November 1980.2 These criteria are intended for use in
drafting and reviewing emergency plans. Reviewers of emergency plans
may determine that measures other than those the criteria recom, mend
are adequate to bring the plans into conformity with the standards in
i 50.47(b). See Pacific Gas and Electric Co. '(Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB-644,13 NRC 903, 937 (1981).
NUREG-0654 is entitled to " considerable weight" by NRC licensing

,
boards when evaluating emergency plans.3

The finding a board must make on emergency planning is necessarily
a predictive finding. Emergency planning is an ongoing process and
should continue through the life of a plant. Thus the NRC does not re-
quire that all aspects of the plans be complete before a finallicensing de-
cision is reached. See Detroit Edison Co. (Enrico Fermi Atomic Power
Plant, Unit 2), ALAB-730,17 NRC 1057,1066 (1983). Furthermore,
boards do not need to inquire into the details of implementing proce- ~

dures. Louisiana Power and Light Co. (Waterford Steam Electric Station,

2This document was wntten by a jont committee or statT from the Commiamon and the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), it is died hereaher as NUREG4654 *nis Board has taken
o#icial nonce of NUREG.0654 (Tr. 461517. Mars thes. J.,6/8/84).
3 NUREG-0654 was specifically considered in the rulemaking proceeding in which current emergency

plannmg regulations were developed, and the language dthe regulations restates the standards set forth
in NUREG.0654. The regulauons require that emergency response plans must meet the standards ad.
dressed in NUREG.0654. See 10 C.F.R. i 50.47(b) and footnote I thereto and 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Ap.
pendia E, i IV and footnote 4 thereto. This NUREG has therefore been held to carry " considerable
wersht." Pubec Servkr Co. o/New Hampshre (seabrook stauon. Units I and 2), L8P.83 32A,17 NRC

| 1170,1177 n.5 (1983). see also Duke #b=cr Co. v. NRC. No. 80-2253, slip op. at I (D.C. Cir. sept. 29,
1981).
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Unit 3), ALAB-732,17 NRC 1076,1103-04,1106-07 (1983). On the
basis of the record before us, we need find only reasonable assurance
that adequate measures can and will be taken.

The Commission's regulations do not require that extreme or unrea-
. sonable emergency planning measures be taken. See Southern Cahfornia
Edison Co. (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3),
CLI 83-10,17 NRC 528 (1983). The planning standards of 10 C.F.R.
) 50.47(b) and NUREG-0654 provide a reasonable planning basis rather
than absolute planning requirements. This Board does not have to find
that all individuals are covered by the plans under all circumstances.

,

! The Commission explained in San Onofrc:

it was never the intent of the regulation to require directly or indirectly that state

|
and local governments adopt extraordinary measures, such as construction of addi-

,

t
tional hospitals or recruitment of substantial additional medical personnel, just to.
deal with nuclear plant accidents. The emphasis is on prudent risk reduction meas-
ures. The regulation does not require dedication of resources to handle every possi-.;

4 , }
ble accident that can be imagined. The concept of the regulation is that there should~

be core planning with sufficient planning flexibility to develop a reasonabic ad hoc re.(

f sponse to those very serious low probability accidents which could affect the general
.

.~

+! public.
.' j -

17 NRC at 533 (emphasis in original). Therefore, in reaching our deci-'

sion on the Intervenors' contentions, we have applied the basic test of
'

whether or not the Applicants' emergency plans take the necessary "pru-
~ dent risk reduction measures."

The Commission gives great weight to FEMA's views on the need for
and adequacy of specific oiTsite protective planning measures. Id.

We are a body of limited authority with a responsibility to determine .
if the emergency response planning is in conformity with regulatory
standards. Although we recognize Intervenors' " desire that the level of
emergency preparedness for those residing near the Catawba Nuclear
Station be enhanced to the' maximum extent possible," our function is
not to require that measures be taken which exceed the Commission's
requirements. The agency is charged with establishing standards that are
adequate to preserve the public's health and safety. We accept that the
Commission's laws, rules and regulations establish requirements that
will accomplish the intended purpose. Our role is not to substitute other
standards for those set by the Commission, which are binding upon us.

In apparent recognition of the complexities of the Commission's
emergency planning requirements and the limited control that applicants
exercise over offsite emergency planning,10 C.F.R. ! 50.47(c)(1) pro-
vides that a failure to meet the standards set forth in 10 C.F.R.
i 50.47(b) will not necessarily result in the denial of an operating
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license. Rather, the applicant will be given "an opportunity to demon-
strate to the satisfaction of the Commission" that deficiencies in the
plan "are not significant for the plant in question," that " adequate inter-
im compensating actions" have been or will be taken, or that there are

~

"other compelling reasons" to permit plant operation.

IV. FINDINGS OF FACT

A. Interrenors' Emergency Planning Contentions 1 and 7 -
Public Information and Education

These contentions have been treated together throughout the proceed-,

ing and the practice will be followed here.
1. Intervenors' Emergency Fianning Contention 1 (EPC-1) reads

as follows:

Public information inovided by Applicants and state ar.d Ic:al officials is not ade-
quate to ensure appropriate responses to notdication procedures.

The principal source ofinformation is Applicants' brcschure, which is inadequate, in-
tentionally deceptive regarding potential health effects of radiation, and misleading,
in that-

| A significant body of scientific evidence that indicates health effects at very low
| levels of radiation is not cited. Therefore, people with compelling reasons to

'

stay (such as farmers tending to livestock) may not take the threat seriously,
especially after being repeatedly told in the past that radiation is not particularly
harmful, and that a serious accident is extremely unlikely. It does not indicate
that there is danger in accumulated radiation dosage. It does not give adequate
information on protection from beta and gamma rays. It does not specify how
young "very young" is. There is no chart to indicate overexposure during non-
routine releases or accident to put into perspective the possible dose received
before or dunns an evacuation. It does not specify ingestion dangers from con-
taminated food and water. It does not specify the importance of getting to re-
ception areas for registration for purposes of notification for evacuees' re entry
to their homes, nor of emergency notification for evacuees, accounting for
fiscal aspects of evacuation and for the basis of establishing legal claims which
might result from the evacuation, as specified in " Catawba Site Specific
NUREG Criteria" p. B2, #3. In fact, citizens are told they may go directly to
" stay with friends or relatives living at least 15 miles from the plant" (p.10,
#5). Neither does it state that the reception areas exist to provide decontamina-
tion of people and vehicles. It states that in an emergency at Catawba, citizens
"would be given plenty of time to take necessary actiori." This cannot be guar-
anteed in the event of a sudden pressure vessel rupture, where sheltering
would be indicated. This esentuality is not mentioned. It assumes all recipients

,

I can read, and at a certain level of comprehension.

|
|
l
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" ' As a prunary source of information, it is imperative that all have access to and

j understanding of the emergency procedures to be taken. There is no informa-
- tion concerning the existence of a " plume esposure pathway," which wou'd in-

fluence a citizen's choice of escape route. Although this information may be
available via other media during a crisis, it is important for citizens to be rware
of this phenomenon beforehand. Although the North Carolina state plan calls

t. for emergency information to be distributed as detailed in Part I, Section IV,
2,3, and 4. no such material other than Applicants' brochure has been made

~ available. When and if such material is formulated, it should include informa-
tion on points of concern as listed in this contention. The emergency brochurei

falesly reassures residents that they "would be given plenty of time to take
,

aar==aaey action" in the event of an emergency. In the event of a vessel
rupture, such as one resulting from a FTS incident, a catastrophic failure of the

j containment is a proximate likelihood. In that event, significant releases would

i reach residents well before they were able to remove themselves from harm

i
even under Duke's overly optimistic evacuation time estimates.

.
,

I
-

i 2. EPC-7 provides as follows:
.t.

>

The Applicants' emergency plans and public brochure and the plans of relevant
A State and local authorities do not adequately address the preparations that should be

made to achieve effective sheltering, nor the actions that people should take when
advised to seek shelter. Hence, the plans and brochure fail to provide a reasonable
assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be taken in the event of a -
radiological emergency as required by 10 C.F.R. 50.47(a)(1).

The regulations severning public education and information efforts.
,

.
j as part of emergency planning are set forth at 10 C.F.R. f 50.47(b)(7)
; and Part 50, Appendix E, f IV.D.2.

Section 50.47(b) provides that onsite and offsite emergency plans'

,

. ; must meet certain standards, including:

(7) Information is mad: svailable to the public on a periodic basis on how they -
will be notified and what their initial actions should be in an emergency (e.g., listen-

.

| ing to a local broadcast station and remaining indoors), the principal points of con-
tact with the news media for dissemination of information during an emergency

| (including the physical location or locations) are established in advance, and proce-
dures fcr coordinated dissemination ofinformat' to the public are established.

,

-
,

Part 50, Appendix E, j IV.D.2 provides that an applicant's emergency
,

! plans should contain information needed to demonstrate compliance
with various elements, including, as to notification procedures:

Provisions shall be described for yearly dissemination to the public within the plume
exposure pathway EPZ of basic emergency planning information, such as the meth-
ods and times required for public notification and the protective actions planned if
an accident occurs, general information as to the nature and effects of radiation, and
a listing oflocal broadcast stations that will be used for dissemination ofinformation
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- during an emergency. Signs or other measures shall also be used to disseminate to !
'

any transient population within the plume exposure pathway EPZ appropriate infor-
mation that would be helpful if an accident occurs.

3. Guidance as to how these regulatory standards can be satisfied is
provided in NUREG-0654, f II.G. Paragraph I provides:

Each organization shall provide a coordinated periodic (at least annually) dissemi-
nation of information to the public regarding how they will be notified and what*

I their actions should be in an emergency. This information shall include, but not
necessarily be limited to:

a. educationalinformation on radiation;

i b. contact for additional information;

c. protective measures, e.g., evacuation routes and relocation centers.
'

'

sheltering. respiratory protection, radioprotective drugs; and ~
,

d. special needs of the handicapped.

Means for accomplishicg this dissemination may include, but are not necessarily
limited to: information in the telephone book; periodic information in utility bills;
posting in public areas; and publications distributed on an annual basis.

4. The thrust of Intervenors' position on the contentions is that the
1 -i public information presently provided by Applicants and State and local

authorities has not been demonstrated to be adequate to assure appropri-

| ate responses in the event of a radiological emergency at the facility, it
-

| levels specific criticisms at the design and content of Applicants'
emergency plan brochure. They believe that whatever useful information

,

is contained in the brochure is undermined by the public relations effortsi

conducted by Duke and directed at the Catawba EPZ population. Inter-
venors' claim State and local authorities have failed to demonstrate ef-

,

fective implementation of the commitments made in their own emergen-
cy plans and fall to share in the coordinated responsibilities for effective

i public information.
5. More particularly as to Contention 7, Intervenors contend that

the efforts of Applicants and State and local authorities, including the;

brochure, fail to adequately address the subject of in-place sheltering
such that inadequate protective action would result if sheltering were -'

the advised response. It is alleged there has been a failure to provide

| clear, concise and adequate instructions on the subject for the public to
adequately protect themselves.

| 6. Central to the contentions is the 1984 emergency plan brochure
for Catawba (App. Ex. EP-5), which was prepared by Duke. The bro-
chure is fourteen pages in length and has a tabular index with head-
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ings: How a Nuclear Plant Works; About Radiation; Definitions;
Emergency and You; Evacuation Procedures; and Protective Action* i

Zones and Maps. Distribution was to all plume EPZ households in Janu-
ary 1984. An updated version will be distributed in September 1984
which will reflect comments of State and Iccal officials.' Annual revisions
will be made to improve upon it.

7. The 1984 brochure replaced a 1983 version (App. Ex. EP-8), on
which Contentions 1 and 7 were based. Applicants responded to the criti-
cisms in the contentions by specifying in the revised 1984 brochure:
how young "very young" is; by setting forth procedures that will be
taken when there are " ingestion dangers from contaminated food or wa-
ter"; by noting that in evacuations there should be registering at shelters
before " choosing to stay with friends or relatives"; by adding informa-
tion about the services ofinsurance companies being available at shelters

,

and that shelters would have facilities for decontamination of evacueesi

| and their vehicles; and by omitting from the brochure the statement
that in an emergency people "would be given plenty of time to take'

-

necessary action." We find these areas in which objection was raised are
no longer matters of contention and will not be considered further.

.;

! 8. FEMA has reviewed Duke's 1984 brochure and has found it.. .

complies with all five evaluation criteria of the NUREG 0654 emergency
planning standard applicable to public information (Staff Ex. EP-2,
Heard and Hawkins at 7; Tr.1519, Heard 5/9/84).5

- 9. The 1984 brochure was further changed from that preceding it in -

response to Intervenors' allegation in Contention 1 that the 1983 bro-
chure " assumes all recipients can read, and at a certain level of
comprehension." Duke revised the earlier version of the brochure to
reduce complexity and verbosity. Narrative portions of the current bro-
chure are written on an eleventh grade level, while instructional se-
quences are written on a seventh grade reading level (App. Ex. EP-7,
Duckworth at 14-15; Tr. 444-46, 450, Duckworth 5/2/84). It is stated
on page 1 of the brochure, "[ilf you know someone who is blind or does
not read well read this information to them. Talk to them about what to
do in an emergency."

4 By letter dated september 7.1984. Applicants advised that. because of a delay in preparation. the '
nest edition of the brochure is espected to be distributed in November 1984. rather than in september.
3 FEMA issued an Interim Findings Report on the adequacy of radiological emergency response pre-

paredness for Catawba on April 17.1984. The Interim Findings Report. stair Ex. EP.3, and its conclu.
mons are referred to throughout the findings, on July 27, 1984, following the close of the record,
FEMA in a letter to the NRC. conritmed its prior findings as to the adequacy of state and local
emergency plans for ofrsite preparedness for Catawba. The letter was prepared after inquiries about the

i plans were made by FEMA to the states of North and south Carohna and their responses were
received. The Interim Findings referred to in these findings remain unchanged.

;

!

'
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10. Duke's reading specialist, Dr. Susanna V. Duckworth, testified
that in her opinion, the 1984 brochure effectively communicates how
the public would be notified of a radiological accident at Catawba and
what actions the public should take in such an emergency (id., Tr.
450 51). She is an expert in the area and we find her testimony convinc-
ing.

; 11. Intervenors contend the required information in the brochure is
,

obscured by secondary information, thereby assuring the reader of the,

plant's safety and Duke's goodwill. To substantiate their position they<

presented the testimony of Arlene Bowers Andrews, a doctoral candidate
,

} in Clinical-Community Psychology at the University of South Carolina
i and Ruth Wanzer Pittard, the Director of Audio-Visual Services at
| Davidson College.
t 12. Ms. Andrews' critique of the brochure is "[als presently designed
I (it] does not provide the clarity and direction needed by individuals in a'

| state of anxiety and potential psychological crises" (Int. Ex. EP 38, at
4). In her opinion the brochure fails to adequately promote effective*

emergency response by individuals because information regarding what;
' to do is " embedded in lengthy text about the power plant and radiation"
i t (/d. at 4-5). Ms. Andrews further testified she was not familiar with

! Commission ' regulations and guidance on emergency planning (Tr'.
! 1759, Andrews 5/10/84), and was unaware of whether Duke's brochure

,

! complied with such requirements (Id. at 1760).-

_ | 13. Ms. Pittard found the required message specified in NUREG-
0654 to be obscured by the " design theme" of the brochure. The design
theme involves factors such as the location of the message within the
text, repetitiveness of the message, use of illustrations to enforce the;

'

message, boldness of print, use of colors, placement of the message, the
laa.aage made and volume of the material to be read (Int. Ex. EP 38, at

i 7). She acknowledged that the brochure repeats at least eight times that
the public should listen to the EBS broadcasts in the event of an
emergency (Tr. 1735-42, Pittard 5/10/84). The witness admitted that
Duke's brochure minimally complies with the requirements of NUREG-,

0654 but objects that the required message is'not presented effectively
(Id. at 1731).

! 14. We agre'e with the Licensing Board in Consumers Pbwer Co. (Big.

Rock Point Pfar ), LBP 82-60,16 NRC 540,544 (1982) that the pur-r

J pose of the eNergency planning brochure is to provide information to
the readers unat they are to respond to audible alarm systems and to be

: sufficie<y knowledgeable to understand the importance of responding.

| In order to do that the brochure must be clear, concise and well
'

organized. See also Louisiana P6wer and Light Co. (Waterford Steam
.
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Electric Station, Unit 3), LBP-83-27,17 NRC 949 (1983). We find the
1984 Catawba brochure meets these requirements.

15. We agree with Dr. Duckworth, the reading specialist, that the
1984 emergency planning brochure effectively communicates the infor-
mation required by the regulations. Even Intervenors' expert Ms. Pittard

<
agrees that the requirements of NUREG-0654 are met. No one would
deny the brochure cannot be enhanced, but in its present form it meets
the regulatory requirements as found by FEMA.

16. The testimony of Ms. Andrews is insufficient to upset that
conclusion. The brochure has its first six rages devoted to general infor-

- mation. with the last eight- pages given to emergency response
information. Tabular indexing identifies the various sections. What
minor spillover there is in the various kinds of information is not suffi-j

cient to render the brochure inadequate under the regulations and evalu-
,

i ation criteria. The message still comes across effectively. The brochure
must be directed to normally functioning individuals. In that it is always'

i available to the public, the opportunity is there to read it in other than'

{ an emergency situation when crisis is not a factor. The emergency re-
j sponse information is readily available to a reader even in a crisis situa.1 o

tion because of the way it is segregated and identified..
,

17. There is no convincing evidence of record that Applicants have'

prepared the brochure in such a manner so as to obfuscate or defeat the
effective transmission of the message required by the regulations.

;

i
- Emergency planning is an ongoing process which is fully recognized by

,
all of the parties. Although the brochure meets the regulatory require-

3 ments, that is not to say it cannot be improved. That is a reason why the
brochure is to be revised annually. No one is precluded from offering
recommendations for its improvement and they have been accepted in
the past.

18. Specific criticism of Intervenors of the content of the brochure
j includes the claim that the brochure fails to cite "a significant body of

scientific evidence that indicates health effects at very low levels of radia--

tion" and that people with compelling reasons to stay, such as farmers,
: may not take the threat seriously, especially after being repeatedly told
! in the past that radiation is not particularly harmful, and that a serious

accident is unlikely.
19. Basic elements of the charge are unsupported in this record. The1

uncontroverted testimony is that there is no significant body of scientific.

evidence that indicates health effects at very low levels of radiation
(App. Ex. EP-7, Birch at 7). There is no evidence of record that people'

such as farmers have been told repeatedly in the past that radiation is

|
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not particularly harmful. There is no basis for the criticism in this record
or evidence that a material problem exists that must be rectified.

20. - Applicants' response in part to the above criticism is that the bro-
chure clearly indicates that radiation is harmful. It relies upon three of
its aspects. The first is the statement contained at page 4 of the bro-
chure, "[e]xposure to high levels of radiation causes health effects."
The others are that the brochure gives instructions as to what to do in

.

an emergency and that it does not attempt to discount the possibility of
an emergency at Catawba (App. Ex. EP-5, at 4,9).

21. Of the three we cannot accept Applicants' claim that the state-
'

ment "le}xposure to high levels of radiation causes health effects"
: makes very clear to those to whom the brochure is directed that radiation
! is harmful. Although it may be so to those familiar with health physics
j that the term health effects means that radiation is harmful, i.e., Interve--
i nors employed the very term in Contention I to that end, at best to the
! lay individual it is obtuse. The language used should state directly that

. I high levels of radiation are harmful to health and may be life threaten-
! ing. Also it would better serve the reader of the brochure for it to at
' least contain such a statement within that section of the brochure that*

deals with action to be taken in the event of an emergency. -

; 22. Intervenors allege that the Duke brochure "does not indicate
that there is danger in accumulated radiation dosage"; that it does not
contain a chart indicating "over exposure during nonroutine releases or;

- accident" to put into perspective the possible dose received before or
during an evacuation; and that it does not give adequate information on
protection from beta and gLnma rays. On the one hand Intervenors take
the position the brochure is overly voluminous, to be effective and on
the other they want to add to it. We find that the brochure, through the
protective action it instructs be taken, inherently addresses the matters
sought to be covered. We agree with FEMA's findings that nothing
more is required. Intervenors have not established the need to specifical-
ly add such additional information to the brochure.

23. Intervenors allege that the brochure contains no information ;

"concerning the existence of a ' plume exposure pathway,' which would i

influence a citizen's choice of escape route," and that "It is important I

for citizens to be aware of this phenomenon beforehand." In 1107 at
page 69 of their briefIntervenors cite with approval a description of the
plume transport phenomenon in Big Rock Pbint, LBP-82 60, supra. The
equivalent is contained in the 1984 brochure at page 9, where it is

I stated, "[tlhe areas affected (within 10 miles) would depend on such
i things as wind speed and wind direction. It would also depend on how

serious the accident is." Intervenors' criticism is without merit.
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! 24. Other specific criticism leveled at the 1984 brochure is contained

in Contention 7. It alleges the information presented is inadequate be-
cause it does not address preparations for effective sheltering or the ac-
tions that should be taken when one is advised to seek shelter. We agree
with FEMA that NUREG-0654 does not require that any " pre planned
preparations" for effective sheltering be addressed in emergency plans'

(Staff Ex. EP-2, Heard and Hawkins at 14). We find no regulatory re-
;

quirement for that which Intervenors seek.
! 25. The brochure contains six steps that should be followed when

one is advised to be sheltered. Intervenors find them inadequate. It
z
i notes, for example, the instructions call for the placement of a " damp

cloth over your nose and mouth," whereas there are more effective*

'
measures that can be taken.-

,

26. We find that the brochure addresses the subject of sheltering ade-
quately and meets applicable regulations. The steps listed are in con-
formity with environmental protection action guides. They are in accord
with NRC standards as found by FEMA (1d.). The instructions provide' N

the reader with the necessary basic information on what to do when
. sheltering is called for. That more detailed and informative information
can be provided is unquestionable. The information contained in the

! brochure represents a reasonable approach in getting the required '

message to the public. That there may be other methods does not;
t render that employed as inadequate.

27. Duke had prepared and distributed a Catawba emergency plan- '

brochure designed especially for schoolchildren (App. Ex. EP-6). It is .

Ldirected to familiarizing students, their parents and teachers with their
respective roles in the event of a radiological emergency at the facility.. .

| There is no regulatory requirement for such brochure. Intervenors are
| critical of the brochure in the same manner they were of the brochure
i for general distribution, i.e., not accomplishing stated purposes and suf-,

fering from design and content problems. We find the brochure to pro-,

vide valuable information to a segment of the plume EPZ populace with'

j special concerns. It makes a positive contribution to emergency plan-
ning. As with the other brochure, it is capable of being improved upon.

: ,

! A local high school teacher, Ms. Brenda Best, testified that although the
! brochure states that the students' teachers and principais had been
j taught what to do, she had not been effectively educated in that regard
i (Tr. 4565-66, Best 6/8/84). We expect that the brochure plans will be

implemented and the education will be provided in the near term.,

I 28. Intervenors further contend the public information provided to
transients is inadequate. Applicants have posted signs at Lake Wiley,
where recreational boating is popular. The signs read that "lijn the

!

!
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event of an emergency requiring evacuation of the lake you will be noti- I

fied by sirens and red smoke or flares. If these signals are observed, i

please (1) Leave the lake immediately; (2) Turn on radio or television
for information and instructions." Decals,3" x 5" in size, are being dis-
tributed to public facilities that were unspecified. They contain the
message, "[ylou are in an area covered by an emergency warning sys-
tem. If you hear a steady three minutes siren, tune a radio to an
Emergency Broadcast System station and follow the broadcast instruc-
tions" (App. Ex. EP-9; Tr. 269 72, Carter 5/2/84). Intervenors' criticism
is that there is no evidence that the information is being disseminated to
transients at places where they usually are, including the Carowinds

{ theme amusement park and the Heritage U.S.A. religious retreat. They
' are locations where there are large numbers of transients.

29. The posting of signs and decals is required by Evaluation Criteri-
on II.G.2 of NUREG-0654, which provides:

2. The public information program shall provide the permanent and transient
adult population within the plume exposure EFZ an adequate opportunity to
become aware of the information annually. The programs should include provision

i for written material that is likely to be available in a residence during an emergency.

| IJpdated information shall be disseminated at least annually. Signs or other meas--

i ures (e.g., decals, posted notu:es or other means. placed in hotels. motels. Sasoline
stations and phone booths) shall also be used to dieseminate to any transient popula-

; tion within the plume exposure pathway EPZ appropriate information that would be
I helpful if an emergency or acculent occurs. Such notices should refer the transient

to the telephone directory or other source oflocal emergency information and guidei

the visitor to appropriate radio and television frequencies.

30. Although we agree with the North and South Carolina emergency
planning officials that the more general wording of the warning signs,

and the decals enhanced their effectiveness by broadening their applica-
bility to all hazards (Tr. 276-78,526-28, Pugh and Lunsford 5/2/84,
5/3/84), they are sufficiently cryptic that the importance of the message
is defeated and lost. The signs and decals should specify the emergencies
covered, to at least include nuclear.

31. The messages contained on the signs and decals do not conform -
to NUREG-0654 Evaluation Criterion II.G.2 for providing information
to transients. The last sentence of the guide provides that the notices
should refer the transient to (1) the telephone directory or (2) to a com-
parable other source of local emergency information, and also (3)
should guide tiie visitor to appropriate radio and television frequencies.
Applicants' messages eliminate steps (1) and (2) and only provide for
step (3). There is good reason for steps (1) and (2). The health and
safety of a transient is of no less importance than that of a resident and
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they should be treated equally, within reason. Transients too should-

have the opportunity to become aware of how to cope in a n wiear
emergency before the event occurs. Further, it cannot l'e expected that
the overwhelming number of transients will have accessibility to radios i

.

and television receivers at the time an emergency occurs. Information as
'

1 to how they are to react in an emergency should be made available to
them before any event. Evaluation Criterion II.G.2 provides the meth-
ods as to how this should be done. Applicants have the opt %n of making

. such information available in the telephone directory or other source of
I local emergency information. The signs and decals should state the

- method being used and if it is (2), where the information is available. If
'

Applicants choose not to make the information available in the tele-,

i phone directory, the comparable source should be similarly accessible to4

i the transients. -

,

! 32. We require the foregoing changes to be made in the signs and' ,

; decals and that emergency response information be made available to
; transients in the manner indicated. There shall be reflected in Appli-'

,

I cants' emergency plans the kinds oflocations within the plume exposure
! EPZ where the signs and decals and emergency response information

} will be placed and the procedures employed to assure that sufficient

| numbers are being distributed to effectively reach the transients. Appli-'

cants shall promptly implement the foregoing and make the appropriate .
4
; distribution.

~

33. Intervenors urge that the overall impact of D6 ke's public infor-
i mation program for the facility is to falsely reassure th public regarding
'

the hazard in a potential nuclear accident and, therefore, lulls the public
into a false sense of security and reduces the likelihood of effective re-

| sponse in the event of an actual accident. They rely in large measure on
j an internal Duke memorandum authored by Duke's General Manager
j for Community Relations, entitled " Catawba information Programs."

,

j The memorandum reports on Duke's public acceptance efforts, which
| focus on issues admitted in some form as contentions. It states that
| media efforts are " designed to humanize the plant." A number of its

j community programs were reported to have focused on the emergency
planning zone for Catawba. Examples of activities included, "[wle let
people know the sirens were going in and what their purpose was." ;.

! Emergency planning matters, presented at thirteen meetings, were
j handled by Duke staff with presentations made by county and State
i emergency planning personnel. Various public relations activities were
I also reported upon.~ The memorandum stated that opinion researching
; in the facility emergency planning zone " confirmed the success of our
1 Catawba information programs'' (Int. Ex. EP 7, at 5). In further support
:
i
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of their position, Intervenors rely on a statement made in a brochure, by
Michael E. Bolch, the Emergency Preparedness Coordinator for the
Catawba Nuclear Station, that "[t]he possibilities of us ever having a'

serious problem are very, very low - but they're not zero . . . that . . is.

why we have an extensive emergency plan for this plant." Intervenors
assert that Applicants unduly emphasize Duke being a good neighbor
rather than providing effectively communicated information on
emergency preparedness.

34. Marvin Chernoff, a subpoenaed witness of Intervenors who was

{ responsible for Duke's opinion research, found that Catawba EPZ resi-
dents are less concerned about radiation effects and the possibility of a-

;

| radiological accident than the general population as a whole. He felt the
! residents are " comfortable with the information in support of Duke"

| (Tr. 4304-05, Chernofr6/7/84). -

|
35. Rather than accepting Intervenors' interpretation that the resi-

dents have been " lulled into a sense of false security" by Duke, Appli-i

|
cants' position is that the Catawba EPZ residents have sufHeient infor- .

,

mation to be reassured that if there were an accident, the officials in-
volved know what they're doing about helping to protect the people (Tr.
4521. Turnipseed 6/8/84)..

i 36. We see nothing nefarious in Applicants' seeking to find accept-
ance with the affected populace through public information programs

,

i which relied heavily on public relations but also have an edifying
- ! content. It would be rather unusual to expect Duke to want to exist in a

community where there was acrimony and hostility rather than accord'

and harmony. Fully accepting Mr. Chernoft's public opinion findings,
we have no reason to conclude that Applicants, through design or

' otherwise, undertook a program to destabilize and undermine the public
information and education plan required to be provided to the public by
Commission regulation. We find on the evidence of record, the requiredi.

information and education plan, except to the extent noted, has been. .

made available to the public in accordance with the applicable law. We
find no support for the claim that the public has been lulled into a false
sense of security which has reduced the likelihood of an effective re-
sponse in the event of an actual accident. Intervenors' allegations are
belied by Applicants' continuing effort to improve its program, including
making revisions, in response to Intervenors' criticisms. Intervenors'
citing Applicants' Emergency Planning Coordinator that a nuclear acci-
dent is possible and that there is an extensive emergency plan for the
plant is not consistent with the argument that emergency planning and .
education are being denigrated, but to the contrary indicates its
significance.
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37. Intervenors criticize North Carolina for not utilizing the means
called for in its plan for getting out required educational information.
There are nine methods provided, ranging from the Catawba Nuclear
Station Emergency Brochure to programs presented to civic organiza-
tions. The plan provides that the means used "may include, but not
necessarily be limited" to the nine specified (IV.D.2). The plan further
provides, " State and local governments and Duke Power Company
share a joint responsibility for disseminating this type of information.
Duke Power Company will serve as the managing agency for the produc-
tion and distribution of the brochure" (/d.).

38. We find as FEMA did, North Carolina is following the require-
ments of its plan. Under the plan it need not follow any number of the
means listed. It has opted to use the Catawba brochure as its principal

4

; medium. North Carolina has input in its content so that it is a collabora-
tive effort. As we have found, except for transients, the brochure pro-
vides the required educational information under the regulations.

39. The State of North Carolina uses other methods for providing- -

) education and information to the public. It prepared and distributes an
all hazards brochure entitled " Disaster and What to Do to Protecti

! Yourself," which has a segment on nuclear power plant emergencies
i (App. Ex. EP 12). The Division of Emergency Preparedness participates

in various educational programs presented to civic organizations and in-
terested groups. There are radio and television interviews of State

- emergency planning officials (Tr. 293,295-96, Push 5/2/84). Emergency
planning is an ongoing process, which the State of North _ Carolina
recognizes. It is in the process of hiring a full-time public information
officer, who will expand public information efforts (App. Ex. EP-7,
Pugh at 6; Tr. 532, Push 5/3/84). We find the North Carolina plans for
providing information and education on emergency planning satisfactory
and that they are being fulfilled adequately.

40. Intervenors find the South Carolina plan's adequate but complain
there is no evidence of real effort at implementation. Like North Caroli-
na we find South Carolina meets the regulatory requirements. It too
relies primarily on the brochure which is permissible. For farmers, they
distribute a brochure that contains information on protective action that
should be taken for livestock and agricultural commodities in the event
of a radiological release (App. Ex. EP 10). A FEMA booklet, "In time
of Emergency; A Citizen's Handbook on Nuclear Attacks and National
Disasters" (App. Ex. EP 11) is distributed to the counties (Tr. 31617,
McSwain 5/2/84). Planning officials participate in annual press briefings
to provide information on emergency planning exercises (Tr. 4514 16,
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Turnipseed 6/8/84). State officials have attended public meetings spon-
scred by Duke, previously referred to. The Chief Area Coordinator of
the Emergency Preparedness Division and the Public Information Offi-
cer for the Division of Public Safety in the South Carolina Governor's
Office each agree that not enough has been done and that it requires a
continuing effort (App. Ex. EP-7, Lunsford at 16; Tr. 223 24, Lunsford
5/1/84; Tr. 4530-31, Turnipseed 6/8/84). There is no reason to doubt,

that the State of South Carolina will not continue in its efforts to con-
tinually improve implementation of its plans.

41. We likewise find, as FEMA found, that public information and
efforts at the county level fulfill the regulatory requirements. The coun-
ties also rely heavily on the brochure, which is acceptable. Their plan-

,

'

ning officials speak to interested groups. They publicize planning efTorts*

i on radiological response in local newspapers. They respond to requests * .
I by the public for information (App. Ex. EP 7, Phillips at 5,7, Broome at
; 7 8, Thomas at 6). The efforts are commensurate with the local govern-

|
ment responsibilities.There is no requirement that they each formulate

'| and implement a wholly separate and independent program.
42. Philip Layne Rutledge, who has assisted CESG in other licensing'

proceedings and is informed in the area of emergency planning, was per.
mitted to testify regarding recommendations for improving Catawba'

emergency planning (int. Ex. EP-38, page titled Recommendationr, Tr.
1788, Rutledge 5/10/84). His first recommendation is that a public com-

,
i

mittee be established to perform most of the public information func.'

| tions now performed largely by Duke. His second recommendation is
that the funds Duke spends on public education planning be placed in a
" community chest," the use of which would be determined by a public
committee. The Commission's regulations place responsibility on Appli-
cants for emergency plans. See Part 50 Appendix E, i IV.D.2. There is
no basis, legal or otherwise, to place authority in public bodies to carry

,

out emergency planning activities and use Applicants' funds to do it,
where Applicants have the responsibilities regarding those functions.
The recommendations if implemented would result in a violation of
fundamental rights and are without merit.

43. As to the third recommendation, Mr. Rutledge is concerned that
the brochure might be misplaced or lost and suggests that a better
medium would be a poster that could be hung in a permanent location
where it can always be found. The record fails to indicate that possible
misplacement or loss of the brochure will present a problem. There is no
reason given why the brochure cannot be kept in a permanent location.
The question of whether the necessary message would fit on a poster
was not addressed. We find no basis to support the recommendation.
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44. The fourth recommendation is that there is a clear need to
strengthen the involvement of educational groups, civic groups and the
media in disseminating information. An example given is to have the
media repeat pertinent public service announcements. We have found
that existing public information and educational efforts meet regulatory
standards. Our function is not to review measures that might be taken
which exceed the Commission's standards. It is up to Applicants and
State and local governments to dec:de in what way they might enhance
the current program. They are free on a voluntary basis to incorporate
into the program whatever they may wish from the recommendation.

45. The last recommendation is that emergency plans should be
resiewed and updated annually using results of surveys performed by an
independent research firm responsible to a public body. The action that.

Mr. Rutledge recommends as to using surveys in the manner described.

to update the program is beyond the requirements of NRC regulations.
Again it is not our function to review such measures. Applicants, State

.

and local governments can on a voluntary basis decide on whether to1

| employ survey information to revise existing programs, which we have
found meet regulatory standards.

46. Except to'the extent found in 1121, 30, 31 and 32, supra, we
,

find the Catawba offsite emergency planning for public information and'

education is in conformity with regulatory requirements, and Interve-
nors' Contentions I and 7 are without merit.

.

B. Intervenors' Emergency Planning Contention 3 - Adequacy of
Food, Clothing, Bedding and Shelters

1. EPC-3 reads as follows:

The Emergency Plans do not provide for adequate emergency facilities and equip-
* ment to support the emergency response as required by 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(8) in-

that:

a) the plans do not provide for sufficient uncontaminated food, clothing, and
bedding for persons who are evacuated. The plan does not attempt to esti.
mate these needs nor provide specific information on how they are to be
met,

b) The plans do not demonstrate the unlikely proposition that just 14 reception
centers / shelters are adequate to register and process some 75,000 evacuees.
Indeed, the Catawba Nuclear Station Site Specific Plan (Part 4 SCORERP)
provides that "all evacuees, both those ordered and those spontaneous,
will be processed through their respective reception centers" (p. B.2). With
no clear plan for controlling entry and exit from the reception centers, and
no restrictions on who may enter, it is very likely that reception centers will
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become overcrowded. Pbtsons from outside the evacuation ares will be un-'

derstandably concerned about whether or not they have been exposed to ra.
~ diation and misht well proceed to a nearby reception center - exacerbatins -

! problems of crowdins that already loom as serious siven the enormity of>

i ' the task of processins EPZ evacuees at reception centers with limited space
5 and supplies.
I

i 2. The ' contention raises two basic concerns: First, the alleged ab-
' sence of planning for provision of the specified " food, clothing, and bed-

ding" to be utilized in the shelters in the event of an evacuation; and,
'

i second, the alleged inadequacy of the plans to provide for reception cen-
ters or shelters which can accommodate the registration, monitoring,

I decontamination and housing of the large numbers of persons who may

i ; evacuate upon instructions or spontaneously in the event of an accident'

'

at Catawba.'
; _

,

; 3. The initial plans had proposed fourteen designated reception cen .
,

ters to process evacuees, which the contention raised as an issue. The re-} i

j ! ception center concept was then abandoned and instead evacuees will be
1 _ i directed immediately to thirty eight primary shelters. It is estimated that-

these shelters can accommodate the entire population of the Catawba'
;

j j plume EPZ, from 70,000 to 80,000 people (App. Ex. EP-13, Pugh at 9).

j ; In addition, over .100 secondary shelters have been ideatified in the .

j 1 plans as well, which would be called upon if necessary (14., McSwain at
! 11-12).
! 4. Under both the North and South Carolina plans, which address
1 -

'.
providing food, clothing and bedding to evacuees (App. Ex. EP-13,
Pugh at 4-5, Gregory and McSwain at 2 3), the items will not be stored;

! at the shelters on an ongoing basis. The supplies will be called upon as

i needed from the Red Cross, the Salvation Army and existing stocks con-

|
trolled by the county, State, and/or federal governments (id.). The plans
are not limited to providing for a specific number of people or a shelter-i

ing period of a specific duration (Tr. 688-89, t)97, 750 51, Johnson:

j 5/3/84). The plans provide that, should the situation develop that more
! supplies are required, they can be drawn from more distant areas. (Tr.

]
664, Neves S/3/84). We find the plans to be adequate and are convinced

j there should be sufficient supplies of uncontaminated food, bedding and

j clothing at the emergency shelters designated for a Catawba emergency.

I

i
i

| *In ratung Contention 3. Intervenors challenge compliance with 10 C.F.R. | $0.47(b)(8) which
states: " Adequate emergency facilities and eevirnient to support the emergency response are provided;

i and maintamed." The areas doenied by NUREG4654 to he covered by thee requerement include. in
I pertment part provision for timely activation and esaNing or the facilities and centers described 6n the

plan. and the listmg and maintenance or emergency equipment and instrumente.

I
i
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'

5. The witnesses testifying on the emergency evacuation and
- sheltering issues are highly qualified in the areas of providing disaster-

relief and very credible in their testimony. The Red Cross Disaster Spe-
' cialist called to testify by the Applicants, Dennis Johnson, was personally
involved in the sheltering of 52,000 refugees in a war in Nicaragua. The

. testimony of the witnesses was supported by specific figures as to the
f quantities of supplies that could be provided in an emergency situation.

There is no reason of record to doubt the accuracy of the quantities in-,

volved or that they could be provided...
:'

6. Under the State plans the primary foodstuffs would come from,

school lunch supplies located at the schools and in warehouses. This
,

would be immediately available. Additional sources can be drawn from

| the Red Cross, the North Carolina Department of Corrections and com-
; i mercial warehouses (App. Ex. EP-13, Neves and Pugh at 4-6, Gregory

| and McSwain at 2-4).
*

-

| 7. The State plans call for bedding to be supplied by the Red Cross.-
<

.i Large supplies of cots and blankets could be supplied immediately. All.

%- I! evacuees may not have a cot on the first day but we agree with the Red
1 Cross that it is not necessary for all evacuees to have a cot immediately

for the plan to be viable and adequate (14., Johnson at 7-8).4

'

'' 8. The Salvation Army, under the State plans, will provide clothing
i

'

to those persons who have become contaminated. The Salvation Army
j can clothe up to 75,000 people in 48 hours (14., Needham at 3).,

; ; 9. The arrangements already made for food, bedding and clothing
!

' '

will reasonably satisfy the needs of the 70,000 to 80,000 people that may
! be evacuated. We are convinced, based on the experience and expertise
4

of the witnesses in disaster relief, that should additional supplies be
i needed they can be promptly located and made available (Tr. 750-51,
I

Johnson 5/3/84; App. Ex. EP-13, Push and Neves at 8. Gregory at 6 8).
'

! 10. We find as did FEMA that the 38 primary relocation centers,
j which are capable of servicing the populace of the plume EPZ, and the
| 100 secondary centers are sufficient to accommodate the number of3

i people expected to seek shelter (Staff Ex. EP 2, Heard and Hawkins at
i 9). Intervenors expressed concern about individuals outside of the plan-
j ning areas who might evacuate to the shelters even if told not to do so.
1 The Red Cross disaster specialist found the " shadow effect" hypothesis
{ contrary to his experience. In his opinion, sieople in a disaster follow in-
! structions (Tr. 725 27, Johnson 5/3/84). FEMA's experience is that ap-

proximately 20% of the people who evacuate actually seek shelter at the
t public facilities (Staff Ex. EP 2, Heard and Hawkins at 9). The witness
i from the Red Cross confirmed this (Tr. 717, Johnson 5/3/84). Even if

the " shadow effect" exists, although the record is to the contrary, there,

!
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are ample sheltering facilities for all of those who can reasonably be ex-
pected to evacuate, including all of those from the plume EPZ.

11. FEMA has reviewed the plans submitted for the Catawba facility
and found them to be adequate under NUREG-%54, which requires
that the means for registering and monitoring evacuees at shelters be de-
scribed (Staff Ex. EP 2, Heard and Hawkins at 10). The Red Cross in
conjunction with the North and South Carolina Departments of Social*

Services, will have responsibility for administration of the shelters relat-
ed to Catawba (App. Ex. EP-13, Pugh at 10, Gregory and Lunsford at
9). We agree that the planning conforms to the regulatory requirements.

12. Responsibility for the operations of the shelters in North and
South Carolina will be that of the Red Cross, except in Union County,
North Carolina, where the county has the lead role (Tr. 699-701, 728,

,

Johnson 5/3/84). In North and South Carolina, State and county officials
selected the shelters based on FEMA standards. The Red Cross stand -i

i ards are somewhat more stringent and will be employed for final site '
selection. As a result of the differing standards, shelters in York County
were eliminated from the list because of inadequate showers. If any

i

j facilities are eliminated, as has occurred, others will be located and
added to the list.7 The Red Cross review has confirmed the shelter selec-
tion in Mecklenburg Counties, and the review of all shelters should be
completed by the end of the year, if possible (App. Ex. EP-13, Johnson

,

at 12-14, Gregory at 13; Tr. 735-36, Johnson 5/3/84).
13. Considering that the shelters already designated meet FEMA

.

standards and that an upgrading is in the process, where needed, to
assure that they will meet the Red Cross standard, we are satisfied that
adequate facilities will be available to properly shelter any affected
populace. Under fermi ALAB-730, supra, and Waterford, ALAB 732,
supra, the emergency plans need not be complete or fully implemented
before we make our finding.

14. Intervenors claim that the planning for employing shelters will
not be carried out effectively, is not founded on convincing evidence
and is without merit. The few examples given to support Intervenors'
allegations are not of material significance. The Red Cross Shelter Coor-
dinator for York County was not made aware of her assigned tasks until
the January 1984 revision of the York County plan had been published
(Tr. 4463 64, Anderson 6/8/84). In carrying out her duties she found
the York County shelters did not meet Red Cross guidelines (14., Tr.

IApplicants' post-hearing listing and maps show a total of 33 primary shelters and 103 secondary
shelters. There are 30 primary mies la south Carohne and 3 primary sites in North Carolina (App. Ex.
EP.2D.

i
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4465 67). The 1984 brochure listed four York County shelters as being
. available for use (App. Ex. EP-5, at 13). The January 1984 revision of

the Mecklenburg County, North Carolina plan, placed in evidence,
shows the University of North Carolina, at Charlotte, to have 20,100
designated shelter spaces (App. Ex. EP-1, pt. 3, at 34). The Red Cross
had rated the facility as having space for only 5000 evacuees, when it
reviewed the matter 2 years earlier in connection with another matter
(Tr. 4474-81, Long 6/8/84).

15. The planning for the facility is in an early shakedown stage. It
must be expected that not everything will go perfectly at the start. What
has occurred has not established anp major flaw and what did happen is
correctable and is being corrected. The Red Cross Coordinator for York
County is working very effectively. She eliminated from use the facilities

! that will not meet the higher Red Cross standards. The fact that four
i shelters were listed in the January 1984 brochure that should not h' ave
'

been can be corrected in the September 1984 brochure. Responsible offi-
! cials will direct away any individuals that might seek out the York

Lj
County facilities, despite the change in the brochure (Tr. 830-34, Grego-
ry 5/4/84). Despite the incorrect listing of the capacity of the University
of North Carolina, at Charlotte, there are enough spaces available for

,

; the County's affected population of 7000. There are more than twenty
additional shelters that can be activated in Mecklenburg County, if
necessary (Tr. 851-52, Pugh and Broome 5/4/84; Tr. 4482 84, Long and
Anderson 6/8/84). The deficiencies that were disclosed were magnified,

_

out of proportion to their importance.i
'

16. Staffing and logistical requirements for sheltering have been
planned for and should be adequately met. Red Cross shelter managers
will have received Red Cross shelter management training. Shelters will
be staffed by a combination of Red Cross, State and volunteer person-
nel. Training of these individuals is not an important factor because the

: Red Cross is experienced in utilizing volunteers with little or no experi-
| ence (App. Ex. EP 13, Johnson at 910). Red Cross procedures will be
! followed for registration. It will require approximately 2 minutes to regis-
! ter a person and 3% for a family of four (/d. at 15). There should be ade-
; quate staff to register the number of evacuees within required time

limits. If additional staff is required to overcome bottlenecks, they will
.

be found and put on the job, i.e., early evacuees can be used to assist in
; registration and shelter operations (App. Ex. EP 13, Pugh at 10). We
i find the registration of evacuees should not hinder the functioning of

shelters.:

17. Monitoring and decontamination will be performed at each of
the thirty eight shelters, which will be prior to registration. The proce-

i
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dures have been prepared and are ready for implementation. Trained
personnel will be provided by the counties (Tr. 702, Johnson 5/3/84).
Supplies necessary for decontamination at the shelters are soap, water
and towels, all of which are obtainable. The equipment necessary for

,

monitoring has been identified and will be provided (App. Ex. EP-13,
McSwain at 10). Suflicient personnel and equipment should be available
to assure that evacuees are monitored within 12 hours (Tr. 803-04,
Oregory 5/4/84). See Findings C.6 to C.10, litfra. If there is any signifi-
cant buildup of evacuees waiting to be monitored they can be sent to
another facility (Tr. 703, Johnson 5/3/84).

18. Based on the foregoing findings of fact we conclude that'

Emergency Planning Contention 3 is without merit. Adequate provisioni

i has been made to give us reasonable assurance that suflicient uncontam-
inated food, clothing, and bedding will be available promptly at sheltersi

in the event of an emergency. The 38 designated primary shelters and
100 secondary shelters should assure that there is adequate sheltering

,
space for all who would call upon it for use. The Staff and equipment atI

I shelters should also prove adequate to complete necessary registration,
monitoring and decontamination functions without undue delay.

i

| C. Intervenors' Emergency Planning Contention 6 - Preventing
Contaminated Persons from Entering Noncontaminated Zones

l. EPC 6 provides as follows:
_ j

The emergency plans do not provide reasonable assurance that adequate protective
measures can and will be taken 110 C.F.R. 50.47(a)(1)] in that:

There are no adequate provisions for preventing contaminated persons from
entering a noncontammated zone. The plans do not make clear whether or not
registration at a reception center / shelter is mandatory or not; if mandatory, by
what procedures willit be enforced and what effect will these procedures have
on evacuation times and tramc dow?

2. The issues raised by the cor.tention are whether the emergency
plans are adequate for preventing contaminated persons from entering a
noncontaminated zone, whether adequate personnel and equipment will
be avaliable to perform decontamination functions and whether it can be
accomplished without adversely affecting evacuation times and traffic'
flow, intervenors' participation on the contention was to rely upon cross-
examination. In the proposed findings they remain skeptical on the '
assurances given in the testimony that the tasks can be accomplished.
We arrive at a different conclusion than that ofIntervenors.
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3. FEMA witnesses noted that NUREG 0654 has no requirement
for offsite plans to contain vonsions for preventing contaminated per-,

sons from entering noncontan: mated zones or that registration at shel-
ters be mandatory (StafY Ex. EP-2, Heard and Hawkins at 12). Informa-
tion is provided to the public through the brochure about the need of
going to the shelters, registering and being decontaminated (App. Ex.
EP 5, at 4,10). The information will te further provided through EBS
messages (App. Ex. EP 14, Mc5 wain at 1).

4. The expert opinion of several experienced emergency specialists
is that the public will follow procedures for registration at shelters and
for preventing contaminated persons from entering a noncontaminated
zone (App. Ex. EP-14, Brown and Push at 3-4, Broome at 2, Thomas at
1; App. Ex. EP 13, Johnson at 2 3).

i 5. North and South Carolina emergency plans are designed to
assure that evacuees will report to shelters to be monitored for possible.

contamination. In the event of an evacuation, personnel at checkpoints
would monitor the vehicles and passengers and advise people to go to a.

; shelter for further monitoring and registration (App. Ex. EP 14, Brown.

j and Push at 3 4). Procedures to be followed at the shelter will keep con-
taminated persons from associating with the general population and

! keep from spreading contamination. Contaminated vehicles will be.

washed down for decontamination (App. Ex. EP 14, Broome at 12,>

McSwain at 2). Once an area has been evacuated, all persons would be

-

monitored when entering and leaving the evacuated area (Tr. 91516,
Brown 5/4/84). The measures to be taken should result in keeping the
rational individuals, who may be contaminated, from entering a noncon-
taminated zone. That is the recognized planning objective. Compare San
Onofre, CL183 10, supra.

6. The testimony of North and South Carolina emergency planning
personnel indicate that there will be a sufficient number of trained per-
sonnel and sufficient instrumentation available to screen all contaminat-
ed individuals and their possessions at the shelters (App. Ex. EP 14,
McSwain at 2, Brown and Pugh at 4 5; Tr. 977, Push 5/8/84; Tr. 975,
McSwain 5/8/84).

7. buth Carolina has large stocks of monitoring equipment availa-
ble to it in addition to that in the counties in and adjacent to the plume
EPZ (App. Ex. EP 14, McSwain at 2 3). Additional equipment can be
acquired from other States (Tr. 2882 83, Lunsford and Harris 6/5/84).
In North Carolina there are stocks of monitoring equipment in Gaston
and Mecklenburg Counties. The State Highway Patrol has monitoring
equipment in its cars (Tr. 976, Pugh 5/5/84)..

|
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8. There is reasonable assurance that the monitoring equipment
,

will be operated by properly trained personnel. Existing numbers of
monitors in the involved counties are Mecklenburg,300 to 350; Gaston,

County, approximately 110; and York County, about 100 (Tr. 926, Phil-
lips and Broome 5/4/84; Tr. 951, Thomas 5/4/84). Gaston County ex-
pects to have a minimum of twelve persons at each shelter to monitor,
with the capability of increasing the number to twenty four. There are
ongoing training programs for monitors in the States and counties in-i

volved (App. Ex. EP 14 Brown and Pugh at 5 6, McSwain at 3, Phillips
at 2; Tr. 987, Pugh 5/4/84). Additional resources could be provided by

;

neighboring counties or States (Tr. 981, Phillips 5/4/84; Tr. 984,'

McSwain and Brown 5/4/84). See also Findings B.9 and B.17, supra.i

I 9. From the testimony of Bob E. Phillips, Director of the Gaston
I County Emergency Management Agency, on May 4,1984, we are satis-
.

fled that Gaston County will provide necessary monitoring in an
emergency. Because based on the February 1984 exercise evaluation,
FEMA found that more staff trained in monitoring and decontamination
procedures is needed for Gaston County (Staff Ex. EP 3, FEMA Interim
Findings at 12), and the matter was not resolved of record, we direct
that Applicants confirm to FEMA and the Staff that this matter has been

} addressed. The action that we order be taken does not involve a matter
~ of sufficient consequence to the planning that we make it a basis for a

i licensing condition.
- ! 10. Registration at shelters is not expected to affect evacuation times

and traffic flow since shelters are located outside the EPZ (Staff Ex.
EP 2, Heard and Hawkins at 12). It is not anticipated that procedures for

.

screening individuals, their possessions and their automobiles for possi-
ble contamination will have any significant adverse effect on traffic flow-

or evacuation times (App. Ex. EP 14, Brown and Pugh at 6-7, McSwain
at 3 4, Phillips at 3). Having people go to shelters to be checked for radi.
onctive contamination and to be decontaminated, if needed, should not-

have more than minimal impact on evacuation time and traffic flows
since the evacuation time study makes the assumption that everyone
who is a willing evacuee goes to a shelter (/d., Glover at 2).

11. After review of all of the evidence, we conclude that Intervenors'
EP 6 is without merit. We find that there is adequate provision to pre-
vent contaminated vehicles and evacuees from going into nonconta-
minated zones. We further find that traffic control measures designed to
monitor for contamination and to route evacuees to shelters will not sig.
nificantly impede traffic flow or evacuation times.
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D. Intervenors' Emergency Planning Contention 8 -
Coordination of Emergency Response Activities

1. Intervenors' EPC 8 reads as follows:

There is no reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be
taken in the event of a radiological emergency in that the emergency plans of
Appbcants, the States of North Carolina and South Carolina, and the counties of
Mecklenburg. Gaston and York fail to assign clear and effective primary responsi-
bihties for emergency response and fail to establish specific responsibilities of the
various supporting organizations. Conflict, confusion and lack of coordination are
likely to prevail. ~ Conditions may be the worst during the 7 to 8 hours after notifica-
tion of state authorities of the existence of an accident at the Catawba Station while
the North Carolina State Emergency Response Team (SERT) assembles and travels
from Raleigh to the South Carolina Forward Emergency Operations Center
(FEOC), located dangerously within the 10 miles EPZ at Clover, South Carolina.

The FEOC itself would require at least three and one-half hours to be assembled
and staffed from Columbia, South Carohna. While the formal authority to order
evacuation of the plume exposure pathway EPZ straddling the North Carolina-,

South Carohna border rests with the respective state governors, a confusing and
ineffective array of consultative and delegative authority appears to cloud the lines,

of primary responsibility. The residual responsibihties of the respective County
governments, agencies and the support organizations are either unspecified or inade-
quate to the task of effective protective response.. .

2. In admitting the contention the Board ruled that the first few sen-
tences were introductory and that it substantively started with the third

- sentence (S. Tr.1088, Kelley, J., 8/8/83).
3. As provided in 10 C.F.R. $ $0.47(b)(1), ofTsite emergency plan-

ning must meet the following standard:

Primary responsibilities for emergency response by the nuclear facility licensee and
by State and local organizations within the Emergency Planning Zones have been
assigned. the emergency responsibihties of the various supporting organizations
have been specifically established, and each principal response organizatior has staff
to respond and to augment its initial response on a continuous basis.

Planning Standard ll.A of NUREG 0654 repeats the above. Evalua-
tion criteria include the following:

1.a. Each plan shallidentify the State, local, federal and private sector organitations
(including utilities), that are intended to be part of the overall response organi-
ration for Emergency Planning Zones. (See Appendis $).

b. Each organization and suborganization having an operational role shall specify
its concept of operations, and its relationship to the total effort.

.. .
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~ 2.a. Each organization shall specify the runctions and responsibilities for mdor cie-
ments and key individuals by title . ..The description of these fu.ictions shall
include a clear and concise summary such as a table of primary and support re-
sponsalnhtees. .

b. Each pian shall contain (by reference to specific acts. codes or statutes) the
legal basis for sruh authorities.

'

Appendix 5 of NUREG-0654, a Glossary, provides the following
undetState organizations:

There may be more than one State involved. resulting in application of the evalua-
- tion criteria separately to more than one state.To the extent possible. however. one'

2

state should be designated lead.

|
4. FEMA found that the emergency plans of the States of North

Carolina and South Carolina and the counties of Mecklenburg, Gaston
;

and York assign clear and effective primary responsibilities for emergen-i

cy response and specific responsibility of the various supporting organi-
zations (Staff Ex. EP 2, Heard and Hawkins at 15). FEMA conducted an
exercise testing the Catawba emergency planning in February 1984 and,

! found that the assignment of responsibilities worked well (14.). FEMA
' officials further found that North and South Carolina worked effectively

together and demonstrated an efficient and cooperative relationshipi

throughout the planning and implementation of the exercise (Tr.1660-
63, Heard and Hawkins 5/9/84).

'
- 5. Intervenors contend that the exercise selected by FEMA was an

ineffective test of the abilities of the authorities to respond because it in-
volved a gradually unfolding incident with a minor release of radiation
occurring on the second day and only involved Gaston County and not
Mecklenburg County in North Carolina. Further, the Forward Emergen-
cy Operations Center (FEOC) for the South Carolina Emergency Re-
sponse Team (SERT) had been set up at the Clover, South Carolina
Armory in advance of the exercise.

6. We do not find the FEMA exercise inadequate to test the effec-
tiveness of the Catawba emergency plan. Although the test was not as
severe as Intervenors would have liked it to be, it presented a reasonable
accident scenario. It would have been more realistic had the FEOC not
been set up in advance of the exercise, but we find acceptable FEMA's
satisfaction with this aspect of the exercise on the basis that the State of
South Carolina had on at least three occasions previously demonstrated
its capability of moving out of Columbia, South Carolina, to a forward
armory to be used as a command center (Tr.1643 44, Heard 5/9/84).

.
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7. ' Nothing Intervenors have presented rebuts the FEMA findings '
on the adequacy of,the State and county plans assigning clear a'nd effec-
tive primary responsibilities for emergency response and specific re-
sponsibility to the various supporting agencies and the plans' workability
in an actual test.

8. Intervenors' first charge is that primary and supporting emergen-
cy roles are not clearly and effectively delineated during the initial
period after a radiological accident, before the South Carolina Forward
Emergency Operations Center (FEOC) and the North Carolina State
Emergency Response Team (SERT) headquarters are established. Inter-
venors' contention indicates that SERT is to assemble and travel to the
South Carolina FEOC. This is not part of the plan. It is asserted that con-

; ditions of conflict, confusion and lack of coordination may be the worst
during the 7 to 9 hours after notification of State authorities of the exist-i

! ence of an accident at the Catawba facility. The evidence of record is
! contrary to Intervenors' allegation.
| 9. In the event of a radiological emergency at Catawba the plant
! will notify the States of South and North Carolina and the counties of

1 York, Gaston and Mecklenburg. Procedures for alerting State agencies
,j are set forth in the South Carolina plan (App. Ex. EP-2 SCORERP, at

! 2122). The State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC), which coordi-
! nates the offsite emergency response activities of State agencies, local

governments, federal agencies and contiguous States, would be activated
in Columbia, South Carolina. The field command headquarters, FEOC,

~

would be dispatched to the Clover National Guard Armory, which is at
the periphery of the 10 mile plume EPZ (App. Ex. EP 21, Lunsford and
McSwain at 3-5). It is anticipated it will take 3% hours to become opera-
tional (id. at 4 5). Once the FEOC is established, the role of the SEOC
will be to support the FEOC (App. Ex. EP 2, at 22; App. Ex. EP 21,
Lunsford and McSwain at 9).

10. Upon notification by the plant, the Director of the Division of
Emergency Management of North Carolina would activate the State
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) in Raleigh and notify members of
the State Emergency Response Team (SERT) to assemble. SERT would
then travel to its field command post at the North Carolina Air National
Guard Headquarters at Douglas Airport in Charlotte, North Carolina.
The estimated time required to complete activation of the SERT field
command post is 7 to 9 hours (App. Ex. EP 1, at 4).

11. A joint field post for North and South Carolina officials is not
feasible because of the large number of people involved (Tr. 2977 80,
Harris, Lunsford and McSwain 6/5/84).- To ensure coordination of the
States' emergency response efforts, North Carolina will have a liaison in
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the FEOC in Clover, South Carolina, and there will be a representative
of South Carolina at SERT headquarters in Charlotte (Tr. 3948-49, San-'

ders 6/6/84).
12." Intervenors raised for the first time, in their proposed findings,

Appendix 5 of NUREG-0654, which states "to the extent possible, how-s1

.ever, one state should be designated lead." The record fails to establish,

any need for this to be done in the North Carolina-South Carolina
plans. The two States have elected instead to act in a coordinated
manner, with a representative in each other's command post. The
coordination worked well during the February exercise. See FEMA's
comments above. We do not find the failure to designate a lead State to:

be a breach of the regulatory guidance, so that a change would be re-
;

quired in their procedures. The guideline is not absolute but permissivei
,

; in nature.-
13. Until such time as the FEOC is operational in South Carolina,*

and before SERT begins operations at Douglas Airport in Charlotte,
emergency response officials in the counties in the respective States

.
,

have primary responsibility for offsite response (App. Ex. EP-21, Pugh'

4

and Harris at 4-5, Lunsford and McSwain at 9, Phillips at 2, Broome at
1-2). County officials, operating out of their individual Emergency Oper-i

J ations Centers (EOCs), have the authority and responsibility to imple-->

ment protective actions for the respective counties (14., Pugh and Harrisj
at 4-5). During this time, the counties have access to State resources, if

| j needed, and State emergency personnel (14., Lunsford, McSwain, Pugh
and Harris at 5).'

14. In North Carolina, primary responsibility for offsite emergency*

response shifts from Gaston and Mecklenburg Counties once the SERT,

is established and is ready to assume its role. SERT then directs State
,

agency participation in emergency operations and coordinates actions in-- 3

volving State and county agencies (App. Ex. EP-21, Pugh and Harris at
4; Tr. 3000-01, 3020, Harris 6/5/84). There need not be a declaration of
emergency by the Governor for SERT to assume control (Tr. 3000-01,
Harris 6/5/84; Tr. 4214 A-15, Pugh 6/7/84).

,

# $ 15. In South Carolina the shift of primary authority from Yorki
' ' ^ County to the State is accomplished by the Governor's declaration of an

emergency (Tr. 3005-06, Lunsford 6/5/84). Prior to this point, State
officials would have been working to ready the SEOC in Columbia for/ '

operation and would have dispatched the FEOC to Clover. Once ade-
quate State resources are in place and are operational, the Governor

.

j would declare the emergency. The declaration formally establishes the
SEOC and the FEOC (Tr. 3006, McSwain 6/5/84; App. Ex. EP-21,''! " '

f

. *

' I
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Lunsford and McSwain at 9). However the FEOC may not yet be opera-, ,
, '

tional at this point, i

1 16. County emergency management oflicials confirmed that the re- I

sponsibilities of county departments, agencies and support organizations,

are clearly assigned, understood by those involved, and the resources
are available to carry out those responsibilities. (App. Ex. EP-21, Phillips
at 1-2, Broome at 1, 5-8, Thomas at 1-2, S-6). State officials found that

; county organizations with support responsibilities know what they are
supposed to do, as well as who is in charge (Tr. 4235-36, Pugh 6/7/84;'

Tr. 3962, Sanders 6/6/84). These evaluations were borne out by these
.

officials' observations that, during the February exercise, the various
~| State and county organizations worked together without confusion as to

who was in charge, and who was responsible for what (Tr. 3049-50,
Harris, Broome, Phillips, McSwain. Lunsford, Thomas 6/5/84).

f 17. Sheriff J. Elbert Pope was subpoenaed by Intervenors to testify..
,

on his responsibilities in a radiological emergency. Sheriff Pope testified
that he had delegated his responsibilities in this area to his Chief Deputy,;

3
(Tr. 3969,3978,3980-81,3984, Pope 6/6/84), who had in turn familiar-

1 ized himself with the York County plan, attended various meetings with
; other county emergency response personnel, participated in the Catawba
i exercise, and generally assumed the lead role in the County Sheriff's

Office on this matter (Tr. 3969, 3991-92, Pope 6/6/84). Accordingly,
, ,

3
; Sheriff Pope's personal knowledge of the plan's details _and specific

. i procedures was limited. Sheriff Pope corroborated earlier testimony of'

the county's response responsibilities in the event of a radiological
emergency. He specified what the primary responsibilities of the Sheriffs

, ,
' Office would be in the event of an accident at Catawba (Tr. 3972-73,

3980, 3988, Pope 6/6/84). SherifT Pope testified that his department had
,

not noticed any confusion or lack of coordination during the Catawba ex-

!.

ercise as to lines of authority or communications between State and
county officials (Tr. 3986, Pope 6/6/84). This record shows that the'

York County SherifTs Department is adequately prepared to function ef-'

| fectively in accordance with the York County Emergency Plans.
: 18. The foregoing establishes that the offsite emergency plans for

Catawba satisfy " splicable planning standards in that the plans pro-
vide clear aad .. wave assignments of primary and support responsibil:-

; ty. There is nothing to support Intervenor.' assertions that the assign-
i ments of responsibility and coordination of emergency response activities
! would be at the weakest during the first hours after a radiological acci-

dent at Catawba. The roles of the counties and States are clearly set
forth as well as when they are to be exercised. No inadequacies were es-
tablished as to the ability of each of the entities to fulfill the planning re-

|
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quirements right from the start. The Board further finds based on the
foregoing evidence that support responsibilities of the counties have'

been clearly assigned and that there is reasonable assurance that they
will be effective for protective action response. 1

19. Another claim of Intervenors is that there is a confusing and
ineffective array of consultative and delegative authority that appears to ,I

cloud the lines of primary responsibility. We find lack of merit in this
,

allegation. The authorities enabling the counties and States to take'

necessary protective actions under the plans are readily understandable i

so that the operations can be conducted effectively.,

! 20. Proof of lack of substance of the claim is that existing authorities

j in the plans permitted the carrying out of a successful exercise in Febru-
.

ary 1984. As discussed above, this was confirmed by State and county
I emergency response personnel as well as FEMA officials. In addi_ tion
| North Carolina officials pointed out that their respective plans have both

been used in exercises for various nuclear power plants within the
States, and have thus been " critiqued and fine tuned many times in the
past" (App. Ex. EP-21, Pugh and Harris at 3).

21. Because the plans have been successfully tested, Intervenors'

| criticisms are more academic than substantive. One of their areas of con-

|
cern is the delegation within the Office of the Governor of South
Carolina. Under the State Constitution and by statute, the Governor has

| ultimate responsibility for decisions within the State in the event of man-
- ! made or national disasters. He alone has legal authority to " direct and

compel" evacuation (App. Ex. EP-2, SCORERP, j I.B.3, at 1: Tr.
2935 36, 2942, Lunsford 6/5/84; Tr. 3099, Sanders 6/6/84). He has
delegated to the Director of the Division of Public Safety, Frank B.
Sanders, the authority to order (but not compel) evacuations. The Divi-
sion of Public Safety is a unit within the Ollice of the Governor and

,

SCORERP states that the Office of the Governor has the task of ordering
' evacuations (App. Ex. EP-2, SCORERP, at 1). |

22. Intervenors raise as an issue whether the Office of the Governor
is legally empowered to exercise the command and control responsibili-
ties assigned to it under the South Carolina plan. In effect Intervenors
are requesting us to legally interpret the State Constitution and a South
Carolina statute to determine if the Office of the Governor is acting
lawfully. That is not our function nor is it necessary for deciding the
emergency planning issue at hand. Section ll.A.2.b of NUREG-0654
only requires that the plan contain, by reference to specific acts, codes
or statutes, the legal basis for such authorities. No legal interpretations
by this Commission are called for. There is a presumption that State offi-
cials are carrying out their duties in a proper and lawful manner. IfInter-
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- venors question that, they should seek a more appropriate forum than
this licensing proceeding. We conclude on the record before us that the'

Office of the Governor can exercise the command and control responsi-
bilities assigned to it under the South Carolina plan. Ftirthermore, the
Office of the Governor of the State of South Carolina readily functions
effectively during emergencies under existing delegations as it has done
recently in instances caused by tornados and a threatened dam rupture
(Tr. 3923-35, 3965-66, Sanders 6/6/84). There has been a similar dele-
gation by the Governor of North Carolina and for the same reason we
make the same finding as to the adequacy of the assignment of command
and control responsibilities in North Carolina and the sufficiency of the
North Carolina plan in regard to it. The State of North Carolina also re-

i sponds effectively under the existing delegation as it did during recent
j tornados (Tr. 4214 A-20, Pugh 6/7/84),
i 23. Intervenors note that SCORERP makes no reference to the exist -
! ence of the Division of Public Safety and the assignment to it of re-
! sponsibility for ordering an evacuation. Neither does it name key indi-
j viduals by title. Although this does not prevent a finding of substantial-

] compliance with Planning Standard II.A. because the Divisio't is a unit.
! within the Office of the Governor, we believe the matter should be clari-

| fled in SCORERP and therefore direct Applicants to supply changes to
; the State plan, to FEMA and Staff.

24. No one disputes the authority of the Governor of South Carolina
_

to " direct and compel" an evacuation and the Governor of North Caro-
lina, with the concurrence of the Council of State, to do t14 same. It is
understood that the ability to compel empowers the use of force and the
ongoing delegations of authority by the Governors to order evacuation
do not empower the subordinate officials to compel it. The thrust ofIn-
tervenors' argument appears to be that there is an attempt to bestow on
the county level the authority to compel an evacuation. Local govern-
ments in North Carolina, including Gaston and Mecklenburg Counties,
are authorized to issue orders of evacuation (Tr. 2988, Harris 6/5/84)..

,

The 1980 York County Ordinance provides for " directing evacuation."
25. Much examining was done about the authority of York County,'

as to whether it was limited to " warning or encouraging" an evacuation
or " directing and ordering" it. South Carolina State emergency manage-
ment officials and the emergency response official for York County all
agreed, notwithstanding a differing Attorney General's opinion, that
local authorities have the power to " direct and order" not simply " warn
or encourage" an evacuation and that the use of the word " order" may
be interpreted or perceived as being mandatory (Tr. 2968-69, 2974,
Lunsford 6/5/84; Tr. 2968-69, 2975, McSwain 6/5/84; Tr. 2969-70,
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2974-75, Thomas 6/5/84). At no point did anyone contend that York
County could cc 1pel an evacuation.

,

26. The nature of the authority that the counties have in South and
,

North Carolina in regard to evacuation is more academic than real for
purposes of providing an effective emergency response. The decision-.

makers and emergency response personnel are clear as to what their re-
sponsibilities are aid the limits of their authority during a radiological

! emergency, under current authorities. All recognize that they can recom-
| mend er encourage residents to evacuate but they cannot force or

compel them to do so. No more authority than that given the counties is
:

i necessary to provide for an effective protective response. Even in a fast-
breaking emergency, the plans do not call for the forceful removal of
anyone. The counties can efTectively execute their roles under existing
planning and regulatory requirements by recommending or encouraging
residents to evacuate. The responsibilities and authorities o~ the various
entitics are adequately set forth in the State and local plans. The St tes
and counties know what their roles are and are equipped to respond with
what is required.

' 27. With respect to the York County plan, Intervenors assert there
is "a confusing and ineffective assignment of primary responsibility to
York County ofTicials." They point out that the 1980 York County Ordi-
nance provides that the County Council may direct evacuation. They fur-
ther note that Annex Q to the York Emergency Operations Plan, which

,

applies to radiological accidents at Catawba, places responsibility for di-
rection and control in: (1) the County Manager; (2) the Director,
General Services; (3) the Emergency Preparedness Director; and (4)
Support Services (App. Ex. EP-2, York County Plan, Annex Q, at

,

Q-12). We find no real inconsistency in the assignment of responsibility
,

within the emergency plan. The York County Ordinance, f III, estab-,

lishes the Municipal-County Emergency Preparedness Agency as "the'

- instrument through which the York County Council" shall exercise its
.

authority in disasters. Responsibility for operation of the Emergency Pre-t-

paredness Agency is delegated in { III of the Ordinance to the Emergen-
cy Preparedness Coordinator (Director) who is responsible to the
County Manager. In an emergency the Director calls the County Manag-
er and support staff (Tr. 4008, Dickson 6/6/84). Under the delegation
the County Council would not be in charge. The Director has the neces-
sary authority to call for an evacuation, if that is required, without a
County Council meeting. The responsibility of responding to a radiologi-
cal emergency rests with the County Manager (Tr. 4021-25, Dickson
6/16/84). The Board concludes that the responsibility for a radiological
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emergency response in York County is adequately set out by the Ordi-
nance and there is no conflict between the Ordinance and Annex Q to
the York Emergency Operations Plan.

28. Applicants and State and local officials will be able to effectively
coordinate emergency response activities through the availability of an
adequate communications system. A " ring down" system is employed
which avoids the use oflocal telephone lines. It is composed of both mi-
crowave and leased telephone circuits and has battery power as a
backup. The system is like a party line and links Duke's emergency
center at Charlotte, North Carolina, and Catawba, the three county
EOCs, the FEOC, the SERT, the EBS control station and the Media
Center in Charlotte (App. Ex. EP-21, Coleman at 2). Officials at any of
the places can contact each other and will not be affected by possible

,

: overloads on the local plione system (id. at 3). There are also redundant.
communications systems that link the various centers.

29. The Board finds that the communications system will permit
;

! necessary coordination between the various State and county organiza.
.! tions, which helps to provide reasonable assurance that adequate protec-

: tive measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological
' emergency at Catawba.

. ;

30. We find that the offsite emergency response plans for Catawba
satisfy the applicable regulations and guides as they bear on the issues
under consideration. The plans provide clear lines of authority and the

- legal basis therefor, provide for the necessary coordination among the re-
sponding States and counties, and subunits thereof, and provide for ade-
quate means of primary and backup communications to permit effective
coordination and response. The action that we ordered be taken in
1 D.23, supra, is for a minor clarification that does not significantly
affect the adequacy of the response plans. The matters involved are not
of suflicient magnitude so as to consider them the basis for licensing
conditions.

E. Intervenors' Emergency Planning Contention 9 - Public
Notification

1. In EPC-9 the Intervenors allege:

The emergency plans for Catawba do not adequately provide for the early notifica.
tion and clear instruction to State and local response organizations and the public
that are required by 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(5) in that-

(a) If the sirens do sound, not all citizens who would be affected and therefore
require notification would be able to hear a warning siren. Such a situation
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could arise as a result of hearing impairments, weather conditions, distance
from sirens. etc.

(b) In the event of a power outage the public's access (and possibly the access
of state and local authorities with emergency responsibilities) to emergency
broadcast information would be seriously impaired. Without a specific, rea-
sonable plan to deal with such a contingency, the emergency plans do not
meet 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)(6) as well as (b)(5)).

(c) iNieither the Carowinds Theme Park not the Heritage U.S.A. religious re-
treat appear to have any notification plans or procedures. A conservative es-
timate of a peak summer crowd at Carowinds is 30.000 to 35.000 people.
For such a crowd to be notified and given instructions on how to leave the
park in a quick. orderly and safe manner clearly requires some set of special
procedures that is yet to be formulated.

2. The Applicants presented as witnesses on the contention: , R.'

' Michael Glover of Duke; Dr. M. Reada Bassiouni, consultant for Acous-
c Technology, Inc. (ATI); J.T. Pugh, III, for the State of Northi

| Carolina; P.R. Lunsford for the State of South Carolina; Bob E. Phillips
j for Gaston County; Lewis Wayne Broome for Mecklenburg County and
i Phillip Steven Thomas for York County. FEMA witnesses John C.

Heard, Jr., and Thomas I. Hawkins addressed this contention.
3. On this contention the Intervenors called a rebuttal witness,

James Thomas Oliphant, who testified on notification and evacuation of
the Carowinds theme park. They also developed their case through

. cross-examination. Their examination focused on three primary issues:
(1) the adequacy of the Catawba prompt alerting siren, (2) the effective-
ness of the Emergency Broadcasting System (EBS) in the event of a
power outage, and (3) the adequacy of notification and evacuation plans
for Carowinds theme park and the Heritage U.S.A. religious retreat.

Adequacy ofSiren Systems

4. Siren systems are evaluated by FEMA using the guidance of
NUREG-0654, Appendix 3, and FEMA-43, " Standard Guide for Evalu-
ation of Alert and Notification Systems for Nuclear Power Plants"
September 1983. We have taken official notice of the latter document
(Tr.1597, Margulies, J.,5/9/84). FEMA had not evaluated the Catawba
siren system at the time of the hearing. However, we have considered
the acceptance criteria in the above FEMA documents and whether
these criteria will be met in our evaluation of this contention.

5. According to FEMA-43, a siren alerting system may be designed
so that the siren sound level either exceeds 10 dBC above the average
outdoor daytime ambient sound levels, or be designed so that it provides
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' 60/70-dBC acoustic alert coverage. Depending upon the population of
. ,

the area, one or the other of these designs can be used (App. Ex. EP-17,
Bassiouni at 2-3).

6. Applicants contracted with ATI of Boston, Massachusetts, to
verify and field test the acoustic coverage of the siren system installed

'

within the Catawba EPZ and to evaluate the sirens against the criteria of
FEMA-43 (/d. at 1-2). In its verification of the acoustical coverage of
the sirens, ATI used field measurement of sound levels and an ATI
computer model. Measured siren outputs at 100 feet were obtained
through field tests of a sample number of sirens. These outputs were
used to determine the extent of the 60- and 70-dBC acoustic coverage of'

the siren system for average daytime meteorological conditions. A series
of predicted siren sound pressure levels for each of the measuring loca-

I tions was then obtained from the ATI computer model of the Catawba-
1 siren coverage. These predicted sound levels were then compared with
l measured values and were found to be in excellent agreement (/d. at 2).

ATI then mapped the composite 60/70-dBC siren acoustic coverage (see
App. Ex. EP-17, Bassicuni Attach. B, Map 1). For those areas outside

,

the 60/70-dBC acoustic contour but inside the EPZ, ATI conducted a

| survey to measure average outdoor ambient background noise (id.,
, Bassiouni at 2 3). The average outdoor ambient noise levels were then'

| compared to the 50-dBC acoustic coverage contours plotted for each
_ ! siren location (see 14., Bassiouni Attach. B, Map 2).

7. Applicants' witnew Bassiouni testified that ATI's evaluation veri-
fled that tite Catawba siren system will meet FEMA-43 guidelines. ATI'

found that the installed siren system provides the required 60- and
i 70-dBC coverage for most of the Catawba EPZ (id., Map 1; id., Bassiouni

at 3). There were areas outside the 60-dBC contours. However the in-
stalled siren warning system provides adequate notification in most of'

these areas because the sirertlevels will be more than 10 dBC above the
i ambient background noise (id., Bassiouni at 3-4). The ATI analysis

showed that acoustic coverage was not adequate to meet the FEMA gui-
delines for the remaining areas outside the 60-dBC contours in which'

! the plume EPZ has been extended beyond 10 miles (id. at 4). The Appli-
cants identified locations for ten additional sirens to be installed by
September 1,1984, to meet these deficiencies and bring the Catawba'

siren system up to guidelines for the entire plume EPZ (id., Bassiouni
,

Attach. C; Tr.1822, Glover 5/11/84). The Board concludes that there is
reasonable assurance that this commitment will be met and the Catawba
siren system will provide adequate prompt public notification coverage
for the plume EPZ. (See Fermi, ALAB-730, and Waterford, ALAB-732,'

supra).
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8. One of the Intervenors' concerns with the sirens was the in-
fiuence of weather conditions upon their operation. Witness Bassiouni,
however, testified that FEMA considered weather conditions in setting
the siren standards (App. Ex. EP-17, Bassiouni at 2). The " average
summer daytime weather conditions" may be used in the analysis estab-
lishing the 60/70- and 10-dBC above-the-ambient criteria (FEMA-43, at
E-7). The Applicants used average summer conditions as reported for
the Charlotte, North Carolina airport in its model (App. Ex. EP 17,
Bassiouni Attach. B, at 6-8). We therefore conclude that we are not re-
quired to give special consideration to the influence of weather condi-
tions upon operation of the Catawba siren system in order to meet the

,

i guidance of FEMA-43.
9. The Intervenors have also questioned whether or not individcals.

i that are indoors will be able to hear the sirens. Bassiouni testified that
~

the FEMA-43 and NUREG-0654 requirements for sirens are expressly
] based on outdoor sound levels (App. Ex. EP-17, Bassiouni at 2-3; Tr.

'

1834, Bassiouni 5/11/84; see FEMA-43, at E-6; NUREG-0654, Appen-
dix 3, at 3-9). There may be situations where the ambient noise inside a

i building may exceed the siren volume; however, these do not make the
! siren system inadequate. The requirements of FEMA-43 and NUREG.

0654 were not intended as a guarantee that 100% of the population in
the EPZ will actually hear the sirens in an emergency but rather were

-
| meant to establish a design objective for the siren system (see
'

FEMA-43, at E-4 to E-5). We find Catawba sirens meet this objective
and are in compliance with the acceptance criteria.

10. Individuals who do not actually hear the sirens can receive notifi-;

cation by other means. This can be done by word of mouth (Tr.1903,
! 1874-75, Bassiouni 5/11/84) and by the EBS network which will broad-
1 cast messages on radio and TV (App. Ex. EP-17, Glover at 1) and by

the tone alert radio system which will be us.ed to notify special facilities
(Tr.1873, Glover; Tr. 1874-75, Bassiouni 5/11/84).

11. Route alerting will be another means of supplemental notifica-
tion. Under the North Carolina plan, local law enforcement and volt'n-
teer fire department personnel will drive the roads and streets of the
EPZ using loudspeakers to notify residents to take action (App. Ex.
EP-17, Pugh at 1-2). In both Gaston and Mecklenburg Counties, this
system of notification is initiated immediately upon activation of the
fixed siren system. The vehicles, routes and personnel have already
been designated in these two countbs (id., Phillips at 1-3, Broome at
1-3). In South Carolina, supplementary route alerting is the responsibili-
ty of York County (id., Lunsford at 2). York County has available fifteen
to eighteen vehicles with installed audio equipment for route alerting.
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Additional vehicles not so equipped will be provided with bullhorns and
used if necessary (id., Thomas at 2). In York County, route alerting will

,

not be utilized automatically but will be used in areas where volunteer
firemen report that the sirens have not been heard (Tr. 1911-12,
Thomas 5/11/84).

12.' The Board finds that means of notification supplementary to the'

siren system which include route alerting, tone alerting, the EBS net-
work as well as word of mouth, are sufficient to give reasonable assur-

| ance that the population within the Catawba plume EPZ will be promptly
notified.

13. Concern was expressed by the Intervenors on cross examination
as to the large differences in perceived sound intensity which is created;

; j as the sirens rotate through 360 degrees (Tr. 1841-42, Glover 5/11/84).
,

The siren signal is constant but rotation creates relative minima and-'

]' maxima in the perceived acoustic output, depending upon the listener's*

,

. location and the direction of the horn at any Jven time (Tr. ,1843-44,!
~ Bassiouni 5/11/84). The FEMA guidelines for sirens refer to the steady

signal strength, and not to the e:Tective minima due to modulation in.

:t
the signal caused by rotation. This modulation also acts to attract peo-,

' ! ple's attention (Tr. 1844-45, Bassiouni 5/11/84). The Board finds t' hat
' I modulation due to the rotation does not make the sirens inadequate and

does not decrease their effectiveness.,

' 14. Contention 9 also considers the problem of notifying the hearing-
.

impaired. The public information brochure mailed by the Applicants to
all plume EPZ residents includes a statement that hearing-impaired per-
sons should contact their local emergency management agency upon re-
ceipt of the brochure. The new brochure will contain a mail-back card
for this purpose. In this way, arrangements can be made for special
prompt alerting ~ prior to an emergency (App. Ex. EP-17, Glover at 3).
Provisions are also in place in the err.ergency plans for printed " crawl
messages" on EBS television broadcasts (id., Broome at 3). Steps are
also being taken by local organizations to assure prompt notification of#

the hearing-impaired. Specialty notification lists are being compiled to
identify hearing-impaired individuals to enable contact persons to go to
their homes if necessary (id., Thomas at 2, Phillips at 3; Tr.1913-14
5/11/84). .

t
15. The Board finds that the brochure statement, the TV " crawl mes-

!' sages" and the steps being taken by local organizations to notify .the -
hearing-impaired are sufficient to give reasonable assurance that these
individuals will be promptly alerted in an emergency.

16. The Board has considered all of the issues raised by the Interve-
nors in regard to the adequacy of the siren system at Catawba and finds

;
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that there is reasonable assurance that the sirens will meet the require-
ments of FEMA-43 and in the event of an emergency will provide an ad-
equate prompt alerting system.

Effectiveness of the Emergency Broadcasting System fEBS) During a
Power Outage,

17. The Intervenors contend that, in the event of a power outage,
public notification could not depend upon broadc sts fro n EBS stations.
A power outage would eliminate some of the bro ucast systems and:

thereby limit notification to battery-operated radios. However, Appli-
,

| cants' witness Pugh testified that of the forty-one EBS stations in the
j Charlotte area, eleven are equipped with emergency backup power

sources (App. Ex. EP-17, Pugh at 2). -'

18. Backup public notification will also be provided by the mobile
alerting system discussed above (see 11 E.10 and E.11). In Gaston
County, vehicles with sirens and PA systems will be used to go through

!
neighborhoods notifying people and advising them with appropriate !
messages. Vehicles, routes and personnel for this notification have al-

-

| ready been identified. It is estimated that these routes can ce completed
~

I in 14 to 22 minutes (App. Ex. EP-17, Phillips at 1-3). In Mecklenburg
County, the volunteer fire departments are committed to this responsi-

3

' | bility. Radio communications and PA systems are available in their
vehicles, and standard operating procedures provide a taped message to'

broadcast over the vehicles' PA system (id., Broome at 1-3). The maxi-
mum time to complete this function in Mecklenburg County is estimated
to be 45 minutes (Tr.1913, Broome 5/11/84). In York County, fifteen

'

to eighteen vehicles with Pstalled audio equipment and other vehicles
with bullhorns will be utilized for backup notification. In some rural
areas volunteer firemen will be used for door-to-door notification. Notifi-
cation will require between 20 minutes and 2 hours (App. Ex. EP-17,
Thomas at 2). The longer time will be required only for door-to-doar
notification (Tr. 1955-56, Thomas 5/11/84). '

19. The Board finds that there are reasonable assurances that the
backup facilities and personnel are adequate for prompt pubic notifica-
tion, in the event of a power outage.

Notification and Evacuation of Carowinds and Heritage U.S.A.

20. A final Intervenors' concern is the adequacy of plans for notifica-
tion and evacuation of Carowinds and Heritage U.S.A., two facilities
within the plume EPZ. The contention argues that these special facilities
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require specific plans for notificatioa and evacuation, and that these*

plans are not yet formulated. Carowinds is a theme amusement park,
mostly in Mecklenburg County, North Carolina, and extending into
York County, South Carolina. It is on the fringe of the plume EPZ and
is open each year from March to October. Heritage U.S.A. is a religious
retreat in York County. --

21. Notification of Carowinds in an emergency will be the responsi-
bility of Mecklenburg County (App. Ex. EP-17, Broome at 3-4). Notifi-
cation will be made by tone alert radio (id., Thomas at 3). Mecklenburg
County has made contact with Carowinds' officials and has discussed a'

- i procedure to provide support for an evacuation of Carowinds which.will
! include bases for pickup and evacuation of children, and law enforce-

ment personnel to assist in traffic and crowd control (id., Broome at 4).
The York County Sheriffs Department will also assist in traffic control

|
for a Carowinds' evacuation (id., Thomas at 5). Mecklenburg County

.I cannot order Carowinds to close, but Carowinds management has
agreed to accept the protective action recommendation of Mecklenburg-

'

County - whatever that recommendation might be (Tr.1925-26,-

Broome 5/11/84).
t 22. Notification of Heritage U.S.A. in an emergency will be by tele-
! phone and by tone alert radio (App. Ex. EP-17, Thomas at 3, 5). Herit-
.

age U.S.A. lias internal plans and procedures for notification and evacua-

,
I tion of visitors and employees in the event of an emergency (id., Luns-

|
~ ' ford at 3). York County has been in contact with officials of Heritage

U.S.A. and has reviewed their plans and procedures for evacuation. The:

York County Sheriffs Department will assist in traffic control; standard
operating procedures to be relied upon to handle evacuating automobiles

,

have been reviewed with Heritage U.S.A. (id, Thomas at 5). There was
no dispute during the hearing concerning the adequacy of the Heritage
U.S.A. plans.

,

23. During cross-examination of the Applicants' panel on this,

contention, the Intervenors introduced inti. he record three documents
,

describing emergency planning at Carowinds. These were: (1) the-

seven-page Carowinds all-purpose emergency evacuation plan with a
covering letter dated December 27,1983 (Int. Ex. EP-39); (2) a two-
page letter from the Emergency Preparedness Division of the Office of
the Adjutant General of the State of South Carolina titled "Carowinds/

i PTL Planning Meeting,1 February 1983, York County ECC," which
contains an agenda for a planning meeting for the evacuation of Caro-
winds (Int. Ex. EP 40); and (3) a two-page letter from Jerry Lutes of

! PRC Voorhees, an Applicants' consultant planning research corpora-
tion, to John Lee of Duke Power Company, dated March 9,1981, titled'
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"Carowinds Evacuation," which includes a discus'sion of evacuation
routes from Carowinds (Int. Ex. EP-41). These documents contain the
Carowinds all-purpose emergency plan and describe on-going emergency*

planning efforts.
24. During cross-examination regarding the relevance of these

documents, Lewis Broome, Administrative Officer, Charlotte-Mecklen-
burg Emergency Management Office, testified that many of the items
considered in Intervenors' Exhibit EP-40 were outdated and either had
been re-addressed or would be re-addressed in procedures within the
standard operating procedures to implement the Mecklenburg County;

Emergency Plan. Included would be items discussed in 1 E.21, supra.'

| He stated that these procedures will be completed within 90 to 120 days
: (Tr.1924-25,1944, Broome 5/11/84).
! 2". The Intervenors subpoenaed Mr. James Thomas Oliphant as a |

| rebuttal witness on EPC-9. Mr. Oliphant is the Loss Prevention Opera-
l tions Manager at Carowinds and is responsible for emergency planning.-

Oliphant testified that because of the large number of people at the park
and the time it will take to evacuate them, Mecklenburg County will pro-
vide Carowinds with an advance notification of any emergency at Cataw-

. ba and as a precautionary measure Carowinds would evacuate prior to re-,

ceipt of the public alert. He testified that Carowinds would give a I;
I" precautionary notice" of evacuation because of the numbers of people

1 .

at this one location (Tr. 4352,4417-18, Oliphant 6/7/84).
| -

' 26. Witness Oliphant stated that, through discussions with Broome,
he was refining the Carowinds evacuation plan to take into consideration
nuclear emergencies and that this would be accomplished before the
plant goes on line (Tr. 4424-26, Oliphant 6/7/84). The record is indefi-
nite as to the status of this plan. When examined by the Intervenors''

counsel, it was clear that it was not near completion (Tr. 4401-02, Oli-
phant 6/7/84).

27. The in-park count at Carowinds during peak usage can be 26,000
people (Tr. 4188, Oliphant 6/7/84). In his letter to Duke Power Compa-
ny (Int. Ex. EP-41), the Applicants' planning consultant Jerry Lutes
states:

In summary, it appears that evacuation of Carowinds on a peak day is a monumental
task requiring careful planning and good traffic control But the time required for
evacuation is well under the three hours and twenty-five minutes required to evacu-
ate th'e residential population.

The Board notes the consultant's concern for planning and traffic
control, and we conclude that a detailed and carefully coordinated plan
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! for evacuation of Carowinds is required. We do not find such a plan to
be in place.

I- 28. The documents introduced into the record by the Intervenors
dealing with planning at Carowinds (Int. Ex. EP-39, at 40-41) and tes-
timony of witnesses Glover, Broome and Oliphant demonstrates the ex-
istence of a ' general plan and the on-going process of revision. This
record, together with the testimony of FEMA witnesses Heard and Haw-

, kins which fmds that plans have been made for evacuation of Carowinds
(Stafi Ex. EP-2, Heard and Hawkins at 21) provide the basis for a finding'

that there is reasonable assurance that the regulatory requirements will
.

be met. However, the plans and procedures for Carowinds are not yet

.
fully in place. Because of their importance in emergency planning for

- ! Catawba, we make the completion of adequate plans a condition of the
operating licenses. We require that there be a comprehensive plan for'

,
,

I early notification to Carowinds of a radiological emergency at Catawba
and for evacuation of Carowinds. It shall describe the responsibilities of'

the emergency response organizations of Mecklenburg and York Coun-;

j ties and how their efforts will be coordinated among themselves and
,

.

with officials at Carowinds. Provisions in the plans shall be made to im-'

| mediately notify patrons and staff of Carowinds at the time of the precau-
tionary closing of the park, of the cause of the emergency.

29. The Board's conclusion regarding EPC-9 is that there is reasona-

[
_

ble assurance that the Catawba Prompt Alerting (siren) system, as aug-
mented by the ten additional sirens to be installed, will meet the guide-
lines of FEMA-43 and therefore will be adequate. We conclude that the

i influence of weather conditions and the reduced sound levels to people
indoors were considered in establishing these FEMA guidelines. We

;

find that supplemental means of notification available, such as word of
,

mouth, the tone alert system, the EBS network and mobile sirens, pro-
vide reasonable assurance that individuals within the plume EPZ will be

j

notified of an emergency. We find that adequate measures have been
taken to provide special notice to the hearing-impaired. We conclude
that there are adequate plans for emergencies involving loss of offsite
power; the fact that there is backup power available to many of the EBS
stations and that local route alerting procedures are in place gives us rea-

,

sonable assurance that timely public notification can be achieved.
' Finally, we conclude that provided the requirements of 1 E.28, supra,

are met for Carowinds, the plans for evacuation of Carowinds as well as
,

for Heritage U.S.A. will be adequate and that they will meet the require-.

ments of the regulations and NUREG-0654.
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F. Intervenors' Emergency Planning Contention 11 - Expansion
of the Plume EPZ into Southwest Charlotte

1. Contention 11 alleges:

The size and configuration of the northeast quadrant of the plume exposure pathway
emergency planning zone (Plume EPZ) surrounding the Catawba facility has not
been properly determined by State and local officials in relation to local emergency
response needs and capabilities, as required by 10 C.F.R. 50.47(c)(2). The boundary
of that zone reaches but does not extend past the Charlotte city limit. There is a sub-
stantial resident population in the southwest part of Charlotte near the present
plume EPZ boundary. Local meteorological conditions are such that a serious acci-
dent at the Catawba facility would endanger the residents of that area and make
their evacuation prudent. The likely flow of evacuees from the present plume EPZ
through Charlotte access routes also indicates the need for evacuation planning for
southwest Charlotte. There appear to be suitable plume EPZ boundary lines inside
the city limits, for example, highways 74 and 16 in southwest Charlotte.The bound .
ary of the northeast quadrant of the plume EPZ should be reconsidered and extend-
ed to take account of these demographic. meteorological and access route
conditions.

2. The appropriate regulation,10 C.F.R. { 50.47(c)(2), provides in
part:

. .

Generally, the plume exposure pathway EPZ for nuclear power plants shall consist
of an area about 10 miles (16 km) in radius and the ingestion pathway EPZ shall
consist of an area about 50 miles (80 km) in radius. The exact size and configuration

_
of the EPZs surrounding a particular nuclear power reactor shall be determined in
relation to local emergency response needs and capabilities as they are affected by
such conditions as demography, topography, land characteristics, access routes, and
jurisdictional boundaries.

3. The Applicants and Staff argue that the plume EPZ boundaries
which were established by local and State emergency planning officials
conform to the Commission standards of"about 10 miles" and that the
Catawba site does not differ from the average site contemplated by the
Commission in regard to possible radiological hazards, demography,
meteorology and access road conditions. Thus the plume EPZ does not
require extension beyond the existing boundaries.

RadiologicalConsiderations

4. Guidelines stated in NUREG-0654 give the basis for establishing
the "about 10 miles" requirement for the plume EPZ.

The size (about 10 miles radius) of the plume exposure EPZ was based primarily on
the following considerations:
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(a) projected dose from the traditional design basis accidents would not
exceed Protective Action Guide levels outside the zone:

(b) projected doses from most core melt sequences would not exceed Pro-
tective Action Guide levels outside the zone;

I (c) for the worst core melt secuences. immediate life-threatening doses
would generally not occur outside the zone; and

(d) detailed planning within 10 miles would provide a substantial base for
expansion of response efTorts in the event that this proved necessary.

5. Projected doses from design basis accidents (consideration (a),
above) were not in dispute. Both Applicants' witness Thomas E. Potter

~

and Intervenors' witness Steven C. Sholly found that design basis acci-
dents would not exceed upper Protective Action Guide (PAG) dosesi

! beyond the established plume EPZ (App. Ex. EP-19, Potter at 6-7; Int.
j Ex. EP-49, Sholly at 5-6).

~

6. For analysis of considerations (b) and (c), the Applicants relied
,

on an analysis by witness Potter which compcred possible core melt acci-
dent sequences calculated specifically for Catawba with comparable anal-
yses used by the Commission in establishing the 10-mile EPZ (NUREG-

! 0396). His analysis showed that there was no significant difference be-
! tween the probability of exceeding PAG doses or life-threatening doses

beyond the 10-mile EPZ at Catawba compared to similar probabilities
calculated for the generic core melt accident contained in NUREG-0396

. (App. Ex. EP-19, Potter at 7).
7. A somewhat similar set of calculations of probable doses beyond

the 10-mile zone were performed by Intervenors' witness Sholly. His
analysis projected early severe releases, and he therefore recommended
emergency planning for southwest Charlotte (int. Ex. EP-49, Sholly at
12-13,22-23).

8. Witnesses Potter and Sholly both used probabilistic risk analysis
(PRA), the approach used in NUREG-0396. Since a PRA based upon
specific release categories for Catawba had not been performed, it was'

necessary for both Potter and Sholly to use data from other BWR reac-
tors for which a PRA had been performed. Potter used WASH-1400 as a
source for data characterizing the release categories and the probabilities
of release for the Catawba analysis. Because WASH-1400 used Surry as
its model BWR, and Surry has a large, dry containment whereas Catawba
has an ice-condenser containment, Potter realized that this design dif-
ference between the two p! ants might make the WASH-1400 data inap-
propriate for use in calculating Catawba releases (Tr. 2073, Potter
S/23/84). Absent a plant-specific PRA for Catawba, Sholly used the data
of the Reactor Safety Study Methodology Application Program

|
,
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(RSSMAP) for Sequoyah Unit 1 (NUREG/CR 1659, Vol.1). Although
he recognized that there were large uncertainties involved, Sholly felt
the risk posed by Catawba was reasonably approximated by Sequoyah
(Int. Ex. EP-49, Sholly at 10-11, 16-17). .

9. Potter considered using as a data base the probabilistic risk as-
sessment performed by the RSSMAP program for Sequoyah because it,
like Catawba, has an ice-condenser containment. However, he did not
use the Sequoyah RSSMAP analysis because it did not account for the
presence of a hydrogen mitigation system, which is present at Catawba.
Since Sequoyah sequences are premised on early containment failure
due to explosive hydrogen burn, he considered the Sequoyah RSSMAP

| data misleading if applied to Catawba because the probabilities of severe

! radioactive releases to the atmosphere in the Sequoyah RSSMAP analy-
! sis were higher than one would expect at Catawba, which has an effective

| hydrogen mitigation system (Tr. 2074-75, Potter 5/23/84).
~

j 10. Potter made use of a study of the hydrogen mitigation system at
the McGuire plant to calculate the impact of this system upon the
release frequencies from RSSMAP study of Sequoyah. When this was

| done, the resultant release frequencies were virtually identical to those
calculated for the Surry plant in WASH-1400 (Tr. 2076, Potter 5/23/84).i

11. When questioned about the possibility of failure of the hydrogen
.

mitigation system, Potter stated that his probability analysis allowed for'

failure of this system (Tr. 2074-75,2079, Potter 5/23/84).
,

12. A second difference between Sequoyah and Catawba is the con-
.

'

tainment failure pressure. The Sequoyah containment, modelled in the
Sequoyah RSSMAP, has a failure pressure of 30 psis, while the Catawba
containment has a failure pressure of 72 psig. A higher containment
pressure would delay failure and release of fission products. Sholly ap-
peared to be unaware of this difference between these plants (Tr.
2407-08, Sholly 5/24/84).

'

13. The Board finds Potter's probability analyses of the accident se-
quences to be more credible than Sholly's because a more appropriate
data base was used and because Sholly failed to consider the effects of a
hydrogen mitigation system and the higher containment pressure at
Catawba, as compared to Sequoyah.

14. Potter analyzed the probabilities of exceeding specified doses at
various distances from the site using Catawba meteorology, and also
using meteorological data from NUREG-0396. He then compared the
Catawba-specific probabilities of exceeding given doses with those in
NUREG-0396. His analyses evaluated considerations (b) and (c),
above, and established that there is no significant difference between
the probabilities of exceeding PAG doses or life-threatening doses
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beyond 10 miles at Catawba, compared to similar probabilities calculated
for the generic core melt accident analyses contained in NUREG-0396
(App. Ex. EP-19, Potter at 6-7, Potter Attach. B, at 8-10).'

,

15. The Intervenors presented two additional witnesses on Conten-
tion 11 whose testimony was directed to the need for extending the - !

plume EPZ into southwest Charlotte. Mr. Ray Twery's testimony at- 1

.

tempted to show that southwest Charlotte was exposed to an unusually ~
'

high risk which justified an expansion of the plume EPZ (Int. Ex.
EP-48, Twery at 1-4). Cross-examination developed serious flaws in his4

analysis (Tr. 2343-59, 2364-84, Twery 5/24/84). The Board concludes, <

'

that his testimony is entitled to little weight and that it does not demon-
. ; strate any unusual risk to the population of southwest Charlotte.

i
'

16. Intervenors' witness Jesse L. Riley relied on the Sandia Labo-
ratories' study, NUREG/CR-2239, " Technical Guidance for Siting,

Criteria," ("the Sandia Siting Study") and the Catawba Final Envir~on'-'

mental Statement ("FES") to arrive at estimates of injuries and fatalities
in the event of a radiological emergency at Catawba (Int. Ex. EP-48,

'

Riley at 1-3). Riley did not accept the fact that the Sandia Study does'

not represent risks and that it assumes no emergency responses beyond
10 miles for 24 hours (Tr. 2312-14, Riley 5/24/84).

; 17. Riley also criticized the practicality of estimating the probatiility
? of a reactor accident, as used in the Sandia Siting Study, in the FES and
; in the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400). (Int. Ex. EP-48, Riley at

. i 3-5). Riley asserted that WASH-1400 did not consider accidents such as
occurred at Three tiile Island, Browns Ferry and Enrico Fermi (id. at

,

4-5). Riley asserm tnat the FES's worst-case analysis projected the
,

possibility of 24,M atalities of which the largest fraction would occur
in Charlotte, but he was unwilling to accept the calculated probabilities
associated with taese famlity estimates (id. at 2-3; Tr. 2427, Riley
5/24/84).

18. Applicantf witness Potter refuted Riley's allegations in his dis-'

I cussion of "phern menological analysis" which is an analysis based on a
statistical analysis of the actual performance of plant systems and compo-; .

| nents over the approximately 1000 reactor-years of operating experience
(Tr.2061-64, Potter 5/23/84). By making a system-by system treatment

,
of reactor component failure data, it is unnecessary to wait for the occur-i

rence of a major accident to estimate its probability since the major acci-;

dent is based on the occurrence of a sequence which involves a number
of low-probability events. In effect, the probability of the whole is pro-
jected from the probability of the parts (Tr. 2201, Potter S/23/84).

,

19. The Board concludes that the testimony of witnesses Riley and
Twery does not provide a justification for extending the plume EPZ into

i
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southwest Charlotte. None of the testimony presented by these witnesses
calls into question the correctness of the evidence presented by the Ap-
plicant and Staff. The Board accepts the method of calculation of proba-.

bilities outlined in Potter's testimony. I

20. Potter's projected doses from most core melt sequences would
not exceed the EPA's PAG levels outside the Catawba plume EPZ. For
the worst-case core melt sequences, immediate life-threatening doses
would generally not occur outside the Catawba plume EPZ. This is con-'

sistent with the generic analyses in NUREG-0396. Thus expected radia-'

tion doses at Catawba are no difTerent from those accepted by the NRC
,

[ f in setting the plume EPZ at "about 10 miles." Hence there is nothing
about Catawba in this respect that would justify altering the plume EPZ

f size (App. Ex. EP-19, Potter at 7-8). From these findings, the Board
j concludes that the plume EPZ boundary for the Catawba facility has
j been properly determined in relation to radiological considerations.

-

I 21. The fourth consideration used by the 14RC/ EPA Task Force that',

established the plume EPZ standard at "about 10 miles," item (d)'

above, states that " detailed planning within 10 miles would provide a

.I substantial base for expansion of response efforts in the event that this
! proved necessary." The Task Force also stated "[tlherefore, although
j protective actions may be required for individuals located in areas further

,
' than 10 miles from the reactor, for an .itmospheric release the actual'

measures used and how rapidly or efficiently they are implemented will
'

_
not strongly influence the number of projected early health effects"

j (NUREG 0396, Appendix 1, at 52). We find NUREG 0396 does not re-'

; quire emergency planning beyond the 10-mile plume EPZ. However,

| Applicants' witness R. Michael Glover interpreted the guidelines as ap-
,

1 proval of "ad hoc" planning outside the 10-mile zone. He testified that

|
the City of Charlotte All Hazard Plan addresses the need for "ad hoc"
planning outside the 10-mile zone (App. Ex. EP-19, Glover at 8-9).'

22. The All-Hazards Plan (Int. Ex. EP-46) outlines protective action

; for residents of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County. Applicants' witness
Lewis Wayne Broome, Administrative OfYicer, Charlotte Mecklenburg
Emergency Management Office, testified that this plan together with the
resources of his agency are adequate to provide protective actions in

;
'

southwestern Charlotte outside the 10-mile zone. He testified that the
people and resources are identified in this plan to provide protective ac-'

tions for a distance of 15 miles from Catawba for an additional 100,000
people (App. Ex. EP-19, Broome at 2-3). This plan was used successfully
to notify, evacuate and shelter 2000 to 3000 residents of Charlotte

|
during a chemical fire in 1982 (id. at 6-8).
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23. In case of emergencies in southwest Charlotte, the All Hazards
Plan provides for notifying the affected population by means of mobile i

sirens, public address systems and the Emergency Broadcast System
(EBS). It also provides for the necessary coordinating mechanism for
protective action (id. at 3-5).

24. The testimony of Glover and Broome addresses consideration
(d) of NUREG-0654, and demonstrated that current emergency plan-
ning in southwest Charlotte exceeds that contemplated in NUREG-0654
for areas outside the plume EPZ. Because of the planning in place in the
All-Hazards Plan and the resources available from the Charlotte-
Me.cklenburg Emergency Planning Agency, the Board finds that protec-
tive action, if needed, can be implemented for Charlotte and Mecklen- |

burg County residents cutside the EPZ without extending the existing
' plume exposure EPZ in the direction of s'harlotte.8
. _

| Meteorological Considerations
1

! 25. One of the Intervenors' concerns expressed in Contention 11 is
; that local meteorological conditions are such that an accident at the

facility would posc a threat to the residents of southwest Charlotte. They
suggest that the 10-mile radius of the plume EPZ should be extended be-;

cause of the unique raeteorological conditions of this area. Testimony of
Applicants' witness Mark A. Casper and StafT witnesses James E. Fairo-
bent and Leonard Soffer (1) provided information on site-specific mete-

.

orology, (2) compared the meteorology of this area with that of other
plant sites, and (3) showed how site meteorology is related to meteoro-
logical conditions anticipated by the authors of NUREG-0396.

26. The applicable regulation in regard to size and configuration of
the plume EPZ is 10 C.F.R. l 50.47(c)(2) which provides:

Generally, the plurne exposure pathway EPZ for nuclear power plants shall consist-

of an area about 10 miles (16 km) in radius and the ingestion pathway EPZ shall,

consist of an area about 50 miles (80 km) in radius. The exact size and configuration
of the EPZs surrounding a particular nuclear power reactor shall be determined in
relation to local emergency response needs and capabilities as they are affe'cted by
such conditions as demography. topography, land characteristics, access routes, and
jurisdictional boundaries.

Witness Softer explained that this regulation considers conditions which ^

might determine the exact configuration of the plume EPZ, including

8 There are various deliberations under way (Nurkin Committee) aimed at improving emergency plan-
ning in the Charlotte area. The ultimate results to be reached in the matter are not necessary to our
dec> ding the relevant issues in this proceeding and they will not be given any further consideration.
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demography, topography, land characteristics, access routes and local
jurisdictions, but does not mention meteorological considerations be-
cause meteorology was taken into consideration by the authors of
NUREG-0396 in determining that "about 10 miles" was appropriate for
the plume EPZ (StafiEx. EP-5, Soffer at 3 4). Thus, only meteorological

,

conditions existing at this specific site, which are not anticipated by
:

~ NUREG-0396, and which pose a threat to residents of Charlotte outside
the existing EPZ, are relevant to this contention.

'

27. Witness Soffer testified that in NUREG-0654 FEMA and the
Staff took into consideration not only design basis accidents but also the

| ,

most severe core melt sequences (Class 9 accidents) in determining the i
'

;

}
size of the plume EPZ, and that very conservative meteorology was used q

in calculation of dose and in considering consequences from these
i

j accidents. Doses were calculated assuming the exposed individual was,

j directly downwind of releases for both design basis and core melt
accidents. This means that the fact that the wind may blow more in one

; ,

direction than another at a given site had no bearing on the selection of'
.

10 miles as the plume EPZ distance (id. at 8-10). j

28. Staff witness Fairchent's testimony was directed toward showing j
,

,

.| that meteorology at Catawba was not unique and was within the range of
conditions considered in analysis of severe core melt accidents in

1

| NUREG-0396 (Staff Ex. EP-5, Fairobent at 11-14). Fairobent compared
atmospheric transport and diffusion conditions in the vicinity of the,

>

:
-

'
Catawba facility to conditions at other power plants in southeastern
United States. At the Catawba site for the period December 17, 1975-
December 16, 1977, stable conditions (Pasquilt types "E," "F" and
"G") occurred about 41% of the time. Most of these stable conditions'

|
cccurred with wind speeds less than or equal to 2 m/sec (id. at 11-12).
He noted that similar stable atmospheric conditions were observed at
the Shearon Harris facility for the period February 1979-January 1980,
and at the Virgil C. Summer facility for the period January 1975-Decem-
ber 1977. He testified that at Catawba, the prevailing wind direction isi
from the southwest, with winds from the south-southwest, southwest'

and west-southwest occurring about 33% of the time for the period
,

December 17,1975-December 16,1977 (id. at 13). Meteorological ob-
,

servations at other nuclear power plants indicate that total frequencies of
,

wind in the three 22%* sectors are in excess of 25%; they range from
26% at Shearon Harris to 36% at Limerick for equivalent time periods

! (id.). On cross-examination, Fairobent acknowledged that the difference
between Limerick (36%) and Catawba (33%) was not significant (Tr.

|
2614, Fairobent 5/25/84).'

,

I
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29. Fairobent testified that better data available for Catawba would
bring a reduction of the 33% wind direction frequency blowing towards
the three northeast sectors to 28% (Tr. 2695-96, Fairobent 5/25/84).

30. At Indian Point, the site used in analysis of severe accidents in
NUREG-0396, stable atmospheric conditions (Pasquill "E," "F" and
"G") occur about 48% of the time, compared to 41% at Catawba, with
most of these stable conditions (about 60% vs 75% at Catawba) occur-
ring with wind speeds less than or equal to 2 m/sec (Staff Ex. EP-5,
Soffer and Fairobent at 14). On cross-examination, Fairobent acknowl-
edged that these differences between Catawba and Indian Point were
based upon temperature differences at the observation sites which did

! not take into consideration the effect of other inversions aloft (Tr.*

'
. i 2623-25, Fairobent 5/25/84).*

j 31. Applicants' witness Casper testified that rainfall at the site is
j average or below average for the southeastern United States (App. Ex.

a EP-19, Casper at 16).
-

} 32. The subject of the combined effect of prevailing wind direction
! and concentration of population arose in the testimony of Applicants'

. f witnesses Robert F, Edmonds and Mark A. Casper. Edmonds' testimony
'

contained a table showing that there were a large number of nucleari

plants with adjacent population concentrations similar to Catawba (/d.,'

Edmonds at 7). Witness Casper testified that there were a number of
these plants at which there were large populations within the sector of

- the prevailing wind direction or within a sector with a greater wind direc-
tion frequency than given by a uniform distribution (id., Casper at 13).

33. The subject of the relationship of wind direction and population
concentration was further explored in the cross-examination of Edmonds
and Casper by Riley. In this examination, data on incidence of wind di-
rection and population in NUREG/CR-2239 (Technical Guidance on
Siting Criteria Development) were considered. Table A.4-1 in that docu-
ment contains windrose data for plants listed in Edmonds' table. When
windrose frequency was multiplied by population to give a risk index,
Edmonds acknowledged that Catawba became number one in risk
among the plants listed in his table (Tr. 2021-23, 2179-80, Edmonds
5/23/84).

34. On re direct examination, Edmonds identified Table D.3-1 of
NUREG/CR-2239 which used an approach similar to.that in Riley's
cross-examination. This table combined population data and wind direc-
tion frequency data to arrive at a factor representing risk. This approach
used data from all sectors, rather than a single sector. When data from
this table are used, Catawba ranks tenth or eleventh on the list (Tr.
2180-81, Edmonds and Casper S/23/84). Witnesses Edmonds, Glover,
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Casper and Potter agreed that all plants listed in this table, including
Catawba, meet the Commission's siting criteria (Tr. 2182-88, Edmonds,
Glover, Casper and Potter 5/23/84). The Board finds that this approach
used by Edmonds is more encompassing and therefore is preferable and
accepted.,

! 35. Casper testified that the city of Charlotte would create an Urban
Heat Island effect which would increase dispersion and lower the fre-

.

quency of inversions, and thus would give rise to a lower frequency of

|
stable air conditions. He also testified that mechanical dispersion due to
surface roughness increases dramatically as a plume travels from rural to;

urban areas (App. Ex. EP-19, Casper at 15-16). The Board finds the
above meteorological conditions at Charlotte would reduce the potential

;

: hazard from severe accident releases.
36. Based on the testimony of the witnesses, the Board finds that the , -

'

! site-specific meteorology at Catawba is not a factor to be considered in
>

| ! determining the size and configuration of the plume EPZ surrounding
! the Catawba nuclear facility, and that meteorological conditions at this

.

{ site are within the limits anticipated'by the authors of NUREG-03%.
.I Moreover, the evidence shows that the meteorology at Catawba is com-

parable to meteorology at other nuclear facilities in the southeastern
United States and is comparable to the meteorology at the facility

,
~ (Indian Point) used for the severe (Class 9) accident analysis in

NUREG-0396.
.

DemograpMe Considerations
t
; 37. Contention 11 alleges that the demography of the Catawba area
I requires an extension of the plume EPZ into southwest Charlotte. The

Intervenors allege that there is a substantial resident population in the
southwest part of Charlotte near the plume EPZ boundary. Edmonds

j *

1 testified that the current plume EPZ boundary with southwest Charlotte
I approximates the transition from rural to urban conditions (Tr. 2015,

j Edmonds 5/23/84). The population density outside the current p:ume

: EPZ does not exceed 1300 persons per square mile until reaching 12 to
13 miles from the plant in the east northeast sector, and 13 to 14 miles
in the northeast sector (Int. Ex. EP-43). Thus only if southwest Char-

,

lotte was added to the plume EPZ would there be a " substantial popula-

j tion" adjoining the EPZ boundary. %
; 38. The plume EPZ boundaries were established by the State and

local officials and were based on local topography, demography andjuris-'

|
dictional boundaries, in accordance with 10 C.F.R. { 50.47(c)(2). Duke

: Power Company made a review of the boundaries after their selection
i
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by the government officials which led to an after-the-fact expansion of
the plume EPZ in York County so as to make the boundary conform to
an easily identifiable geographical feature. Jurisdictional boundary con-
siderations caused these officials to include all of the city of Rock Hill
within the plume EPZ (Tr. 2028-30, Glover 5/23/84; Tr. 2090-91,
Broome 5/23/84; App. Ex. EP-19, Broome at 1).

39. There were good reasons for including Rock 11i11, South
Carolina, but not Charlotte, North Carolina, in the plume EPZ. The city
limits of Rock 11i11 come as close as 5-7 miles from Catawba, with most
of the city within 10 miles of the plant. The State and local planners did
not want to divide Rock Hill so that most of the city would be in the
plume EPZ, and a small part would be outside (Tr. 2027, Glover
5/23/84.)' Charlotte, on the other hand, at only cne point comes as

| close as 9.7 or 9.8 miles from the plant. The city extends to some 15
| miles beyond the plume EPZ boundary. Thus the planners used 9.7 or
: 9.8 as "about 10 miles" and excluded Charlotte from the plume EPZ
! (Tr. 344, Glover 5/2/84; Tr. 2670, Robinson 5/25/84).

40. The Board finds that the present EPZ boundaries reflect reasona-
ble consideration of local geographic and jurisdictional boundaries, and
that there is no compelling demographic consideration which would re .,

; quire extension of the plume EPZ into the southern portion of Charlotte.

.
; Epacration Considerations

41. The Intervenors' concern in Contention 11 that the flow of evac-
uees through Charlotte would necessitate expanding the plume EPZ was
addressed by Applicants' witness Walter Kulash, a traffic planning
consultant. Kulash's firm conducted two studies relating to evacuation'

of Charlotte. From these studies he testified that without expanding the
plume EPZ, given normal weather, southwest Charlotte could be evacu-
ated in about 5% hours and all of Charlotte in about 9 hours. Only with

-

very adverse assumptions would any " voluntary" evacuation of Char-
lotte residents impede the evacuation of the current plume EPZ, and-

' By letter dated september 7.1984. Applicants advised that it was their understanding that the plume
EPZ was altered, in that a portion of Rock Hill was excluded. The new boundaries follow an unnamed
creek. railroad tracks and a highway in addinon to parts of the Rock Hill city limits. It was stated that
the excluded pornon of Rock Hill contains a city landfill area, the Plaza shoppmg Center and Castle
Heights Junior High school. No permanent residences are said to be involved. The excluded area is
10.5 to il miles from the plant. The change alters the previous situation where all of the City of Rock
Hul. as a jurisdicuonal enuty. was included within the EPZ. This represents a minor change geographi-
cally and demographically. Although the point of using an undivided Rock Hill as an example for not
splitung a muascipality by the boundanes of the EPZ is lessened, it does not advance Intervenors' poei-
non for extending the EPZ boundary into Charlotte. Most all of Rock Hill is within a 10-mile radius of
the plant, whereas the converse is true for Charlotte.
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I
- then only by lengthening slightly the evacuation time on only one route

(App. Ex. EP-19, Kulash Attach. C, at 5-10; id., Attach. B, at 8-9). We
find the Kulash testimony is convincing and conclude that expansion of

' the plume EPZ would not materially assist in evacuation and therefore is
not required.

42. Based upon all of the evidence presented, the Board's finding is
that the allegations in Contention 11 lack merit. We find that the size
and configuration of the plume EPZ as defined in the emergency plani

have met the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(c)(2), and that expan- ,

sion of the boundaries into southwest Charlotte is not warranted. In
! arriving at this conclusion, the Board considered the potential radiologi-

cal hazards to the population of southwest Charlotte, meteorological and
,

I demographic conditions of this area, and requirements for evacuation.
,

'

,

:

G. Interveners' Emergency Plaanlas Cententions 14 and 15
-

i
'

Evacuaties
'

- Contentions 14 (EPC-14) and 15 (EPC 15) raise closely related issues
and have been treated together throughout the proceeding. Accordingly,

|
that ptactice will be continued here.'

,

; 1. EPC-14 alleges:
i '
f

|
The Apphcants have failed to demonstrate their ability to take effective actions to

.
protect the heshh and safety of the general public in the event of an accident in that
the evacuation time study presented by the Applicants is a piece of fiction in the

-
'

guise of science and may not be relied upon for determining the ability of Applicants
and public authorities effectively to evacuate residents of the Catawba EPZ in a

3 timely manner
,

By overestimating the now of tramc on evacuation routes, the Applicants' time
r

study overestimates actual traffic movement by a factor of between three and
twelve. A Dow of no more than 900 vehicles / lane / hour should be assumed. accord-
ing to preliminary estimates by Sheldon C. Plotkin of the Southern California Feder-:
ation of Scienusts.

s

Tramc Gows are further overestimated by failing to account for voluntary e,vacuation
likely to take place from Charlotte via I-77. All of the study's estimates are premised

!

only on estimates of traffic lbw within the EPZ congesuon. They fail to account for
backups caused by extra.EPZ congestion, especially on I-77 in Charlotte.

The Applicants' evacuation time estimates erroneously assume quick response by
school buses and multiple schco! bus trips. School buses in South Carolina are

; driven by high school kids. No public official would dare to send high school kids-

into an evacuation zone to transport those without vehicles. Time must be allotted
!

{
for finding drivers.

The Apphcants' study is fundamentally useless to making a determination regarding
the time within which evacuation can be accomplished in that it makes numerous as-

i
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sumptions regarding work and living habits which are apparently made up out of
whole cloth. No references or other data bases are given for the assumptions under.,

lying these evacuation time estimates and they cannot be credited.

The evacuation time estimates should be based only upon worst case conditions,
rather than best case conditions. The Applicants' study is far too optimistic in assum-
ing that worst case conditions will require only 156% of the time of best case
conditionJ. The judges are asked to talte notice of their own experience in Appli-
cants' counsel trying to reach York, South Carolina, in the midst of what may be a
modest snowstorm to Yankee eyes, but which had plainly immobilized the entire
vicinity.

Further, Applicants' study naively fails to account for parents going first to their
children's schools to pick up their chikiran before evacuating.

Moreover, Applicants' study, by slight of hand, dismisses the major impact of the
,

i presence of large transient populations at Carowinds amusement park and Heritage.

' | U.S.A. Those populations will take longer to evacuate than the study assumes and
; will co-congest I-77 with resident traffic. ~

,

,
The fundamental test of the adequacy of an evacuation plan is whether it can be im-

1 piemented in such a fashion as to effectively avoid or minimize the radiological ef-
,'

fects of a radiation release. Absent a real life, real time evacuation drill to test the
system,M any study presen;ed in support of the adequacy of the emergency plans

! must be technically valid from a theoretical perspective and based upon ass,umptions-

: having some relationship to the real world situation to which the study is supposed
! 'to apply. This study lacks either basis.
i

A more realistic estimate of evacuation time for the Catawba Nuclear Station in the
South Carolina Piedmont is that evacuation will require a minimum of 33 hours,
assuming a conservative 600 vehicles / lane / hour vehicle travel time. Applicants are,,

,

thus, unable to provide reasonable assurance of being able to avoid or meaningfully
minimize radiation exposure in the event of a radiation release at Catawba.

The Applicants thus fail to meet the requirement of NUREG.0654, Rev.1. Appen-
dix 4, in that their evacuation time estimates may not be credited by the Commis-
sion and fail to meet Commission requirements that it be able to demonstrate the
ability oflocal and state authorities to take effective protective actions.

. .

2. EPC-15 alleges: ,,

The Applicants and the local and state plans fail to provide adequate assurance that
effective protective actions can be taken because the provisions in the several plans
are inadequate with regards to transportation and related evacuatory activities in the
event of an evacuation.

The emergency plans fail, fundarnentally, to address the peculiar conditions of the
areas surrounding the Catawba Naclear Station. Large segments of these areas are

.

W This paragraph relatmg to the nect.ssity for a drill to test the system was not admitted as a substantive
claim for rehef (see S. Tr.1095).
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rural Some of them contain lower income communities. The time estimates used
by Apphcants assume that 10% of families are without vehicles. But in many of'

these homes. that vehicle is not home during large parts of the day. Often, those
,

homes will have children and elderly people at home without transportation. No
census of varying conditions has been done.

Moreover. the plans are premised on using school buses to transport those without

.

their own transportation. School buses in South Carolina are driven by high school

! students. Even if some public officials were prepared to leave emergency activities'

|
in the hands of sixteen year old youths. none would dare send such a child into an
evacuation tone. No provision is made for backup drivers. Even if the drivers can

j be found. in many communities those school buses are kept at the driver's home at

! night and not at some central motor pool

,

Applicants and the local and state planning officials have failed to demonstrate that
adequate transportation facilities are available to evacuate the hospitals and nursing

! homes in the EPZ. Nor do the plans demonstrate that adequate provisions have
,

been made for transporting young children at day-care facilities. -

Numerous parents have informed members of Palmetto Alliance that in the event
of an evacuation their first response will be to personally pick up their chddren
regardless of paper plans. The state and local plans fail to address this reaction which
will slow evacuation and add to confusion.

The experience at Three Mile Island demonstrates that many citizens will not leave
in the face of a major threat. Southerners have a special commitment to land and
home which no government to date has been able to overcome. Absent a full-scale,

exercise which demonstrated that these hard-headed Scotch Irishmen are going to
leave, no assurance can be had that the public willleave in the event of an evacua-

. | tion order.Il

The emergency plans assume. but do not demonstrate, that adequate buses are,

available to move schoolchildren out in a timely manner. Multiple bus pickups may
e

be needed.

Evacuation plans which fail to assume that human beings - and not computer
modelled facsimiles thereof - are to be evacuated cannot but failin the test. Appli-
cants and state and local emergency planners are unable to provide, wurance that

.

the plans can be effectively implemented to protect the residents.
!

3. Contention 14 alleges that Applicants' evacuation time estimates
are flawed and unreliable due to their failure to account for various
factors. Similarly, in Contention 15 the Intervenors allege deficiencies in
the State and local emergency plans concerning evacuation.

4. Testimony on these contentions was presented by the Applicants
(Testimony of R.M. Glover and Walter M. Kulash); the State of North-
Carolina (Testimony of J.T. Pugh, III); the State of South Carolina

j

il This paragraph relatms to the necessity of a drill to test the system was not admitted as a substa3tive
claim for relief (we s. Tr.10%.
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(Testimony of R. Lunsford); Gaston County, North Carolina
(Testimony of Bob E. Phillips): Mecklenburg County, North Carolina
(Testimony of Lewis Broome); and York County, South Carolina
(Testimony of Phillip S. Thomas). Testimony was also presented by the
Staff (Testimony of Thomas Urbanik, II, Concerning the Evacuation
Time Estimate Studies for Catawba Nuclear Station). The Intervenors
filed no written testimony on Contentions 14 and 15, but relied exten-
sively on cross-examination. Intervenors also relied on the subpoenaed
testimony of rebuttal witnesses: Brenda W. Best, J. Elbert Pope,
Luther L. Fincher, Jr., Nathaniel Davis, Jr., and James T. Oliphant.

5. Essentially, Intervenors assert that the evacuation time study pre-
pared for Applicants by PRC Voorhees for the Catawba Nuclear Station
cannot be relied on by public authority for making decisions based on

~| the time required to evacuate residents for a number of specjlic
reasons: (a) the study overestimates the flow of traffic on evacuation

, routes; (b) it does not consider the voluntary evacuation of Charlotte
1 (evacuation shadow phenomenon); (c) it does not give adequate consid-

cration to the evacuation of schools, the number of buses and bus driv-'

! crs required, and parents picking up their children at school; (d) the
study lacks a data base for the estimates concerning work / travel timesi

'

and, hence, uses erroneous ass'umptions; (e) it does not adequately ad-
dress adverse weather considerations; (0 the transient population at
Carowinds amusement park and Heritage U.S.A. was not considered;

. (g) the assumptions used are not valid and the methodology is unsound;
and finally, (h) the study uses too high a vehicle / lane / hour capacity,
and should assume a 600-vehicle / lane / hour capacity, yielding a mini-
mum evacuation time of 33 hours. Each of these points will be addressed
individually.

6. Evacuation time estimates are required by 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Ap-
pendix E, j IV and are used for two principal purposes:

*a. to provide decisionmakers during an emergency with knowl-
edge of the length of time required to effect evacuation under
various conditions, which allows an informed choice of protec-
tive actions (e.g., between in place sheltering and evacuation);
and

b. to identify those areas or routes in the vicinity of a site where
bottlenecks are likely to occur and traffic control would be
appropriate.

7. The criteria for judging the acceptability of the evacuation time
estimates which are required by 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, f IV are
set forth in NUREG-0654, Appendix 4. NUREG-0654 discusses several
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i elements which the NRC and FEMA believe should be included in evac-
,

4 uation time studies. These considerations include: (a) an accounting'

2* for permanent, transient, and special facility populations in the plume
exposure EPZ; (b) an indication of the traffic analysis method and the

'

method of arriving at road capacities; (c)-consideration of a range of
evacuation scenarios generally representative of normal through adverse
evacuation conditions; (d) consideration of confirmation of evacuation;
(e) identification of critical links and need for traffic control; and (0 use

.i

[' of methodology and traffic flow modeling techniques for various time
estimates, consistent with the guidance of NUREG-0654, Appendix 4.

j
18. The Applicants provided an evacuation time estimate study for

,

j the' Catawba plume exposure pathway EPZ, prepared under contract by
,

PRC Voorhees (PRC), entitled " Catawba Nuclear Station Evacuation
;

Analysis / Evacuation Tim 6 Estimates, April 1983" (App. Ex. EP-15,'

Attach. A). PRC also produced a number of subsequent reports in con-
b .7

$ nection with this evacuatiu'a time estimate study including: " Summary"

of Method for Estimating Evacuation Time for Catawba Nuclear Station.i ;

.I EPZ, March 1984": " Adequacy of Planning for School Population Evac-
9 l uation.; Mar::h 1984"; " Assumptions Underlying Departure Times for

Evacuation of the Catawba Nuclear Station EPZ, December 1983";
i

" Evacuation Time Estimates for Carowinds and Heritage U.S.A., March;

1984"; and s, report entitled " Transport-Dependent Population, April
1984." App. Ex. E.?-15, Attach. B F.:

' I 9. The Applicants' study used the PRC EVACPLAN model which
^

was developed specifically for evacuation time estimate studies. The
method for computing total evacuation time was the distribution- '

method which is one of the two acceptable approaches outlined in,

'

NUREG-0654, Appendix 4. EVACPLAN consists of two major compo-
nents: The EVACURVE module and the QUEUE module. The EVA-
CURVE module calculates the final departure curves giving the distribu-
tion of times at which the vehicle owning population completes prepara-
tions to leave home and enters the road system. The QUEUE module
simulates the flow of traffic through the evacuation routes and identifies

| the location and extent of traffic congestion.
*

>

Traffic How Rates
i:

10. The first issue (a) raised in Contention 14 is that the evacuation
time study overestimates the flow of traffic on evacuation routes. The
flow rate used by PRC is 1200 vehicles / lane / hour, which is a figure that,- >

is adjusted downward from the actual hourly flow of traffic on a single
's /,

r>
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!ane of surface highway of 1800 vehicles / lane / hour, taken from the
1965 Highway Capacity Manual. This manual was compiled by the Trans-
portation Research Board of the National Academy of Sciences and is
the standard reference in the transportation profession for determining
capacities. Use of the figure 1200 vehicles / lane / hour assumes a vehicle
headway of 3 seconds, reflecting a level of traffic interruption that could
be expected in an evacuation assuming the absence of traflic control
measures.

11. Staff witness Dr. Thomas Urbanik, II,'2 testified that the capaci-
ties suggested by Intervenors in the contention were unreasonably low
and not supported by experience or sound technical analysis. The Inter-
venors did not present a time estimate study of their own, nor an analy-
sis of the study presented by the Applicants. Given the record before us,

' '
we have no reason to doubt that the traffi- flow rate assumed in the Ap ,

; plicants' study is appropriate.

i

" Shadow"Eracuation.
;

| 12. Testimony on the voluntary evacuation of residents of Cha' rlotte
outside the EPZ (b) was presented by Applicants. PRC performed two
studies related to the evacuation of areas beyond the EPZ, o'ne encom-
passing the voluntary evacuation of the entire Charlotte area, and the
other, the southwest one third of the city of Charlotte. The results of
these studies were set forth in Attachment B to Mr. Kulash's testimony-

on Contention 11 (expansion of the EPZ boundary) (App. Ex. EP-19).
However, we have considered that attachment here, since it is relevant
to the impact, if any, on the traffic evacuation time study for the EPZ as
currently drawn. That study indicated that impact of this traffic, assum-
ing 100% of the Charlotte residents evacuating voluntarily, could delay
EPZ evacuees using the only impacted route, I-77, I hour, which would
delay completion of the entire EPZ-evacuation by 30 minutes. Based on
this cyi.tence we find, contrary to the assertion in the contention, that

12 Dr. Thomas Urbanik. II. is Assistant Research Engineer. Texas Transportation Institute, Texas A&M
University, and serves under contract to Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, which is responsible
under contract to the NRC for reviewing evacuation time studies of nuclear facilities. Dr. Urbanik was a
principal author of NUREG/CR.1745 " Analysis of Techniques for Estimating Evacuation Times for
Emergency Planning Zones" November 1980. He also provided input to the development of current
guidance for evacuation time estimate studies which appears in Appenda 4 to NUREG.0654. Rev. I
" Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness
in support of Nuclear Power Plants" November 1980. Dr. Urbanik reviewed the initial evacuation time
estimate study submittals of approximately 52 operating and near-term nuclear facilities for the NRC in
light of NUREG 0654. Rev.1. the results of which are published in NUREG/CR 1856 "An Analysis of
Evacuation Times Estimates Around 52 Nuclear Power Plant sites" May 1911.
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Applicants have, in fact, considered the voluntary evacuation of resi-
dents of Charlotte.

1

Use ofSchoolBuses
13. Intervenors allege numerous difficulties with the evacuation of

schools (c). Plans for the evacuation of schools, along with an analysis
of the adequacy of such planning, were presented in Applicants'
testiraony. The State of North Carolina plans an early evacuation of
children from schools and has adequate buses available to move the stu-
dents without utilizing multiple bus pickups by bringing buses in from

,

outside the EPZ. The State of South Carolina plans to use the hight

school student drivers only to pick up students. Phillips for Gaston
.

i County pointed out that there are adequate buses so that multiple trips
will not be necessary. County employees, volunteer firemen or police

,
could be used to drive the buses in place of the student drivers on

; return trips. Broome of Mecklenburg County testified that enough buses
are available to avoid multiple trips, that these buses are a maximum of

|- 30 minutes away, and only adult bus drivers would be allowed to return
to the EPZ, not student drivers. Thomas of York County testified that

,

student drivers might be used for multiple trips to evacuate the particular
school they are assigned to, but would be replaced by volunteer firemen
for any other evacuation purposes. Backup drivers are also available.

'
,

14. Kulash testified that he conducted a study entitled " Adequacy of
Planning for School Population Evacuation / Catawba Nuclear Station
Emergency Planning Zone," and that this study determined that an ade-
quate number of buses exists to complete the evacuation in less than

,

two trips per vehicle in each county. Dr. Urbanik testified that multiple
trips could be conducted within the 4-hour evacuation time estimate due
to the fact that a number of the buses are on site, can respond quickly,
and can then return.

i 15. Each of the State and local officials pointed out that their policy
is to discourage parents from driving to the schools to pick up their
children because the current plans call for relocation of the students
directly. Messages instructing parents not to attempt to pick up their
children at school are @ provided in the Applicants' brochures. Al-
though it is anticipated that some parents will not follow these instruc-
tions and would not be prevented from picking up their children, this
possibility was accounted for in the Applicants' evacuation time esti-
mates.

16. Based on the record before us, we find that Applicants' evacua-
i tion time _ study has given careful consideration to the evacuation of
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schoolchildren, the number of buses and trips required, and the necessi-
ty of providing alternative bus drivers (other than student drivers), and
adequate planning has taken place to meet the needs identified in this

I regard.
|

Assumptions About Habin and Behavior

17. Contention 14 also alleges (d) the lack of a data base for the as-
sumptions presented in the evacuation time estimate study concerning
the length of time assumed for workers to return home for their families
in preparation for departing the EPZ. Data regarding this concern are
contained in Applicants' Exhibit EP-15, Attachment D, at 11.82 Moreov-
er, the assumptions of the study were reviewed by the Staff and FEMA

' and found reasonable (Staff Ex. EP-1, Urbanik at 5; Staff Ex. EP-2,
Heard and Hawkins at 27). Work-to-home travel times are based ~ori

'
standardized trip length frequency distributions, as developed from'

! home interview surveys throughout United States urban areas of all
'

sizes. These distributions have proved to be predictable and stable for
j comparably sized areas. A maximum travel time of 20 minutes was
: adopted for a worker with both residence and workplace in the EPZ

(corresponding to a distance of over 13 miles). The actual work / trip
length frequency distribution used in the study assumed a work / trip
length of up to 45 minutes; however, the small percentage of trips of be-

~ tween 20 and 45 minutes resulted in inclusion of this percentage within l

the 20-minute figure. It also assumed that at a length of more than 45
minutes, the driver would not return home or would be denied access to
the EPZ. This is part of the distribution function used for preparation
times in the EVACURVE module. Additionally, site-specific data com-

i

piled by PRC revealed that 85% of the people who work in York County
also live in York County, lending further support to the assumptions
regarding work / trip frequency distribution used in the Applicants' evacu-
ation time estimate study.

18. One of the assumptions used to establish the work to-home flow,

rates was that driver behavior would not be unusual, that is, not char-
acterized by speeding, disregard of traffic regulations or using opposing
lanes. Rather, congestion would limit urban speeds to 20 miles per hour
(mph), while rural speeds could reach 40 mph. Because the average flow
during an evacuation would range from 10 to 28 mph, the actual time is

33 Attachment D is entitled. " Assumptions Una vtying Departure Times for Evacuation of the Catawba
Nuclear station Emergency Planning Zone." Deceaber 1981
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determined by congestion, rather than unusual driver behavior. Dr. Ur-
banik testified that the assumption of rational driver behavior is based
on actual experience in disasters. We find, therefore, that there is a data
base for these underlying assumptions, that they are reasonable and that
no convincing evidence was presented challenging their adequacy.

.

Consideration of " Worst Case" Weather

19. With regard to Intervenors' concern (e), we note that Applicants'
evacuation time estimate study assumed a reduction in roadway capacity
of 40% for adverse weather conditions ~(App. Ex. EP-15, Kulash at.11).
This represents restricted traffic flow due to ice, snow, heavy rain and'

winds, and traffic not totally stopped. Total blockage of the roadway due
,

to clearing of snow, fallen trees or floods was not considered, as it is_ex-
pected that average snowfall could accumulate as much as 3-4 inches

,

before the roadways became completely blocked and resulted in a zero'

flow rate. The percentage reduction in roadway capacity to account for,

j adverse weather remains fairly stable, although the causes could vary,
i Dr. Urbanik pointed out that if total blockage of roadways occurred due

to snow, for example, the time to clear the roads must be added to the
evacuation time estimates. The plan must be flexible enough to accom-
modate various scenarios. Consideration of adverse weather conditions
is not intended as a " worst case" scenario, but rather assumes the road-

- way is still passable, at a reduced flow rate. There is an inherent danger
in basing time estimate studies on only worst-case scenarios: it could
lead to advising the population to shelter when evacuation is feasible
and safer. Moreover, there is an overwhelming probability that any acci-
dent would occur during the time periods defined as " normal" or -
" adverse" weather as defined in Appendix 4 to NUREG-0654. Neither
case study presented in the PRC analysis assumes best-case conditions.
Normal evacuation already reduces the flow level from 1800 vehicles to
1200 vehicles which represents a reduced level of highway capacity. The
adverse weather scenario further reduces this to only 60% of the capacity
assumed for normal weather conditions. While this may not be " worst
case," neither can either scenario be said to represent optimum condi-
tions. If decisionmakers only had worst-case estimates available to
them, they would be denied the flexibility essential to making a realistic
determination of what protective action recommendation would best
serve the public health and safety. Therefore, we find that the " normal"
and " adverse" weather conditions used in the Applicants' evacuation
time estimate study are appropriate and provide the best information to
emergency planning officials for their decisionmaking. Accordingly,
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there is no merit to Intervenors' concern about " worst case" weather
conditions.

Transient P6pulations at Carowinds and Heritage

20. The next point raised by Contention 14, (0, asserts that the tran-
sient population at Carowinds amusement park and Heritage U.S.A. has
not been considered in the evacuation time estimate study. Peak
summer traflic from Carowinds and Heritage U.S.A. was, in fact, consid-
ered by PRC, but this study was not submitted as a separate study in the
original evacuation time study since this did not impact the time esti-

.

mates to any significant degree. However, this separate study is con-;

tained in Attachment E to Applicants' Exhibit EP 15. The study estab-,

! lished that the transient population from both Carowinds and Heritage
i U.S.A. can be evacuated without lengthening the projected maximum

evacuation times. The study was conservative (tending toward longer
times) because such peak transient population, which would likely occur.

on a summer holiday, is assumed at the " critical" tinie period for work-
ing hours during the school year. However, the transient populations at

! Carowinds and Heritage U.S.A. are at a minimum during the school
i year during working hours. James Oliphant, Loss Preventions Operations
i Manager at Carowinds,'' testified that Carowinds has its own evacuation

plan in development. He also stated that the current State plan calls for
the evacuation of the park before the general population evacuation,.

.

that is, at the alert stage before the sirens are sounded to notify the
general population. The entire park could be cleared in 2.5 hours and it
would only take 1.5 hours to clear the parking lot. Since the flow out of

~

the parking lot will start as soon as the Carowinds staff begins directing
people out of the park, congestion in the parking lot will have dissipated
by the time the park itselfis completely empty. The plan calls for Caro-
winds employees to direct traffic out of the parking lots and access
routes, but State police have the responsibility to route traffic on thei

highways. Both Oliphant and Kulash testified that trafTic from Carowinds
will not back up on I-77 to a degree significant enough to have a major
impact on the evacuation time estimates for the general population EPZ.
We have no evidence before us to refute this testimony, and are satisfied
that sufficient attention is being given to problems of transient traffic by
State and local oflicials.

14 Mr. oliphant. whose responsibilities include Gre. security. Grst-aid and safety of Carowinds. was a
rebuttal witness called by Intervenors.
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Assumptions andMethodology -
,

21. Contention 14 also questions (g) the methodology and assump-'

tions used in the Applicants' evacuation time estimate study. The meth-'

odology and assumptions used are set forth in Applicants' Exhibit
L EP-15, Attachment D. Dr. Urbanik testified that the methodologies

.

used are accepted and proven transportation planning, modeling and

| operating transportation systems, and are consistent with Appendix 4 of
NUREG 0654. There is nothing in the record to indicate that the meth-

,

odology and assumptions used in the PRC study are unsound, or have
3

j no empirical data base. The population figures used in the study are
taken from the 1980 U.S. Census, which provides a solid data base. Ad-
ditionally, the population for special facilities was derived from actual
contact with the facilities. In short, the Intervenors have not presented

.

us with any basis from which to question the adequacy of the methodolo-
gy and assumptions used, nor are we aware of any.

M*nimum Esecnetion Time

22. Finally, we turn to the question (h) as to what is appropriate to
i assume as a " minimum" time for evacuation of the Catawba EPZ. The
' Intervenors assert that 33 hours is the minimum time that should be
I assumed. In this regard, we note that Dr. Urbanik, who has the primary

responsibility for reviewing time estimates for the NRC, testified that
;

,
i there is not even one site in the U.S. where such an estimate would be

reasonable. He pointed out that the general range of general population'

evacuation time estimates for all sites in the U.S. under normal weather
,

conditions is from a minimum of I hour to a maximum of 12 hours.
While Dr. Urbanik did not directly address what the time range is under
a " worst case" scenario, he testified that a decisionmaker could add the
amount of time necessary to clear the roads (e.g., a heavy snow) to the
times estimated for adverse weather conditions. We have no reason to
find that 33 hours is realistic for the Catawba EPZ. The evacuation time
estimates before us for the Catawba EPZ considers various components,
including adverse weather, special facility populations, transient
populations, evacuation of schoolchildren, and the general population
evacuation. The total evacuation times presented in the study range
from 4 hours to 6 hours and 15 minutes, including considerations of ad-
verse weather and special facility population evacuation (App. Ex.
EP 15, Ku! ash Attach. A, at 4). We have no evidence to support Inter-
venors' theory that 600 vehicles / lane / hour is realistic. Dr. Urbanik
drove the roadways in the Catawba EPZ and performed independer.t cal.
culations of volume-to capacity ratios to determine if any parts of the
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network required times longer than those indicated in the Applicants'
study, and found the analysis reasonable. The overwhelming evidence
in the record before us supports our finding that the minimum time sus-
gested by the Intervenors has no basis.

23. The longer evacuation time raised by the Intervenors involves
an old, discredited estimate of the evacuation time for Catawba produced
prior to NUREG-0654, which indicates that about 33 hours would be re-
quired to evacuate part of the plume EPZ near Rock Hill, South Caro-
lina. This outdated document was appar'ently prepared under the loose
guidance on estimating evacuation times which .nredated NUREG-0654.
Contrary to Intervenors' assertion, none of the emergency planners who
testified could recall having reviewed this old time estimate, let alone

; having endorsed it as accurate.
24. The mere existence of an earlier, conflicting estimate of evacua .

tion time does not in any way cast doubt on the validity of PRC's
; estimate. Comparing the backgrounds of the two studies leaves no
; doubt as to which was the more accurate. The 33-hour estimate was

, i based on an unknown method, produced results that cannot be
'

i duplicated, and is documented in a single-page letter. No witness was
l called who could testify to its validity. The 3- to 4-hour estimate, in

contrast, is the product of a widely used, generally accepted method ap-
proved in NUREG-0654. It is supported by unrefuted expert testimony
and is documented in an extensive series of reports. The method and re-

- suits have been endorsed by independent experts and by State and local
'

emergency management officials.
25. The Intervenors have identified no feature of the earlier estimate

; that is more reasonable or realistic than the PRC estimate. This Board
| has heard no evidence that calls into question either the accuracy of the

evacuation time estimates produced for the Applicants by PRC or the'

use of these estimates by the emergency planning officials.
j 26. As a result of the foregoing, we find that the Applicants' evacua-

tion time estimate study satisfies the criteria set forth in NUREG-0654,
Appendix 4, and has given adequate consideration to evacuation of
schools, Carowinds and Heritage U.S.A., adverse weather and has used,

acceptable methodology and assumptions regarding flow rates and peo-,

'

ple's work and living habits. We are fully satisfied that this time study
j provides decisionmakers with additional information and a basis on
- which a decision as to the feasibility of an evacuation could be made in

the event of an emergency at the Catawba Nuclear Station. Thus, the
Board finds that the allegations in Contention 14 lack merit.

27. Applicants' testimony on Contention 15 was combined with that
on Contention 14, and consisted of a panel of witnesses from
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Applicants, the State of North Carolina, the State of South Carolina,
Geston County, N.C., Mecklenburg County, N.C., and York County,
S.C. FEMA's testimony also addressed this contention. Intervenors filed" i

no written testimony on Contention 15, but relied on cross-examination
' and testimony of rebutt.1 witnesses Nathaniel Davis, Jr., James T. Oli-

,

phant and Brenda Best.>

I 28. Essentially, EPC-15 asserts that proper provisions have not been

|
made for the evacuation of the transit-dependent population, and the
population in special facilities, such as hospitals and nursing homes, due'

;

j to a possible shortage of buses and bus drivers. The problem of parents
>

- picking up their children at school and the evacuation of schoolchildren
was addressed in the discussion of Contention 14 and will not be repeat-

'
ed here.;

29. Components of the transit-dependent population include hopse-?

1 holds who do not own vehicles, those people in vehicle-owning house-i

holds who are at home while the family vehicle is away, and the institu-
tional population of schools, nursing homes, hospitals and prisons in the.
EPZ. Each hospital, nursing home and penal institution in the EPZ was
contacted to determine the number of evacuees, and a survey of EPZ

: g
. residents was c,onducted to determine the number of household resi-

dents who would require transport in an emergency.
.

i

| 30. Pugh of North Carolina testified that while the North Carolina
plan anticipates that most people without their own means of transporta-t

{
- ( tion will be able to secure transportation from neighbors or friends,

nevertheless this planning includes the establishment of pickup points.

by publicly controlled buses for those in need of this service. Additional-
,

ly, the State emergency medical services has established agreements
with all rescue squads and ambulance services to respond for evacuation

i
i

of threatened hospitals and nursing homes. Evacuation of day-care cen-
ters would be accomplished utilizing the staff or the facilities.,

31. In York County, volunteer firemen and rescue squads would be
used to evacuate hospitals and nursing homes. School buses would bej

' used to transport those without private vehicles, and these buses would
be driven by volunteers and could be supplemented by use of National

;

|
Guard trucks. While it is true that these school buses are kept at the
homes of the student drivers overnight, York County has adequate
plans to deal with this contingency. The testimony shows that 250 buses
are immediately available in the county, without the resort to these,

i

|
student-driven buses. However, if these buses are subsequently needed,

.
volunteer firemen would then be instructed to either report to the indi-'

vidual bus locations to pick up the buses, or would gather at a centrallo-

;.
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cation from which they would be taken as a group and let oft one by one- -

at the student drivers' homes.

| 32. The Gaston County plan calls for police officers and the central
transport service to pick up the transit-dependent. The one day-care
center would also be evacuated by use of the central transportation vans.'

There is no hospital in the Gaston portion of the EPZ, and the one nurs-'

ing home has but five residents who would be evacuated by private auto.
33. The Mecklenburg County plan includes provisions for use of the

City Department of Transportation buses as a primary source of trans-
! portation for the transit-dependent. While student drivers drive school

buses in North Carolina, they would only be used to evacuate schoolchil-
dren. If needed for transport of any of the dependent population, adult4

i volunteers (firemen, police, emergency workers) would be used. There
,

; are no hospitals within the Mecklenburg County portion of the EPZ, .
; and only one nursing home, which can handle its own needs. The day-
j care facilities have not indicated any need for transport assistance, with
; one exception, and a bus will be provided for this center.,

j j 34. Thomas of York County testified that the York County plan calls
j for the use of school buses driven by volunteer firemen to evacuate the

1 ! transit dependent. While buses driven by students will be used to evacu-
ate schools, they will not be used for any other purpose. All of the hospi-: ,

'
tais and nursing homes and day-care centers in the York County portion
of the EPZ have been contacted to determine the number of buses re-

| . quired for evacuation.
; 35. FEMA witnesses testified that each of the State and county plans

contains provisions for evacuation of the transit-dependent population
'

using school buses, ambulances and rescue squads.
36. The school bus supply and demand was analyzed in the Appli-,

; cants' time estimate study in connection with separate studies of evacua-
tion of schools and evacuation of the transit-dependent populations.'

Both these studies show that an adequate supply of school buses and
additional transportation from other sources are available for evacuation;

of both schools and the transit-dependent population in the Catawba
EPZ. We note that only York County anticipates the need for multiple
bus trips to evacuate its School Districts 2,3 and 4, and while this will
be carried out by student drivers, any other use of these buses for the.

remainder of the transport dependent population will be restricted to,

'

volunteer firemen as drivers.
37. Given the record before us, we find nothing in the record to con-

tradict the assertion by both State and local emergency planners that en
! adequate number of buses and drivers will be available in the event of '

an emergency at the Catawba Nuclear Station. Identification of the
i
i
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mobility-impaired and transit dependent population is in the process of
being carried out in North Carolina and South Carolina.

38. We find that, contrary to the assertions in the contention, careful
attention has been paid to the needs of the transit-dependent
population, including schools, and the Board is satisfied that the plans
provide reasonable assurance that effective protective actions can be
taken with regard to protection of the transit-dependent population.

39. Finally, regarding the concern that citizens will refuse to leave
their homes, no evidence was presented by the Intervenors supporting
this assertion. Instead, the record indicates that in emergency situations

,

people follow the instructions of public officials.
,

! 40. We find that the emergency response plans developed by the

.! States and counties are adequate and provide reasonable assurance that
the EPZ can be safely evacuated. Thus, we find that the allegations in*

Contention 15 lack merit.

H. Intervenors' Emergency Planning Contention 18 - Adequacy
of Local Telephone System

i
i 1. EPC-18 alleges that:

*

!

1 In the event of an emergency, local telephone systems are inadequate to handle the
immensely increased volume of telephone calls. Since notification of emergency per.
sonnel relies upon telephones and since those without vehicles are expected to call,

for a ride, major parts of the emergency communications system will be effectively*

knocked out. This applies especially to the notification of school bus drivers as speci-
,

Ged in the plan.

2. The appropriate standards and criteria in regard to this contention
' are NUREG-0654, II.E and ll.F. Criterion II.E.2 provides that: "each

organization shall establish procedures for alerting, notifying and
mobilizing emergency response personnel." Planning Standard II.F pro-
vides that: " provisions exist for prompt communications among princi-'

pal response organizations to emergency personnel and to the public."
3. Applicants presented a panel of witnesses consisting of Stan D.

Coleman, Jr., Michael E. Bolch, J.T. Pugh, III, P.R. Lunsford, Bob E.
Phillips, Lewis Wayne Broome and Phillip Stevens Thomas. John C.
Heard, Jr., and Thomas I. Hawkins testified for FEMA. The Intervenors
did not present direct testimony on this contention.

4. In their proposed findings in 113 and 4 on page 186, the Interve-
nors state:

Much of the concern which is founded upon the inadequacy of the local telephone
system appears to be addressed through response by Applicants and the state and
local planners who have identiGed a variety of alternative means including dedicated
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lines, various radio equipment, and personal keepers, to accomplish notification of
at least the key emergency personnelin the event of an emergency at the facility.

We have remaining concerns, however, regarding effects of the unavailability of the
local telephone system on the implementation ability as it relates to the larger
number oflesser emergency response workers as well as the members of the general
public who, requiring special assistance, would seek to communicate by telephone
with emergency management officials.

S. From the above statements we find that certain issues have been
sdequately addressed by the Applicants' witnesses and thus they are
beyond the concern of the Intervenors and are no longer in controversy.
These issues are (1) notification of the Station response team, (2) notifi-
cation of ollicials of the three counties, and (3) notification of State and.

local officials. Applicants' witnesses Bolch, Coleman and Lunsford have
,

addressed these aspects of this contention in detail and have found tilat.
,

| a variety of communication systems are available for notification (App.

| Ex. EP 16, Coleman and Bolch at 1-7; Lunsford at 1-2). Their testimony
j leads us to agree with the Intervenors. We therefore find that the various
! means of communication other than public telephone lines are adequate

| for notification of these key emergency personnel in the event of an
.; emergency at Catawba..

! 6. Remaining concerns of the Intervenors are the availability of the
local telephone systems in the event of an emergency to (1) lesser
emergency workers and (2) members of the general public who would
seek to communicate with emergency management officials.- '

Notification ofEmergency Response Personnel
;

7. In Gaston County, word of an emergency will be received by tele-
phone or by radio at the county warning point and the county communi-
cations center. The warning point is staffed 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week; at least two telephone communicators would notify twenty-five
county department personnel on a priority basis if an emergency occurs.
There is radio communication capability from the EOC to radio-equipped
police, fire, ambulances and civil defense personnel (App. Ex. EP-16,;

Phillips at 1). Persons to be notified are listed in a standard operating
procedure at the communications center. These persons would normally
be contacted by the telecommunicators. However, in the event that the

i system became overloaded, radio communication would be used or a
police otTicer would be sent to their residences (Tr. 1440-41, Phillips
S/8/84). Also, Gaston County has acquired a radio for two-way com-

| munication with EBS (Tr.1404, Phillips S/8/84).
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8. In Mecklenburg County, if telephone systems become overload-
ed, emergency response personnel could be notified in a timely manner4

by radio, by sending a vehicle or by an emergency EBS announcement
(App. Ex. EP-16, Broome at 1). Ten minutes is the maximum estimated
time anticipated for notification of the essential personnel to man the
Mecklenburg County EOC (14. at 2). If emergency management person-
net are not in their office, they can be reached by pager or by broadcast
to their radio-equipped cars. If they are at home and cannot be reached
by telephone, a police car could be sent for them (Tr. 2887-88, Broome
6/5/84).

9. The York County Emergency Operations Plan states that the first

i person in York County's government to be notified in the event'of a
radiological emergency at Catawba is the dispatcher at the sheriff's'

! department in Rock Hill (App. Ex. EP-16, Thomas at 1). The dispatcher

| has a predetermined list of persons to contact which includes the Direc-
I tor of the Emergency Preparedness Agency, peopic in the law enforce-

ment system, his supervisor, the sheriff, etc. This can be accomplished'

i either by telephone or through radio communication. The Emergency
j Preparedness Agency Director must in turn call four persons. It is es-

timated that this will take no longer than 5 to 7 minutes (14. at 12; Tr.

.| 1423, 5/8/84). 110 problem is anticipated even if telephone circuits are
overloaded in contacting emergency workers since backup methods of
communication are available (Tr. 1438-39, Thomas 5/8/84). Backup
sources of communication which are available for volunteer firemen,

.
!

the emergency preparedness director and emergency management sup-
,

port (EMS) personnel are tone and voice pagers. EMS personnel also
have walkie-talkies (Tr.1430, Thomas 5/8/84).

10. The Board finds that in the event that telephone systems in
Gaston, Mecklenburg and York Counties become overloaded, there is
reasonable assurance that other means of prompt notification of county
emergency response personnel will be available.

hansportation-Dependent Prrsons

11. In the event the telephone systems are overloaded, there are
several ways of communicating with transportation dependent persons.
An EBS message would be used that would indicate locations at which
people could be picked up. The supplemental mobile system for siren
notification would also be available for people who need assistance. Per-
sons needing transportation could contact personnel in these emergency
vehicles (App. Ex. EP-16, Broome at 3). Transportation dependent per-
sons would be told by an EBS message to stand on their front porch or
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hang a handkerchief on the door. Also, the Duke information brochure
advises transportation-dependent persons to identify themselves to their
local emergency management office in advance of an event as to their
need for transportation (Tr. 1435 36, 1432, Thomas 5/8/84). Gaston
County compiles a list of transportation-dependent persons annually
(Tr.1434, Phillips S/8/84). In addition to picking up persons on prear-
ranged routes, there would be emergency vehicles on the road looking-t

for people who need transportation (App. Ex. EP-16, Phillips at 5; Tr.*
.

1452-53, Thomas, Phillips and Pugh 5/8/84). In York County, school
'

buses would be utilized to transport transportation-dependent persons.
Rural volunteer firemen will serve as school bus drivers to transport

: these persons. Firemen can be notified by the sheriff's department
; through their tone and voice pagers (Tr. 1424-25, Thomas 5/8/84). In"

j Gaston County, county vehicles rather than school buses will be used,to,
| pick up people who need transportation (App. Ex. EP 16, Phillips at
'

4-5).
i 12. From the above, the Board finds that in the event of an emergen-.

,

'
j cy there are adequate means of notification of transportation dependent

persons in Gaston, Mecklenburg and York Counties.
' '

. .

: Notification ofSchoolBus Drivers>

13. Witness Broome testified that overloading of the tele;mne
. system would not interfere with notification of school bus drivers in

Mecklenburg County because, if school were in session, drivers would
be at the schools and would be notified by the tone alert system. If4

schools were not in session, there would be no problem or concern with
,

; school evacuation (App. Ex. EP-16, Broome at 4). Witness Phillips testi-
i fied that in Gaston County if the schools were in session, to notify driv-
! ers he would call the principal of the school. If the schools were not in
| session, the school buses would not be needed (App. Ex. EP 16, Phillips
. at 4 5). Witness Thomas indicated that in the event the telephone sys-

! tems of York County were overloaded, school bus drivers could be noti-
'

fled by the tone alert radios in the schools which would alert personnel
I to listen to EBS broadcasts. Bus drivers would be at the schools and
a would be notified by school officials (App. Ex. EP 16, Thomas at 5-6).
! 14. The Board finds that in the event of an emergency when schools

were in session and the telephone system were to become overcrowded,
i there are adequate provisions for notification of school bus drivers if
; schools are not in session, notification of bus drivers is not required
j except where buses are to'be used for transportation-dependent people.
I

!
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In these instances, the tone-alert and voice pagers can be utilized to coa-
tact drivers.

15. After consideration of all evidence bearing on the availability of
the local telephone systems in case of an emergency, to lesser emergency
workers and members of the general public who need to communicate
with emergency management officials, we find that adequate alternate
means of notification are available. We find that there is reasonable-

assurance that the requisite notifications can be accomplished even with
overloading of local telephone systems. If there is overloading of the
telephone systems, we find that transportation-dependent persons would

! be able to arrange for, or signal for transportation. Finally, we find that
school bus drivers can be notified in a timely manner even though there

| is overloading of the local telephone systems.
;

|
-

V. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW''

The Board has considered all of the evidence submitted by the parties
in this proceeding on the emergency planning issues. Based upon a

j review of that record and the foregoing Findings of Fact the Board con-
cludes that:*

1. The emergency plans meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. j 50.47,f

and Appendix E to 10 C.F.R. Part 50, as well as the criteria of,

|
~

j NUREG-0654, and provide reasonable assurance that adequate protec-
| tive measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological'

emergency;
2. The issuance of operating licenses to the Applicants, as condi-

tioned in the Order, will not be inimical to the common defense and
'

security or to the health and safety of the public; and
3. Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. j 2.760a and 10 C.F.R. j 50.57, that the

Director of Nuclear Reactor. Regulation is authorized to issue to the
Applicants, upon making requisite findings with respect to the matters
not embraced in this Supplemental Partial Initial Decision, licenses au-

<

thorizing operation of Catawba Nuclear Station, Units I and 2, subject'

to the satisfaction of the conditions set forth in the Order.

i VI. ORDER

Wherefore, it Is Ordered, in accordance with 10 C.F.R. j 2.760a and
10 C.F.R. j 50.57, that the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is au-
thorized to issue to the Applicants, upon making requisite findings with
respect to matters not embraced in this Supplemental Partial Initial

+
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Decision, the licenses authorizing the operation of Catawba Nuclear
Station, Units I and 2, provided that the following conditions are met

- within 180 days following the initial issuance of an operating license.
1. (a) Applicants' Brochure shall state that high levels of radiation

are harmful to health and may be life threatening and such statement
shall be contained within that portion of the brochure that deals with ac-
tions to be taken in the event of an emergency; (b) the warning signs
and decals shall specify the types of emergencies they cover including
nuclear; (c) the warning signs and decals shall notify transients as to
where they can obtain local emergency information, as provided in
NUREG-0654 Evaluation Criterion ll G.2; and (d) Applicants' emergen-
cy plans shall reflect the kinds oflocations within the plume exposure
EPZ wherein the warning signs and decals and emergency response in-
formation will be placed and the procedures employed to assure that suf-

. !
ficient numbers are being distributed to effectively reach the transients,!

and that the plans be implemented.r

! 2. We require of Applicants that there be comprehensive plans for

{ early notification to Carowinds of a radiological emergency at Catawba
j and for evacuation of Carowinds. They shall describe the responsibilities

of the emergency response organizations of Mecklenburg and York
Counties and provide for their efforts to be coordinated among them-
selves and with Carowinds' officials. Provisions in the plans shall be'

( ,

of the precautionary closing of the park, of the cause of the emergency.
made to immediately notify patrons and staff of Carowinds at the time

!

The means to implement the plans shall be made available.

i 3. Applicants shall fulfill the above conditions to the satisfaction of'

! the StalT, within the time specified above.
Furthermore, not as a condition of the licensing, we direct that: (1)

Applicants confirm to FEMA and the Staff that FEMA's finding arising
,

|.
from the February 1984 exercise, that more Gaston County personnel

! be trained in monitoring and decontamination procedures, has been ad-

; dressed; and (2) Applicants obtain changes to the South Carolina

i
Emergency Plan which will show the role and responsibilities of the Di-
vision of Public Safety in the Office of the Governor of South Carolina

,

! in ordering evacuations along with the identification of key individuals
; by title, and provide copies to FEMA and Staff.*

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. l 2.760(a) of the Commission's Rules of Prac-!

i tice, this Supplemental Partial Initial Decision will constitute the final
decision of the Commission forty five (45) days from the date ofissu-

i
ance, unless an appeal is taken in accordance with 10 C.F.R. l 2.762 or
the Commission directs otherwise. (See also 10 C.F.R. {{ 2.764,2.785

| and 2.786).;
I

i
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Any party may take an appeal from this decision by filing a Notice of
Appeal within ten (10) days after service of this decision. Each appellant
must file a brief supporting its position on appeal within thirty (30) days
after filing its Notice of Appeal (forty (40) days if the Staff is the
appellant). Within thirty (30) days after the period has expired for the
filing and service of the briefs of all appellants (forty (40) days in the
case of the Staff), a party who is not an appellant may file a briefin sup-
port of or in opposition to the appeal of any other party. A responding
party shall file a single, responsive brief regardless of the number of ap-
pellants' briefs filed (See 10 C.F.R. l 2.762(c)).

. THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
! LICENSING BOARD
!

|
' Morton B. Margulies, Chairman

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

I
;

Dr. Robert M. Lazo*

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE'

,

Dr. Frank F. Ilooper
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

!

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 18th day of September 1984.

APPENDIX A

List of Witnesses

Linda liarris Anderson Director, Chapter Manager of the Rock
flill Chapter of the American Red Cross

Arlene Bowers Andrews College of Social Work University of
South Carolina

Dr. M. Reada Bassiouni Acoustics consultant, Acoustic
Technology, Inc.
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Brenda Wagnon Best Schoolteacher, Olympic High School

Mary L. Birch Systems Engineer, Radwaste
Engineering Section, Duke Power
Company

Mic hael E. Bolch Emergency Preparedness Coordinator,
Duke Power Company

Lewis Wayne Broome Administrative Officer,
Charlotte Mecklenburg Emergency
Management Office

Dayne Brown Chief of the North Carolina Radiation
Protection Section, Division of Facility'

Services

[ Phillip F. Carter Director, Community Relations, Duke
j Power Company

! Mary Cartwright General Manager Public Relations,
! Duke Power Company

i Mark A. Casper Meteorologist for the Design - -

Engineering Department,
Duke Power Company

. Marvin ChernofT Polling Consultant, President, Chernoff
Silver Associates

Stan D. Coleman, Jr. Design Engineer, System
Communications Transmission
Department, Duke Power Company

Nathaniel Davis, Jr. Director of Transportation for York
School District No. I

Harold Mason Dickson Chairman of the York County Council

Dr. Susanna V. Duckworth Assistant Professor, Winthrop College

Robert F. Edmonds, Jr. Senior Engineer, Civil / Environmental,
Duke Power Company-

James E. Fairobent Meteorblogist, Meteorology Section,
; Meteorology and Effluent Treatment
'

Branch, Division of Systems Integration,
i Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Lutl er L. Fincher, Jr. Acting Director for Emergency
Management of Charlotte and
Mecklenburg County

Dr. Samuel L. Finklea, III Bureau of Radiological Health, South
Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control-

R. Michael Glover Emergency Response Coordinator, Duke
Power Company

Kathleen B. Gordon Emergency Management Planning
Review Committee, Mecklenburg
County

James Gregory, Jr. Planner, South Carolina Emergency .

Preparedness Division

E. H. Harris, Jr. Assistant Director for Emergency
Response, North Carolina Division of
Emergency Management

Thomas J. Hawkins Emergency Management Program-

Specialist, Radiological Emergency-

Planning, FEMA Region IV, Liaison
with North and South Carolina

.

John C. Heard, Jr. Chief, Technological Hazards Branch,
Natural and Technological Hazards
Division, FEMA Region IV

Dennis Johnson Disaster Specialist for the American Red
Cross

Walter M. Kulash Consultant on emergeacy management -

planning, Associate vice-president, PRC
Engineering

Betty Long Director of Service to the Armed Forces
and Disaster Services for the American
Red Cross covering
Charlotte /Mecklenburg

Paul R. Lunsford, Sr. Chief Area Coordinator, Emergency
Preparedness Division, Office of the
Adjutant General, State of South
Carolina
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William M. McSwain Exercise Training Officer, South
Carolina Preparedness Division

Major Philip Needham Divisional Secretary of the Salvation
Army for North Carolina and South
Carolina

James Edward Neves Regional Director, State Division of
Social Services for the Western Region
of North Carolina

James T. Oliphant Loss Prevention Operations Manager,
Carowinds

,

f Bob E. Phillips Director of the Gaston County

i Emergency Management Agency .

I Ruth Wanzer Pittard Director of Audio Visual Services,
Davidson College'

1
J. Elbert Pope Sheriff of York County, South Carolina

|
*

' j Thomas E. Potter Consultant on health and safety aspects-

! of nuclear power, Pickard, Lowe and
i Garrick, Inc.

Jesse Thomas Pugh, Ill Division Director, North Carolinai

- Department of Crime Control and Public
Safety, Division of Emergency
Management.

Jesse L. Riley Carolina Environmental Study Group

Perry D. Robinson Emergency Preparedness Specialist,
Emergency Preparedness Licensing
Branch, Division of Emergency
Preparedness, Office ofInspection and
Enforcement, Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

Philip Layne Rutledge Market Researcher, Astrovision

Frank B. Sanders Director, Division of Public Safety,
Governor Riley's Office, State of South
Carolina

Steven C. Sholly Technical Research Associate Union of
Concerned Scientists
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Leonard Soffer Section Leader of the Accident Risk
! Section, Reactor Risk Branch, Division

of Risk Analysis, Office of Nuclear
Research, Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

Phillip Steven Thomas Acting Director of Emergency
Preparedness, York County, South
Carolina

Judith D.Turnipseed Public Information Officer, Division of
Public Safety, Office of the Governor of
South Carolina

d Ray Twery Lecturer in Statistics, Department of
Mathematics and Computer Science,;

-! University of North Carolina, at
,

!

] Charlotte

- | Dr. Thomas Urbanik, II Associate Research Engineer associated

; with Texas Transportation Institute of
the Texas A&M University System, '

,

i :

APPENDIX B
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List of Exhibits
i r

i
!

Tr.Ps. Tr.Ps.
No. Description Ident. Rec'd

Applicants' Ezhibits

No. I North Carolina Emergency Plans 128 588

No. 2 South Carolina Emergency Plans 128 588
i

No. 3 Catawba Nuclear Station Emergency 129 588
:

Plan'

:

4

-

)
,

;

4
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No. 4 Duke Power Company Crisis 129 588
Management Plan for Nuclear
Stations

No. 5 Catawba Nuclear Station Emergency 130 588
Plan brochure,1984 edition

No. 6 Catawba Nuclear Station Student 130 588
Emergency Plan

No. 7 Applicants' Testimony on Emergency 141 519
Planning Contentions I and 7

No. 8 Catawba Nuclear Station Emergency 170 588

; Plan brochure, undated

! No. 9 Public Warning Decal 270 270 -

! No.10 Brochure: " Agriculture and Nuc! car 373 588
*

Power in South Carolina"-

No.11 Brochure: "In Time of Emergency, 373 588

A Citizen's Handbook on Nucleari
Attacks and Natural Disasters"*

! No.12 Brochure: " Disasters, What to Do to 373 588
Protect Yourself"

~

No.13 Applicants' Testimony on Emergency 603 603
Planning Contention 3

No.14 Applicants' Testimony on Emergency 883 883
Planning Contention 6

No.15 Applicants' Testimony on Emergency 1005 1005
Planning Contentions 14 and 15

No.16 Applicants' Testimony on Emergency 1343 2809
Planning Contention 18

No.17 Applicants' Testimony on Emergency 1825 1825
Planning Contention 9 1829

No.18 Nurkin Press Release 1982 1982

No.19 Applicants' Testimony on Emergency 2006 2006
Planning Contention 11

No. 21 Applicants' Testimony on Emergency 2809 2809
Planning Contention 8

1914
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|

No. 21 A Letter of 5/30/84 from Ms. Cottingham 2817 2817

w/ revised pp. 6 and 6 A of Harris /Pugh
testimony in App. Ex. EP 21

No.22 Operations Map, Catawba Nuclear Board Order of
Station, of January 1984 6/15/84 assigning

exhibit numbers
'

No. 23 Ingestion Pathway Map, Catawba Board Order'

Nuclear Station, Sheet 1 6/15/84 assigning
exhibit numbers

j

No. 24 Ingestion Pathway Map, Catawba Board Order of,

| Nuclear Station, Sheet 2 6/15/84 assigning

i
exhibit numbers

~

i

| Interveners' Exhibits

No. I Letter of April 13,1983, to Jane Lesser 169

| No. 2 Letter from Pugh to Glover 395 397
dated 6/28/83-

I
s No. 3 Letter from Glover to J. Moore, et al., 401

dated 4/21/83

. No. 4 Letter dated 4/22/83 from Duckworth 422
to Carter

No. 5 Letter dated 8/24/83 from Duckworth . 442
to Carter

No. 6 Letter dated 2/8/84 from Duckworth 443 443
to Carter

No. 7 " Catawba information Programs" 467 519
prepared by Mary Cartwright,

,

dated 8/26/83

No. 8 "The New Generation," Vol. II, No. 4, 478 482
December 1983

No. 9 Chernoff/ Silver & Associates Community 493
!ssues Survey

No.10 Community issues Survey dated 9/83 497

No.1I Brochure," flow Much Radiation Do 499 501

You Receive?"

1015
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No.12 Letter from Pat Osborne, addressed 571 572-

" Dear Neighbor," dated S/6/83

No.13 Applicants' Answers and Objections to 617
CESG and Palmetto Alliance's First
Round ofInterrogatories,
Questions 7-3 and 7 7; and 3/20
pleading, Applicants' Supplemental
Answers

No.14 " Guidelines and Procedures, American 734
Red Cross Disaster Services, Shelter.

Management Guide for Trainees"

No.15 List of Emergency Shelters 821 4504

No.16 Letter dated 7/16/80 to H.R. Denton, 1163 1165'
from W.O. Parker, Jr., with 7 page'

,

attachment
,

No.17 Letter dated S/7/80 to Divine Savior 1170 1170-

: Hosp. & Rock Hill Convalescent
' Ctr. from J.W. Hampton

No.18 Letter dated 10/31/83 to Lee from Lutes 1178 1178

No.19 Letter dated 11/8/83 to Hendricks from 1180 1182
- Glover (cover), with attachments of

two letters

No. 20 Letter dated 12/2/83 to Hendricks 1183 1184
from Glover

No. 21 Letter dated 1/18/83 to McSwain 1184 1191
from Thomas

No. 22 Memo PRC Voorhees dated 1/24/83 to 1206 1208
Kulash from Lutes,12 page attachment

No. 23 Interoffice PRC memo 2/4/83 to Lee 1206 1208
from Kulash & Lutes, w/ attachments

No. 24 Letters dated 2/7/83 from Hager to 1207 12'08
Phillips, Carroll, Broome, Self
and McSwain

No. 25 Letter dated 2/16/83 to Lee from 1207 1208
McSwain

1916
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No. 26 Letter dated 2/17/83 to Kulash from 1207 1208

Edmonds, with attachment

No. 27 Letter dated 3/9/83 to Lutes from 1207 1208

Hager, with attachment

No. 28 Memorandum dated 3/17/83 from 1208 1208
,

| Carroll Ref, Draft Emergency
; Evacuation Time Estimate

i No. 29 Memorandum dated 3/18/83 from Lee 1208 1208

! to Tucker, Attn: Glover with

|
PRC 2 page attachment

i No. 30 FEM A letter dated 8/9/83 from Woodard 1601 1602 .

| to Moore, with 3 page RAC encl. -

] No. 31 FEMA letter dated 8/18/83 from 1601 1602

Woodard to Pugh with 2 page RAC encl.

No. 32 Letter dated i1/16/83 to Woodard from 1604 1629

! Moore & Pugh

f No. 33 Hypothetical Plume Projection Catawba 1628 1628
Exercise 0802 hours,2/16/84

h No. 34 Critique Sheet for Controllers / 1645
' Evaluators, /s/ Morgan,2 pages

No. 35 Critique Sheet for Controllers 1646
/ Evaluators, /s/ Connolly,3 pages

No. 36 FEMA letter dated 3/23/84 from 1647 1647

Woodard to Pugh, with 1 page RAC encl.

No. 37 FEMA letter dated 3/23/84 from 1647 1647
Woodward to Moore, with I page
RAC encl.

No. 38 Intervenors' Testimony of: Rutledge, 1724 1810

Pittard and Andrews 1754

No. 39 Letter dated 12/27/83 to Hampton from 1917 1918
Carowinds, emergency plan attached

No. 40 "Carowinds PTL Planning Meeting," 1919 1966

2/1/83

No. 41 Memo dated 3/9/83 from Lutes to Lee 1920 1966

1917
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No. 42 Request for Board action on extension 1981 1982
of EPZ

No. 43 1980 Population and Population Density 2017 1017

No. 44 Map Core Area of City of Charlotte 2149 2150

No. 45 Document entitled, "1982 High 2159 2159-

Accident Locations Priority Order"

No. 46 Charlotte All-Hazards Plan,1982 2162 2162
'

No. 47 Glover memo to file dated 7/20/82 2165

No. 48 Testimony of Riley & Twery 2248 2308

No. 49 Testimony of Sholly 2248 2308.

| No. 50 Map of City of Charlot,te 2295 2295'

No. 51 Document entitled " Tracking Survey" 4277

No. 52 Report on Chemical Fire 4442 4442

| No. 53 Letter dated 1/31/84 to teachers at 4545 4545
schools in Catawba EPZ from S. Isola

No. 54 Announcement on Drills 4550 4550

No. 55 North Carolina Executive Order No. 72 Board Order of
-

dated 12/14/81 6/15/84 assigning
exhibit numbers

Staff Exhibits

No.1 Testimony of Urbanik, Concerning 1258 1258
Evacuation Time Estimate Studies

No. 2 Testimony of FEMA Witnesses Heard 1463 1463
and Hawkins

No. 3 FEMA Interim Findings Report 1468 1468

No. 3 A Memo dated 5/8/84 to Jordan 4081 4180
from Krimm

No. 4 FEMA Exercise Report 3/5/84, 1662
Catawba Nuclear Station Exercise
Feb.1516,1984

No. 5 Testimony of Soffer, Fairobent 2573 2573
and Robinson
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Cite as 20 NRC 1019 (1984) L8P 84 38

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Peter B. Bloch, Chairman
Dr. Oscar N. Paris
Frederick J. Shon

*

u

!
!

in the Matter of Docket No. 50-155 OLA
I (ASLBP No.79 43211 LA)
,

I

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY
(Big Rock Point Plant) September 25,1984

'
.

In this Supplemental Initial Decision, the Licensing Board dismisses
four remaining issues and authorizes the issuance of a license amend-
ment.

TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED

Spent Fuel Pool Water Level Monitors
Containment Pressurization (from spent fuel pool)
Motor Operated Valves (irrelevant to spent fuel pool)
Emergency Planning Pamphlet (content)
Distribution of Emergency Planning Pamphlet
Cask Drop (adequacy of redundant support system).

t

|
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SUPPLEMENTAL INITIAL DECISION
(On Four Remaining Issues)

The Initial Decision (On All Remaining Issues) issued in this proceed-
ing on August 29,1984 (LBP 84-32,19 NRC 601) inadvertently failed
to dispose of four issues dealt with in the 1982 hearing; proposed find-,

ings for those issues were filed in 1982. We dispose of those issues in
this Supplemental Decision and also correct two typographical errors
contained in the Order of the August 29,1984 Initial Decision.

I. WATER LEVEL MONITORS

In our Memorandum and Order of February 19, 1982, we limited
i Christa-Maria Contention 8 and O'Neill Contention Ill.E-2 to several
j specific genuine issues of fact, one of which was the following: .

Ilow reliable are the spent fuel pool water level monitors which apphcant is planning -
to install? Are they qualined for high temperature and humidity?,

|
| This issue arose out of the Intervenors' contention that an accident at .

Big Rock Point similar to the one at Three Mile Istar.d, Unit 2 (which
prevented entry into the containment building) might make it impossible
to maintain the spent fuel pool in a safe condition.

At the hearing held in this proceeding from June 7 through June 12,~

1982, testimony on this issue was subrnitted by Licensee and the Staff.
(Further Testimony of David P. Blanchard on Christa Maria Contention
8 and O'Neill Contention III.E 2 (Blanchard), ff. Tr. 2024; Joint Tes-
timony of Fred Clemenson and Richard L. Emch Concerning Christa.
Maria Contention 8 and O'Neill Contention ll.E 2 (sic) Genuine Issues
of Fact I and 2 (Clemenson/Emch), ff. Tr. 2341.) The Intervenors of-
fered no direct testimony on this issue, and they indicated that they did
not take issue with the monitor itself. (Intervenors (sic) Proposed Find-
ings of Fact lon) Christa Maria Contention 8 and O'Neill Contention
III 2 (sic) (Subparts 1, 2, and 3) (Intervenors) at 9.) Intervenors did,
however, raise the question of lack of redundancy with respect to the
water level monitor. (Intervenors at 9.)

Staff testified that it did not consider the reliability of the water level
monitor to be a safety concern because the monitor would play no part
in providing makeup water to the poolin the event of a LOCA. (Clem-
enson/Emch at 8 9.) The remote makeup system operates automatically
when the core spray recirculation system operates. (1d. at 5; Blanchard
at 2122). Moreove , there are alternate methods by which Licensee can
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i* detect a significant loss of water from the pool should the water level
monitor fail. (Clemenson/Emch at 9.) Nevertheless, the water level,e
monitor is qualified for a LOCA environment and is powered by reliable-

[ offsite and onsite power systems. (Blanchard at 22-24.)

Ceselesion

In view of the foregoing testimony we conclude that the water level
..''

< monitor would be of limited usefulness in the event of an accident in
which ingress to the containment building is impossible. Therefore, it is

,

not a safety concern and redundancy is unnecessary. Moreover, the evi-
dence shows the water level monitor to be adequately reliable.'

|i'

IL MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES MO-7064 AND MO-7063 ~'

3
t

Another genuine issue of fact that we recogr.ized in Christa Maria
e

* ,y

j Contention 8 and O'Neill Contention III.E-2 was the following:

% !
Are motor. operated valves MO-7064 and 7068 necessary to control containment#

4

4 pressurizatior.? Are they qualified for high temperature and high humidity?
,

Testimony on this issue was presented by the Licensee and by the NRC
Staff. (Further Testimony of David P. Blanchard on Christa-Maria Con-t,

~ tention 8 and O'Neill Contention III.E 2 (Blanchard), ff. Tr. 2024; Tes-
timony of Psul Shemanski Regarding Christa-Maria 8 and O'Neill Con-
tention II.E-2 (sic) Genuine Issue of Fact 3 (Shemanski), fr. Tr. 2332.)
Intervenors presented no direct testimony on this issue but relied on
cross-examination to make their case.

,

The motor operated valves MO-7064 and MO-7068 control the con-
tainment' spray which, among other things, controls containment tem-

.
.

p' ratilre under accident conditions. (B!anchard at 24-25; Tr. 2015.) Thee
' containment spray and valves MO-7064 and MO-7068, however, are not
necessary to control containment pressurization. The containment is de-
signed to withstand a pressure of 27 psi;, and no postulated LOCA cant
result in containment pressure that high. (Id. at 25.) Additional pressure
could result from boiling of the spent fuel pool, but we found in our Ini--

tial Decision issued on August 29,1984, that the makeup system would,-

prevent the pool temperature from exceeding 150*F under accident.

conditions. (Initial Decision, LBP-84-32, 20 NRC at 625.) Thus the
pool will never reach boiling temperature. Even if the makeup system

> were not used, it would take approximately 140 hours for the pool to' <

,
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reach boiling temperature following loss of coolant. The pressure re-
sulting from a LOCA would fall to near ambient long before the pool
could boil, as a result of steam condensation and the cooling effect of
the containment sprays; consequently pressure from pool boiling would
not add to that resulting from the LOCA. (Blanchard at 25-26.) Finally,
Blanchard also testified that both valves were qualiGed on an interim
basis for high humidity and temperature. (Id. at 26,29.)

Staft's witness testified that motor operated valve MO-7064 is consid-
ered by the NRC to be qualified for high temperature and high humidi-
ty. Motor valve MO 7068, which is used for iodine waslidown and can
be used as a backup to MO-7064 if necessary, was to have been qualified
by Licensee by June 30, 1982, pursuant to Petition for Emergency and-

! Remedial Action, CLI-80-21,11 NRC 707, 714-15 (1980). (Shemanski
i at 3-4.) But we take official notice of the fact that the Commission-re-

- moved the 1982 date, and by a final rule dated September 5,1984, to
1 become effective upon publication in the federal Register, it established
j the 1985 deadline set by 10 C.F.R. f 50.49.
j The Intervenors argue that the containment sprays are necessary to
i condense steam and reduce containment pressure.8 (Intervenors at
' 9-10,) They also argue that the NRC Staff has not fully qualified these

valves for high temperature and high humidity. (Intervenors at 10.)
Further, they argue that the valves have not been tested for radiation
and thermal aging. (Id.) And they allege that MO-7068, which is actuat.

- ed manually, would not be accessible if the containment were contami-
nated. (Id. at 12.)

Witness Blanchard pointed out that MO-7064 actuates early in an acci-
dent before the environment within containment becomes significantly
degraded by an accident. (Blanchard at 27 and attachments 2-3 at 90,
97-98.) If it were necessary to use MO-7068 because of a failure of
MO-7064, MO-7068 would also be actuated early in the accident. (Id. at
27.) Nor would it be necessary to enter the containment to actuate
MO 7068; the valve can be actuated from the control room. (Id. at 25.) ;

Conclusions

The Interve: tors' arguments are not supported by the record. The evi-
dence shows that the spent fuel pool will not contribute to containment
pressurization and that motor-operated valves MO-7064 and MO-7068

I ntervenors cite Blanchard's testimony at page 25. either overlookmg or ignonns the fact tut his writ-I
ten testimony was corrected at transenpt page 2015. The corrected record does not support the statement
that the sprays are needed to reduce containment pressure Idiowmg a LOCA.
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are not necessary to control pressurization. Christa-Maria Contention 8
and O'Neill Contention Ill.E-2 are dismisseo in their entirety.'

III. EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS NOTIFICATION

In its August 6,1982 Initial Decision concerning the emergency prepa-
redness pamphlet (subcontentions 9(2) and 9(3)), the Board ordered

,

:
the Licensee to mcke fifteen modifications to the emergency prepared-

;

i
ness pamph!et and also to provide additional evidence on the manner

! and method for notifying transients in the Big Rock Point plume expo-
j sure pathway emergency planning zone (EPZ) of the existence of the
I emergency plan. (LBP 82-60,16 NRC 540 (1982).) This information

was submitted under affidavit by the Licensee on September 2,1983,
and included: " Response of Consumers Power Company Showing
Compliance with the Order of the Licensing Board Regarding the Con-
tent and Distribution of the Emergency Preparedr.ess Pamphlet" (CPC'

Response) dated September 2,1983; "Aflidavit of Phillip B. Loomis"
(Loomis Affidavit) sworn to on August 26, 1983; and " Affidavit of

! Robert W. Grupp" (Grupp Affidavit) sworn to on August 26,1983; and
! " Affidavit of Joseph A. Schwartzfisher" (Schwartzfisher Affidavit).

! sworn to on December 7,1982.

;

- { A. Modifications to the Emergency Planning Pamphlet

The fifteen modifications ordered or approved by the Board in its
August 6,1982 Decision were incorporated into a n: vised version of the

|
pamphlet which was distributed by mail on October 18,1982. (Loomis
Affidavit at 1-2.) Subsequent to this distribution, Licensee was directed

:
by NRC Region Ill to delete one of the instructions that the Board h".d
ordered, viz., "[ilf you are asked to evacuate, first put on a dust mask or
breathe through a damp handkerchief to filter out any dust in the air."
Counsel for the NRC Staff advised the Licensing Board and the parties
that the NRC's technical staff viewed this language as technically un-
sound as a routine measure. Normally evacuation would be ordered as a
precautionary measure some time before an actual release of radioactive
material might occur. Wearing a dust mask or holding a handkerchief
over the nose would, Staff believes, tend to delay evacuation and might
interfere vith driving and create a safety hazard. Respiratory protect.ve
measures should be utilized only upon the specific direction of offsite au-
thorities at the time of an accident; such directions would be issued if
radioiodines or particulate material is released, and normally sheltering,
rather than evacuation, would be ordered in that situation. (Letter to
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the Board from Richard J. Goddard, dated October 22, 1982.) We find
Stafi's argument persuasive and conclude that the quoted sentence was
properly deleted from the pamphlet.

B. Distribution of the Emergency Preparedness Pamphlets
to Residents

~

For the distribution of the pamphlet by mail in October 1982, a mail-
ing list of all residences and businesses in the EPZ was prepared by Pro-
fessional Business Services of Petoskey with the cooperation of the Utili-
ty Department of the City of Charlevoix, the Charlevoix Post Office,
and the Petoskey Post Office. (Loomis Aflidavit at 2.) The Postmaster
of the City of Charlevs, Mr. Joseph Schwartzfisher, advised Licensee
that the October mailing would not be received by many summer resi.
dents and suggested that a mailing between mid-July and mid August
would reach virtually all mail customers residing in the EPZ. He also,

stated that he knew of no persons who were winter-only residents in the
Charlevoix area. (Schwartzfisher Affidavit at 2.) Therefore, Licensee
carried out a second mailing in mid-July 1983, and it commits to perform-

such a distribution on an annual basis. (Loomis Affidavit at 2.) We find
that the mail distribution and Licensee's commitment to perform such a
mail distribution annually are adequate for informing both year round
and summer residents. Further, we find that the absence of winter-only

. residents eliminates any need for a winter mail distribution.

C. Distribution of the Emergency Preparedness Pamphlets
to Transients

Licensee has pursued several means of providing emergency prepared-
ness information to transients. Quantities of the pamphlet were distribut-
ed to " transient attracting" locations, including hotels, motels,
restaurants, public buildings, marinas, transportation companies, and
airports. (Grupp Affidavit at 3-4.) All but two of the locations cooperat-
ed by accepting the pamphlets and arranging for a place to display them.
The two uncooperative locations were a service station, whose owner ed-
vised Licensee that company policy prohibited the display of noncompa-
ny material, and a motel whose owners feared that the knowledge that a
nuclear plant was nearby would drive away business. (Id. at 5.) Addition-
ally, two more locations declined to accept pamphlets during the second
distribution: the U.S. Post Office, whkh stated that postal regulations
prohibited the display of nongovernmental material; and a cafe, which
refused for reasons similar to those given by the uncooperative motel.
(Id.)
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The pamphlets have also been distributed to locations beyond the>

5 mile EPZ. The Emergency Services Director for Emmet County dis-'

tributed quantities of the pamphlet to various locations outside the EPZ*

(a small portion cf Emmet County lies within the EPZ), and Licensee!

provided copies for display at the Pellston and Traverse City airports,i
which are 30 and 60 miles from Big Rock Point, respectively. (Id. at

,

! 5 6.) Copies of the pamphlet were also distributed to selected locations
I in Boyne City, East Jordan, Ironton, Horton Bay, and Walloon Lake.

(Id. at 6.) Licensee has committed to continue to distribute pamphletsj

| ! to these locations and to encourage the continued cooperation of the per-
i sons to whom they are delivered. (Id.)'

In addition, Licensee, in cooperation with the Charlevoix County
Emergency Services Director, prepared a sticker for distribution to'

selected locations in the EPZ. The sticker instructs persons who hear a'

siren to tune their radios to one of the local radio stations designated to
broadcast emergency information. (Loomis Afridavit at 3.) The stickers,

were mailed to all locations in the EPZ likely to attract transients, under
cover of a letter from the Emergency Services Director asking the recipi-
ent to display the stickers where they would be noticed. (Grupp Affidavit
at 30.) -

Finally, information concerning the siren notification system has been
included on the back of the boat dock permit which is acquired by all
boaters who use the public docks in the City of Charlevoix. Similar infor-;

'

~ mation will be posted in a display case in Elzinga Park, which is located

i near the Big Rock Point Plant. (Loomis Affidavit at 4-5.),

We conclude that the Licensee has made a conscientious and effective .-

i
effort to distribute information that will reach the transient population

;
'

! in the EPZ. Moreover, by distributing the pamphlet information at
strategic locations outside the EPZ, Licensee has provided a means of'

reaching some transients before they reach the EPZ.

- D. Conclusion
s

We find that Licensee has complied with the order of the Board in our'

August 6,1982 Decision and with the regulatory principles concerning
,

distribution of emergency planning information to the public, According-'

ly, Christa Maria Contention 9 is dismissed in its entirety.
,

IV. CASK DROP
i

Having found that the original wording of O'Neill Contention ILC did
not raise any genuine issues of fact, the Board granted summary disposi-
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tion of the contention as worded. (LBP-82-8,15 NRC 299 (1982).) On
the basis of information obtained by Intervenors in the course of
discovery, however, the Board admitted under ll.C the following reword-
ed contention:

Is the spent fuel pool safe from a rupture which might be caused by a drop of a
spent fuel transfer cask or of the overhead crane?

The Board also determined, inter alia, that there was a genuine issue of
material fact as to whether it was necessary for the safety of the enlarged
spent fuel pool for 200 gallons per minute (spm) of makeup water to be
available to protect the pool from the consequences of a dropped spent
fuel transfer cask or the fall of the crane. That part of the contention
dealing with the overhead crane was separated from the cask drop issue.

and reserved for litigation at the 1983 hearing; it was decided'in
LBP-84-32 (August 29,1984). The cask drop issue was litigated during,

the 1982 hearing and will be decided here.'

Based on reasons discussed below, the Board has determined that the
j testimony supports a finding that there is reasonable assurance that the
j fuel transfer cask will not drop into the spent fuel pool. Therefore, we

need not make a finding on the question of whether it is necessary for
200 gpm of makeup water to be available in the event of a pool rupture
caused by a cask drop.

Licensee presented a panel of witnesses consisting of the following-

persons: Mr. John W. Johnson (Testimony of John W. Johnson (John-
son), fr. Tr. 2419); Mr. Charles R. Norman (Testimony of Charles
Norman (Norman), ff. Tr. 2419); Mr. John J. Popa (Testimony of John
Popa (Popa), ff. Tr. 2419); and Mr. Davis Mullholand, Jr. (Testimony
of Davis Mullholand, Jr. (Mullholand), ff. Tr. 2419).

The NRC Staff also presented a panel of witnesses, consisting of the
following: Mr. Fred Clemenson, Mr. Richard L. Emch, Jr., Mr. Ian'

Sargent, and Mr. Dennis J. Vito (Joint Testimony of Fred Clemenson,
Ian Sargent, D.J. Vito, and Richard L. Emch, Jr., Concerning O'Neill
Contention II.C (Clemenson, et al.), ff. Tr. 2434, at 1-3).

Licensee also offered testimony as rebuttal to a portion of the StafTs
testimony, presented by Mr. Mullholand and Mr. Norman (Rebuttal
Testimony of Charles R. Norman (Rebutta9. fr,7:,26.

The Intervenors presented no direct testimony on this issue but relied
on cross-examination to make their case.
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The M.P.R. Analysis 2 of the redundant support system for the 24-ton
spent fuel transfer cask showed that the maximum dynamic loading on
the redundant support system, in the event of a failure of the main hoist
or primary cask lifting sling, would be less than 150 tons. (Johnson at
10.) The Whiting Corporation evaluation imposed a total dynamic load
on the two cask catch mechanisms of 150 tons, or 75 tons per cask catch
mechanism. (Norman at 6.) Each cask catch mechanism is connected to
the wedge housing plates by two cask catch pins. (Id.) The analysis
showed that the bending stress on the pins imposed by 37% tons would
exceed the yield strength of the pins. (/d. at 7.) Therefore Mr. Norman
recommended that Consumers Power replace the pins with pins having

,

j a greater diameter and manufactured from stronger material. Consumers

!

'

Power committed to make that modification. (Id.) Mr. Mullholand testi-

{
fled that the modifications would be made prior to the next refueling
outage. (Mullholand at 3-4.);

| The trolley load girt is bolted to steel angle clips that are riveted to the
; trolley truck. (Norman at 10.) The analysis performed by Whiting

1 Corporation for this connection showed t' at the stresses imposed by theh
! postulated load were well within the allowable yield stresses for the

rivets. (/d.) The maximum shear stress postulated for certain of the
,

bolts, however, exceeded the shear yield strength of the bolts. (Id.)i

Consequently, Mr. Norman recommended that the bolts in question be
replaced with bolts having a higher yield strength. Consumers Power

!
- ! committed to make this modification, also. (Id. at 11.) The modification

would be made prior to the next refueling outage. (Mullholand at 3-4.)
,

With the exception of the cask catch pins and certain bolts used to
connect the load girt to the trolley trucks, the Whiting Corpor: tion anal-'

ysis showed that the imposition of a dynamic load of 150 tons would not'

overstress either the cask catch mechanism or the gantry crane at Big
Rock Point. (Norman at 13.) Mr. Norman testified that the adoption by
Consumers Power of his recommendations with respect to the aforesaid

.

pins and bolts would preclude deformation of either the cask catch
mechanism or the gantry crane as a result of the postulated cask drop.

'

(Id. at 14.)
Mr. Popa testified on the maintenance program and procedures that

are used for the crane and the fuel transfer cask lifting components.
(Popa at 3-4.) He also described the training and experience of the main--
tenance personnel involved in a cask lifting operation; the procedure in-
volves about % of the maintenance crew, many of whom are skilled

2 The M.P.R. Analysis was attached as Appendix 11 to Consumers Pceer Company's apphcation for a
1.acense Amendment.
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repairmen familiar with the rigging procedure. (Id. at 4, 6.) The 1980
M.P.R. Analysis recommended certain adjustments. to and inspections
of the cask and its rigging; the adjustments were made immediately, and
the inspections have been incorporated into procedures for rigging and
checking the cask. (/d. at 7.) Because of the training and experience of

|
the personnel and the detailed procedures involved, Mr. Popa believes i

that there is reasonable assurance that the cask slings will be rigged prop-
erly and that the fuel transfer cask will not be dropped. (Id. at 8.) Even
if a human error were made to cause the lifting sling to fail, however,
the safety sling would prevent a cask drop; the safety sling protects
against both mechanical failure and failure resulting from human error.
(Sargent, Tr. 2443.);

The NRC StalT witnesses testified that Staff had evaluated the fuel
i transfer cask operation and design and procedures of the crane and had.
| concluded that they complied with NUREG-0612, " Control of Heavy
j Loads at Nuclear Power Plants." (Clemenson, et al., at 20, 25.) Clemen-

| son also testified that the safety sling, in addition to the lifting sling, was
j used at Big Rock Point, to preclude the cask from dropping in the event

the lifting sling failed. (Clemenson, Tr. 2437.) Mr. Emch testified that
the reactor head could be lifted by the crane, but it is not carried over
the spent fuel pool and therefore is not a threat to the stored spent fuel.,

(Tr. 5459-60.) Licensee is restricted from using the fuel shipping cask.
(Emch, Tr. 458.) A Staff review of the overall issue of control of heavy

. loads must be completed before anything heavier than the fuel transfer
cask can be moved with the Big Rock Point crane. (Clemenson, et al., at
1-25; Tr. 2440-42; Tr. 2435.)

In their " rebuttal" testimony, witnesses Mullholand and Norman
testified that the welding on the crane was at least as good as the welding
done today, that the gantry legs meet current design standards as speci-
fled in CMAA-(70) for the 75-ton rated load, and that the hoist gearing

- was adequate for the 75-ton load on the hook. Further, the crane was
tested at 130% of its rated load, by lifting the primary steam drums
which weigh roughly 100 tons. (Mullholand, Tr. 2472.) This lift met the
initial requirement of ANSI B30.2-1976, Article 2-2.2.2. (Id.)

Intervenors, in their proposed findings, challenged certain assump-
tions which they allege were made for the M.P.R. Analysis. (Proposed
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law on O'Neill Contention II.C:
The Cask Drop Issue (Intervenors), September 24, 1982.) They argue
that the analysis assumes equal loading on the two cables of the safety
sling for a 2.98-inch drop, which would impose a total dynamic load of
148 tons. In an accident, they argue, it is likely that one cable would be

1928s
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more loaded than the other. They believe that an uneven dynamic load-
ing with a cask drop of more than 2.98 inches "would exceed the design
load by at least 8 percent." (Intervenors at 3.) Further, Intervenors
maintain that Licensee has failed to meet the requirements of
NUREG-0612. (Id. at 4.)

The analysis carried out by Mr. Johnson dealt specifically with the
possible causes of unequal loading on the sling cable: difTerences be-
tween the two safety slings in the friction between the wedges of the
cask catch mechanisms and the safety slings, and differences in the clear-
ance between the wedges of the cask catch mechanisms and the safety'

slings. (Johnson at 6.) Results of these analyses, which applied thc two
sources of unequal loading both separately and simultaneously, and
which assumed a range of friction values and wedge clearances, indicated.'

that the maximum load in the highest loaded cable would be 8% higher
than the design load determined in the 1980 M.P.R. Analysis. (Id. at

,

!

7-8.) Further, Mr. Johnson's written testimony shows the relationship
between maximum dynamic load and distance of cask free drop, for
minimum and maximum friction effects and for no friction. (Johnson
Fig. 6.) Even with a cask free drop of 6 inches, the maximum dynamic'

load would be less than 200 tons, well below the rated breaking strength-

(about 230 tons) of the safety sling assembly. (Id.)

.
Conclusion

We conclude that adequate precautions have been tak:n to prevent a
drop of the spent fuel transfer cask when it is hoisted by the crane.
Therefore the spent fuel pool is safe from the consequences of such an
accident and O'Neill Contention II.C is dismissed.

Order -

For all the fo'regoing reasons and based on consideration of the entire
record in this matter, it is, this 25th day of September 1984,

ORDERED:
i 1. Our Initial Decision (On All Remaining issues), LBP-84-32, 20

NRC 601 at 699 (1984) is amended so that the phrase " spent fuel pool
exceeds the heat generating capacity" (1 1, line 5) will read " spent fuel
pool is insufficient for the heat generating capacity" and so that the
phrase "the use ofits gantry crane for loads" (20 NRC at 699-700) will
read "the use ofits gantry crane over the pool for loads."

2. Subject to the conditions set forth in LBP-84-32, as amended by
1 1 of this Order, the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is author-

J
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ized to grant to Consumers Power Company its application to amend its
license to operate the Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Plant.

3. See LBP-84-32,20 NRC at 700-01, for Ordering 118 to 11, each
of which is applicable to this Order.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD i

Peter B. Bloch, Chairman . I,

{ ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
!
I

Dr. Oscar H. Paris

'[ ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

i
i

. Mr. Frederick J. Shon
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Bethesda, Maryland
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Cite as 20 NRC 1031 (1984) L8P-84-39

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

,

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrctive Judges: |
'

| |
i

Herbert Grossmen, Chairmani

Dr. James H. Carpenter
Dr. Peter A. Morris:

!
~

|

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-418-OLA
(ASLBP No. 84-497-04-OL)

MISSISSIPPI POWER & LIGHT
,

.i COMPANY, et al.
(Grand Gulf Nuclear Station,

Unit 1) September 28,1984
'

-

In this Memorandum and Order, the Licensing Board dismisses the
proceeding upon confirmation of the withdrawal of the only Intervenor.'

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Terminating Proceeding)

On August 30,1984, the Licensing Board issued a Show-Cause Order
requiring the sole Intervenor, Jacksonians United for Livable Energy
Policies (JULEP), to show cause why its contentions should not be dis-
missed for its failure to prosecute the intervention. JULEP.had taken no
discovery and had failed to file a status report by August 1,1984, as or-
dered by the Board, or thereafter.

On September 20, 1984, the Board received a written confirmation
from JULEP of its decision to withdraw from the proceeding, which it
had previously expressed to NRC Staff counsel.

;
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The withdrawal of the only intervenor removes both the need and the
;

occasion for evidentiary hearings in this proceeding. There are no longer i

any matters which the parties wish to resolve in this proceeding and, '

.

consequently, there is no issue to be heard by the Board.
Dismissal of this proceeding would be consistent with the Commis-

sion's requirements which do not contemplate a hearing on an applica-
tion for an amendment to an operating license in the absence of any mat-
ters in controversy or any request for hearing by interested persons (see
10 C.F.R. {{ 2.104, 2.105, 2.714, 50.58(b) and 50'.91) and is consistent
with the general powers of the presiding officer under 10 C.F.R. { 2.718.

Order

For all of the foregoing reasons and based upon the entire record'in
this proceeding, it is, this 28th day of September 1984,

4

ORDERED
That this proceeding, begun with the publication of a notice of oppor-,

; tunity for hearing on October 26,1983, at 48 Fed. Reg. 49,608, is
' hereby terminated.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

.

James H. Carpenter
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

- Peter A. Morris
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Herbert Grossman, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

September 28,1984
Bethesda, Maryland
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Cite as 20 NRC 1033 (1984) DD-84-22

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

Harold R. Denton, Director

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-289-

| (10 C.F.R. I 2.206)

!
~

GPU NUCLEAR CORPORATION,

(Three Mlle Island Nuclear
Station, Unit 1) September 25,1984

:

?,
.

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denies a re-
quest filed by Ellyn R. Weiss and Robert D. Pollard on behalf of the
Union of Concerned Scientists requesting tliat the Commission initiate

- show-cause or further enforcement proceedings with respect to the
Three Mile Island Nuclear Station Unit 1 Emergency Feedwater System.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206

I. INTRODUCTION

In a petition dated January 20,1984, the Union of Concerned Scien-
tists (hereinafter referred to as UCS or Petitioner) identified five alleged
deficiencies with the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1 (TMI-1)
Emergency Feedwater (EFW) system which it sought to have resolved
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prior to resumption of power operation at the facility.' In addition, the
Petitioner contended that in the aggregate, the deficiencies it had identi-
fled with the EFW system comprtemised that system's reliability. In an
" Interim Director's Decision Under 10 C.F.R. l 2.206," DD-84-12,19
NRC 1128, issued on April 27,1984, the Staff tentatively resolved four
of the five issues raised by Petitioner, and deferred resolution of the
fifth issue, concerning environmental qualification of the EFW system,
as well as the aggregate deficiency issue, pending further review by the
Staff. Concurrent with issuance of the Interim Decision, the Commission
requested that the Staff provide three categories of information request-
ed by UCS in a letter of February 13, 1984, to the Commissioners. In
addition, the Petitioner. filed a supplemental petition on May 9,1984,

,

based on the results of an NRC audit of the Licensee's environmental
'

! qualification records. UCS specifically requested that the Commissiost:
'

(1) direct the Staff to independently verify the existence and technical
i sufficiency of the Licensee's environmental qualification documentation

- i for all electrical components in the EFW system and all other systems re-

! quired for proper operation of the EFW system; (2) direct the NRC
j Office of Investigations (00 to investigate whether the Licensee made

material false statements to the NRC in connection with the environ-
mental qualification program; and (3) direct the NRC Office ofinspector-

and Auditor (OIA) to investigate whether the Staff provided false or
,

misleading information to the Boards or Commission, or has been "dere-
- lict in its duty" with respect to the environmental qualification program

at TMI-1. The supplemental petition was referred to the Staff for treat-
ment as part of the pending petition. The Licensee amended its February
24,1984 response to the January petition by submittals dated March 26,
April 26, May 16, and May 31,1984. The Licensee similal-ly responded
to the supplemental petition pursuant to the Staff's request under 10
C.F.R. f 50.54(0 on June 11,1984.

The Staff has now completed its review of all alleged EFW system
deficiencies cited in the petition and the matters identified in the suppie-
mental petition. Accordingly, this decision: (1) updates with respect to
seismic qualification, and otherwise affirms the Interim Director's

i UCS identarted the following deficiencies with the EFW system in its
January 20.1984 petition-

1. failure of the EFW system to be environmentally qualified
2. failure of the EFw system to be seismically qualined
3. inability of the EFw system to withstand a angle component failure
4. inaccuracy of the EFW flow instruments
$. inadequacy of the Main steam Line Rupture Detection sysiem

See Pennon at 1; DD-84-12,19 NRC at 1128.
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Decision; (2) provides the Staff's basis for denying the petition with re- -
spect to the environmental qualification and " aggregate" deficiency
issues raised by UCS; (3) describes the Stafi's disposition of the items of
additional relief requested in the supplemental petition; and (4) provides
the information requested by UCS in its letter of February 13,1984.

II. INTERIM DIRECTOR'S DECISION j

I
The Interim Director's Decision provided the Staft's review for three

of the five issues identified by the Petitioner with respect to the TMI-l
EFW system: (1) the failure of the EFW system to be seismically

,

qualified, (2) the inability of the EFW system to withstand a single-

component failure, and (3) the inadequacy of the Main Steam Line Rup-
,

ture Detection System (MSLRDS).2 For each of these alleged deficien- i

| cies the Staff concluded, for reasons set forth in the Interim Decision,
that the requested action was not warranted at that time. Upon further 4

! consideration, the Stafi's view with respect to these issues remains as
i stated in the Interim Decision. In this regard, no new information per-

taining to the alleged single component failure and MSLRDS deficiencies'

has been identified since the time of issuance of the Interim Decision
which would persuade me to reach conclusions different from those ex-
pressed in DD-84-12.

New information has, however, developed regarding the seismic capa-
- bility of the EFW system. This new information, described below, gener-

ally pertains to assuring operator access to the intermediate building for
required manual actions for the interim period of operation until system'

upgrades are complete, and provides additional support for the previous
findings in this area.

Seismic Quallfleation of the Emergency Feedwater System

i The Licensee plans to perform : nuinber or modifications to, among
other things, upgrade the seismic capability of the EFW system during

2As explained in the Interim Decision, I declined to consider the Petitioner's request with respect to
the accuracy of EFw flow instrumentation, as that issue had twen fully explored in the TMI-I restart

:
proceeding. See DD-84-12.19 NRC at 1130-31. Moreover, the precise issue raised by the Petitioner,

| EFw flow instrumentation accuracy, was the subject of responses filed before the Co 1 mission, as well

|
as a Board Notification within the context of the restart proceeding. subsequent to issuance of the Inter.
im Director's Decimon, the Commismon issued its decision on TMI l restart proceedins demsn issues..

See Merrepeases Edses Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear station. Unit 1). CLI 84-II,20 NRC 1 (1984).
That decimon was silent with respect to the flow indicators, leaving undisturbed the staff's
determination, as expressed in Board Notification 84488, that the existins TMI-I EFW flow instru-
ments were acceptable. See also DD-84-12,19 NRC at 1130-31.

,

|
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the first refueling outage following restart.2 Upon completion of these
modifications, the TMI-l EFW system will be capable of totally remote
operation following a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE), even if that SSE
should lead to an intermediate building harsh environment due to a pos-

- tulated. failure of any nonseismically qualified high-energy line. To
assure EFW system operability following an SSE in the interim, the

' Licensee, if necessary, would dispatch an operator to the intermediate
building to perform local manual actions.* The petition alleges, among
nther things, that operator access to the intermediate building may not
be possible following an SSE because of a harsh environment created by
the postulated failure of nonseismically qualified intermediate building
systems.

Petitioner specifically postulated the failure of nonseismically qualified
vent stacks from safety relief valves (MSV-22A,B) and atmospheric

,

dump valves (MSV-4A,B). Failure of these vent stacks while steam is'
-

flowing through them could result in an in'.ermediate building harsh en-'

,

| vironment that would prevent operator access. The Staff addressed this
. ,

j matter in the Interim Director's Decision and concluded, based primarily

j on probabilistic arguments, that reasonable assurance existed that inter-s

i mediate building local manual actions would not be precluded because
of a harsh environment resulting from vent stack failure following an

,

SSE for the interim period of operation until system upgrades are
complete. See DD-84-12,19 NRC at 1132 (referencing Safety Evalua.

-
tion of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Supporting Interim
Director's Decision Under 10 C.F.R. 2.206 (Seismic Capability of
Emergency Feedwater)). However, in a meeting with the Staff on April
27,1984, the day ofissuance of the Interim Director's Decision, and in
its third amended response to the petition, the Licensee committed to
install seismically qualified restraints on those vent stacks prior to any
restart, thus eliminating any possible concern regarding vent stack failure
following a seismic event and the possible resultant intermediate build-
ing harsh environment.5 The Licensee has since completed installation

3 ec Letter from H.D. Hukill (GPU) to J.F. stolz (NRC) (August 23, 1983); Letter from R.F.S
Wilson (GPU) to D.G. Eisenhut (NRC) (May 10, 1984); summary of Apnl 27, 1984 meeting with
GPU Nuclear regardmg the Three Mile Island, Umt i Emergency Feedwater system (May 2,1984).
4 See safety Evaluation by the office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation supporting Director's Intenm De-

cision Under 10 C.F.R. 2.206 (seismic Capability of Emergency Feedwater). Three Mile Island Nuclear
station, Umt No.1 ( Apnl 27,1984).
5 See summary of Apnl 27,1984 meeting with GPU Nuclear regarding the Three Mile Island, Unit i

Emergency Feedwater system. (May 2,1984); Licensee's Amended Response to Union of Concerned
scientists' Petition for show Cause Concerning TMI-l Emergency Feedwater system (May 16,1984).

Prior to this commitment, the Licensee had planned for the vent stack modification to be completed -
durms the Cycle 6 refueling outage. In addition, the Licensee committed to upgrade the supports for the
EFw pump recirculation hnes to seismic class I prior to restart. This modification had previously been
scheduled for.compiction dunng the Cycle 6 refueling outage. See d
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of these seismic restraints and the modification has been inspected and
found acceptable by NRC regional inspectors. See Inspection Report
50-289/84 22.

Since the petition addressed only the potential failure of the non- ,
'

seismically qualified vent stacks, the Interim Decision was directed only'

to this occurrence. However, there are other nonseismically qualified in-
termediate building systems whose failure following an SSE could result
in a harsh environment. Since the issuance of the Interim Director's
Decision, the Staff has continued its review in this regard to evaluate
the potential interactions from all nonseismically qualified intermediate
building systems whose failure following an SSE could create an inter-
mediate building harsh environment.;

j Of particular concern to the Staff was the nonseismic class I main
feedwater line that crosses the intermediate building. Failure of this line'

during a seismic event would create a harsh environment and prevent |
access to the intermediate building.'In its Amended Response to Union |
of Concerned Scientists' Petition for Show Cause Concerning TMI-l

|

| Emergency Feedwater System (May 16, 1984), the Licensee references
the TMI-l Final Safety Analysis Report (Updated Version), which indi-

||;
s

cates that the maximum intermediate building main feedwater line pri-
mary and secondary stress (including deadweight, thermal, internal pres-
sure and seismic stresses) is 46.5% of the stress level at which a high-
energy pipe break should be postulated.' However, these calculations

,

were based upon an operating basis earthquake (OBE), which is ofj -
'

lesser severity than an SSE. Consequently, the Licensee subsequently
provided, by letter dated June 4,1984, the results of additional stress
calculations indicating that the maximum main feedwater line pipe

j stress, based on an SSE, is also well within the stress level at which a
high-energy pipe break should be postulated. The Staff has reviewed the

,
,

results of these calculations and is able to conclude that an adequate
,

margin exists for the intermediate building main feedwater lin'e, and
,

accordingly, reasonable assurance exists that the line would withstand*

an SSE without rupture. In addition, further EFW system upgrades will
be completed in the long term which will make operator access unneces-
sary.

,

In response to a Staff request, the Licensee also performed similar.

|
analyses of the other nonseismic class I intermediate building lines

i

' Failure or this main feedwater line would also result in intermediate buikhng flooding which would
threaten EFW system operability since the EFw system is low in the buildmg. Although arguably not

,

I cited by Peutioner as a basis for its request, the stafr has. nevertheless. pursued this matter. See i III.
utfra.
7See aho Letter from H.D. Hukill (GPU) to J.F. stolz (NRC) (April 13.1984).j
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whose failure could result in harsh environments.8 Staff review of the re-
suits of these stress analyses leads to the conclusion that the stresses are
within acceptable limits so as to provide reasonable assurance that the
nonseismic class I intermediate building lines would withstand an SSE
without rupture. Based upon these calculations for intermediate building
main feedwater and nonseismic class I lines, the Staff is able to conclude
that there is reasonable assurance that a harsh environment in the inter-
mediate building will not result following an SSE. Accordingly, inter-
rnediate building operator access for local manual EFW system operation
following an SSE would not be precluded for the interim period of opera-
tion until system upgrades are complete.

Although not specifically cited as a deficiency by Petitioner, the Staff
has also reviewed whether nonseismically mounted intermediate build-'

ing components or equipment, such as ventilation ducts, could fail fol-!

~

lowing an SSE so as to inhibit operator access to the EFW equipment or''

otherwise impair EFW system operation. This review included a Staff
j walkdown of the TMI-l intermediate building on May 22,1984, and aa

j later walkdown by the Licensee.' The Licensee, in a July 16,1984 letter,-

j provides the disposition of the potential deficiencies identified during
the walkdowns. That letter also provides some indication of the thor-

*

oughness of the walkdown. The two minor modifications identified as
necessary by the Licensee during its walkdown (anchoring radiationi

monitor RMA-2, and replacing ladder mounting bolts) have been
. completed by Licensee and will be inspected by NRC regional inspec-

tors. Based upon a review of the information provided in Licensee's
submittal, and the knowledge gained by the StafT during its walkdown of
the TMI-l intermediate building, the Staff concludes that there is rea-
sonable assurance that operator access to the intermediate building and
the vicinity of the EFW system will not be impaired by the failure of
nonseismically mounted components and equipment following the oc-
currence of an SSE for the interim period of operation until system up-.

grades are complete. Similarly, the Staff concludes that there is reasona-
ble assurance that EFW system operation will not be impaired as a result
of an SSE event. Accordingly, the Staff finds that, for the reasons set
forth in the Interim Director's Decision and as supplemented herein, no
further action need be taken prior to restart with respect to the seismic
qualification of the EFW system.

s See Letters rrom J.F. stotz (NRC) to H.D. Hukilt (GPU) Uune 25. July 24. and August 8.1984)
and Letters from H.D. Hukill (GPU) to J.F. stolz (N RC) Uuly 16. July 30, and september 7,1984).
'See Letter rrom H.D. Hukill (GPU) to J.F. stolz (NRC) Uuly 16.1984).

,
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i III. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF THE
TMI-1 EFW SYSTEM

1

The petition alleges, among other things, that the TMI-l EFW system |

is not environmentally qualified as required by NRC regulations. Peti-
tioner's specific concern rests with the environmental qualification of
electrical equipment as required by 10 C.F.R. ( 50.49.'' To support its

: request, Petitioner cites a December 10, 1982 Staff safety evaluation
', report addressing TMI-l environmental qualification, a November 5,

1982 technical evaluation report prepared by Franklin Research Center
J

(FRC TER) on the same subject, and two meetings between the Licen-
see and the Staff, which Petitioner attended, on October 5 and Decem-

i ber 16,1983." The petition provides no information that was not pre-
| viously known to the Staff,
j There are three aspects that must be considered in making environ-

f mental qualification determinations: (1) defining harsh environments
in which electrical equipment may be required to operate, (2) defining
which electrical equipment may be required to operate in the harsh
environment, and (3) demonstrating that the required equipment is
qualified to operate in the harsh environment. Although the petition

-
i

focuses on the third aspect of. environmental qualification cited above,
'!

,

*
f 10The petition specifically cites General Design Critenon 4 from 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A.
; -Environmental and missile design bases" which applies to structures, systems and components impor.

tant to safety. However, it is clear from the peution that UCs's concerns rest solely with the environ-
mental qualincation of electrical equipment.

In tu restart proceeding, the Licensing and Appeal Boards held that the issue of environmental qual-
irration of electrical equipment was removed from the restart proceeding by the Commission's generic
rulemaking on the subject. By order dated January 27,1984 (unpublished), the Commission took,

review of these decisions. Petitioner's position in response to the January 27 Order was that the Licens-
t ing and Appeal Boards erred in these decisions and that the issue of environmental qualancation of

electrical equipment should be addressed in the restart proceeding. See Umon of Concerned scientists'
Brief on the Commission's Review of ALAB-729 (March 19,1984), at 2-9. staffs position was that the
Licensing and Appeal Boards did not err and that the issue was, in fact, removed by the Commission's
generic rulemaking. See NRC staf1's Brief Concernmg the Commission's Review of specinc Design
Issues in ALAB-729 (March 19,1984), at 3-13.i

By CLI-84-il, dated July 26,1984, the Commission decided that the generic rulemakir's had not en-
tirely removed the issue of environmental qualancation from the restart proceedmg. The Commission
decided that ensironmental qualification encompassms the environments, locations an<l equipment with
a nexus to the TMI 2 accident is within the proceedmg. The Commission therefura directed the stafT to
certify that TMI-I electrical equipment which is required to itigate small-break loss-of-coolam acci-
dents and loss-of-feedwater transients and which is locatet entainment and the auniiary buildmg is
environmentally quatined for radiation. since the TMI 1 Li 4 system electncal components subject to
enytronmental qualancation are located in the intermediate *ailding, and not in containment or the aux-
iliary building, Petitioner's allegation does not duplicate resta a p.oceeding &s.
It The safety esaluation and technical evaluation reports were issued under letter dated December 10,
1982. See Letter from J.F. stolz (NRC) to H D. Hukill (GPU). The october 5,1983 meeting is docu-
mented by Licensee submittal dated February 10, 1984. S,e Letter from H.D. Hukill (GPU) to J.F.
stolz (NRC). The December 16,1983 meeting is documented by summary of Afternoon Meetmg with
GPU Nuclear Corporanon on December 16,1983 (December 22,1983).
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the Sta!Ts review led it to address, in varying degrees, all three aspects
of environmental qualification for the TMI-l EFW system. For reasons
as set forth below and presented in detail in the attached Safety Evalua-
tion Report dated September 13, 1984, the Staff concludes that the
TMI l EFW system is environmentally qualified as required by NRC
regulaticus.

Definition of Harsh Environment

In its initial response to the petition,'2 the Licensee stated that:

'

iT]he intermediate building environmental qualification program has utilized two
specific main steam line breaks (24 inch and 12 inch), which produce the most
severe environment for electrical equipment. Other breaks in the feedwater lines,

produce a much less severe environment and are not the basis for qualification. .

i This statement is correct with respect to intermediate building pressure,
| temperature and humidity. However, a main feedwater line break in the

intermediate building would also create a flooding hazard that would not-

be provided by a main steam line break. In this regard, in GPU Nuclear
Technical Data Report.(TDR) No. 250, Rev.1, " Review ofIntermediate
Building Flooding Following a Feedwater Line Break in the Intermediate
Building of TMI 1," dated January 9,1984', the Licensee concluded that
adequate time may not be available for operator action to mitigate inter-

- mediate building flooding from a main feedwater line break before the
flood level reaches the EFW pumps, which are the lowest EFW system
electrical components not qualified for submergence. The Staff was
provided a copy of TDR No. 250 during a March 20-21,1984 environ-
mental qualification auditt2 and, by letter dated March 29, 1984, raised
~

this concern with Licensee and also requested additional, clarifying
information. The Licensee responded by letter dated April 13,1984,and

'

subsequently provided " Licensee's Amended Response to Union of
Concerned Scientists' Petition for Show Cause Concerning TMI-l
Emergency Feedwater System," dated April 26, 1984, in which the
Licensee committed to perform intermediate building modifications that
would increase the time available for operator action from approximately
5 minutes to 25 minutes.i* These modifications have subsequently been

12 ,e Licensee's Response to Union of Concerned scientists' Peution for show Cause Concerning5
TMI I Emergency Feedwater system (February 24,1984), attachment at 3.
33A comp;ete discuseson of the purpose of the rile audits is provided below and in the attached safety
Evaluauon (not pubhshed).
''These moddicahons had previously been planned for the Cycle 6 refuehng outage. See Letter from
H.D. Hukill (GPU) to J F. stolz (NRC) ( August 23,1983).
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completed by the Licensee,'5 and will be inspected by NRC regional
inspectors. The Staff considers the 25-minute time frame to be adequate
time for an operator to diagnose the event and take the necessary
mitigating actions. Neither the petition nor the Staff's review identified
any other areas for concern with respect to the definition ofintermediate
building harsh environments.

Electrical Equipment Required to Operate in Harsh Environment

With respect to defining which EFW electrical equipment would be re-
quired to operate in a harsh environment, and therefore would be sub-
ject to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. l 50.49, the Staff requested that
the Licensee provide such a list during a March 8,1984 meeting.'6 The
Licensee provided a working list for Staff use during the March 20-21;

environmental qualification file audit and subsequently presented and
,

discussed a list at an April 27, 1984 meeting with the Staff.37 At the
April meeting the Staff expressed certain reservations as to the meth-:

odology used by Licensee to develop the list and shortly thereafter.

! requested Licensee to provide clarification.'' The principal Staff concerns
focused on (1) whether the Licensee had used a systematic approach in
developing the list, and (2) whether the Licensee had properly docu-
mented its review, particularly with respect to the bases for excluding
equipment from environmental qualification. This issue was further dis-

- cussed with the Licensee during the May 7-8,1984 environmental qual-
ification file audit. During these discussions it became apparent that the
Licensee's methodology for identifying equipment subject to environ-
mental qualification may not have given adequate consideration to
electrical equipment from nonsafety-related systems whose operation
may be needed for, or whose spurious operation might jeopardize, opera-
tion of a safety related system.t' With respect to emergency feedwater,
the methodology did not consider whether certain interfacing main
steam or condensate system (nonsafety-related) components would be
required to operate to assure EFW system operability for the events in

13See Letter from H.D. Hubil (GPU) to J F. stolz (NRC) (August 1.1984).
16See summary of Meetmg with GPU Nuclear Corporation on Environmental Qualification (March
19.1984).
17See summary of Apnl 27,1984 Meet:ng with GPU Nuclear Regarding the Three Mile Island, Umt i
Emergency Feedwater System (May 2.1984).
18 See Letter from D.G. Eisenhut (NRC) ta H.D. Hukill (GPU) (May 3.1984).
I' The stalT viewed these deficiencies as programmatic ones not limited to the EFW system. This infor-
mation prompted the stan's May 25.1984 letter to the Licensee requesting information on the overall
TMI.I environmental quahfication program.
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question. The Licensee fully addressed this matter and provided addi-
tional information in its response to the Staff's May 3,1984 letter.28

Upon review, the Staff concluded that the Licensee had identified
those electrical components of the EFW system required to be environ-
mentally qualified, with the exception of the Licensee's exemption of
condensate system valves from environmental qualification (i.e.,
COV-14A,B and COV-Ill A,B). The Staff would require that these
valves be environmentally qualified, because operation of these valves'

in a harsh environment may be necessary as backup to postulated single
failures. The Staff subsequently advised the Licensee ofits position, and

; the Licensee agreed to include the valves in its environmental qualifica-
; tion program.28

Therefore, based upon the review activities described above, the Staff
! concludes that Licensee's environmental qualification program encom.-
j passes that electrical equipment located in a harsh environment whose

1

j operation may be necessary to assure EFW system operability in a harsh'

j environment. A complete list of components is provided in the attached
j safety evaluation (not published).22

Qualification of Electrical Equipment -

| The third and final aspect of the Staff's review, and the true focus of

|
the petition's environmental qualification allegation, addresses the issue'

of whether the specific electrical equipment subject to environmental- ,

qualification has been adequately demonstrated to remain operable in.

the prescribed harsh environment, and whether adequate documentation
of any such demonstration exists.23 The petition draws heavily from the
Franklin Research Center technical evaluation report (FRC TER) which

I contained a number of environmental qualification issues that were
unresolved at the time of its issuance in November 1982. The Staff was
continuing its review of the Licensee's resolution of the FRC TER defi-
ciencies at the time of receipt of the petition.

20 See Letter from R.F. wilson (GPU) to D.G. Eisenhut (NRC) (May 10, 1984).
21 See Letter from J F. stolz (NRC) to H.D. Hukill (GPU) (June 25, 1984), and Letter from H.D.
Hukill (GPU) to J F. stolz (NRC) (August 6,1984).
22 The staft's activities did not, however, include a rigorous review of whether Licensee had adequately
identaried equipment at the subcomponent lesel (e g-, the identification of splices, terminal blocks arri
motors within a tabe operator). The petition makes no altegations in this regard and the stair identiried
no basis for pursuing this matter dunns its review,
23 fn the most fundamental sense, a component is considered environmentally qualified if (t) it has
been successfully tested for a harsh environment (e.g., pressure, temperature, radiation, chemical
spray) that is more severe than what it would see in the plant and (2) a similarity is estabhshed between
the tested coriponent and the component installed in the plant.
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To address this allegation the Staff performed an initial audit of the
TMI-I EFW system environmental qualification files on March 20-21,
1984. Audit results were provided to the Licensee by letter dated April
25, 1984.24 As described in the April 25 letter, the Staff concluded that
the files did not adequately demonstrate environmental qualification of
EFW system electrical components and that the deficiencies were both
general in nature and component-specific. The Licensee endeavored to

: address the deficiencies and the Staff subsequently performed a second
!' cudit on May 7-8,1984,~ with similar results. Additional audits were per-
I formed on May 24, June 25, and August 6,1984. Comments were
! provided to the Licensee at the conclusion of each audit session.25 Based
! upon the findings from the August 6,1984 audit, the Staffis able to con-
I clude that the TMI-l environmental qualification files adequately dem-
| onstrate the environmental qualification of EFW system electrical.

equipment.
The specific details of the audits and file deficiencies are described in

the attached safety evaluation. However, two components warranting
special mention are the converters for the EFW flow control valves. The

.! Licensee had initially proposed a justification for continued operation for

| these components since no qualification testing data were available.26
' The justifications were based upon probabilistic arguments and the

availability of feed-and-bleed cooling as a backup for core cooling.27 At
the March 8,1984 meeting, the Staff advised the Licensee that it could

. . not accept the proposed justification without substantial additional
'

review. The Licensee subsequently committed to replace the converters
with environmentally qualified components,28 and regional inspectors
have verified that this modification is complete. Other required equip-
ment replacements, as described in the safety evaluation, have been
verified by regional inspectors. See Inspection Report 50 289/84-22.

'

In view of the foregoing discussion, the Staff concludes for reasons set
' forth above, that the appropriate harsh environments are defined, that <

the electrical equipment essential for EFW operation is properly
'

identified, and that adequate documentation exists to demonstrate the

24 See Letter from LF. stolz (NRC) to H D. Hukill (GPU) ( Aprd 25,1984L
25 Audit notes were provided to the Peutioner in a letter from LF. stolz (NRC) to E.R. Weiss (UCs)
(August 7,1984L
26See Licensee's Response to Uruon of Concerned scientists' Pennon for show Cause Concerning
TMI-I Emergency Feedwater system (February 24.1984L
27The feed-and-bleed core cooling mode does not rely upon the steam generators for decay heat
removal. The staff beheves that there is a high probability that feed and bleed is a viable means of core
cooling. but it has not been reviewed from the standpoint of a design basis event
28 See Licensee's Amended Response to Union of Concerned scientists' Peu: ion for show Cause con-
cerning TMI-I Emergency Feedwater system t March 26.1984L
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qualification of all essential equipment. Adequate actions have been
taken to assure that the TMI-l EFW system is environmentally qualified
in accordance with NRC regulations. No further action need be taken
before restart.

Notwithstanding this conclusion, however, the Staf1's initial audit
findings regarding the unacceptability of the Licensee's environmental
qualification files for EFW components, and the deficiencies identified
in Licensee's methodology for identifying components required to be
qualified, raised questions as to the adequacy of Licensee's overall envi-
ronmental qualification program. Therefore, the Staff, by letter dated
May 25,1984, requested that the Licensee reaffirm the adequacy ofits
overall environmental qualification program in several specific areas."
The Licensee's response is pending." However, with respect to the envi-
ronmental qualification of electrical equipment within the scope of_the-

TMI-l restart proceeding (equipment required to mitigate small-break
loss-of-coolant accidents and loss-of feedwater transients) the Commis-

,

sion has directed the Staff to certify such equipment with respect to.- ,

! radiation. See CLI-84-ll, supra. Thus, in addition to the environmental
' *

,

.I qualification required by the Commission under the restart proceeding,
j the Staff is continuing its 10 C.F.R. f f0.49 environmental qualification

,,

review for TMI 1, which will include further auditing, on an expedited
basis.3' Should the Staff deve. lop information from these audits indicating
further action with respect to the TMI-I environmental qualification pro-

- gram is necessary, appropriate action would be taken at that time.

IV. - THE SUPPLEMENTAL PETITION

By supplemental petition dated May 9,1984 (supplem' ental petition),
the Petitioner requested further relief in connection with the EFW
system. UCS based its request upon information contained in the Staff's
April 25,1984 letter to the Licensee expressing concerns regarding the
environmental qualification of the TMI-l EFW system as a result of the
findings of the first TMI I environmental qualification file audit. See
{ 111, supra. Petitioner compares this information with previous informa-
tion and statements in correspondence and points out apparent inconsist-
encies and contradictory statements that it attributes to both the Licen-

8 ee Letter from D.G. Eisenhut (NRC) to H.D. Hukilt (GPU) (May 25.1984).S

MThe staff expects to receive a response from the Licensee in october 1984.
38 Environmental Quahficanon file audits are rouunely performed roi nuclear power plants in the licens-
ing phase. The Staff plans to conduct similar audits for all operstmg reactors.
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see and the NRC Staff.32 Based upon these apparent inconsistencies,
Petitioner requests three additional specific items of relief:

1. As a precondition to restart, the staff should be directed to independently
verify that documentation exists and that it is technically sufTicient to demon-
strate environmental qualification of each and every electrical component in
the emergency feedwater system and in every other system required for proper
operation of the emergency feedwater system.

2. The Office of Investigations should be directed to immediately investigate
whether GPU has made material false statements to NRC in connection with
the ensironmental qualification program. Because this issue bears directly on
GPU's competence and integrity, the investigation should be completed before
a vote on restart.-

.

3. The Office of Inspector and Auditor should be directed to investigate and
determine whether the NRC Staff has provided false or misleading informatiort
to the Boards or to the Commission, or has been derelict in its duty in connec-
tion with the issue of environmental qualificarba in TMI l.

See Supplemental Petition at 10-11.
With respect to the first request, the Staff, by virtue of the review ac-

tivities described herein and in the attached safety evaluatiop, has per-
formed the independent verification requested by Petitione'r and
concluded that the documentation is technically sufficient to demon-
strate the environmental qualification of each electrical component in
the EFW system and in every other system required for proper operation

.

of the EFW system. Accordingly, the first request has been substantially
satisfied by the review activities undertaken by the Staff.

In considering Petitioner's second request, the technical Staff
reviewed the documentation related to the Licensee's environmental
qualification program and identified certain statements made by Licensee
in connection with the TMI-l environmental qualification program
which the Staff believed to be invalid, These statements were forwarded
to the Office of Investigation (01). After reviewing the statements
identified by the technical Staff,01 initiated an evaluation to determine
whether the matter warrants a full investigation. Accordingly, the Staff
has satisfied Petitioner's request to the extent that 01 is examining the
TMI-1 environmental qualification issue. Should O1 decide to conduct a

32 By filing dated July 31.1984. Pettuoner responds to an earlier Licensee response regarding the supple.
mental petition. In this filing Petitioner notes apparent inconsistencies between Licensee's response to
the supplemental petsuon and other correspondence and information. Peuuoner appears to have provid.
ed this filing to reinforce its earher allegatsons ance it explicitly requests no additional relief. However,
the filing does imply that the stafr should expand its audit acuvities beyond the EFw system. The stafr
intends to conduct this review as explasned in { !!! sampre.
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full investigation of the matter, the Staff would take appropriate action
based upon the results of th' tinvestigation.a

. "Opon its receipt, the supplemental petition was referred to the Office
i of fr.spector and Auditor to determine whether the Staff acted improper- 7

'
,

\ fy 4th respect to the issue of equipment qualification at TMI-1. This '

! action' essentially satisfies the Petitioner's request.33
i-

o
V. AGGREGATE DEFICIENCIES

Background

Each of the five basic deficiencies alleged in the petition have eitheri

j been addressed herein or in the Interim Director's Decision. However,y' ,
'

in its January 20 petition, UCS further contends that "one or more-of.'

the identified deficiencies, when viewed individually, would not
-| necessarily pose an ' intolerable risk'," but that "liln the aggregate

; . . . [the deficiencias) -thoroughly compromise the reliability of" the.

'

i EFW system. Petitioner provides further clarification of its aggregates

! \ deficiencies concern in its letter of May 1,1984 directed to the Director,
! Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. The Petitioner described rts con-

cern as depending "larsely upon the findings regarding the spe'cific EFW
deficiencies; to the extent that the specific deficiencies we noajn the pe-(

tition are borne out, the point about the ' aggregate efTect' is' strength-
- ened and vice versa. Therefore, the major issue is certainly whether the
specific deficiencies we cite exist and/or have been corrected."

To properly focus the Petitioner's concern about aggngate deficien-
cies, a brief review of Staff's findings regarding each of the five| alleged
basic deficiencies is necessary. First, as discussed in this Decis cn, the'.

Staff cbncludes herein that the TMI-l EFW system is environmentally
qualified. Second, the Staff concluded in the Interim Director's Decision
that there are no MSLRDS deficiencies. Third, as the Staff concluded in
Board Notifica. ion BN 84-088. dated April 24, 1984, the EFW flow',.

instrumentation is sufficiently accurate for its intended purpose. Fourth,'

as stated in the Interim Director's -Decision, the TMI l EFW system
may be susceptible to single failures which could, for certain accidents,,

preven: |t from performing its intended safety function. Fifth, the Staff
A- spsMided in the Interim Director's Decision as modified herein, that

the TMi-t EFW system would be capable of performing its intendedt
* *1

,,

3311 should be noted that a request ror an investigation by otA orinternal NRC personnel matters does
not rail squarely within the class or requests contemplated by 10 C.F.R. I 2.206. section 2.206 permits [.

.

snterested members or the public io request initiation or enforcement proceedings with respect to any 6license.
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safety function following an' SSE, but that conclusion relies, in part,
upon operator access to the intermediate building for local manual-

,,

actions. Accordingly, the valid deficiencies to be considered in a reviewt N
for aggregate deficiencies are (1) potential EFW system single failure*

vulnerabilities, and (2) EFW system seismic limitations to the extent' '

4 1 that intermediate building access for local manual action may be')- @
. Tff . necessary,

f ''
There is also a time element to the aggregate deficiencies issue. That3

is, Licensee is committed to upgrading the EFW system after one cycle'

e
D'M k of operation. See f VI, infra. This upgrade will correct both the potential

,,

'

single. failure vulnerabilities and the seismic limitations. The possibility
N of aggregate deficiencies poses, therefore, a concern only for one cycle

of operation. The issue then becomes one of whether, in light of poten-
x3' tial single failure vulnerabilities and seismic limitations, the TMI-l

~

'

EFW system would be capable of performing its intended safety function
_ 4)
4' l for,the one cycle of operation until such time as system upgrades are

.

complete. .
.'

The 'Stati believes that the specific review of each individual deficiency
as presuted herein and in the Interim Director's Decision, which was

.! perforsted in accordance with normal review practice, has shown that an-

1. I aggreg3:e deficiency does not exist in the EFW system. The following
description is provided, nevertheless, to explain the basis for the Stafi's

g

conclusion and to conveniently summarize the capabilities and limita-
.

' '

tions of the TMI-l EFW system expected at the time of restart.
The Staff has reviewed, using current licensing criteria, those event or

accident scenarios necessary to determine the integrated effect of al!
f

R valid EFW system deficiencies within the scope of the petition. For
s

!
example, Staff reviews of the EFW system for seismic and environmen-'

% tal qualification acceptability concurrently considered postulated single'

failures for each of these reviews. These reviews also included, where
, _

' appropriate /Wp potential lat:raction from other intermediate building
systems such as postulated failures that could cause a harsh environment
or a xismic failure that would adversely affect the EFW system func-
tion. In that Staff reviews have included limiting accident scenarios and
the potential effects of failures and interactions, the Staff reviews provide
a basis for assessing the overall capability of the EFW system in an ag-
gregate sense. The conclusion of these reviews is that the TMI-l EFW

t
system, as configured at the time of restart, will be capable of performing'

/
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its intended safety function fer the one cycle of operation, i.e., until the
system upgrades are complete.2'

The event scenarios of interest are seismic events, and intermediate
building high-energy line breaks which expose EFW systi.m single-
failure vulnerabilities and also create harsh environments. Although the_ e

Staff has concluded herein that the TMI l EFW system is environmen-
tally qualified, that issue was nevertheless considered in these scenario
reviews so as to provioe a means of verifying that all components re-
quired for EFW system operation (i.e., EFW system components as well

i as components from other systems) that could be subjected to an inter-
mediate building harsh environment were identified and included in the
environmental qualifica; ion program. Moreover, each event was ana-,

'

lyzed individually as prescribed by Staff licensing criteria. Associated
consequences, such as a harsh environment resulting from a high-energy.
line break, were assumed with the initiating event. A concurrent

* random single failure was also assumed.

^

; With respect to intermediate building high-energy line breaks, the
! Staticonsidered whether operability of the EFW system could be affect-
i ed by common-mode component failures due to harsh environments.
I With respect to seismic events, the principal concern of the Staff was
~

whether the failure of nonseismically qualified intermediate building
component (s) could create intermediate building environments during

'

seismic events which would preclude operator access to perform required
. local manust actions.

EFW System Response During High-Energy Line Breaks

All four main steam lines and one of the two main fwdwater lines
transit the in'termediate building. The intermediate building also houses
all active EFW system components that could be subjected to a harsh
environment. As indicated in the Interim Director's Decision, a non-
mechanistic rupture of either the intermediate building main steam line
or main feedwater line would create an event in which the EFW system
must operate and a harsh environment for the EFW. Therefore, the
possibility of potential common-mode failures due to a harsh environ-
ment must be considered. As noted in s III, supra, all electrical compo-
nents situated in the intermediate building whose operability is essential

3* The StafT acknowledges that the d;frerences between the EFW system at the time of restart versus
after the cycle 6 refueling do present a difrerence in system reliability which might. if compounded in
many small ways, gne rise to an aggregate concern of the kind suggested in the petition. However, the
aggregate deficiencies in this instance include only two of the many circumstances in which the EFW
system could be called upon to funcuon. and the stair considers these instances or compounded eft-ct
to be acceptable. See { VI, infra.
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for proper operation of the EFW system are environmentally qualif7d.
In particular, the Staff notes that the electric motor-driven EFW pumns,
the EFW pum,' suction and the discharge cross-connect valves, the
EFW flow control valves and the EFW flow indicators are qualified for
an intermediate building harsh environment. All intermediate building
condensate or main steam system electrical components required to-

operate to assure EFW initiation and operation following a nonmechanis-
tic intermediate building main steam or feedwater line break are environ-
mentally qualified.The Staff further notes that the failure of any unquali-
fled main steam, condensate and/or EFW system electrical components
due to an intermediate building harsh environment from a main steam
line or feedwater line break will not jeopardize FFW system operatio' .n

:

If a postulated concurrent single random failure of the flow control*

valve in the EFW feedwater header to the opposite steam generator .

were to occur in this situation, the EFW system could be rendereif |
~

ineffective." The Staff considers this to be an acceptable situation for,

'
'

one cycle of operation as a result of the interim modifications described
: in the Interim Director's Decision. See DD-84-12,19 NRC at 1133-34.

See also j VI, infra. Therefore, the Staff concludes that the aggregate
deficiencies of the TMI-l EFW system will not jeopardize system opera-'

bility due to harsh environments following an intermediate building
main steam or feedwater line rupture.

.

EFW System Response During Seismic Events

The Staff previously concluded in the Interim Director's Decision that
reasonable assurance exists that the TMI-l EFW system woulo be able
to perform its intended safety function following the occurrence of a
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) and concurrent single active failure.
See DD-84-12,19 NRC at 1131-32. In reaching that conclusion, the
Staff concluded that there is also reasonable assurance that required -
local manual actions would not be precluded by an intermediate building
harsh environment resulting from a postulated failure of nonseismic por-
tions of other systems, namely, the vent stack relief valves (MSV-
22A,B) and the atmospheric dump valves (MSV-4A,B) for the interim
period of Cycle 5 operation. However, as described in { II, supra, the
Licensee has installed seismically qualified restraints on those vent
stacks, thus eliminating any concern regarding vent stack failure.

M occurrence of the postulated event would not, however, necessarily mean that the afrected steam
ss erator must be isolated. In this regard, the TMI.I abnormal transient operator suidance (AToG)
program containt provisions for feeding an afrected steam generitor under certain c rcumstances.
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Based upon the LL:ensee's action and the additional seismic interac-
tion review set forth in f II, supra, the Staff is able to conclude that
there is reasonable assurance that no intermediate building high-energy
lines will fail during an SSE, and that operator access to perform required
local manual actions to assure EFW system operability for the interim
period of operation until system upgrades are complete is therefore
assured.

In that Staff reviews have included the applicable accident scenarios
coupled with both potential effects of failures and interactions, the Staff
reviews provide an adequate basis for assessing the capabili:y of the
EFW system in an aggregate sense. Based upon these reviews, the Staff
finds there is reasonable assurance that the TMI-l EFW system will per-
form its intended safety function for the postulated events within the
scope of the petition, with one exception. The exception involves the.,

postulated situation of a main steam line or main feedwater line break
accident requiring isolation of the affected steam generator compounded3

by the worst-case single random failure. This exception has been pre-
viously addressed in the Interim Director's Decision and found accept.
able for one cycle of operation. See also j VI, irtfra. Therefore, the,

'

Staff's previous conclusion regarding the acceptability of the TMI-1,

EFW system for the interim period of operation until such time as
system upgrades are complete remains unchanged, and the Staff con-

j templates no further action prior to restart.

|
-

.

VI. PETITIONER'S LETTER OF FEBRUARY 13, 1984

By letter to the Commission dated February 13, 1984, the Petitioner,
among other things, recommended that the Commission direct the Staff
to answer three specific questions regarding the TMI-I EFW system.
The Commission subsequently requested that the Staff respond to these
questions when it considered the Petitioner's request for relief.3'

The first question posed by UCS asked the Staff to:

Identify each specific aspect of the TMI.I EFW system which does not comply or is
not known to comp!y with the regulations applicable to systems imporant (sic] to'

safety (including safety. grade, safety-related, and engineered safety feature
; systems).
,

At the time oflicensing of TMI-1, EFW systems were not considered
safety-related systems. Consequently, relatively few regulations and

34 See Memorandum from sJ. CMk (NRC) to WJ. Dircks (NRC) (AWJ .4.1984).
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standards applied.21 Moreover, the applicability of regulations, absent
any backfitting requirements, is established at the time of plant
licensing. Within this framework, the TMI l EFW system complied with
all regulations and standards applicable to that system, and this continues
to be the case today. However, EFW systems are now considered safety-
related such that EFW systems for new plants must meet safety-related
system criteria in accordance with the Staff's Standard Review Plan
(NUREG-0800).)* In this regard, the Staff has reviewed the TMI-l
EFW system, as it will be configured at the time of restart. This review

;
identified that the TMI-l EFW system does not meet the regulations ap-

| plicable to plants currently being licensed in one respect.)' That is, the,

{
TMI-l EFW systam, as configured at the time of restart, will not meet

I
the single-failure criterion for certain events."

| Specifically, the TMI-l EFW system at the time of restart will have a

i single flow control valve in each of the feedwater headers to the two

i steam generators.*' Therefore, for those events which may, under certain
i circumstances, require isolation of one steam generator, such as a main

! steam line break, steam generator tube rupture or a feedwater line

} break, failure of the flow control valve to open in the EFW header to
the intact steam generator could result in an inability to deliver emergen-
cy feedwater flow for decay heat removal through the intact steam
generator. Further, a single failure in the Integrated Control System
UCS), which currently controls the EFW fiow control valves, could also

,

result in an inability to deliver EFW flow by preventing the flow control
valves from opening. Evaluation of these deficiencies is discussed in the'

response to Question 2, infra.
The second question raised by UCS asks that:

37See also safety Evaluation by the OfDce of Nuclear Reactor Regulation supporting intenm Director's
Decision Under 10 C.F.R. 2.206 (seismic Capability of Emergency Feedwater). Three Mile Island
Nuclear station. Umt No.1 (Apnl 27.1984.)
38See NUREG-0800. * standard Review Plan for the Review of safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear
Power Plants." July 1981, t 10.4.9. standard Review Plats provide guidance for the OfDce of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation staff responsible for the review of applicati3ns to construct and operate nuclear
power plants. A system in conformance with the standard Review Plan is generally considered to also
be in conformance with the applicable regulations.
3'The stafr had previously performed and subrmtted irto testimony such a review during the TMI-l
Restart Proceeding. See NRC stafr supplemental Test. mony of J. wermiel and J. Curry Regarding
Emergency Feedwater system Reliability (Board Question 6). TMI l Restart Proceeding Transcript
(TR) at 16,718. The staff notes that the TMI.1 FFw s3 stem currently complies with 10 C.F.R. i 50.49,

(Environmental Qualincation of Electncal Equipment) by virtue of the fact that Licensee has completed
replacement of certain components and performed intermedive building nooding modiGcations as de-
scnbed in i lit. supra.
#See 10 C.F.R. Part 50. Appendix A. Cntenon 44.
41 This discussion was previously provided in the Intenm Director's Decision. but it is repeated here
nevertheless for completeness. See Intenm Director's Decision Under 10 C.F.R. I 2.206. DD-8412.19
NRC at 1133-34.
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[ Flor each deficiency or potential deficiency identified in response to item I above,
,

explain whether and why the Staff believes that TMI-l can be operated without I

undue risk to public health and safety before correction of the deficiency or potential'

deficiency.

The Staff has been aware of the system deficiencies identified in re-
sponse to UCS Question 1 for some time, and the issue has been fully
explored during the restart proceeding. The Staff considers the TMI-l
EFW system to be acceptable, provided that certain short term modifica-
tions are completed prior to restart.42 Among these modifications is a
change in failure mode for the flow control valves These valves will fail
so as to permit full EFW flow on either loss of instrument air or loss of
control power,43 Further, a separate remote manual control station inde-
pendent of the ICS has been provided in the control room. This modifi-

| cation will permit the operator to remotely open the EFW flaw control.
valves should they fait closed due to an ICS malfunction. The flow con-
trol valves could also be manually opened locally by means of a
handwheel.**,

j In the long term, the Licensee willinstall redundant EFW flow control
*

and block valves and provide safety-grade automatic steam generator
i level control by no later than the first refueling outage following restart

.(Cycle 6 refueling),45 Completion of these modifications prior to startur
following Cycle 6 refueling is a specific Board-imposed condition fro'n
the restart proceeding." The Licensee is also performing a number of,

_ additional long-term EFW system modifications beyond those dese:ibed

42 See NUREG-0640,"TM1-1 Restart " June 1980 and supplement 3 to NUREG-0680 (April 1981).
43 The restart proceeding record shows that the flow control valves fail to the mid position on loss of
controisignal However, by filing dated March 26,1984, counsel for Licensee indicated that the existing.

flow control valve converters would be replaced with environmentally and seismically quahfied conver-
'

ters by June s954, and that with these new converters the flow control valves would fail to the open po-
sition on less of centrol power.
44 in accordance with a decision of the Atomic safety and Licensing Board, the TMI-I operating license
will be conditioned to require that an auxiliary operator be dispatched to the EFw flow control valve
area, upon any EFW auto-start condition, until the EFw system is made fully safety-grade. See Meao-
pohten Edtson Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear station, Unit I), ALAB-729,17 NRC 814,833 (1983).
Admittedly, access would most probably be precluded following an intermediate building high-energy
line break.
43 See summary of April 27.1984 Meeting with GPf; Ncclear Regarding the Three Mile Island, Unit i
Emergency Feedwater system Docket 50-289 (May 2,1984), and Letter from R.F. Wilson (GPU) to

j D.G. Eisenhut (NRC) (May 10,1984).
; # See Metropo6mm Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear stauon, Unit I), LBP-81-59,14 NRC 1211,

1363,1373,11 1036,1037,1059 (1981); NUREG-0680, at C8-36 and supplement 3 at 36-38; Meropea.,

j arn Edssos Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear stauon, Unit 1), LBP-82-27,15 NRC 747 (1982) and staffs
Response to Licensing Board's Directive to Report Deta:Is of its Enforcement Plan in the Form of at

| supplemental trutial Decision (February 1,1982).
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above.47 These additional modifications are generally intended to im-
prove EFW system reliability pursuant to NUREG-0737, Items II.E.1.1
" Auxiliary Feedwater System Evaluation" and II.E.1.2 " Auxiliary
Feedwater System Automatic Initiation and Flow Indicator" and to al-
leviate the need to rely upon compensatory operator action to assure
system operability following a seismic event.

The Petitioner's third question focuses on the need for modifications
after one cycle of operation. UCS asks that:

[ Flor each deficiency or potential defwiency which the Staff believes need not be
corrected before the first refueling outage after restart, explain why that deficiency

,

ever needs to be corrected. In other words,if the Staff believes that the plant can ne

! operated without undue risk to public health and safety until the first refueling, why
would modifsations be needed to assure public health and safety after the first
refueling? -

i

!
The Staff concludes that the short-term modifications cited above pro-

vide reasonable assurance that the TMI-l EFW system will be adequately
!

reliable to protect the public health and safety. The Staff further con--

! cludes that the long-term modifications (Cycle 6 modifications) will pro-
vide an additional improvement in safety. This approach of short- and
long-term modifications is consistent 'vith general Staff practice regard-
ing safety improvements insofar as the short-term modifications provide
an acceptable means for addressing a safety concern for the interim

~ period of time until the preferred, long-term solution can be designed
and implemented.** Specifically, with respect to the single-failure vulner-
abilities of the flow control valves, the Staff considers the short term
modification to be acceptable essentially because the valves have been
modified so that they fail open, permitting full flow, on either a loss of
control signal or air. Upon completion of the long-term modification,
however, the availability of redundant flow control valves to each steam
generator will permit continued flow of emergency feedwater even with
an assumed single failure. Similarly, the short-term control system
modifications provide an acceptable means of mitigating the conse-
quences of an ICS failure, while the long-term modification will result in
a control system that will not be disabled by a single failure.

47See summary or Apnl 27,1984 Meeting with GPU Nuclear Regarding the Three Mile Island, Unit i
Emergency Feedwater System. Docket 50 289 (May 2,1984), and letter from R.F. Wilson (GPU) to
D.G. Eisenhut (NRC) (May 10.1984).
'8 The thrust of Petitioner's Question 3, and the Staff's response thereto. generally parallel the respec.
tive parties' posmons on this matter in the TMI.I restart proceeding. The staff's position in that pro- ,

ceeding was upheld by the Licenang Board and Appeal Board. See NRC staff Testimocy of Denwood
F Rosa, Jr. Relative to the sutTiciency or the Proposed Additional Requirements (Board Question 2),
Tr.15.555; LBP-8154 sapre.14 NRC at 1364,11138 (1981). See general (y ALAB.729. sapre.

.
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' VII. CONCLUSION

The Staff has determined that it is unnecessary to institute show-cause
or further enforcement proceedings with respect to the TMI-l EFW
system. The Petitioner's request to initiate such proceedings is denied.
As described in this Decision and the Interim Director's Decision,
DD-84-12, supra, the Staff has determined that the TMI-l EFW system
is environmentally qualified, that there is r:asonable assurance with re-
spect to single-component failures that the system will be adequately
reliable to perform its intended safety function, and that the main steam
line rupture detection system (MSLRDS) is adequate. As the Staff has
maintained in the restart proceeding, it views the existing EFW flow

.

instruments to be acceptable. The Staff has also determined that, with.

[ the interim compensatory measures instituted by the Licensee, there is
| . reasonable assurance that the EFW system would remain operable fol .

~; lowing a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). Upon considering in the ag-
; gregate those EFW system deficiencies-identified by the petition, the

'
-

! Staff has determined that the TMI-1 EFW system, as configured at the
i time of restart, will be capable of performing its inten+d safety function
|, for the one cycle of operation until the system upgrade are complete.;

1 Accordingly, the Staff contemplates no further action with respect to
the EFW system prior to restart. Moreover, the Staff has substantially
satisfied the requests made by Petitioner in its supplemental petition by

,

conducting detailed audits of the TMI-l environmental qualification file,
- and identifying and referring to the Oflice ofInvestigation statements in

the Licensee's submittals the Staff views to be invalid. The Staff by this -
Decision, has also provided to Petitioner the information requested in
Petitioner's letter of February 13,1984.

A copy of this Decision will be provided to the Secretary for the Com-
mission's review in accordance with 10 C.F.R. { 2.206(c).

.

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 25th day of September 1984.

| [The attachment has been omitted from this publication but may be
found in the NRC Public Document Room,1717 H Street, NW, Wash-

| ington, DC 20555.]
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